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PREFACE 

The present study of the Homeric simile begins with a familiar 
assumption, that the writer was an oral poet. There are already 
numerous studies of poetic techniques in the Iliad and Odyssey 
which are dependent on the hypothesis that Homer was an oral 
poet. On such an assumption one can study a wide spectrum of 
topics ranging from rather precise matters, such as versification 
and word choice, to broader concerns of type scenes and developing 
themes. The idea that Homer was an oral poet similar in most 
respects to present day oral poets has not found a warm reception 
in all quarters since no critic can compare contemporary oral verse 
with the Homeric poems without noticing several important 
discrepancies. And yet it is the basic assumption of this study that 
the phrasing and composition of the Iliad and the Odyssey were 
deeply rooted in a long and complex tradition of oral poetry. 
Whatever may be the true picture of Homer in the act of composi
tion, it at least seems clear that he was a poet who was fully acquain
ted with and steeped in such a tradition. Once this is granted, 
many of the features of Homeric verse which seem so familiar to 
writers and readers must be examined to ensure that our under
standing of these features is based on an awareness of the capabilities 
and the techniques of an oral poet. Where it is not-and this is 
often true of our understanding of the similes-there is need for 
further exploration. 

The extended Homeric simile, which is a hallmark of the epic 
style, has been used with great effect by Vergil and Milton who in so 
many ways acknowledge their dependence on and inspiration from 
Homer. Still there are great differences in the old Homeric simile 
when it is taken over by the two later writers. Vergil and Milton 
created their longer similes with full understanding and conscious
ness of the literary tradition in which they were writing skillfully 
matching details between simile and narrative, adding color to their 
texts, and developing themes by their artful handling of this small 
form. The simile in the Iliad and the Odyssey is never so close in its 
parallels to the narrative nor so related to a consistent theme, and 
yet it is in its own way highly effective. As in the later written 
epics, Homer's perceptive employment of the simile presupposes a 
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certain amount of practice and most probably a tradition by which 
the form, phrasing, and usage of the simile were defined and 
developed. Tradition so completely dominated the individual lines 
and type scenes throughout the Iliad and the Odyssey that it would 
seem odd if there were not an inheritance of customary practice 
in singing similes from earlier poets. In spite of the suspicion that 
Homer drew on a tradition which was as strong as that influencing 
Vergil and Milton, such a tradition remains largely hidden because 
of the disappearance of Greek epics earlier than or contemporary 
with the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

Yet to attempt to define this tradition and to delineate the extent 
of its influence is possible because of the consistent and economical 
system which lies at the root of improvised oral composition. 
Whereas Vergil and Milton could always draw upon the tradition to 
aid their creative efforts but were not bound to it, an oral poet 
works within the limits of a strong tradition which he follows with 
regularity because of the pressure from his audience, the circum
stances of composition, and the normal limitations of a human 
mind. It is possible to find patterns of words and motifs in the 
poetry of Vergil and Milton and such patterns reveal much about 
the techniques and intent of these poets. Though is easier to find 
patterns of phrasing and scene construction in the Iliad and the 
Odyssey, these patterns do not reveal as much about the individual 
poet Homer as they do about the oral tradition in which the poet 
was educated and which, therefore, underlies the poems. 

In regard to the similes there are surprisingly consistent patterns 
of usage which can be found in their placement, their subject, their 
extension, and their phrasing. By comparing the various simile 
groups and families, it is possible to trace with some degree of 
accuracy the simile materials which the tradition offered to Homer 
as an aid in composition. Such conclusions are more relevant to the 
collective body of practicing oral poets who carried on the tradition 
than to Homer. In a real sense any study of the patterns of society 
as revealed in a single phenomenon tells far more about the society 
-poets and painters, mothers and children, craftsmen and teach
ers-than it does about the individual ordering force behind the 
phenomenon. 

The Homeric simile is merely one aspect of a much larger creation, 
the stories and the poetry of the Iliad and the Odyssey. However 
masterful the artistry of these poems may be, it can only be enhanced 
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by an understanding of the tradition which lies behind, or rather 
permeates, every line and scene. As the similes in the Aeneid and 
Paradise Lost become more meaningful when compared to their 
models, so also Homer's similes gain in meaning when the tradition 
in which they are firmly rooted is better understood. 

Many people have aided me in completing this study; I am most 
indebted to President James I. Armstrong of Middlebury College, 
to Professor Bernard Fenik of Princeton University, and to Professor 
Max Treu of the University of Munich, all of whom were faithful 
guides as this project grew from an idea to a completed manuscript. 
Thanks are also due to Mrs. Nancy Heffernan who saved me from 
many mistakes by her careful reading of the manuscript. I am 
further grateful to Dartmouth College for a Faculty Fellowship for 
post-doctoral research, which enabled me to extend my study in 
order to examine the structure and extension of the similes and to 
explore the possible connections to art works. Dartmouth College 
has also aided in the publication costs for this book. 

To those many friends and colleagues who have read portions of 
this book in manuscript and who have enlarged my understanding 
by their generous criticism, I offer my grateful appreciation. 

Hanover, N.H. 
December I972 

w. C. S. 





CHAPTER ONE 

THE SIMILES AND THEIR CRITICS 

A recent guidebook for writers by E. B. White contains the 
following advice: 

Use figures of speech sparingly. 
The simile is a common device and a useful one, but similes 

coming in rapid fire, one right on top of another, are more 
distracting than illuminating. The reader needs time to catch 
his breath; he can't be expected to compare everything with 
something else, and no relief in sight. 

When you use metaphor, do not mix it up. That is, don't 
start by calling something a sword fish and end by calling it 
an hourglass.1 

This pithy comment contains two suggestions: first, a writer should 
not use many similes in a row; and second, once he picks an image, 
he should develop it rather than jump nervously from subject to 
subject. Of course, Homer never wrote such a book of helpful hints 
for young poets; but if he had, his feelings about similes would 
probably have been different, at least in view of this passage: 

Just as a destructive fire consumes an endless forest on the 
peaks of a mountain, and the blaze is seen far away, so did the 
gleam from the wondrous armor of the men as they marched 
rise up to the heavens through the air. 

And as many flocks of winged birds, of geese or cranes or 
long-necked swans, fly this way and that in the fields of Asia 
near the streams of Cayster, delighting in their flight-with 
loud cries they advance and settle and the field echoes with 
their cries, so did the many tribes of men pour forth from the 
ships and the tents onto the plain by Scamander. And the 
earth resounded terribly from the marching of the men and 

1 W. Strunk, Jr. and E. B. White, The Elements oj Style (New York I959, 
p. 66 f. 

Suppl. to Mnemosyne XXVIII 
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their horses. In their thousands they stood on the flowering plain 
of the Scamander, as numerous as are the leaves and flowers in 
spring. 

As the many close-packed swarms of flies crowd throughout 
the herdsman's barns in the springtime, when milk fills the pails, 
just so many long-haired Achaeans stood in the plain facing the 
Trojans, eager to destroy them. 2 

There is a great difference in the theory and practice represented 
by E. B. White and Homer. E. B. White has the freedom of the 
blank page and the eraser. He can let his thoughts lead him wherever 
they wish, then retrace his steps rearranging and removing those 
words which do not serve his purpose. Homer, on the other hand, 
accepted the limitations of a tradition. His stories were old and 
familiar, and his characters had already been depicted many times 
performing the same acts in the same situations. Even his language 
was a hand-me-down from poets who had told the same tale in the 
same words for generations. If Homer made a mistake or a slip in 
taste, there was no second chance and no eraser. What had once 
passed the poet's lips had to stand as it was, to be modified and 
corrected either immediately or not at all. In spite of the difference 
between a prose-writer and a poet, both men are devoted to com
posing clearly, concisely, and effectively. E. B. White, however, is 
relatively free; Homer volunteered to be constrained by the bonds 
of a strong tradition. 4 

2 Where linguistic matter is not important, I will use translation with no 
Greek text. For the prosaic translations accompanying the text I take full 
responsibility. They were not done with an eye toward immortality but 
rather with the hope that they would illustrate clearly the point under 
discussion. The text used throughout has been the Oxford text of Monro and 
Allen. 

3 Throughout this study citations to the iliad will be given by the number 
of the book of the Iliad and the line number. Citations to the Odyssey will be 
in the same form but will be prefaced by "ad." Thus, 5.59 refers to the 
Iliad while ad. 5.59 refers to the Odyssey. 

4 This contrast has been well expressed by F. P. Magoun, Jr., "Oral
Formulaic Character of Anglo-Saxon Narrative Poetry", SPeculum 28 (1953), 
pp. 446-467: "\Vhereas a lettered poet of any time or place, composing (as 
he does and must) with the aid of writing materials and with deliberation, 
creates his own language as he proceeds, the unlettered singer, ordinarily 
composing rapidly and extempore before a live audience, must and does 
call upon ready-made language, upon a vast reservoir of formulas filling just 
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It is that tradition, especially in regard to the simile, which I 
intend to examine. The subject for such a study is almost exclusively 
the two Homeric poems, the sole extant exemplars of early Greek 
epic. In other early poets there are traces of epic diction used in a 
manner which may appear oral. However, only the two monumental 
poems, the Iliad and the Odyssey, preserve closely the language and 
the method of the oral epic poet. 6 It is not necessary to enter into 
the battle over the authorship of each poem since it is sufficient for 
my purpose that the poems are based on the same traditional 
diction. I suspect that one man was the composer of both poems; 
ultimately it may be shown that two different men are responsible 
-or ten. Nonetheless, the language of the two works is fairly 
uniform; the myriad hypothetical "poets Homer" seem, at least, 
to have been trained in the same tradition.6 

measures of verse. These formulas develop over a long period of time; they 
are the creation of countless generations of singers and can express all the 
ideas a singer will need in order to tell his story, itself usually traditional." 
(p·446). 

6 Cf. the discussion of criteria for assessing oral quality by G. S. Kirk, 
"Formular Language and Oral Quality," YCS 20 (1966), pp. 155-174. 

6 Parry (p. 239 f.) found the diction uniform-even if the authors were 
many: "On trouve ainsi entre la diction de l'Iliade et celIe de l'Odyssee une 
similitude des plus completes, mais il faut pourtant se garder d'y voir la 
moindre preuve de ce qu'on appelle l'unite des poemes homeriques. Nous 
savons seulement que l'auteur ou les auteurs de ces deux poemes suivent 
fideIement la tradition de la diction aedique et c'est pour cette raison que 
leurs styles, a en juger par l'emploi de l'epithete, se ressemblent jusqu'en 
leurs moindres details." For recent discussion of the linguistic and formulaic 
differences between the Iliad and the Odyssey see D. Page, The Homeric 
Odyssey (Oxford 1955), pp. 149-159 and an answer by Webster, pp. 276-283. 
G. S. Kirk, The Songs of Homer (Cambridge 1962), pp. 288-300 explores both 
arguments and calls for further evidence before any firm conclusions can be 
reached: "This result [the difference in style between the two poems] could 
not be absolutely dissociated from the effects of advancing age in a single 
main composer ... , but like other differences it is probably better explained 
on the assumption of separate composers, of whom the poet of the Odyssey 
was already familiar with the Iliad, though he probably had not assimilated 
the whole poem into his own repertoire." Cf. also lVI. van der Valk, "The 
Formulaic Character of Homeric Poetry and the Relation between the Iliad 
and the Odyssey," L'Antiquite Classique 35 (1966), esp. pp. 46-70. In support 
of Parry's statement Webster notes the comments of H. N. Porter, "The 
Early Greek Hexameter," YCS 12 (1951), p. 27: "The Iliad and the Odyssey 
differ very little from each other in the I,ooo-line samples examined in this 
paper. When compared with any of the other texts they present a common 
front. The differences between them are slight ... The evidence of the struc
ture of the line strongly supports the unity, if not of authorship or of time, 
at least of style of the two poems." 
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The Homeric simile has not been studied as intensively as have 
Homeric morphology, epic formulae, the boar's tusk helmet, or the 
major themes and movements of the poems; and yet the simile is a 
basic characteristic of Homeric epic and has been imitated by all 
successors in the genre. 7 Such lack of attention by scholars is as 
surprising as the sedulous devotion of later epic writers. Similes 
seem an apt scholarly topic but are not always ideally suited to the 
advancement of the narrative. They are little pictures which are 
spread widely through the poems. They slow down the action 
rather than advancing it. Similes, which lack the brilliant gleam of 
the heroic warrior and have none of the romantic, adventurous 
spirit of an Odysseus, refuse to raise the mind to heroic heights. 
They bring it back to the humble hearths of the common man. 
Their characters are typically men who quarrel over the boundary 
marker of their corn field or old women who squabble in the streets. 
The Iliad and the Odyssey may be compared to a picture galley in 
which the similes are the small and rather fine etchings hung 
between the large and colorful canvasses on which the acknowledged 
masters of the world have exhibited their genius. 

A study focusing on small elements in a larger whole tends to 
confuse one's perspective. The major motifs and episodes of the 
narrative exist separately from the similes. Characters and events 
could have been, and were, portrayed equally well without them. 
In its nature the simile is only a supplement that can lend momenta
ry vividness to an episode or aid in emphasizing a vital fact. But by 
itself it cannot give luster to a shabby scene or immortalize an 
otherwise insignificant object; the narrative must achieve its 
results in its own way. Then, and only then, can the simile reinforce 
the development of the plot. Since similes must be continually 
regarded as smaller components of the total epic, a critic should 
always view each simile as a means to a greater end, the epic tale. 

Previous scholarship on individual similes and on the generic 
form has raised six basic questions: 

1. How much of a simile did the poet know before he began to 
sing? To what extent did the simile exist in the tradition? 

2. How closely can one connect simile and narrative? 

7 For a discussion of later poets' techniques in writing similes see \V. D. 
Anderson, "Notes on the Simile in Homer and his Successors," C] 53 (1957), 
pp. 81-87 and 127-133. 
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3. Is there any principle guiding the placement of the similes? 
4. Are simile families used in a traditional way? Is there any 

consistent pattern in the use of various subjects? 
5. How does the simile supplement the oral narrative and aid it in 

telling the story more effectively? 
6. Is Homer's handling of the simile consistent with the methods of 

oral poetry? 

Highly probable answers have been found to some of these questions, 
while others remain under consideration. A brief and necessarily 
selective survey of the previous work on Homeric similes will 
delineate the limits of present understanding and reveal the areas 
in which basic questions remain. 

1. How much of a simile did the poet know before he began to sing?
The extent to which the similes existed in a prepared form available 
to the poet whenever the need arose has been the subject of contro
versy. At one extreme is the statement of Gilbert Murray: 

Even the similes, the very breath of life of the poetry of Homer, 
are in many cases, indeed usually, adopted ready-made. Their 
vividness, their closeness of observation, their air of freshness 
and spontaneity, are all deceptive. Nearly all of them are taken 
over from older books, and many of them were originally 
written to describe some quite different occasion. 8 

G. P. Shipp, having demonstrated that the similes show a signifi
cantly high proportion of late linguistic forms, takes a middle 
position when he states: 

The "Homeric" simile must have a long history behind it, and 
it is a very natural view that its full development is later than 
that of the art of the narrative which it adorns. 9 

Representing the other extreme T. B. L. Webster calls the long 
similes Homer's personal compositions. The short comparisons were 
inherited: "These old short comparisons were the themes which 

8 Murray, p. 249. Cf. J. Duchemin, "A Propos des Comparaisons dans 
\'Iliade," Information Litteraire 12 (1960), pp. II3-IIS and "Aspects Pas to
raux de la Poesie Homerique. Les Comparaisons dans IJliade," REG 73 
(1960), pp. 362-415. 

9 Shipp, p. 212. 
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Homer expanded into long similes adapted to the particular scene 
that he is describing".1° 

Repeated similes are significant in determining the traditional 
nature of the simile. Webster states that the poet has free choice 
"to repeat instead of varying". Often there appears to be an element 
of conscious reminiscence in the second occurrence of the simile; 
both Agamemnon and Patroclus weep like fountains before they 
attempt to sway Achilles (9.I4 and I6.3),u On the other hand the 
majority of Analysts have attacked the repeated similes as insertions 
into the text or signs of a late text. Typical is the comment of Leaf 
on the repeated simile of the galloping stallion (6.506 and I5.z63) : 

We have here ... a clear plagiarism of a passage whose intrinsic 
beauty marked it out for plunder. How a single 'Homer' could 
have thus repeated his own best passages, careless of their 
appropriateness, it is for the defenders of the unity of the 
Iliad to say,12 

However, even when Analysts employ a similar method, the results 
are often contradictory and, therefore, self-defeating. A. Shewan 
has catalogued the internal dissent. I3 There seems to be no proof of 
the age or the originality of the similes here. 

W. Schadewaldt has shown that the spirit which created the 
similes is far from that which stimulated the artists of Minoan
Mycenaean art.14 R. Hampe has tied the subjects, treatment, and 
stylistic mannerisms of Geometric artists to those of Homer con
cluding that the similes were conceived and grew in the epic diction 
during the eighth century. In addition, Shipp writes that the lion as 
a single creature in a simile has no relation to the Mycenaean 
representations of lion hunts. I5 From the evidence of these three 
studies, it seems likely that the similes were formed late in the tra-

10 Webster, p. 235. 
11 Webster, pp. 235-6 and Whitman, pp. 279-283. On the question of 

repeated similes, however see infra pp. 127-140. 
12 Leaf on 15.263-68. He does not consider this simile an interpolation; 

it is firmly "embedded" in Book 15. 
13 A. Shewan, "Suspected Flaws in Homeric Similes" in Homeric Essays 

(Oxford 1935), pp. 217-228. 
14 W. Schadewaldt, Von Homers Welt und Werk (4th ed.; Stuttgart 1965), 

pp. 130-154. 
15 Shipp, p. 213 ff. 
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ditional diction, at least later than the narrative. Their similarity 
to the Geometric art of the eight century is probably the key to 
the date of their present formation, a date which linguistic evidence 
tends to reinforce. 

2. How closely can one connect simile and narrative?-The exact 
connection between simile and narrative has been defined in various 
ways. Finsler felt that there was one, and only one, point of contact 
between simile and narrative. The simile was a self-contained 
picture developed in itself and for itself giving a feeling of richness 
and beauty to the story.I6 Wilamowitz examined many individual 
similes and found a similarity of tone (Stimmungsgleichnis) between 
simile and narrative in many cases. Ajax is like a lion in his feelings, 
but like an ass in his behavior. There is no room for the squeamish
ness which will not sanction the comparison of an heroic warrior to 
an ass. Since the poet has inserted the simile into the narrative 
concentrating on the poetic effectiveness of the image, the toilsome 
search for the single, proper tertium comparationis has little point 
for Wilamowitz. I7 H. Frankel continued and expanded this ap
proach. He lists the similes and examines the multiple connections 
between simile and narrative, the contributions of tone, and the 
echoes from simile to simile. He admits finally that any connection 
is valid: 

Fragen wir schliesslich, aus welchen Gebieten die Ahnlichkeiten 
entstammen, so miissen wir antworten: aus allen von denen 
11berhaupt homerische Dichtung etwas zu kunclen weiss. Is 

K. Riezler takes the more metaphysical approach that both the 
narrative and the simile are interwoven and grow together. Homer 
has seen the essential oneness in two separate phenomena, which is 

16 G. Finsler, Homer (3n1 eeL; Leipzig and Berlin 1924) II, p. 258 if. 
17 U. von \Vilamowitz-Moellendorff, Die Ilias und Horner (2nd cd.; 

Berlin 1920), p. 193 f. Cf. T. Pluss, "Mykenische und nachmykenische 
Gleichnisse der Ilias," Zeitschrift Fir das Gymnasialwesen 64 (1910), pp. 
612-619: the simile "". solIe eine gefi.ihlsstarke Vorstellllng von dem nicht 
anschaubaren Charakter eines epischen Hauptvorganges moglichst lebencIig 
auscIrucken" (p. 613). 

18 Frankel, p. 106. For opposition to Frankel's approach see G. Jachmann, 
Der homerische Schiffskatalog und die Ilias (Koln uncI OplacIen 1958), pp. 
267-338. In support of Frankel see M. van del' Valk, Researches on the Text 
and Scholia of the Iliad (Lei den 1964) II, pp. 475 f. and 654-5. 
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the key to early philosophy, and Homer's works become the first 
literary evidence of philosophic thought.19 

Simile and narrative are connected--but beyond this statement 
scholars disagree. Current criticism favors poetic unity: the com
plete picture drawn in the simile is tied intricately to events in the 
narrative, while its tone or atmosphere may heighten the emotions 
in the story. 

3. Is there any principle guiding the placel'nent of the similes ?-No 
scholar has yet undertaken a systematic study of this question, 
although types of passages in which similes repeatedly appear have 
been pointed out. M. Coffey divided these passages into the following 
categories: movement or lack of movement, appearance of a hero, 
noise, measurement, time measures, numbers, various narrative 
situations, and psychological characteristics. F. Muller adds 
passages which describe the unusual, the difficult to sing, meaning
ful moments in the battle, and scenes of weapons. De Velsen in an 
older study found similes used often in scenes of crowds or in the 
journeys of gods. Many people have felt that there should be 
traditional places in the story at which the poet would sing a simile. 
Though several suggestions have been made, proof of these proposi
tions requires a general study of all similes in the Homeric poems. 

4. Is there any consistent pattern in the use of vari01tS simile 
subjects ?-Scholars have noticed that there are families of similes; 
for example, the lion family or the bird similes though the question 
of a traditional usage of the various subject families had not been 
fully explored. F. Krupp divides the families as follows: elements of 
nature, world of flowers, life of animals, life of men, inner life of men, 
religious figures. 2o Others have similar or modified classifications.21 
Only H. Frankel of Homeric critics has systematically attempted to 
relate the subject matter of the similes to the context in which they 
occur. He has found certain constant symbols: a storm represents 
an attack; the sea, a mass of warriors or people; a rock, a king or 
leader; and clouds, a group of followers or a mass of warriors. In his 

19 K. Riezler, "Das homerische Gleichnis und cler Anfang der Philosophie," 
Die Antike 12 (1936), pp. 253-271. Cf. Snell, pp. 199-204. 

20 F. Krupp, Die homerischen Gleichnisse (Zweibriickcn 1883). 
21 Cf. the detailed analysis of simile subjects by E. G. Wilkins, "A Classifi

cation of the Similes of Homer," CW 13 (1919-20), pp. 147-150 and 154-159. 
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study Frankel grouped the similes as members of families and then 
established repeated symbolic equivalents which relate the simile to 
the narrative. 22 His method required a close look at the details in 
the simile to find connections to the narriative. lVI. Coffey has 
recently called for a study with the opposite orientation, namely a 
focus on the details in the narrative in order to find connections to 
the general subject of the simile: 

The frequent recurrence of certain kinds of subject matter, 
such as wind and birds, suggests that many are stock compari
sons deriving from generations of bards and used to illustrate 
common events in the narrative, e.g. speed of movement. 23 

This would be a study of the narrative contexts in which certain 
simile families repeatedly occur. I intend to follow this suggestion. 

5. How does the simile supplement the oral narrative and aid it in 
telling the story more effectively ?-Beyond very general statements 
about the values of the simile in bejeweling the narrative and very 
particular statements about the force of certain similes in enhancing 
individual passages, little has been written about the simile as a 
device of the poet in telling an effective story. \iVilamowitz consider
ed only the individual similes; Frankel lists various ways in which 
the similes can aid the poet in single scenes. 24 K. Riezler shows how 
similes participate in the larger movement of the narrative. He 
defines several functions of the simile: some tell how the story could 
have developed but did not; some demonstrate the mixing of god 
and man; many keep before us the mixture of war and peace; 
several foreshadow future events. 25 T. B. L. Webster points out the 
technique of "cross-referencing" by similes which permits similes 
to contribute importantly to the telling of the tale. When the Troj ans 
camp before the Greek wall, two weather similes express the 
contrasting emotions of the Trojans and the Greeks: fair weather on 
land characterizes the Trojans; foul weather at sea, the Greeks 
(8.555 and 9-4).26 Few scholars have, however, examined the 

22 Frankel, pp. 16-25. 
23 M. Coffey, "The Similes of the Odyssey," BiCS 2 (1955), p. 27. 
24 Frankel, esp., p. 98 f. 
25 Hiezlerop. cit. (supra, n. 19). 
26 Wilamowitz (supra, n. 17), p. 32 f. and Webster, p. 231 f. For opposition 

to this view see Jachmann (supra, n. 18), p. 309 ff. 
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relationship of narrative and simile in extended passages, a problem 
which will be explored further here. 

6. Is Homer's handling of the simile consistent with the methods of 
oral poetry?-Finally there is oral poetry itself. Scholars have 
assumed that the Homeric simile is an element rooted in a tradition 
of oral, not written, poetry. M. Coffey assures us that at least "the 
comparisons and similes of the Odyssey, though a complicated 
literary device, have like other aspects of the Homeric language the 
fundamental characteristics of an oral manner of composition". 27 

J. A. N otopoulos has called for further work on this question: 

Why single out the similes as the sole evidence of Homeric 
originality, when it is becoming increasingly apparent that the 
whole texture of Homeric poetry-aside from the architecture, 
length, and perhaps characterization-is traditional, subject 
of course to the originality that is possible in using traditional 
material? Our aesthetic perceptions of the freshness of Homeric 
similes have blinded us to the fact that the similes, no less than 
the formulae, the type-scenes, and the themes, are part and 
parcel of the oral tradition. 28 

This statement is the guiding principle of this study. That the 
Iliad and the Odyssey are purely oral poetry has never been proved 
to the satisfaction of all critics, and perhaps it never will. The 
strongest claim for the oral nature of the poems depends on continu
ing studies of particular facets of Homeric style or diction since each 
time the composition, phrasing, or content of a passage is perceptive
ly examined with reference to the traditional manner of oral 
composition, the oral quality of the poems can be more precisely 
defined. I shall assume in this study of the nature of the similes that 
the Iliad and the Odyssey are the products of oral verse-making or 
are so closely related to that process that they are best criticised 
and studied on the basis of such an assumption. Homer remains a 
misty figure-perhaps a blind, wandering poet of ancient fame, but 
also a mortal bard with sensitive and yet human intellect, human 
strengths, and human weaknesses, who earned his living by com-

27 M. Coffey op. cit. (supra, n. 23). 
28 J. A. Notopoulos, "Homeric Similes in the Light of Oral Poetry," 

C] 52 (I957), pp. 323-328 (p. 326 f.). 
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posing oral songs about the glories of former heroes. Perhaps 
Homer is a member of a society which had begun to learn to write
a poet who could draw on the tradition of oral verse in order to 
write longer, more complex, and more subtle poetry in the spirit of 
previous epic. In either case Homer was thoro ugly steeped in the 
language and techniques of oral verse-making and several conclusions 
may be validly drawn about his poetry as a reflection of the con
ditions of oral creation. 

The scholars of this century have dated the origin of the similes 
with admirable accuracy considering the vagueness of the evidence. 
With the guidance of Wilamowitz, Frankel, and Riezler literary 
critics have come to understand and explore the unity of simile and 
narrative. But concerning the actual handling of the simile-the 
placement, the choice of subject matter, the use of the simile in 
telling the tale, and the technique by which the simile is extended
the record is small. It is these points which will be examined in the 
following chapters. 



CHAl'TEH. TWO 

THE TRADITIONAL POET I: 
THE PLACEMENT OF THE SIMILES 

One of the most obvious questions concerning Homeric similes is : 
vihy have all the similes of countless subjects and countless 
usages been placed in their particular positions in the narrative? 
At one extreme the answer could be poetic freedom; placement 
would depend solely on the sensitivity or whim of the individual 
poet. But there are several contexts in the narrative where a simile 
is quite usual-where a reader of today is not surprised to see a 
simile and where the poet was not being notably creative or innova
tive in introducing such an image. For example, once a person has 
read: 

Apollo came like the night ... 

Thetis came forth from the grey sea like a mist ... 

he is not startled or dazzled to find: 

Thetis jumped down from snowy Olympus like a hawk ... 

Athena flew away like a bird ... 

Athena hurried to the couch of Nausicaa like a breath of 
wind ... 

(I.47, I.359, 18.616, Od. I.320, and Od. 6.20) 

In the Homeric poems when gods and goddesses travel from place 
to place, they are so often described by a simile that there seems to 
be a pattern of placement determined by traditional guidelines. 
These guidelines are based in the oral tradition since they are 
derived more from the context and its customary development 
than from the free creative impluse of the poet. 

The idea that Homer drew on a strong tradition is scarcely new. 
Indeed, it is the basis for our understanding of epithets and type 
scenes. While literary critics must always allow the poet to surrender 
to the press of time and to his idiosyncratic urges, it is clear that the 
oral tradition permeates every section of the poems. Oral verse is 
composed in terms of individual scenes which in conjunction form a 
larger general plot. The individual scenes, the lines which compose 
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them, and the half-line building blocks, all are dominated by the 
poet's recollection of the scene as it has been sung for generations. 
There is, of course, always room for modification to adapt the in
herited scene to its new location. The larger plot-judging from 
information concerning the Cyclic Epics-tended to be dictated by 
tradition, such as the several epic songs which centered on the 
Trojan War and the Theban War. But again the particular devel
opment of the tale remained in the hands of the poet. Homer was, 
consequently, always involved in the necessity of choosing between 
various elements of the tradition. 

Oral poets construct their poems from individual short scenes 
so that the narrative is continually moving from one unit of action 
to another. The transition can be made smoothly, though it is often 
clear from the abruptness of the intervening lines that one scene 
has ended and another has begun in the poet's mind. His style is 
marked by such introductions as: 

7tpw't"O<; aE &VIX~ &vapwv 'AYIX[Le[Lvwv ••• 

'Iao[Leveu<; a' &pIX <l>IX~cr't"OV e:V~PIX't"O M~ovo<; ULOV ••• 

Tov [LEV &p' 'Iao[Lev~o<; e:croAeuov eep&7tone<;' 
ULOV aE ~'t"poqJ[ow ~XIX[L&VapWv, IXt[LOVIX e~P'YJ<; ••• 

M'YJPL6v'YJ<; aE <l>epexAov e:V~PIX't"O, 't"ex't"ovo<; ULOV ••• 

II~aIXwv a' &p' ~7teqJve Mey'YJ<;, 'Av't"~vop0<; uL6v ••• 

Eup07tuAo<; if EUIXL[Lov[a'YJ<; • Y q,~VOPIX a~ov ••• 
(5.38, 43, 48-49, 59, 69, 76) 

In the passage from which these lines are taken the poet wants 
to sing a series of killings by individual Greek warriors. This series 
IS introduced by the words: 

T pWIX<; a' ~XALVIXV AIXvIXO[' ~Ae a' &vapIX hIXcr't"o<; 
~ye[L6vwv' 7tpw't"o<; aE &VIX~ &vapwv 'AYIX[Le[Lvwv ••• 

There follows a list of six unconnected woundings, each one joined 
to the last by the word "ae'. Then the series is summarized by one 
closing line. When the poet moves to the next major scene, the 
reentrance of Diomedes, the transition is marked by another "ae". 

If one of these six small scenes had fallen out, it probably would 
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not have been missed either by the listeners or by later critics; 
at any moment after two or three short scenes the bard could have 
inserted the closing line and turned to Diomedes, his principal 
subject. At the end of the fourth, fifth, or sixth short description 
there was the alternative, a summary line or another short descrip
tion of a killing. These are examples of the units from which Homer 
constructed his poems. Anticipation of possibilities and choice 
from among such alternatives are essential to the method of the 
oral poet. 

This method is equally apparent in the placing of similes. In the 
course of singing a scene, the poet knew the alternatives for con
tinuing his narrative, and it is still possible to determine those 
junctures in the narrative where the tradition suggested the simile 
as an alternative. The investigation of a number of such junctures 
will aid in defining those guidelines handed down in the oral 
tradition which influenced the location of similes. 

Most of the occurrences of the simile accompany the normal 
themes which are used by the poet in composing his epic. Albert 
Lord has defined themes as: "the groups of ideas regularly used 
in a telling a tale in the formulaic style of traditional song".! For 
example, there are enough journeys of gods and descriptions of 
armies in the Homeric poems to establish these two scenes as 
themes which the poet employed in advancing his story. When the 
simile occurs as a normal extension or element of such a theme, 
the standard junctures in the narrative at which similes can occur 
become limited and admit of definition within the existing categories 
of the oral poet's thought. 

To define these themes, it is necessary to impose a momentary 
restriction upon the reading of the poems: the content of the simile 
must be neglected. The search is for the scenes where a simile-long 
or short, fish or fowl-seems natural and, perhaps, expected. 
Context is essential for such a study while content is momentarily 
meaningless. 

In addition, there is a second type of passage in which the 
poet will often sing a simile which does not accompany a theme but 
rather reinforces the effects which the poet makes through his 
narrative. The simile lengthens and colors the passage and, thereby, 
gives emphasis to a scene which the poet feels is important for his 

1 A. D. Lord, Tlze Singer of Tales (Cambridge H)6o). p. 68. 
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story. Many dead heroes are carried away from the battle with 
little elaboration; but when the battle is drawn over the slain 
Patroclus, there is a need to impress the passage upon the minds 
of the audience so that the poet can return later to that same scene. 
In this case a series of similes is effective in making noteworthy 
and memorable a situation which is otherwise without particular 
distinction. One of a countless number of available alternatives 
is the simile. Because the context is not an identifiable narrative 
theme, there is little reason to define a list of alternatives; rather 
parallels must be established which show that the simile accompa
nies a patterned method of composition. 

The simile is suggested to the oral singer by certain contexts 
of these two types which will be analysed in the first two sections 
of this chapter. First, there are nine thematic contexts where 
Homer has the option of chosing a simile from among several 
traditional alternatives. The placement of the simile can be ex
plained in terms of traditional alternatives about sixty-two percent 
of the time. In the second section the repeated use of the simile in 
a scene which cannot be isolated as a narrative theme will be 
examined. 

Of course, the license which is granted to any poet can never 
be forgotten and Homer was certainly capable of improvising in 
utter disdain of pattern or tradition. Scholars may search for 
solid foundations for their ideas, but the oral poet can always 
deceive them. Therefore the principles which are discovered by 
this study should not be expected to be absolute. Tradition is 
almost always a matter of percentages, and it will be sufficient 
to show that Homer to a significant degree confined his similes 
to a limited number of narrative situations. 

I. SIMILES JOINED TO THEMES 

1. The Journeys of Gods 

The appearance of immortals among men is common in the 
Homeric poems. Homer, who is by no means as careful of motivating 
their entrances and exits as he is in the case of mortals, often has 
them appear from nowhere and for no particular reason except to 
aid a hero or to confront another divinity. Apollo and Athena take 
active part in the horce race but have not been previously brought 
to earth by the poct (23.382 ff.). In Book 3 when Aphrodite saves 
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Paris by breaking the chin strap on his helmet (3.374), she is 
physically present in the poem for the first time. Such omni
presence may accord well with the idea of a powerful divinity, 
but it also demonstrates that Homer was not overly scrupulous 
or concerned in moving gods and goddesses neatly from this place 
to that on the earth. 

However, when Homer takes time describing a god's descent 
from Olympus to earth or the return trip back to his divine home, 
he concentrates on the details and the significance of the journey. 
There is always a motive for the entrance or withdrawal of the 
divinity. The journey has its causes in the narrative and is intro
duced in order to achieve a specific effect. For example, in Book I 

of the Iliad Apollo, Athena, and Thetis all journey from their 
divine homes (Olympus or the depths of the sea) to the battlefield 
at Troy. Apollo had been invoked by Chryses because of Agamem
non's stubborn and insolent refusal to return Chryseis. Because 
of Apollo's entrance, Achilles (and Hera) have grounds for calling 
a conference of the Greek leaders. Later Athena is sent by Hera 
to stop Achilles from killing Agamemnon because both goddesses 
love and care for the two warriors. It is Athena's entrance that 
motivates Achilles to turn to another type of vengeance. Thetis 
rises from the sea in answer to Achilles' prayer. She goes up to 
Olympus to carry her son's wishes to Zeus, and her request is the 
cause of the plan of Zeus. 'vVhile gods may wander in and out of 
human situations and mingle freely with mortals, Homer does not 
allow them to drop down from the sky or emerge from the sea 
arbitrarily. He seems to have made a distinction between these 
two types of divine action. A god walking upon the earth may 
have appeared strange and unusual to the Homer's audience; 2 

but it was the journey of a divinity between heaven and earth 
which was marked by the poet as a significant event.3 

2 Often this strangeness was marked by a simile; see infra, 24 ff. 
3 The significance of the event need not always be quite as great as it is 

in Book r, as for example, when Apollo descends at the command of Zeus to 
carry the body of Sarpedon away for burial (r6.676 ff.), the journey from 
Olympus is motivated, but it does not have the wide-ranging importance of 
the four journeys in Book I. In a case like this the significance of the god's 
entrance must be measured in terms which are fitting both to oral poetry 
and the particular episode. Sarpedon is the last hero Patroclus meets who 
offers any resistance, and after Apollo comes for the body of Sarpedon, 
Patroclns succumbs to thE' dangerous infatuation of attempting to take 
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Divine journeys are presented in a very limited number of ways. 
Sometimes they are described in standard lines: 

~~ ~ ~~ ~ XOCT' OUAU(L1COW xocP'~vwv ~ =~~=-
Wli at XOCT' 'Iaoc[wv opewv --'--''--'-Od. 

eight times 

SIX times 

This is the simplest way to present a divine journey since it requires 
only one line and immediately, with the god at his destination, 
the action proceeds. This unadorned statement may be augmented 
by a simile as in Book I Apollo comes like the night (1.47) and 
Thetis comes to her son like a mist (1.359). Iris is sent to the battle
field to order Poseidon to leave: 

So he spoke and swift, wind-footed Iris did not disobey him, 
but she went down from the hills of Ida to sacred Ilium. Just 
as when down from the clouds snow or freezing hail flies before 
the blast of the north wind which is born high in the bright air, 
so rapidly did swift Iris in her eagerness descend; and standing 
near she spoke to the famed Earth-shaker ... 

(15.168-173) 

Here the simple description of her descent is supplemented by a 
simile which expresses the swiftness of her flight. Similes are 
used often in the Iliad and the Odyssey in such a scene. Sometimes 
the immediate comparison is to the divinity's swiftness, sometimes 
to his appearance, and sometimes to the unnatural length of his 
trip (d. 15.80, 21.493, 5.864, and 5.770). In nineteen cases of a 
divinity traveling between heaven and earth, a simile is present 

Troy. Thus it is not merely the entrance of the god from Olympus which makes 
this scene significant, but the pact himself in lines 685 ff. calls attention to 
the new direction of the narrative. Since one of the most imperative demands 
on an oral poet is the appropriate variation of pace, pauses like this one 
allow the poet to separate one episode from the other and make a new 
beginning without becoming entangled in the details of a subtle modulation. 
This entrance of the god may not be as significant as the appeal by Thetis 
to Zeus in Book I, but in terms of the story of Book 16 the entrance of 
Apollo is important. The same could be said of the frequent entrances and 
exits of gods and goddesses in Book 5, which mark the turning points in the 
development of that particular section of the narrative and are, consequently, 
significant within the framework and perspective of Book 5. 

Suppl. to Mnemosync XXVIII 2 
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which characterizes some aspect of the journey (I3 in the Iliad; 
6 in the Odyssey).4 It is only to be expected that there are varying 
ways of attaching the simile to this type of scene since journeys of 
gods must have been common in a tradition which mixed the divine 
and the mortal with no embarrassment. 

These are two ways of presenting the divine journey: the simple 
two-line statement and the simile, but there are other alternatives. 
The list of two-line descriptions above is not complete. Other words 
and lines for a simple statement of travel exist, some with no paral
lel in the existing remains of epic. Or the poet can list the route 
taken by a divinity. When Hera darts from Olympus to Lemnos, 
the poet gives her route: Pieria, Emathia, Thrace, Athos, Lemnos 
(I4.244 ff.). Routes, although not in such complete timetable form, 
are also listed in the cases of Iris and Hermes (24.80 and ad. S.SI).5 
Finally there are divine journeys which are characterized by a 
scene of preparation. Twice Athena arms and Hera harnesses the 
horses before they go to Troy (S.7I9 ff. and 8.382 ff.). The prepara
tion of the chariot and the arming of the god is told before Zeus 
and, later, Poseidon make trips (8.4I and I3.23). Though Poseidon 
does not drive the whole way, the horses take him most of the way 
to Troy. Hermes puts on his sandals twice, and Athena dons hers 
once (24.340. ad. S.44, and ad. I.g6).6 

The fact that each of these passages contains lines which are 
repeated in this type of scene and no other is good evidence that 
such divine preparation was traditionally sung in a scene of a god 
journeying between worlds: 

He spoke and ~ 
G · th h harnassed bronze-hoofed horses to the char-

omg ere e 
iot, swift horses with long golden manes; and he put gold 
armor about himself and took his gold whip, well-made, and 
climbed into his chariot. 

(8.4I-44 and I3.23-26) 

4 This placement of the simile has been noted by deVelsen, p. 7 and 
Coffey, p. II9 f. 

5 Probably the trip of Athena from the suburbs of Phaeacia to her temple 
at Athens is based on a similar technique; however she is not travelling 
between worlds (Od. 7.78). 

6 This alternative may explain the dark blue veil which Thetis takes with 
her to go to Zeus at 24.93 ff. It is a minor preparation. 
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Thus speaking she ~ . . 
Immediately he ~ bound hls beautIful sandals upon his 

feet, immortal and golden, which bore him over the sea and 
endless stretches of earth with the speed of the wind. 

(24.340-42, Od. 1.96-98, and Od. 5.44-46) 

Such a scene of preparation could lead to little else but a journey 
since these preparations would be unnecessary if the god were 
going to stay at home. However, that a number of lines are repeated 
exactly suggests a type scene of preparation for such a trip. When 
the poet chose this alternative, such scenes were at hand in the 
tradition allowing him to sing easily of harnassing, arming, dressing, 
and mounting. He had only to choose among the various passages 
to prepare a god to enter the narrative. 

At 8.438 Zeus drives the chariot to Olympus and there Poseidon 
unyokes the horses and covers the cart. This scene is a balance 
to that previously prepared chariot at 8.41, since it represents care 
for the chariot, but immediately after the journey instead of 
immediately before. This may be another, but unparalleled, type 
of traveling scene or merely a small inversion that the oral poet 
arranged. He wanted to mention the vehicle, but recalling the 
earlier scene he inverted the order. There is such a short distance 
between the two passages that both could be embraced even in a 
short song. 

These four versions of one scene demonstrate the principle of 
alternatives which is basic to this study. When the poet wanted 
to break into the narrative to provide new motivation, to begin 
a new phase of action, or to achieve some specific effect, he could 
insert a brief episode which brought a god from Olympus into the 
human situation. To describe the journey of a god between his 
divine home and the earth, he had at least four choices. He could 
state the simple fact, he could embellish the scene with a simile, 
he could list the route of the god, or he could explain the divine 
preparation. 

The choice between alternatives did not depend on the importan
ce of the mission to the larger plot of the whole poem; rather it 
was a matter of appropriateness to the individual scene. Because 
Thetis always comes on sorrowful missions, it would not be the 
place for describing the yoking of the divine team or pointing out 
her falcon-like swiftness which would distract the hearer when he 
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ought to be concentrating on the import of her mission. When 
Zeus goes to Mount Ida "exulting in his glory", the simple line 
would sound insufficient, especially when the audience knew that 
the divine chariot and the golden armor traditionally enhanced 
Zeus' glory.7 The choice between alternative journeying scenes 
depends on immediate aesthetic appropriateness rather than on 
the significance of the particular scene within the larger narrative. 

As an oral poet sang, he anticipated. When he wanted to describe 
a divine journey, he chose from at least four methods of presenting 
it the one most appropriate to the details of the surrounding 
context. One of these alternatives was the simile, whose frequent 
appearance at this point in the narrative indicates that its place
ment was well established in the oral tradition. 

2. Measurement 

The Homeric poet could measure some quantities of space and 
time quite precisely; the catalogue of ships has made momentary 
mathematicians of all close readers. Time could be marked by set 
intervals: day and night were general terms; sunrise, noon, and 
sunset were fixed points of reference; days and years were totaled. 
But aside from these minor precisions Homer seems uninterested 
in exact measurement, a characteristic not peculiar to Homer; 
many poets have the same aversion to facts and figures. From 
Aeschylus, whose Clytemnestra heard of so many wounds to her 
husband that he seemed "more pierced than a fishnet," to Robert 
Frost's lonely traveler who has miles to go before he sleeps, poets 
have invoked the same principle: use approximate measurements 
when the use of precise figures does not serve a poetic purpose 
and will merely bore or distract the audience. 

Homer uses many approximate measures to illustrate size, 
distance, time, number, speed, and degrees of loudness, of quality, 
and of brightness. Often such measurements are expressed by a 
simile. For example, when Patroclus charges against the Lycians 
in his aristeia, they give way before him, but the distance which 
they retreat is not given exactly; rather it is indicated approximate
ly by a simile: 

7 This chariot and armor seem to be traditional heavenly equipment, since 
when Posf'iclon tr,Wf']s to Troy, tlJ(' sanw lines are used (8.41-44 c- 13-'23-26). 
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As far as the flight of a long javelin which a man throws with 
all his might either in a contest or in war before the murderous 
enemy, so far did the Trojans retreat ... 

(I6·589-92 ) 

In the two poems there arc thirty-five instances of a simile used 
to express measurement, both short comparisons and long similes 
(Iliad 2I; Odyssey I4).8 

Size is often expressed by a comparison. The approximate 
height of waves is twice given by reference to mountains (Od. 3.290 
and Od. I1.243). Priam's eagle of omen has a wingspread as wide 
as a treasure house door (24.3I7). 

Similes of distance are the most numerous type of approximate 
measure. The horses of Menelaus are only a small bit behind thosf' 
of Alltilochus, only as far as a horse is from the chariot wheel 
(23.517), and in the iron-throwing contest Polypoetes throws the 
iron weight as far as a shepherd can fling his crook (23.845). 

Items can always be listed by exact numbers. Yet when the 
poet must create for his audience the picture of the endless numbers 
of the Greek army, he places three similes in a row (2.459,468, and 
469). These similes express an infinite quantity-flocks of birds, 
numbers of flowers or leaves, and swarms of flies. The simile about 
leaves or flowers is repeated when Odysseus describes the number 
of Cicones: 

fLUP(O~, eGO"IX -rE: (J(U)..},iX xd O:VOE:iX y[yVE:-rIX~ WPfl .. . 
~AOOV ~1tE:~O' eGIX (J(UAAiX XiX~ O:vOE:1J(. y[yVE:-rIJ(.~ wPfl .. . 

(2.468 and Od. 9.5I) 

This repeated simile is important. When the poet wanted to 
indicate the size of a crowd, he could give a general number, he 
cou d use the word for crowd, or he could sing a simile, however 
twice when confronted with this situation, he chose to sing a 
simile and in both cases the same simile came to mind. The repeti
tion of this simile in the same situation is strong evidence for the 
system of alternatives which underlies the placement of the simile 
in the Homeric poems. 

8 This use of the simile was cited by deVe[scn, p. 19, Hampe, p. 17 L, and 
Coffey, p. 124-5. 
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Horses which are swift as birds and a quick divine cure by Paeeon 
are examples of similes used to express relative speed (2.764 and 
5.902). The cry of the wounded Ares which is like nine or ten 
thousand warriors is a comparison for loudness (5.860). A point 
of time is once set by a passage very much like a simile. Though it 
is an independent picture within the narrative, it is introduced 
by the word "when" and rejoined to the narrative by the word 
"then" (11.85). Degree of quality can be indicated by a simile. 
The robe which Hecuba takes to the goddess and the robe which 
Helen gives to Telemachus are both the fairest of their kind and 
shine like stars (6.295 and Od. 15.108).9 Penelope washes the 
shroud and it shines like the sun or the moon-a measure of its 
brightness-just as pitch is a measure of blackness (Od. 24.148 
and 4.277). 

Closely related to similes of measurement is one which expresses 
shape. Idomeneus sees a round spot like the moon on the forehead 
of the leading horse (23.455). 

To conclude, exact measure cannot be given by similes. But the 
poet has little need for exact measure and uses the simile to give 
an approximate idea of standards of quantity and quality. This 
much can be determined about the placement of the simile by 
looking solely at its context. 

It is worth a moment's digression to comment on the context of 
this particular group of similes because they contain two varieties 
of measure. Compare two similes describing size: the wife of the 
Laestrygonian king is as large as a mountain peak while the stake 
which is plunged into the Cyclops' eye is as thick as a ship's mast 
(Od. IO.II3 vs. Od. 9.322). The image of the ship's mast can be 
readily grasped by the mind; any listener in Homer's audience 
who had seen a ship could easily imagine the approximate dimen
sions of the stake. The simile of the mountain peak describing a 
giant woman suggests indefinite size. The category "mountain" 
knows no limit in the human imagination; it is as though Homer 
said of the Laestrygonian queen, "She was so huge you could not 
imagine it!" 

There are places where it is appropriate for the poet to call to 

9 6.294-5 = Od. 15.107-8. This short simile may have been traditionally 
connected with these lines which comment on the quality of the robe. The 
similarities between the two passages extend even further; 6.293 is similar 
to Od. 15.106 while 6.296 is similar to Od. 15.109. 
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mind a size which is almost inconceivable; but there are also 
passages where the poet feels a need to suggest a size which is not 
left to the imagination and, in fact, is very limited in its scope. 
The story of Odysseus, the suddenly small man, in the cave of 
Polyphemus, the giant, is an example. Odysseus' first view of the 
Cyclops is terrifying and he reveals his fright by using a simile of 
monstrous size and inhuman nature: 

For he was a monstrous wonder, and was not like a man 
who eats bread but like a wooded peak among the lofty moun
tains which is seen alone apart from the others. 

(Od. 9.I90-2) 

After the initial fright at the thought of the Cyclops dies down, 
the similes no longer suggest infinite extent but describe objects 
which are limited in their size. To describe the stake which will 
put out the Cyclops' eye, a simile of the ship's mast is actually 
an approximation to a known object in Homer's world. It is im
portant that this simile be familiar to the audience. The stake 
must be large in order to agree with the size of Polyphemus; but it 
must not be so big that all sense of realism is destroyed, since 
Odysseus then becomes a man wandering in a fairy tale instead 
of a hero and the illusion of heroic epic is shattered. Generally, 
when the Greeks entered an imaginary world, they did not give 
free rein to their thought, carrying every object and quality to 
its greatest possible development. Rather they insisted on a 
believable, if enlarged, world. As one critic puts it: 

To them [the Greeks], the imaginary supernatural adventures 
of Miirchen remained pointless and unattractive. The Greek 
did not desire to ignore or overstep human limitations so much 
as to master and control them .... Like the hybrid monsters 
of eastern imagination when they came under Greek artists' 
hands, the northern Miirchen had to be re-formed and retold 
in more natural human terms before a Greek literary audience 
could accept them.1o 

10 R. Carpenter, Folk Tale, Fiction and Saga in the Homeric Epics (Berkeley 
1946), p. 70 . 
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To Homer it was vital to preserve the "realism" of the Cyclops' 
cave. The Cyclops is an overgrown man, and his possessions are 
inflated objects of a normal shepherd. Although men have never 
seen such a world, the poet can describe it with an air of great 
reality. In creating this world similes which allow approximation 
and which limit the size of objects are preferable to similes which 
allow the imagination to think in general, almost limitless, di
mensions. 

Similes of distance are drawn mostly from everyday life. There 
are no lions, tigers, or Pygmies; rather there are mule teams and 
shepherds mixed with javelin-, discus-, and spearthrowers. Thus 
the distances described would be meaningful to an audience which 
knew the countryside and would recognize these common sights. 
Yet there are also distance similes which impose no limit on the 
imagination. Homer says that the horses of Hera leap as far as a 
man looking over the water can see (5.770). Since no hearer could 
make a meaningful approximation of such a measure, Homer merely 
means that the horses bounded an unimaginable distance, an idea 
well suited to divine horses. 

This small digression, focused on the content of similes des
cribing measurement rather than on the context, shows one element 
which would determine Homer's choice between similes. There 
seem to be two types of similes as alternatives. He can choose a 
simile which suggests a meaningful approximation or one which 
conveys an idea of infinite extent, and the choice between alterna
tives once again depends upon the intent of the poet in forming 
each passage. 

3. Actions of Divine Beings 

Gods interact freely with men throughout the narrative of the 
Iliad and the Odyssey. Often they are merely presented like any 
other actor in the story, and divine actions convey their amazing 
quality directly. When Apollo cries out to Patroclus that he is 
not fated to take Troy and hurls him back from the city wall, 
the unnatural mixing of god with man is portrayed in factual 
statements of actions. Whatever sense of amazement, wonder, or 
horror is raised in the andience is created by the direct telling of 
the event. Sometimes, however, the actions of divine beings are 
further augmented by a simile which emphasizes their unnatural 
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qualities. An example of such a simile occurs in the one-sided battle 
between Xanthus and Hephaestus: 

So she spoke and Hephaestus made ready a fiercely blazing 
fire. First he kindled a fire on the plain and burned the many 
corpses slain by Achilles, which were there in abundance. All 
the plain was parched and the shining water was stopped. 
Just as when the north wind in autumn quickly dries an or
chard which has been freshly watered and delights the man who 
tends it, so was the whole plain dried ... 

Similes, both short and long, are used in such a position seventy
four times in both poems (Iliad 31; Odyssey 33).11 

One extensive group of these similes depicts the appearances 
of gods. Athena, Apollo, and Sleep sit among men as birds (7.59, 
14.290 and Od. 22.240). Ares and Apollo shout with multi-throated 
loudness (5.860 and 14.148). Xanthos roars like a bull and bubbles 
like a pot (2I.237 and 362). The old man ofthe sea is like a shepherd 
among his seals (Od. 4.413). Even the possessions of the immortals 
receive similes, as Poseidon's sword, Hera's glistening veil, and the 
drug from Hermes-all of which are characterized by a simile 
(14.386, I4.I8S, and Od. 10.304). 

The miraculous deeds of gods for gods and gods for men are com
monly described by a simile. The divine doctor Paeeon heals Ares in 
milk-curdling time, and the scene where Hephaestus attacks 
Xanthus is quoted above (5.902 and 2I.346). When gods mingle 
with men, they have the ability to defend (4.13° and 13.564), 
entrance (13.437 and Od. 10.216), inspire (IS.605), glorify or 
beautify (Od. 6.232 and Od. 18.193), or destroy man and man's 
creations (IS.362 and Od. 5.368). All these scenes of divine inter
mingling contain a simile. 

There is a special type of scene when a warrior challenges a god, 
for such an encounter of man and god is regarded as a unified event 
containing the action of a divine being. When Diomedes attacks 
Apollo, a simile is formally attached to the actions of Diomedes; 
yet such similes are present frequently enough in scenes of mortal 
vs. god to demonstrate that the poet viewed such events as versions 

11 Cf. Frankel, pp. 29 f., 46 L, 56 f., and 99 and Miiller, p. 179. 
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of the theme of divine action (d. 5.438 = 5.459 = 5.884). The 
simile in this position occurs also when Patroclus attacks Apollo 
and when Achilles attacks Apollo as he carries Hector off in a cloud 
(16.705 and 20.447). In each of these five related passages the 
simile is the same: "arx[f1'Ov~ taoc;". At 21.252 and 257 Achilles 
retreats before the advances of the river Xanthus in a scene of 
mortal vs. god containing two similes. The fact that the subject of 
these similes differs from the other battles of man vs. god indicates 
that the placement is a traditional feature and dependent on con
text, while the content of the simile can change without affecting 
the tradition determining placement. Further examples occur at 
Od. I2.418 = Od. 14.308, Od. 12.433, and Od. 5.371. 

There are at least three alternative ways of singing passages 
describing the actions of gods. The scene can be directly told with 
the enhancement due to divinity contained in the words and 
phrases of the narrative. The picture of Vulcan's workshop and 
Calypso's isle and cave are examples of this treatment (I8.4IO ff. 
and Od. 5.59 ff). Secondly, the reactions of men can show their 
awe at a divine appearance, as when Athena holds the aegis before 
the suitors, and they scatter in panic (Od. 22.299). Finally the 
poet can insert a simile. 

There are repeated similes in this category. Apollo and Ares 
shout loudly; both shouts are described by the same simile: 

I)aaov ,,' EvverY.x~Ao~ btlrxxov ~ aexrY.x~Ao~ 

cX.vepec; EV 7tOAE[LC}) ep~arx ~uvrY.yov"ec; "ApYJoc;. 
(5.860 and I4.148) 

Odysseus is twice beautified by Athena and the simile is repeated 
(Od. 6.232 and Od. I8.I93). Twice Zeus sends a storm to scatter 
Odysseus' ships; each time the same simile appears as part of a 
repeated scene (Od. 12.4I8 and Od. I4.308). Because none of these 
repeated similes occurs elsewhere in the Homeric poems, it seems 
that they were traditional alternatives accompanying scenes of 
divine action. 

3A. Actions of Spirits and Monsters 

Several objects and events in the Homeric poems are connected 
with ghostly appearances or monsters. While these characters are 
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not gods, still the use of the simile to describe the actions of a being 
other than human suggests that the simile is placed in this context 
because of a close relation to the theme of divine action. An oral 
poet probably thinks more about the objects and actions which 
form the themes of his narrative than about abstract categories; 
it would, therefore, be unfair to predicate a category of strange or 
unusual occurrences. Most representative of the poet's thinking 
is a grouping of the scenes of divine actions where a simile occurs; 
separately one can construct a list of the relatively smaller number 
of similes which describe the acts of other non-human beings. 

There are two occasions where ghosts are described by a simile. 
When Achilles tries to embrace the ghost of Patroclus, it eludes 
his grasp and flees like smoke (23.IOO), and similarly the souls 
of the suitors are like bats (Od. 24.6). 

The most frequent examples of this use of the simile reinforce 
the action of the giants or monsters in the Odyssey. The giant wife 
of the Laestrygonian king causes horror, and the Laestrygonians 
spear the Greeks from the sea like fishermen (Od. IO.II3 and I24). 
The Cyclops dashes out the brains of these diminutive Greeks as 
though they were puppies, eats them as a lion eats its prey, and 
sets a huge rock in place at his cave door as easily as a man places a 
lid on a quiver (Od. 9.289, 292, and 3I4). When Odysseus and his 
men enact their vengenance on their uncouth host, they struggle 
like a man drilling a ship timber and Polyphemus' eye hisses as 
loudly as a huge, hot axe-head dipped into water (Od. 9.384 and 
39I ). 

Turning again momentarily to the content, one should notice 
that these similes reinforce the idea of giants as inflated men, 
who live recognizably normal lives but on a monstrous scale. I have 
commented previously on Homer's desire to keep descriptions 
of fantasy worlds on a realistic scale,12 an aim fully evident in the 
frequent use of similes to illustrate the wondrous world of the 
Cyclops. The similes describe an act that normal-sized men would 
do, like putting a lid on a quiver or spearing a fish, but the narrative 
event so illustrated is giant-sized. Similes from normal life enhance 
the realistic and awesome massiveness of the fantasy world of the 
Odyssey. 

12 See supra, p. 20 ft. 
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+ Themes of Specific Emotions 

It has been maintained that Homer lacked the words and, con
sequently, the ability to express precisely complex phenomena 
within the SOUP3 He could appreciate the feelings and could describe 
the extremes of ecstasy and agony but could not analyse the subtle 
psychological causes of such feelings or talk easily about simulta
neous opposing forces involved in an inner struggle. 'With such 
linguistic studies few have found fault. To express feelings of joy, 
sorrow, anger, and fear the poet has verbs. These verbs are the 
poet's most common means for expressing emotion: ildillCl.e;, &xv·j
[LEVOe;, tav!.l'tj, and :1:Xap'tj are easy and direct presentations of psycholo
gical feeling. There are also nouns representing emotions: lJ.evoe;, 
X0"Aoe;, !.lapaoe;, &xoc;. Finally there are adjectives like &crTC(X(j'roc;, 
Xc<[pwv and :1:xOpoe; to describe the emotion aroused in a person 
when brought in contact with an object or event. Csmtlly descrip
tions of emotions which arc built from such words are short state
ments of fact. The poet does not look inside the person for the 
cause of the disturbance or the complexity of the human response. 
The situation is clear enough to justify the emotion and no secondary 
feelings or inner tensions are presented. 

Though the poet does not analyze emotion explicitly, he docs 
have varying \'lays of recording psychological phenomena. Through 
these descriptions he portrays all the intensity of feeling that more 
learned later writers were able to attain with later sophistication. 
One of his methods was to emphasize various emotional states by 
using a simile.14 

The distinction between content and context must be strictly 
maintained. There are many similes in the two poems in which 
an emotion is clearly portrayed, while the context does not deal 
with emotion. In Book 15 Hector revives and returns to battle 
like a horse that has broken his bonds; the animal runs over the 
plain proudly with head held high. This is a picture of a supremely 
exultant and self-confident stallion, though the surrounding 
narrative does not talk of emotion. Hector returns to battle swiftly, 

13 Hampe, p. 21, Snell's Chapter One: "Homer's View of MiHl, " and E. A. 
Havelock, Preface to Platu (Cambridge, Mass. 1963), pp. 197-20I. 

14 This has often been noted; d. deVelsen, p. 7, Miiller, p. 179, and Coffey. 
pp. 128-132. Most often the simile in such 8, scene is justified 8,S the poet's 
means of expressing what cannot be told in any other available way. 
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encouraging the Trojans. The listener will, of course, realize the 
joy of the warrior returning to the field because of the simile; 
remove the simile and the joy is gone. Yet this simile does not 
belong in this category, since it provides the emotion rather than 
emphasizing it explicitly. Appropriate similes occur where the 
context mentions the inner feeling. 

An example of such a simile is 23.5g8: 

lave,!) <ilc;; e'l 'rZ 7tzpl a'r!Xxuza(HV e:epa'!) 
A'!)toU &Aa~axov'roc;;, 8'rz cpplaaoumv &.poup!X~· 

&c;; &.p!X aol, MZVE:A!Xz, [Lz'rdt cppzal eU[LOC;; lave,!). 

But his anger was softened just as the dew on the ears of corn 
when the crop is full-grown and the fields bristle with stalks. 
In such a way, Menelaus, was the heart softened within you. 

The joy of Menelaus is firmly grounded in the narrative, since he 
has brought Antilochus to justice and received his prize. This 
delight is contained in the one verb lave1J. Following the verb is a 
simile describing this joy, and finally a line closes the simile binding 
it again to Menelaus' happiness. A simile, either short or long, so 
intensifies the narrative description of emotion twenty-seven times 
in the two poems (Iliad IS; Odyssey 12). Always the emotion is 
mentioned in the narrative-either directly before or after the 
simile, and often in both places. 

Homer did not conceive of psychological activity or emotional 
states in a general way. Such conceptions are the tools of the modern 
scholar with which he can analyze the abstract patterns in the 
Homeric poems, but one should always be aware that the poet 
thought of using the simile when a man was joyful or when he was 
sorrowful or angry or terrified. The oral poet would have thought 
of similes as accompanying several explicit emotions in his narrative. 
Odysseus is joyful to see land after the storm (ad. 5. 394), and 
Penelope weeps with joy to see Odysseus (ad. 23.233). She weeps in 
sorrow (ad. 19.205), and Achilles laments over Patroclus (19.366). 
Agamemnon's eyes blaze angrily with fire (1.104), and Odysseus' 
heart barks in anger (ad. 20.14). Both Paris and Agamemnon 
quail in fear (3.33 and 10.5). Whenever the theme of the joyful 
man, the sorrowful man, the angry man, or the fearful man arose, 
the basic theme could be elaborated by a simile. 
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Perhaps the scene of anger deserves special mention: 

his black heart was filled full with rage and his eyes were like 
a blazing fire 

(I.103-4 and ad. 4.661-2) 

These two lines describe Agamemnon's anger at Calchas and also 
the anger of Antinous. Most probably such repeated lines were a 
traditional way of expressing anger, and the simile was a customary 
part of these lines. That the comparison of the eyes to fire occurs two 
more times indicates that when the poet sang of wrath, one alterna
tive was a mention of the glowing eyes in an accompanying simile 
(19.17 and 366). 

There are, then, these two methods of portraying emotion: the 
direct statement and the simile used to modify specific emotions. 
In addition, the poet can picture the person's physical acts-tears of 
joy or sorrow, groans, trembling, sleeplessness, shrieking; the list 
could be endless. Good examples are the physical manifestations of 
grief shown by Achilles when he hears of Patroc1us' death or the 
wails of Penelope (18.22 ff. and ad. 4.715 ff.). Often such physical 
manifestations introduce a simile. The tears of joy shed by Odysseus 
and Telemachus when they first meet are made more moving by a 
simile (ad. 16.216). Finally Homer can allow a character to reveal 
his emotion directly. The speeches of Agamemnon and Achilles in 
Iliad I are angry; the laments of Andromache, Hecuba, and Helen 
express their sorrow. 

One variety of psychological activity which is not precisely an 
emotion, but is a common occurrence in the poems, is perplexity. 
A man is confronted with choice and pauses to consider his options.1S 

The usual Homeric description is a~&va~x.Q(. fLe:PfL'YjP£~c.uv, but a feeling 
of indecision can also be expressed by a simile. Nestor ponders the 
proper course of action: 

Just as when the sea surges up high in a soundless wave and 
gives warning of swift gusts of the shrill wind, but the waves 
roll neither this way nor that until some settled wind comes 
down from Zeus, thus the old man pondered with his mind 
uncertain ... 

15 W. Arend, Die Typisehen Seenen bei Homer (Berlin 1933), pp. 106-115 
analyzes scenes where men must make decisions. 
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The act of pondering is mentioned in the narrative and only re
inforced by the picture of the simile. Three other scenes are handled 
in the same way. Penelope ponders the fate of her son thinking the 
thoughts of a trapped lion (Od. 4.791). Later when Penelope speaks 
to Odysseus disguised as a beggar, she characterizes her doubt and 
sorrow with a simile about Aedon, the nightingale (Od. 19.518). 
Odysseus on the night before his revenge mulls over the coming day 
rolling from side to side (Od. 20.25). 

These are Homer's ways of showing several specific human 
feelings or emotions. In the two poems there are at least four 
alternative methods. He could state the emotion directly; he could 
modify the individual theme with a simile; he could describe the 
character's physical movements; or he could have the character 
tell his own emotions. The choice of method does not seem based on 
the narrative value of the event, thus the anger of Antinous is told 
in the same words as Agamemnon's anger, but the importance of the 
two angers to the larger narrative is vastly different (Od. 4.622 and 
1.104). Achilles' sorrow for Patroclus takes almost all forms but the 
simile, and yet no other statement of the theme of the warrior 
mourning for a lost comrade is so basic to the plot. It seems so 
appropriate that Achilles roll on the ground and defile himself when 
he is told of Patroclus' death that a simile would be too indirect. 
Equally the touch of the artist has set the other passages in order; 
the mark of the true poet is his ability to choose correctly among the 
available alternatives. 

5. Similes for Variation of Standard Themes 

One of the disadvantages of being the heir to a traditional style 
of epic with standard characters and type scenes is that the poet 
must ever devote his attention to varying scenes which are inevitably 
repetitious. A simile is often used as seasoning to lend diversity to 
traditional or repeated scenes. There are thirty-one such similes, 
both long and short (Iliad 28; Odyssey 3). 

A mere listing of objects could be very dull: Homer, however, 
introduces variety into his lists in many ways, often with a simile. 
In the catalogue of Trojans a simile illustrates N astes' folly, and 
the list of the suitors' gifts to Penelope contains a gold chain with 
amber beads which are as bright as the sun (2.872 and Od. 18.296). 

A modified type of list is the naming of one warrior after another. 
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While sitting on the Scaean Gate with the Trojan elders, Priam 
asks about Agamemnon, Odysseus, and Ajax. To vary his questions 
he uses two similes to distinguish Odysseus (3.196 and 197). When 
Agememnon inspects the troops, he comes upon Idomeneus, Ajax, 
Nestor, Menestheus, and Odysseus. To help differentiate the indivi
dual groups of soldiers, Idomeneus and Ajax are described in 
similes (4.253 and 275). In the Doloneia Agamemnon goes to wake 
the Greek heroes. He awakens Nestor, Odysseus, and Diomedes. 
The armor of Diomedes shines like lightning (10.154), and is thus 
different from the previous description of Nestor's armor, which 
had more pieces but only gleamed (10.75-79). In each case there is a 
series of men all of whom are doing essentially the same thing. As 
Homer moves from one to the other, he inserts a simile here and 
there, characterizing each man and distinguishing him from the 
others, but also rescuing his audience from the tedium of a list of 
utterly similar objects.16 

Finally the simile is used to give color to the most common scene 
in the Iliad, the killing of an enemy. As Teucer aims at Hector 
twice, missing his target both times, he does strike a lesser hero 
(8.300 ff.). The first time he kills Gorgythion who bows his head to 
the side like a poppy, heavy with its blossoms and the rains of 
spring, while the second man, Archeptolemus, merely falls from the 
chariot. But the two short passages begin in the same way. Compare 
lines 8.300-1 and 309-10: 

~ PCI., xCl.l rJ.AAOV l;"~(n;ov &'rro vsup~Cfnv 'lCl.AAZV 
"EXTOP0C; &VT~XpU, ~Cl.Ms~v I)t Z ~STO 6u[L6c;' 

Tzuxpoc; I)' rJ.AAOV O'~(5TOV &rro vzup~cp~v 'lCl.AAZV 
"EY.TOP0C; &VT~XP,'), ~Cl.Ms~v I)t Z ~E:TO OU[L6c;. 

The lines are almost the same; the action is almost the same, and 
yet the scenes are different. The first contains a simile, and the 
second introduces and motivates a small episode featuring Hector, 
Teucer, and Ajax. Because scenes of warrior killing enemy are so 
common, there is no need each time for a close balance with similar 
opening lines to demonstrate the demand for variation. Almost all 
scenes of wounding must be supplemented in some way. The dull-

16 See Arend of'. cit. (supra, n. IS), p. 22 and 29 ff. for a discussion of 
variation within these two hsl scenf's. 
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ness of unaugmented lists of the slaughtered demonstrates the 
need for diversity (5.677 ft. and 705 ft.). 

There are many alternative methods of varying such repeated 
scenes, as a passage at the beginning of Book 5 demonstrates, 5.144-
166. In order, there is an unadorned killing of a pair, a killing of a 
pair whose father is mentioned, a killing of another pair with a 
mention of the father's future sorrow, and a killing of a pair accom
panied by a simile. The alternatives are too numerous to list. But 
the poet always had at hand and often used the simile. 

In general the many types of lists which appear throughout 
the Iliad and the Odyssey do not in themselves constitute a theme 
but rather a technique of composition, a technique deeply rooted 
in the paratactic mentality of the oral singerY The poet probably 
never had a general concern about the amount of variety in his 
poems. Whenever he found himself singing a list, he must have 
seen in the eyes of his audience and felt almost instinctively that 
he could not merely repeat item after item without some relief. 
Such variation is evident in the lists of Yugoslav bards. Salih 
Ugljanin in The Song of Bagdad introduces separately six warriors. 
The listing technique is evident when he marks the entrance of 
each hero by singing that the plain thundered, however each time 
there follows a highly varied description of each warrior.ls 

Yet it is clear that the repetitious killing of a series of warriors 
one by one occurs often enough in the Homeric poems to be identi
fied as a theme. At moments such as these when the oral poet sang 
a type of list which was, in addition, a theme of composition, he 
employed several standard means of variation, among which was the 
simile. To define the precise motivation for the simile is impossible; 
it is sufficient to demonstrate that in such passages the simile 
accompanies either the theme or the technique. 

6. General Scenes of the Armies 

Homer's narrative moves like a series of waves. One short scene 
comes after another, with a slight pause in between when all 
individual action fades away and the poet scans the battlefield 

17 See the general discussion of parataxis in J. A. Notopoulos, "Parataxis 
in Homer: A New Approach to Homeric Literary Criticism," TAPhA 80 
(1949), pp. 1-23. 

18 M. Parry and A. B. Lord, Serbocroatian Heroic Sonr;s (Cambridge, Mass. 
1954) I, p. 74 ff. 

Supp!. to Mncmosync XXVIII 3 
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quickly.19 He looks at the Trojan army, then at the Greek army, 
and then moves to another part of the battlefield for a new scene 
with new characters. The course of the fighting after Hector's 
healing is a clear example. 

IS· 262-270 
271-280 
281-305 

306-3II 
312-327 

328 -342 
343-366 

367-389 

390-404 
405-414 
415--

Hector returns to battle (simile 20) 
General scene: the Greek army is afraid (simile) 
Thoas speaks and encourages the Greek heroes 
to stand 
General scene: Trojan army, Hector, and Apollo 
General scene: Greek army stands until frightened 
by Apollo (simile) 
List of individual Trojan killings 
General scene: Greek army, Hector, Trojan army, 
Apollo (two similes) 
General scene: Greek army, Nestor, Zeus, Trojan 
army (simile), Greek army 
Patroclus and Eurypylus 
General scene: Greek army, Trojan army (simile) 
Hector and Ajax-individual battles 

Between the scenes of individual heroes and individual actions 
fall general scenes of both armies. The men mentioned by name in 
these general scenes are agents of the army not engaged in a scene 
of individual combat. The picture of the Trojan army with Hector 
and Apollo in the lead is a general picture of the Trojan army and 
its movement, as it is the scene in which Nestor prays for the Greek 
army. These thematic scenes may be easily distinguished from the 
later scenes where Hector and Ajax individually engage in combat 
killing enemy men one by one. This type of alternation, where a 
general scene alternates with a scene of individual achievement, is 

19 Cf. B. venik, Typical Battle Scenes in the Iliad (Wiesbaden 1968), p. 19. 
20 There are three similes in this section which do not describe groups of 

men, but they are not the object of interest in this category. 
263-The scene opens with the impressive re-entrance of Hector to the 
battle. Such entrances are often marked with a long simile; see infra, 
p. 38 ff. 
358-The length of the pathway is given by a simile. Similes expressing 
measurement are common; see supra, p. 20 ff. 
362-Apollo scatters the wall as easily as a child scatters sand. Divine 
action in the human worle! is usually described with it simile; see supra, 
p. 24 if. 
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common in the war books of the Iliad. Very often a simile accompa
nies the general description of the army with its heroes. There are 
four examples of such a simile in the lines cited above; there are 
eighty-six such similes both long and short in the two poems 
(Iliad 82; Odyssey 4). 

Often the general scene will be a picture of one army fighting 
a single enemy hero. In the battle over Patroclus' body Menelaus 
fends off the T roj an army; later Aj ax does the same. One is likened 
to a lion confronting dogs and herdsmen; the other, to a boar 
scattering the hunters and their dogs (17.61 and 281). At other 
times the one hero terrifies the enemy army into ineffectiveness, 
as when Agamemnon rushes through the Trojan ranks at will like 
a forest fire (11.155) or when the Trojans cower before Achilles 
like defenceless fish before a dolphin (21.22). 

Sometimes such a general picture does not contain a description 
of each army, rather it is a wide view of the battle, when neither 
side has the advantage (12.421, 15.410, and 17.389).21 

The army as a whole is not always merely the background against 
which the heroes perform their feats. Often it has the additional 
role of main actor as in Book 2 when the movements of the hordes 
of Greeks are an essential part of the story. Each time the army as a 
body acts in this book, there is a simile (2.87, 144 and 147, 209, 
394).22 Later the army sits as do the gods and heroes, and here as 
an actor it is again described by a simile (7.63). 

Although the Odyssey is more a poem of single men, there are 
scenes with mobs of people. 23 As might be expected, these groups 
arc pictured in similes. The suitors flee before Athena like cattle 
driven by a horse-fly and the herdsmen charge them like vultures 
(Od. 22.299 and 302). Odysseus comes upon the slain suitors who 
are fallen in a heap like fish which have been drawn from the ocean 

21 Fenik op. cit. (snpra, n. 19), p. 55f. points to two similes describing 
groups in a pattern which is repeated within 35 lines (5.493 ff.). He finds 
the appearance of such doublets in close proximity common in the Iliad. 

22 Hampe, p. 9 ff., analyzes the function of the similes characterizing the 
army in Book 2. He notes the compactness and increased force of the descrip
tion in a simile: "Hier galt es, ein im einzelnen nicht mehr erfassbares, 
uniibersehbares, in tausendfaltiger Viclheit sich gleichzeitig abspielendes 
Geschehen festzuhalten" (p. 13). Cf. cleVelsen, p. 7, Miiller, p. 179, and 
Coffey, p. 12I. 

23 It is noteworthy that these similes occur only in Dook 22 where the 
story is closest to the' war scene's of the Iliad. 
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in a net; he, their enemy, sits among them like a bloodstained lion 
(ad. 22.384 and 402). 

There are so many different situations where a mob of people 
is depicted with a simile; indeed, this is the most common use of 
the simile. There seems to be no precisely definable alternative. 
Fortunately the various situations in which such a scene is sung 
offer such variation in themselves that the lack of a limited list of 
precise alternatives is not a loss deeply felt. 

7. Sztmmary Scenes before Battle 

There are places in the Homeric poems where an overall VIew 
or summary of the various elements in a complicated situation 
occurs consistently enough to be called a theme of composition. 
Before a battle the poet often sings a type of review or catalogue. 
In Books 2,3,4,5, 10 and 16 of the Iliad there is a listing of warriors 
on one side or the other before the main fighting begins, as in Book 5 
there is a preliminary list of the Greek leaders, each of whom kills 
one man before Diomedes begins his aristeia. In Book 3 it is the 
series of questions from Priam about the various warriors on the 
field. In Book 2 stand the catalogues of ships, both Greek and 
Trojan. One can only speculate on the origin of the catalogue and 
its inclusion in Greek narrative, yet it is significant that even in 
the small episodes of past battles which Nestor and Agamemnon 
relate there is a list of warriors; for example: 

N ever have I seen nor shall I see again men like Perithous or 
Dryas, the shepherd of the people, Caeneus and Exadius and 
godlike Polyphemus and Theseus, the son of Aegeus, a man like 
the gods; these were raised as the strongest men on the earth. 
They were the strongest and they fought with the strongest, 
the wild beast men who lived in the mountains; and they 
destroyed them terribly. And I went along with them coming 
from Pylos. . . (1.262 ff.) 

Agamemnon, in shaming Diomedes by recalling the exploits of 
his father Tydeus among the Cadmeians, lists briefly the names of 
the individual warriors before the battle even though these names 
are not very significant in his story (4.391 ff.). It seems that there 
was a tradition of listing the participants before beginning to 
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narrate an event like a battle scene, which contained little opportu
nity for introducing each character as he appeared on the scene. 24 

These passages, both long and short, offer a summary view of the 
army and its leaders before the battle commences. Often Homer 
adds similes to these scenes. There are twenty-six examples of 
this use of the simile in the Iliad; one in the Odyssey. 

This striking difference in usage of summary scenes is related to 
the difference in story-telling between the Iliad and the Odyssey. 
The basic story of each poem requires its own style of narration. 
The Odyssey is the story of one man and his family. Once the focus 
is set on Odysseus, he continues as the main character for many 
books as he confronts a series of challenges. 'Vhen the action moves 
to the palace in Ithaca, the characters work out the reinstatement 
of Odysseus and the punishment of the Suitors in a single setting. 
The plot of the Odyssey depends on single men, each dominating 
their own sections of the narrative. The Iliad contains many 
characters who cooperate throughout a series of sporadic appearan
ces to advance the story of men and armies. Summary scenes 
before the beginning of a major action in the Iliad aid the audience 
in fixing the general outlines of the situation in their minds as 
background. 

Perhaps the most detailed example of this theme is the catalogue 
of ships. From the time that the army of the Greeks is marshalled 
until the two forces march to battle, there is almost no advance 
of the plot. The intervening four hundred lines contain an overall 
picture of the two armies. Within this section of narrative there 
are no fewer than eleven similes describing the Greek army (2.455, 
459,468,469,780, and 781), the Greek leaders as a group (2-474), 
Agamemnon (2.478 and 480), the Trojan army (3.2), and the 
appearance of both armies (3.10). This is the proper place to have 
the most extensive catalogue-the first meeting of the armies in 
the epic. To make the shorter lists as detailed or to load them 
so heavily with similes would merely retard the story. Thus when 
Agamemnon arms, there is a short view of the Greek army and one 
of the Trojan army with three short similes (11.60, 62, and 66); 
then the action begins. Or when Patroclus arms, there are only the 
necessary ceremonies and warnings, three views of the Myrmidons, 

2. For a more precise discussion of the position of catalogues in the 
narrative see Fenik op. cit. (supra, n. 19), pp. 80, 153, 167, and 225. 
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each with a simile (16.156, 212, and 259), and a short mustering 
of army and generals, then the action commences immediately. 
In Book 4 the catalogue is not so short. As Agamemnon goes 
through the army from hero to hero, similes describe his meetings 
with Idomeneus and the Ajaxes. Then comes the advance of the 
endless Greek army and a simile (4.422) followed by the polyglot 
clamor of the Trojans illustrated by a simile (4.433). In the Teicho
scopia there are two similes for Odysseus as Priam reviews the 
Greek heroes. 

8. Entrance of the Hero 

A character's first entrance into the epic narrative can be 
dramatic and significant like Agamemnon's or Andromache's; or 
it can be treated as though he were expected to be there and needed 
no introduction like Patroclus' and Apollo's entrances in Book I. 
In later poets the first appearance of a character often reveals 
character and key imagery,25 but Homer is not as conscious of this 
device. As an oral poet he begins his story from a certain point and 
assumes that all necessary characters are present and functioning 
even though he has not formally brought them to the scene himself. 
His attention is focused on the entrance of a character within the 
story. If a man must be built up for a demanding task or an impor
tant role, Homer singles him out from the omnipresent group of 
available characters and speaks about his ability, his armor, his 
present activity, or some other detail. But if an unnoticed entrance 
is aesthetically proper, Homer can introduce a character without 
fanfare. For example, Priam appears at Achilles' feet unseen by 
those in the tent and almost unmentioned by the poet as he enters 
(24.471 ff.). This is not the entrance of a king; and in view of the 
coming scene with its emphasis on the common bonds of humanity, 
it should not be. 

Homer is highly sensitive to such entrances; one of his common 
methods of introducing a character into an episode is the simile. 
When Sarpedon is roused by Zeus to start the breaking of the 
Greek wall, Homer says that the wall would not have been broken 
if Sarpedon had not been given strength. To introduce the warrior 
for this short scene, the poet uses two similes: 

25 Cf. Oedipus in Oedipus Tyrannus I ff. and Oedipus Coloneus, p. I ff. 
The difference in the same man is immediately striking. 

.'~ 
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Never would the Trojans and glorious Hector have broken the 
gates and long door-bar of the wall if Zeus the counselor had 
not roused his son Sarpedon against the Argives, like a lion 
against the cattle with curved horns ... 

Holding his shield in front of him and shaking two spears he 
went like a lion raised in the mountains ... 

(12.290-293 and 298 ff.) 

Entrances of characters into the narrative are described with a 
simile sixty-nine times in the two poems (Iliad 52; Odyssey 17) 
by both long and short similes. 26 

The most common entrance is that of the hero before his aristeia. 
Diomedes briefly enters the battle three times before he finally 
begins his aristeia. Athena gives him strength and courage, and 
his helmet shines like a star (5.5). Then there is a small scene during 
which Diomedes kills a minor hero Phegeus and takes his horses. 
Two gods converse, and other Greek leaders kill one man each. 
Then Diomedes comes into battle again-not forgotten, merely 
left aside for a flurry of Greek victories to prepare his way, and 
sweeps across the plain like a flood (5.87). Then he is wounded, 
cured, and receives instructions from Athena before he finally 
enters battle for a third time like a lion in his rage (5.136). This 
passage is a carefully arranged prelude to an aristeia: Greek 
victories, favor of the goddess with divine instructions pointing 
ahead in the action, and similes to glorify the hero. Before his 
aristeia Agamemnon is also ennobled by the magnificence of his 
armor with a simile in the midst of this description (II.27). But 
the most elaborate introduction is the lengthy preparation of 
Achilles. Within the twenty-five lines of his arming four similes 
describe the gleam of Achilles' shield, helmet, and full armor 
(19.374,375,381, and 398). 

Such introductions are also used for lesser events than an aristeia. 
As Ajax goes to single combat with Hector, his fearsomeness is 
emphasized by two similes stressing his bigness and might (7.208 
and 219). Teucer, who enjoys a minor profusion of successful shots, 

26 Cf. Hampe, pp. 2I-2: "Schliesslich konnen Gleichnisse dazu dienen, eine 
iibergewohnliche Steigerung des Formates auszudriicken, nicht nur bei 
Gottern, sondern auch bei HeIden, vor aHem bei dem Haupthelden AchilI. 
Dabei sind iiussere Grosse und ilberragende Bedeutung voneinander nicht 
zu trennen." 
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is brought to the audience's attention by a simile (8.271). Not al
ways are the trials of war involved. Telemachus is magnified by a 
simile as he goes to address the council and before he undertakes his 
trip to Menelaus (Od. 2.5 and Od. 3-468). Menelaus is introduced 
with a simile before he begins the narrative of his troubles and 
sufferings in returning from Troy (Od. 4.310). These scenes all 
portray men who are momentarily set apart from the rest of the 
army and heroes because they are going to draw the spotlight of 
the narrative to themselves in undertaking a new and perhaps 
difficult task. A simile can produce a momentary pre-eminence. 

The hero, however need not always have a specific task ahead of 
him. A simile is employed to bring heroes into prominence on the 
battlefield, even if they have been there but were unnoticed during 
a previous scene. In Book 16 of the Iliad Patroclus dominates all 
other characters. When he dies, the fight is reformed about his 
body and several great heroes re-enter the battle, many with a 
simile. Menelaus stands over Patroclus like a mother cow, and later 
Ajax drives Hector away like a lion (17.4 and 17.133). Like a flame 
Hector, who has stood aside after killing Patroclus, is fired into 
battle rage and shouts to his comrades (17.88). In the same fashion 
Paris enters battle with Hector after the peaceful scene with 
Andromache (6.506, 513, and 7.4). 

Figures who have no real effect on the story but are introduced 
into the narrative and playa role for a single scene often receive a 
simile. The elders of Troy are important only for the Teichoscopia. 
Astyanax has a part in the Hector-Andromache scene, and the 
rather housewifely Helen of the Odyssey is an interesting addition 
for the listener who knew the full epic cycle, but beyond their own 
scenes these characters do not enter the plot. A simile introduces 
them in these scenes (3.151,6.401, and Od. 4.122). Even characters 
in a short narration can be made momentarily larger by a simile, 
as Iphitus, who gave the bow to Odysseus, and Theseus, a fellow 
warrior of Nestor, are both like gods (Od. 21.14, Od. 21.37, and 
1.265).27 

27 The serving woman in I'\estor's tent receives a very complimentary 
phrase: "like the goddesses" (11.638). This woman plays no significant role 
in this scene nor in the rest of the Iliad. Homer is, however, consciously 
attempting to stretch out the description of the meal in order to allow time 
for Patroclus to appear at Nestor's tent and to modulate the pace of the 
narrative after the battle description (II.613-644). When he introduces a 
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Finally similes appear with people who have been absent from 
the narrative, because hindered, and now return. Hector is kept 
away from Agamemnon by Zeus' command in Book II and wounded 
in Book 14- Each time he is described by a simile as he re-enters 
battle (II.292, 295, and 15.263). Briseis has been taken by Agamem
non, and when she returns, her reappearance is modified by two 
similes (19.282 and 286). Menelaus in Book 3 disappears from the 
narrative when Aphrodite removes his opponent. When he re-enters 
the narrative, he is described by a simile (3-449). 

These examples all show characters coming into the narrative. 
To introduce them, sometimes to glorify them and sometimes 
merely to call attention to them, the poet uses a simile. The choice 
between short or long seems aesthetic. Achilles attracts both 
before his aristeia, while Diomedes is described only by long 
similes. Patroclus has none in his preparations. 28 

9. Withdrawal of the Hero 

Complementary to the theme of the entrance of the hero is the 
theme of the withdrawal of the hero. Since such retreats usually 
mark a reversal in the action, the similes which accompany this 
theme are an attempt by the poet to call attention to an act common 
in every war story, but with extra significance in the particular 
context. For example, Zeus tells Hector to withdraw from the 
battle until Agamemnon retreats. As soon as the pains grow too 
severe for Agamemnon and he must leave the battlefield, there is 
a simile (II.26g). Immediately Hector re-enters the fight for his 
fatal day of glory-until the sun goes down. When Hector is woun
ded by Ajax, the Greeks are free to advance and to drive the 
Trojans back over the wall and the ditch. They are successful 
until Hector's return. To emphasize this pivotal loss to the Trojans 
Homer describes Hector's withdrawal with two similes (14.413 and 
414). When Pandarus wounds Menelaus, the treaty is broken and 
the war continues; a simile is used to describe the wound (4.141). In 
the battle for Patroclus' body Menelaus makes two significant 

minor character, he may have realized that he had come to a perfectly 
traditional place for a simile-and, indeed, this small simile would be one 
other way of lengthening the description of the meal. 

28 Patroclus is in many ways marked as a lesser warrior. Cf. infra Cpt. 4, 
n. 18. 
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retreats, both described by similes: Hector takes the arms of 
Achilles when Menelaus is forced to fall back like an overawed lion 
and later Menelaus withdraws to start the ominous message of 
Patroclus' death on its way to Achilles (17.109, 657 and 674). 

II. SIMILES AS POETIC TECHNIQUE 

1. Emphasis on A nticipated Meetings 

One of the basic concerns of the oral poet is the proper telling 
of certain facts, but not all types of facts. The various shields which 
one warrior can bear in the course of one scene have long since been 
noted as glaring inconsistencies, yet there are few inconsistencies 
in the building of the basic plot. Events which are necessary or will 
later be important are not forgotten. Since the poet must contin
ually guide his audience's sense of his story, he must anticipate 
and arrange the important meetings. The final battle between 
Hector and Achilles is foreshadowed throughout the Iliad; the 
regaining of home and family by Odysseus is consistently the goal 
of the endless toil of the Odyssey. Since the poet knew that certain 
confrontations would take place, he could prepare his audience 
for them by introducing similes describing the participants as the 
actual meeting apprmched. The similes allowed the poet to dwell 
a little longer on the important characters and, thereby, to heighten 
the tension by making the audience realize that the critical 
moment, which they had expected, was near. Athena sends Nausicaa 
to the beach when Odysseus is sleeping. When all other work is 
done and she begins to play ball with her handmaids, either the 
meeting will come before the game is finished or not at all. N ausicaa 
at the start of this game is set apart from her servants by a simile 
(Od. 6.102). Then one of the maidens throvys the ball into the 
water; their cry wakes Odysseus who comes out of the bush to 
this prearranged meeting like a lion (Od. 6.130). Such preluding 
and emphasizing of anticipated confrontations is accomplished by 
means of short or long similes thirty-six times in the two poems 
(Iliad, 25; Odyssey II). 

When Telemachus returns to Ithaca and goes to Eumaeus' hut, 
the audience knows that his father is sitting before him. This is a 
meeting which Odysseus has long desired-his first reacquaintance 
with family-and Telemachus' entrance is marked by a simile 
(Oe1. 16.17). When they embrace one another, there is also a simile 
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(Od. 16.216). When Penelope meets the beggar and hears his tale, 
this is the long awaited first meeting; only later does the true re
cognition take place. But this first meeting contains three similes 
(Od. 19.54, 205, and 2II). This is a type of unfulfilled or unsuccessful 
meeting, when the awaited confrontation occurs, but there is no 
decisive outcome. There are other examples of such meetings. 
Every hearer who knew the causes of the Trojan War must have 
anticipated the battle between Menelaus and Paris, but when these 
two meet at the beginning of the third book of the Iliad, Paris 
shrinks back into the army from fear. However since it is a meeting 
much anticipated by the audience, both heroes are characterized 
with a simile (3.23 and 33). 

The simile can be used in widely separated passages to emphasize 
and maintain interest in an impending meeting. That Hector and 
Achilles, each as the great champion of the warring armies, must 
fight becomes more inevitable as the Iliad progresses: first it is 
rivalry; then it is duty. A confrontation, marked with a simile 
(20.423), occurs in Book 20, but Hector is saved for the moment by 
Apollo. Later as Hector stands alone before the walls of Troy and 
Achilles rushes towards him for their fatal encounter, there are no 
fewer than eleven similes describing Hector, Achilles, or the appear
ance of the two. First there are five similes-three for Achilles and 
two for Hector. Then four similes describing the chase. Finally a 
simile for Hector's fruitless lunge and one for the fateful spear 
point which will kill Hector. Exclusive of content the position of 
the similes alone emphasizes this expected confrontation (22.22, 26, 
93, 132, 134, 139, 162, 189, 199, 308, 317). 

In the Patrokleia a similar meeting occurs. A simile describes 
the mares of Troy bearing Hector away from Patroclus (16.384). 
Later Hector and Patroclus fight over the body of Hector's chariot
eer, Cebriones, which Patroclus stands over like a lion. Hector 
and Patroclus then fight like tvyO lions in an inconclusive battle 
which leads back to a scene of general battle (16.752 and 756). 
Later when Hector delivers the death blow, as expected a simile 
describes it (16.823). 

The battle between Sarpedon and Patroclus contains three similes 
(16.428, 482, and 487). To what extent this was a rivalry in the 
heroic tradition is unknown. The poet has presented their meeting 
as decisive and predicted its outcome in a scene on Olympus, so 
that the audience would at least anticipate Sarpedon's death 
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(15.67).29 Evidence is, however, lacking to state firmly that this 
was an essential and expected conflict. 30 The battle between 
Achilles and Aeneas seems to have been a part of the tradition. 
They had met once before on Mount Ida, where apparently Aeneas 
fled with no fight. This story is told at 20.187 ft., and because this 
story is known, there is reason for using a simile at their meeting in 
Book 20 (164). The battle between Aeneas and Diomedes in Book 5 
is built up to such a point that a simile describes Aeneas' movement 
as he takes his stand before Diomedes (5.299). 

In these last three examples it must be remembered that the 
battle could be in the tradition, anticipated by the audience and 
the poet, and given poetic color by the addition of similes. 31 Or 
it could be merely in the poet's mind to make hvo men the center of 
interest for a minute, since all men treated with this technique 
are heroes, not little men who are expendable. The battle is, there
fore, an object of interest because of its participants. The addition 
of a simile could be one alternative method of pairing two well
known heroes and making them focal points for the immediate 
narrative. 

Meetings and confrontations occur throughout both poems, and 
the alternative means of stressing such meetings are infinitely 
varied. There are several scenes in which the poet uses a simile or 
a series of similes to emphasize the coming confrontation of two 
major figures. Perhaps these meetings were well known from the 
tradition of epic song, or perhaps the poet wanted to use such 
figures to center his narrative momentarily. In either case similes 
make the two characters distinct from other figures in the back
ground and give their meeting importance. The oral poet nf:ed only 
anticipate well-known confrontations before beginning the episode 
and then plan his alternatives. 

2" For a discussion of the technique of battle description in this scene see 
Fenik op. cit. (supra, n. 19), p. z04 f. 

30 Sarpedon's background in the Iliad is vague. For two contrasting views 
of his place in the epic tradition see VV. Kullmann, Die Quellen der Ilias 
(Wiesbaden 1960), p. 175, n. 4 and \V. Friedrich, Verwundung und Tad in der 
!lias (Gottingen 1956), pp. r03-1IZ. 

31 Evidence for a tradition underlying the battles of Aeneas with Achilles 
and Aeneas with Diomedes is gathered by Kullmann op. cit. (supra, n. 30), 
pp. 281 t, 30T, 3z6, 342, 368. There seems to be no evidence for such a 
tradition regarding the Aeueas-I,]umenclls confrontation. Cf. also H. Erbse, 
"Uber die sogennante Aeneis im ZO. Bueh del' llias," RhM 110 (1967), pp. 1-25. 
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2. The Joining of two Scenes 

Because oral narrative is inevitably episodic, the poet must tell 
one episode separately from another while attempting to introduce 
reminiscences here and there which will not permit the audience 
to forget the first episode while hearing the second. At this type 
of juncture in the narrative the poet must impress firmly upon his 
listeners' mind the picture to which he wishes to refer later; if the 
scene is sufficiently emphasil-ed, the audience can be expected to 
remember it. Later the poet is able to return in his song to that 
scene, and, by joining the present and the previous scenes, present 
a single unified event. This is one of the few methods an oral poet 
possesses to present two simultaneous actions. While Antilochus 
bears his fateful message to Achilles, the battle over Patroclus' 
body continues. Finally the Greeks under Ajax's command have 
some success and begin to carry the body back toward the ships, 
but the Trojans resist firmly, and there is a chance that Patroclus 
will fall again into their hands. At the end of Book 17 the poet 
summarizes this scene treating individually Menelaus and Meriones 
who are carrying the b~dy, the two Ajaxes who are holding off the 
Trojans, Hector and Aeneas, the Trojan army, and the Greek army. 
Then the narrative shifts to Achilles' tent for Antilochus' report. 
Since only one hundred and fifty lines later the poet will wish to 
return to the battlefield where affairs have not changed substan
tially, he makes the summary picture at the end of Book 17 a 
colorful and, therefore, notable scene-one which will be remember
ed easily by his audience. Thus he can lead back to it after an inter
vening section of the narrative. Often Homer fills such scenes with 
similes which permit the poet to dwell upon the scene a bit longer 
and to call attention to its subsequently important details one by 
one. There are twelve examples of this use of the simile in the Iliad; 
one in the Odyssey. 

The scene at the end of Book 17 contains five similes. Almost 
. every item in it except Hector and Aeneas provides a point of 
comparison upon which a simile is built (17.725, 737, 742, 747, and 
755). When the poet returns to this scene, the two protagonists, 
Hector and Ajax, each are described in a simile (18.154 and 161), 
a type of small summary to recall the previous situation for the 
audience. A parallel pattern of summary and recall occurs at the 
en(l of Book 15 when the scene is about to switch to Achilles' camp. 
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The signal for Patroclus' entrance into battle is to be the smoke 
from a burning ship. The poet describes Ajax' attempts to hold 
Hector away from the ship, describes each hero with a simile to 
emphasize the scene, and then returns to it some lines later in 
Book 16 when Achilles sees the fire from the ships (15.679, 690, 
and 16.II4 ff.). In Book II the grudging retreat of Ajax serves to 
summarize the battle situation before the scene shifts to Achilles 
standing alone by his ship watching his chances for glory disappear. 
The fatal weakness of the Greeks will be the subject of the rest of 
the book and is background for the futile battle around the wall 
in Book 12. Later when Nestor appeals to Patroclus and tells of 
the Greek defeat, his words have heightened meaning for an 
audience which remembers the weakness of the Greeks as symbolized 
by the picture of the hero Ajax in retreat. Ajax' stubbom with
drawal is described in three similes (11.546, 548, and 558).32 As 
the final example, Odysseus, when he falls asleep on the Phaeacian 
shore, is compared to a coal among embers (Od. 5.488). Then the 
scene shifts to the palace. Later Horner joins the two scenes when 
N ausicaa comes to the bcach. 

3. Emphasis in Short Episodes 

The poet not only concentrates on the larger story; he must also 
sustain his audicnce's interest by singing the smaller scenes well, 
and essential to this process is proper emphasis on important 
constituent elements. If all events are sung as though they were 
of the same significance, the poem would seem repetitiously mono
tonous, but by shifting emphasis in individual scenes the poet 

:l2 It could be objected that fighting does follow the retreat of Ajax 
(11.575 fL) and that, when the poet returns to the battlefield, there is no 
mention of Ajax nor the details of the battle situation (12.2 fL). Consequently 
there may be no reason to emphasize the particular retreat of Ajax. However 
the dange[()us weakness of the Greeks docs unclerlie the appeal of .0icstor, 
and this weakness is represented in a summary scene by Ajax-a scene made 
memorable by similes. In addition, the fighting after Ajax' retreat tells of the 
wounding of Eurypylus. Patroclus' pity is to be aroused by this man (d. 
l1.S04 ff. and 15.390 fL), and such pity eventually drives Patroclus to ask 
Achilles to relent. The similes do fix the thought of Greek defeat. Only against 
such thoughts do .:>estor's appeal and Patroclus' mercy to Eurypylus have 
full effect. 0. W. Sch2.dewalclt, IZiasstudien (3rd ed.; Darmstadt 1966), 
pp. 17 ff. and 76 if. Schac1ewaldt has noted two other examples of this 
"Klammcrtechnik" in Books 16 <mel IS in "Homerische Szencn," Die Anti/ie 
12 (r93()) 173-20l on p. rSI f. Sf'C al,o infra Cpt. .1, r1. J3. 
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maintains a story which is not only well structured but also enter
taining. One means of achieving this variation is highlighting: the 
thoughtful presentation of a scene with a center of interest around 
which the minor events arrange themselves. I am speaking here 
only of shorter scenes in which the audience could appreciate the 
technique within a single section of narrative. One method of 
achieving such emphasis is the simile. 

The first example is Iliad I3.I98. This is an outline of the scene 
which surrounds these lines (I69-205): 

J69 
I70 - I8I 
I82-I85 
185-187 
I88-1 94 

J95-205 

206--

General line 
Teucer kills Imbrius and simile 33 

Teucer rushes to strip him but Hector stops him 
Hector slays Amphimachus 
Hector rushes to strip Amphimachus but Ajax pre
vents him and the Greeks take the bodies 
Amphimachus is taken away with his armor and the 
Ajaxes strip and defile body of Imbrius and st'mile 34 

Start of aristeia of Idomeneus 

This small scene of battle is prelude to the aristeia of Idomeneus; 
as the aristeia of Diomedes is introduced by a scene of Greek victo
ries, so here a scene which shows total, albeit momentary, Greek 
superiority precedes the hero's entrance. The key to this victory 
is the stripping of a warrior. Teucer tries to strip the man whom 
he has killed but fails. Then Hector tries to strip a man he has killed 
and also fails. After the Greeks take both bodies, the Ajaxes despoil 
the Trojan. The simile here emphasizes the Greek victory, a proper 
prelude to a Greek hero's aristeia. To make the insult clear the poet 
has Ajax Oileus throw the head at Hector's feet. 

33 This is a simile used for variation in a common scene; see supra, p. 31 ff. 
Similes are very usual in this position. In this passage the simile IS accompa
nied by a description of Imbrius' ancestry and previous life. These are both 
customary variations in repeated scenes that do not distract from the effect 
of the simile at 198. That is in an unusual spot and at the obvious end of a 
scene. 

34 See Fenik op. cit. (supra, n. 19), pp. 126 ff. and 137 ff. for a discussion 
of the typical elements in this scene. At 13.195 Homer has underlined the 
capture of the body to make this scene a meaningful introduction to the 
aristcia; parallel scenes which mention the capture of the hody do not 
contain the simile. 
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While threat of stripping a warrior of his armor is a standard 
part of the slaying of men as is seen frequently in the Iliad (I3.64I, 
I5.545 and 583, 22.258, the beginning of Book I7, and others), 
in this small scene Homer has caused one element to stand out 
from the background in order to give direction to his narrative. 
I t is important to note that Homer by his double use of the stripping 
motif has provided meaning to the telling of this otherwise tradi
tional scene. The simile only aids in stressing elements which are 
independently significant within the narrative. 

The second example of this use of the simile occurs in the long 
scene I5.552-590. Hector rekindles the Trojans' spirit while Ajax 
urges the Greeks. But since Zeus favors the Trojans, there is a 
small scene to show their might at the moment (568 ff.). Antilochus 
kills l\Ielanippus and springs upon him to strip off his armor; this 
spring forward is accompanied by a simile. 'When Hector rushes 
up and Antilochus flees without a fight, the retreat is also described 
with a simile. The scene is closed with another reference to Zeus' 
insuperable aid to the Trojans. The quick movement forward to 
gain the glory and prizes of victory and the immediate retreat bear 
ample witness to the Greeks' helplessness. Again Homer underlines 
the point of this traditional scene by his similes. 

In like fashion the sleeping dogs of Eumaeus are as savage as 
wild beasts (Od. I4.2I), a simile which draws the listeners' attention 
to them momentarily. In a few lines these dogs will receive Odysseus 
and gain him the instant sympathy and protection of the swineherd. 
Eumaeus immediately tells the old beggar of his loyalty to his 
fonner master: his master's loss is a sorrow equal to that which 
he would have experienced if Odysseus had been harmed by the 
dogs. The poet knows that these dogs are important to the imme
diate narrative and consequently spotlights them with a simile.35 

In the same way Odysseus emphasizes the garment that Penelope 
herself gave to him and now recognizes (Od. I9.233 and 234). 

I have found only six examples of this usage of the simile, a 
surprising infrequency when one considers the innumerable times 
that Homer emphasizes an object by discussing it at length, e.g., 
the bow of Pandarns, which undergoes a detailing of its ancestry, 

;)5 Arend op. cit. (supra, n. I5), p. 44 f. comments on the various changes 
which the introduction of the untypical dogs cause in the typical scene, and 
\Vhitman 292 mentions the importance of these dogs in delineating the 
character of Ellmaells, 
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and the staff of the Achaeans, which is taken back to treehood. 
That the simile is not used frequently in this way suggests that it 
usually had a more limited function, namely in accompanying a 
traditional scene or theme and that the poet generally did not 
consider the simile outside of the rather circumscribed type of 
events in which it most often occurred. 

4. Emphasis on Continuing M otljS throughout the Larger N arrati7)e 

In the course of the narrative there are certain pivotal events 
which have far reaching connections within the larger narrative. 
These may be occurrences which mark a turn in the development 
of the plot, or events which must be made prominent because they 
explain later developments,· or themes which provide motivation 
for the narrative. When the poet sang these scenes,. he was careful 
to provide sufficient detail so that his audience would realize their 
significance. Often he uses a simile to aid in emphasizing such a 
scene. 

For example, Book I2 opens with a digression on the history of 
the Greek wall and the goal of the fighting throughout Book I2 is 
the breaching of this wall. When Hector picks up the huge stone 
and dashes down the gates of the wall, the fight is won, and the 
Greeks have only their ships as defence. Homer marks the final 
breakthrough with two similes (I2-45I and 463). One of the most 
important proofs of Odysseus' identity in Ithaca and a key to his 
recognition is the bow of Iphitus. When Penelope opens the doors 
of the storeroom to get the bow, a simile describes their groaning 
(ad. 2I.48). When Odysseus strings the bow and plucks the string 
to test its firmness, there are two similes (ad. 2I.406 and 4II). 

The simile can also give added stress to an underlying theme 
which the audience must keep in mind. Achilles' actions in the last 
part of the Iliad are motivated by his debt to his dead companion 
Patroclus. Homer's audience must not forget the source of Achilles' 
unquenchable fury. \Vhen the twelve Trojan youths are sent back 
to the ships as the blood price for Patroclus, they are dazed like 
fawns (2I.29).36 Later Achilles laments the whole night long as 

36 This may seem a forced intrepretation; however, the simile does focus 
the audience's attention for a moment on the debt to Patroclus (ef. r8.336 L) 
and the bloodthirsty rage displayed by Achilles in revenging the death, both 
VIi'll themes in this section of tIlP n<1rrahv('. llec<tl1se thes(' tw(']ve young men 

Suppl. to Mnernosyne XXVIII 4 
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Patroclus' body burns just as a father laments the death of a newly
wed son (23.222). The excess of battle rage which Achilles shows 
during his aristeia and which he will renounce at the end of the 
poem would be a type of meaningless madness unless the friendship 
of the two men were kept in view. Therefore, Homer emphasizes 
this theme often in the final books of the Iliad, twice with similes. 

The story of Agamemnon is introduced as a countermotif through
out the Odyssey. To stress it, the poet describes the murder of 
Agamemnon twice and the slaying of his companions once with 
similes (Gd. 4-535, Od. 11.4II, and Gd. 11.413). The fact that the 
similes at 4.535 and 11.4II are identical suggests that this simile 
traditionally accompanied this scene, and yet Homer chose to 
include the simile in order to call attention to the parallel motif 
of a family awaiting the return of its father and king. 

To spotlight these events and motifs-all of which are closely 
implicated in the later developmcnt of the larger story-Homer 
uses a simile. 

III. SIMILES IN SPEECHES 

In the previous classification of similes, a narrative context has 
been the determining factor. Some Homeric speeches contain 
narrative, though most offer personal comment upon a scene. 
The action does not usually advance in a speech; rather one can 
learn feelings, reactions, and opinions. There are seventy-three 
similes both long and short contained in speeches (Iliad 42; Odyssey 

31 ). 

Several of these similes are placed in contexts similar to the 
ones in which they are found in the narrative. Men who talk about 
the whole army often use a simile (2.289, 4.243, 5-476, 11.383, 
and passim). Similes are used to illustrate infinite number or speed 
(2.800 and Od. 7.36). A speaker can express the sense of \voncler 
at something strange with a simile (10.547). But for the most part 
similes in speeches are comparisons drawn for immediate effect 
rather than satisfaction of a traditional form; the message of the 
speaker is clearer with the simile. A comparison can occur in speeches 
III almost any context. Thetis twice calls Achilles a shoot or a 

are not forgotten hllt are hrought forth to oe slaughtered on the pyre (23. (75), 
I fel'l that Hrlllwr pnrpnsel)· introrllH'ed tlwlll in Book n with a simile. 
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tree on an orchard slope (18.56, 57, 437, and 438); Aeneas tells 
Achilles that he is tired of having them bicker like two women 
in the street (20.252). Telemachus tells Athena-Mentes that he is 
as kind to him as a father to a son (Od. 1.308). Instead of being 
placed traditionally, these similes concisely and pictorially convey 
the speaker's thoughts and emotions. 

For this reason I have not been able to place most of the similes 
within direct speeches into the previous categories. Those that do 
fall into a category have been discussed and included in the appro
priate group, and those that do not, offer evidence that the simile 
was always available and often used in a direct speech as an illustra
tive parallel. The difficulty in categorizing these similes arises from 
the nature of the Homeric speech-comment rather than action. 37 

Notable exceptions where the placement of similes should 
correspond to traditional usage arc speeches with narrative qualities 
--the Apologue, Menelaus' story of his return, and Odysseus' tales 
of his fictional adventures. In such speeches similes are located at 
the same junctures as in the narrative proper. The principles 
presented in this study seem to have guided their placement. 

CONCLUSION: THE PLACEMENT OF THE SIMILES 

Since the oral poet depends on traditions: a traditional story, 
traditional diction, traditional scenes, it is only to be expected 
that one aspect of the oral inheritance concerns the placing of the 
similes within the narrative. In several locations the simile ,vas a 
customary alternate method of continuing the tale. For some 
junctures in the narrative there are sufficient parallels to construct a 
fairly neat set of alternates, as when a god descends or the action 
of a divinity is described, there are only three or four ways of 
singing the scene in the preserved text. Because these junctures 

. coincide with several of the standard themes by which the poet 
tells his story, the placement of the simile can be described in 
thematic terms which would be meaningful to the oral poet himself. 
There are, in addition, four large groups of similes which are Joined 

37 \V. Moog, "Die homerischen Gleichnissc," Zeitschrift fiir Aesthetik und 
allgemeine Kunstwissenschaft 7 (1912), pp. 266-302 and 353-371: "\Venn in 
den l~edcn wenigp]' Gleichnisse sincl, so ist <las dadnrch beclingt, class sie 
wenig aiisserc HandluTlg hid!'n, an (lie sich Gleichnisse ankniipfen lassen 
hiinnten" (27 SL 
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to poetic techniques employed repeatedly by the poet. These 
similes allow the poet to emphasize certain details of a traditional 
scene which might, without the addition of the simile, go unnoticed 
by the Homeric audience. When the simile is used with certain 
traditional poetic procedures, it is difficult to isolate alternatives 
because the placement of the simile is involved far more with the 
larger movement of the total passage than with the immediately 
surrounding context. Since patterned situations and poetic needs 
recur, parallel procedures can still be defined even if the definition 
is not as precise as the identification of narrative themes. 

The choice between alternatives depended mostly on the poet's 
desires within the individual episode and calculations of importance 
to the major plot of either epic were usually passed by. The poet 
chose an alternative because he found it an effective way of com
posing the immediate scene. When the poet reached one of several 
types of junctures in composing a theme or developing a traditional 
passage where he had to make a choice in order to continue his 
narrative, the simile ran through his mind. Why the simile only 
accompanied certain themes and poetic procedures and not others, 
is unknown-possibly unknowable. Similes are not used to empha
size hysteron-proteron structures or the preparation and serving 
of dinner, and yet the first is a common technique while the second 
is a standard theme in the Iliad and the Odyssey. Yet when the 
poet came to certain limited groups of junctures, he knew that the 
simile could be effectively employed provided that the scene would 
permit the momentary distraction and elaboration of a simile. 

An important piece of corroborative evidence for this method 
of composition is offered by the seven sets of repeated long similes. 
These occur in the following locations: 5.782 = 7.256, 5.860 = 

14.148, 6·506 = 15.263, 11.548 = 17.657, 13.389 = 16.482, Oc1. 
4.335 = Od. 17.126, Od. 6.232 = Od. 23.159. The similes at 
11.548 = 17.657 are identical but for the initial two lines; the 
remaining similes range from two to six lines and are duplicates. 
Such sets of similes are significant in two ways.38 First, the repeated 
simile is an alternative that was used twice, rather than once. If 

38 In drawing conslusions from the phenomenon of repeated long similes, 
I am momentarily assuming that they were sung as blocks of lines which 
were somehow retained as units or partial units in the poet's mind. See 
Chapter 5 for discussion of the repeated similes and the various theories 
which have been advanced to explain them; infra, pp. 127- [40. 
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more oral epic remained, there might be similes found which were 
repeated three times or even ten times. Though there are, in fact, no 
similes repeated more than once, those similes that are repeated 
offer evidence that at least some were units which could be placed 
freely here and there by the poet without affecting their content. 
This statement supports the initial insistence on the separation 
of context and content which underlies this study. Perhaps even 
more significant is the fact that without exception repeated similes 
occur within the same context group. Not only is the simile in 
general a structural unit, but also the tradition suggested one 
specific simile unit at certain repeated junctures. For example, 
P,Lris and Hector are likened to the same proud stallion, and in 
each case the simile accompanies the entrance of the warrior to 
the battlefield. As the poet pondered the alternative ways of 
continuing his song, he chose this particular horse simile twice. 
The pattcrn of seven repeated similes each in a limited context 
is evidence that some similes were alternatives in certain very 
specific scenes. In each of these scenes there was a very limited 
and defined number of alternatives given by the tradition, so limited 
that there are several occasions preserved in the text where the 
poet chose the same alternative. Repeated passages are far from 
peculiar to the similes. There are similar repetitions in numerous 
other types of scenes; for example, scenes where a warrior dies or 
arms. 

There are two conceptions about similes which should be re
examined in the light of the tradition which guides their placement. 
Fr~illkel has criticized his predecessors for insisting on the distinc
tion between narrative and simile. He produces examples where the 
two combine into a unit which cannot be separated without damage 
to the story.39 However, if Homer's method of composition is 
based on a choice between alternates, the simile must be indepen
dent from the narrative at least in conception. The poet can makc 
whatever connections he chooses to the story, but he is not bound 
to do so. Perhaps whenhe has finished singing the simile, he realizes 
that it has in itself carried the action into the future, making the 
bald repetition of the original point of connection unnecessary, 
though this was probably not in the poet's mind when he chose to 
sing the simile. His choice was between a simile to illustrate the 

:)9 Frankel, p. 5 ff. 
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sC(,11e which he has just finished or narrative to continue with the 
story. The simile as a unit was distinguished sharply from the 
narrative. 40 

There is also a tendency to identify two quite different types of 
similes: the short comparisons and the long descriptive similes. 
If the simile is a traditional element in certain scenes or is one of 
the normal alternatives, this distinction is probably deceptive. 
The poet's urge to include a simile would be satisfied equally by a 
long simile or by a short comparison. 41 In either case the simile 
would have been formally introduced. For aesthetic reasons the 
poet may extend it or may check it after a few words; essentially 
the poet chose to include a simile and this desire was fulfilled by 
the simile unit, be it long or short. In fact, the long simile was often 
constructed merely by the addition of extra clauses to a shorter 
simile. Long similes cIa llot se(~m different in nature from short 
similes, ollly in the method and the length of extension. 

Some similes in this study fall into two groups. Though often it 
is impossible to distinguish exactly the context which suggested 
the use of the simile to the poet, it is only necessary that one 
context give the simile its roots in order to show the traditional 
nature of the simile's location. In an actual performance both could 
have occurred to a singer. There are only a few similes which do not 
fall easily into categories, which is to be expected. In the Iliad 
five per cent do not; in the Odyssey, six per cent, low figures 
considering that there are 476 similes considered ill this study. 

40 Further proof for this point can be found in places where the simile goes 
Oil beyond the action of the narrative. At r6. r56 the Myrmidons are compared 
to wolves. By the time the simile is developed, the wolves have slain, eaten, 
and are now gorged, while the Myrmidons are still merely eager to begin 
battle. The simile has been developed as an individual picture to show the 
bungry, bloodthirsty, animal-like desire of the J\lyrmiclons for war. Once the 
poet began the picture, it became in itself the immediate concern-rather 
than the establishment of a neat balance with the narrative events or a 
continuation of the story. The simile was an independent picture. Cf. Frankel, 
p. 73 ff. 

41 Such an attitude is fully in accord with the practice of oral singers as 
reported by A. B. Lord, ap. cit. (sllpra, n. r), p. 98: "vVe are apparently 
dealing here with a strong force that keeps certain themes together. It is 
deeply imbedded in the tradition; the singer probably imbibes it intuitively 
at a very early stage in his career ... He avoids violating the group of themes 
by omitting any of its members ... we shall see that he will even go so far as 
to substitute something similar if he finds that for one reason or another he 
cannot use one of the elements in its usual form." 
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Traditions in the ancient world are hard to define even when the 
evidence is largely present. Given that the remains of early Greek 
epic are so small, it is a testimony to the strength and consistency 
of the tradition that it can be defined at all. That the simile should 
come into the poet's mind at a limited number of contexts can 
only be explained as the result of singing song after song for many 
years. His practices and customary associations were developed 
at least partly by the poet himself but, I imagine, came mostly 
from the oral phrases and techniques of story-telling which had 
been developed by generations of oral poets through a method 
which must have been close to trial-and-error. It is in this sense 
that the placement of the simile is highly dependent on the in
herited tradition which the poet had acquired from his earliest 
years as a listener, an apprentice, and finally a performer. 

The singers must ever ponder alternatives. Tradition is a pathway 
already taken by many, and the common vistas and familiar struc
tures on the way have been seen by all travellers before. The oral 
artist walks where he can find the best view of the finest familiar 
sights with imagination and choice as his constant companions. 
A selection from the old and the ne,\', from the great and the small, 
from the sophisticated and the plain makes a satisfying and stimu
lating journey. The route remains the same for all and the sights 
do not change; selection and emphasis are the keys to the artist's 
ability.42 

42 The results of this chapter are summarized in Column One of the table 
ill the Appendix. 
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THE TRADITIONAL POET II: 
TIlE SlTBJECT MATTER OF THE SIMILES 

Once the singer has chosen to sing a simile, he must find a subject. 
Within the contexts where a simile is customarily used the subject 
matter is diverse. The journeys of gods are variously described by 
night, mist, snow, birds, and thought with similar diversity in 
the other contexts. How did an oral poet decide to sing about night 
in one place and about hawks and doves in another? The subject 
was not determined in the initial choice to sing a simile but most 
probably by the immediate narrative situation. 

Such a conclusion would not do violence to our basic under
standing of the oral tradition as it was handed dmvn to Homer; 
rather it would enhance our knowledge. There seem to have been 
large families of simile subjects from which an oral poet could 
draw various images. These were not absolutely fixed but were 
basic scenes which could be adapted to different narrative contexts. 
The test of the good poet was the proper selection of subject and 
his facility at adaptation. 

An examination of the similes of the Itiad and the Odyssey is 
then in order to see whether certain narrative situations did not 
suggest specific subj ects for similes, or at least restrict the poet's 
choice. As in the preceding chapter a temporary limitation must 
be placed upon the beauty, unity and variety of the individua 
similes. Such a momentary restriction will focus attention on the 
precise object of inquiry, the choice of the subject matter. The 
snarling lion who unflinchingly feeds on a cow while dogs and men 
crowd about him, the slinking lion who creeps wounded through 
the farm buildings panicking the sheep, and the starving lion who 
greedily devours a stag's carcass-these three lions are highly 
individual creations. They sit admirably in the narrative; they 
lend it life and color. But for the analysis proposed in this study it 
is necessary to separate sharply the developed simile from the 
subject matter. All three of these very clistinctiye beasts are essen
tially lions and must for the moment be deprived of their individual 
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personalities, since interest must be unswervingly directed at 
the context and the subject which it suggested to the poet. 

The evidence of the poems themselves is the only source for this 
study. There are at least two obstacles against reaching unshakeable 
conclusions on such limited testimony: 

1. First is the natural bias of the poems toward scenes of 
war. Similes are far more numerous in the Iliad than in the 
Odyssey and seem to cluster in the war books. This may have 
been true of the whole epic tradition, but that cannot be sub
stantiated. In any case most similes must be judged in contexts 
of warrior and army when they might apply equally well to 
one man and his friends in a scene of peace. Such flexibility 
can be demonstrated when the same subject occurs in both the 
Iliad and the Odyssey. But when it cannot be shown so neatly, 
any conclusions will inevitably have more application to war 
contexts. For the most part only the simile as applied to a war 
scene can be examined in any depth. 

2. Second, certain subjects which may be quite frequent in 
the tradition may not fit into a war context. A subject which 
was common in the epic repertoire but which was represented 
only once in the Odyssey could seem a unique, new and perhaps 
baffling item. 

The remarks made by H. Frankel on the point of contact between 
narrative and simile should not be forgotten. Since the simile 
as a whole is inserted into the narrative, no one narrative item is 
being compared to one particular item in the simile; but other 
characters, movements, sounds, setting, and tone-all of these 
may enter into the comparison. There may be only a few elements 
mentioned in any single simile, but the oral poet sees the full back
ground: landscape, buildings, and other people, while he emphasizes 
those details of the picture which are most appropriate for telling 
his story. Frankel takes an example from the similes of shepherds 
and their herds. When the poet startles the modern reader by 
jumping from the herd to the shepherd within one simile, he is 
making a very natural connection, because when the Homeric 
poet thought of a herd, the shepherd was in this mental image as 
a standard component of a familiar picture. The Homeric audience 
would also have visualized this figure; the leap felt by modern 
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critics would be no leap at all for the man practiced in the tech
niques of oral poetry, be he performer or listener. Consequently a 
simile which is classified as a member of the lion-boar family can 
begin with a phrase other than: "just as a boar comes from a 
thicket ... "; a simile which starts, "just as dogs and eager boys 
rush around a boar who comes from a thicket ... ," would be in 
the same family. The basic picture is the same; the connecting 
phrase merely introduces the picture. In ascertaining subject 
matter the formal method of joining simile to narrative is not a 
trustworthy guide.1 

The procedure followed in this chapter requires grouping the 
members of a simile family together and listing the contexts in 
which such similes occur. There is evidence for at least sixteen 
families in the Homeric poems. 

1. LION SIMILES 

Lions and boars, which are the subject of the most extensive 
family of similes in both Homeric poems, describe warriors almost 
exclusively. The Iliad is a story of warriors, but the hero of the 
Odyssey must also fight the suitors to win back his wife, his home, 
and his kingdom. Probably lion and boar similes are so numerous 
because they fit the extensive war narrative so well, though there 
were almost certainly other families which cannot be traced with 
equal ease because they simply are not suitable descriptions of 
battle scenes. 

In this family of similes lions are freely interchanged with boars. 
Both Hector, who in returning to battle frightens the Greek army, 
and Ajax, who strides to the front of the battle line to rally the 
Achaeans, cause fear in the enemy: 

Just as when dogs and men who live in the country chase 
after a horned stag or a wild goat, and a high rock and a shadowy 
forest have saved him and it is not their lot to find him, but 
at their clamoring a bearded lion appears in the road and 
suddenly turns them all back in spite of their eagerness; thus 
the Greeks for a while followed all together in a crowd, jabbing 
with their swords and two-edged spears, but when they saw 

1 Frankel, p. 7 if. 
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Hector ranging the ranks of men, they were afraid, and all 
their spirit sank down to their feet. 

(15.271 -80) 

He (Ajax) strode through the front fighters like a wild boar 
in his bravery who easily scatters dogs and vigorous young 
men, turning upon them in the valley. 

Hector is compared to a lion who terrifies the hounds and hunters; 
Ajax, to a boar who swiftly scatters the pursuing hounds and 
hunters wherever he turns. The action within the simile is the same: 
a lion or boar drives away dogs and men, and the situation in the 
narrative is the same: a single hero confronts and terrifies the 
warriors massed against him. The animals, the lion and the boar, 
could be switched, and the scene inside the simile would remain 
unaltered. These are merely two examples of the interchangeable 
qualities of lions and boars; in almost every case there is a boar 
simile which presents the same picture as each lion simile except 
for the animal involved. In addition, there are five similes in 
which the animal is stated to be either a lion or a boar; for example: 

As when a boar or a lion exulting in his strength wheels about 
among dogs and hunters, and closing themselves into a wall 
they stand against him and hurl many javelins; but his proud 
heart does not fear nor does he flee and it is his boldness which 
kills him; and often he turns about testing the lines of the men; 
wherever he charges, the men give way-thus Hector going 
through the crowd rallied his companions ... 

Such passages suggest that groups of similes centered about a 
single subject, one group describing lions and one, boars, are equal 
in poetic value and contribution to the story. Since the characters 
in various similes can be transposed, and since similes presenting 
both subjects as alternatives exist, the poet does not seem to have 
made a sharp distinction between the two. The two groups are, in 
fact, one family named after their most common member, the lion .. , 
SImIles. 

There is one scene in which the two beasts cannot be transposed. 
Both lions and boars can scare their opponents, stand steadfastly, 
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fight and die; but lions kill and stalk other animals, while boars do 
not. When a hero kills and is described by a simile of the lion -boar 
family in which an animal kills, the simile is about a lion (5.161, 
10-485, l1.II3, 11.172, and passim). At 11.324 a boar is most like 
a warrior who kills, but he never actually does kill. The slaughter 
performed by the lion is an added note of gruesomeness which can 
color a scene with heroic might and ferocity. The lion can even 
kill when the man does not. Diomedes has the rage of a lion that 
strews dead sheep throughout the farmyard, but Diomedes is only 
returning to the battle (5.136). Hector is like a lion who slaughters 
many cattle and yet Hector himself slays only one man (15.630). 
Killing makes these scenes more bloody, and in the narrative there 
is justification for a strong simile since Diomedes is about to 
embark on the main part of his aristeia. Hector is about to over
come the fixed Greek battle lines with the intent of burning the 
ships; though a few lines earlier the Greeks were like firm-fixed 
crags against the waves (15.618), in this simile they have become 
defenseless and dying cattle. Because the slaughtering lion is the 
strongest simile of the family, it is used when there is need of an 
especially impressive or bloody tone to a scene. 

Because the subject of lions and boars is so extensive and so 
flexible in the similes, it probably had a long ancestry, perhaps 
back to Mycenaean times. 2 The lion's way of life as a stalker of 
food and a menace pursued by farmers is the subject. His ferocity 
in attack, tenacity in pursuit, and swiftness in escape, his hunger 
and fury-all these activities and qualities are in the similes. In 
addition, he is shown with various opponents-cattle, sheep, stags, 
goats, dogs, and men. In one simile a lion and boar struggle against 
one another. Varied actions against so many varied opponents 
create a highly flexible system, yet the situations are simple and 
repetitive: the lion as hunter or hunted. 3 The stress is easily shifted 
to fit the conditions of the surrounding narrative. 

2 There are lions represented in .Mycenaean art: d. dagger blades and the 
gold rhython, S. Marinatos and M. Hinner, Crete and Mycenae (London 1960), 
pp. 95-97 and 101; also Plate 146, a figured stele (No. 1427) from the shaft 
graves. The subject surely existed in early artistic representations; for the 
dissimilarity of treatment in the similes, however, see Shipp, p. 213 if. The 
subject could still be quite old while the Homeric formulation is more recent. 
And, of course, some lion similes belong to general scenes from nature and 
are, therefore, ageless and undatable. 

3 The scenes are so similar and repetitive that D. Miilder, Die [lias und Ihre 
Quellen (Berlin 1910), pp. 328-333, argues that all lion similes derive from one 
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The lion similes occur, naturally enough, in war contexts usually 
describing one warrior against a hostile group. Whether the lion 
is pursued or pursuer depends on the hero's situation in the battle. 
One context contains similes of lions eager for attack and plunder, 
as when a warrior arms or attacks in battle rage, he may be com
pared to a hungering lion craving prey. Idomeneus arming for 
battle, Diomedes returning to fight, and Sarpedon roused by Zeus 
against the wall-all rush eagerly to attack; all are likened to lions 
(4.253, 5.136, and 12.299). A development of this type of simile 
in the picture of Achilles sorrowing over the dead Patroclus like a 
lion deprived of his young (18.318). The lion grieves and then tracks 
the hunter for revenge; in parallel fashion Achilles promises to 
avenge Patroclus' death immediately after the simile. This is the 
birth of a new wrath which does not die until the return of the body 
to Priam; consequently the lion comparisons are used even as he 
is accepting ransom from Priam (24.41 and 572). When one man 
stands out in battle ready to fight, he is like a lion in his con
fidence; in such a way Idomeneus awaits Aeneas and Ajax stands 
over Patroclus' body (13.471 and 17.133). The lion's behavior 
can describe the warrior's emotion. He may rage (20.164); he 
may be confident (5.299 and 12.41);4 he may take joy in the 
thought of battle (3.23); or he may retreat reluctantly (II.548 and 

basic story. This is probably oversimplified. First, since the whole story 
which he reconstructs is never given in full and the lion similes do not fall 
neatly into a story line, he is only assuming that such a story existed. Second 
such similes as 11.474 do not seem to fit Mulder's basic plot since this lion is 
merely wandering in the woods. 18.318 is so far removed from the essential 
story that it is better seen as a description from nature, though there is no 
need to postulate an independent nature narrative. 

4 Sometimes the motion of a lion is compared in the simile and sometimes 
the spirit. The clearest example of almost total disregard of the narrative in 
order to convey the spirit is 12.41. Murray, pp. 245-249 pointed out the 
incongruity of the simile in which Hector is simply not in the same situation 
as the lion. A. Shewan, "Suspected Flaws in Homeric Similes" in Homeric 
Essays (Oxford 1935), p. 224 f., states that this simile illustrates Hector's 
vigor but also his helplessness. I have pointed out supra, p. 59 f. that there is 
no need for even the most important facts to correspond between simile and 
narrative; the lion in the simile kills when the warrior does not. At 16.156 
the Myrmidons arm like wolves, then suddenly they are wolves who have 
already killed and sated themselves. In both cases several facts of the simile 
disagree with the narrative, though the emotion conveyed is apt. Perhaps a 
better craftsman could have balanced all the factual elements and, in addition 
could have effectively created an emotional tone in the simile which was like 
that in the narrative. While Homer as an oral poet does surprisingly well in 
matching facts, he almost never fails in matching emotions. 
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I7.657). The warrior does the same. Twice physical appearance is 
given. Automedon and Odysseus, the warrior victorious over the 
suitors, are like blood-spattered lions (I7.542 and ad. 22.402). 

There are also eight lion similes in passages where two or more 
warriors fight or are prepared to fight (5.554, 5.782, IO.297, and 
others). 

I am neglecting for the moment the similes at ad. 4-79I and 
Od. 6.I30 because they do not seem a part of this traditional 
usage except in the broadest way; they can be more appropriately 
explained in the next chapter where the use of certain similes as 
motifs is discussed. 5 

When one warrior stands out, either in the thick of the battle 
or ready to fight or manifesting the emotions of a warrior, Homer 
often compared him to a lion. The context suggested the subject 
matter. Warriors--fighting or ready to fight-occur so frequently 
in the Iliad that the poet undoubtedly knew many ways to describe 
them and develop their actions within a scene. It is noteworthy 
that books which do not describe war generally have no lion 
similes, since these are the contexts in which a lion simile would 
be inappropriate. Much of the Iliad describes war, and in these 
passages a lion simile can be aptly used. 

2. \VIND AND SEA SIMILES 

The wind and the sea seem natural images for the people of 
the Aegean sea basin. Perhaps tales about the return of the Greek 
heroes from Troy introduced such images into the epic tradition: 
Poseidon, as king of the sea, hindered Odysseus by stirring up a 
storm of wind and \vaws which splintered his raft and threatened 
to drown him, and Menelaus tells Telemachus of many men's 
adventures at sea. These two elements of nature are the subject 
of a series of similes in the Iliad and the Odyssey. In this series 
both necd not be present. Some similes describe only the wind or a 
storm and some tell of the wind on dry land while others speak only 
of waves rolling on the sea. But the connection between the beha
vior of the wavcs and the gusts which blow over them would have 
been only too clear to a race of men who often turned to the sea; 
indeed, several similes join wind and wave into one picture. In 

5 Infra, p. I20 ff. See also infra, p. <)0 f. 
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addition, each type of simile occurs in the same context. The noise 
of a mob can be like a large wave breaking on a beach, the wind 
shrieking amid the tree tops, or a wave driven by the stormy blast 
of the north wind (2.209, I4.398, and I4.394). In the last passages 
the similes are offered as alternatives in a "neither-nor" sequence: 
"not so loud is the wave .. " not so loud is the fire ... , nor so loud 
is the \vind .. " as is the cry of the Trojans and Achaeans." Finally 
wave and wind are equal alternatives in Book Two: 

And the assembly was stirred like the huge waves of the Icarian 
sea which the east wind or the south wind has raised rushing 
clown from the clouds of father Zeus. As when the west wind in 
swift gusts moves through a deep corn field, and the ears of 
corn are bent down, thus was tlw whole assembly movecl .... 

(2.I44-149) 

Both tests for a family grouping are satisfied: wind similes can be 
used in the same context as wave similes, and they are used as 
equal alternatives in a pair of similes. 

In tIll' case of the lion similes such substitution was more precise 
because a boar can frequently fill exactly the same role as a lion. 
However the sea acts in a thoroughly different fashion from the 
air. A simile which begins, "just as the wind or the wave ... " is 
impossible because these two subjects cannot be well presented as 
interchangeable forces within the same simile. Two separate 
similes placed side by side modifying the same scene are the closest 
possible example of substituting wind for wave as a subject. 

The occasion for wind and sea similes usually involves groups 
of people. The Trojans follow Hector like a tempest blast, the two 
armies clash as two winds clash, and the Trojans pour over the wall 
as a wave which pours over the rail of a ship (I3.39, I3.334, and 
15·3.'h).G The similes can emphasize the movement of a group, 

6 The difficulty in drawing a sharp line of distinction between related 
contexts is never more evident than at I3.334 ff. and I6.763 ff. In each case 
it is clear that there is motion involved and, consequently, a wind simile 
seems appropriate; and yet the impression left by the scene is one of battle, 
which would usually call for a lion simile or a fire simile. I have no intention 
of arguing that the classifications of simile families will be completely rigid or 
applicable without exception in an oral pocm; my argumcnts and classifica
tions are hast'd on i he clc'an'si" ('vidence (Jfff're<\ by a large pprcentage of 
":.;ample's. 
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chaotic and indecisive as the wind whips ears of corn in a cornfield 
in bobbing disorder, or disciplined and purposeful like the endless 
lines of waves which break against the coast (2.144 and 4.422). 
On the other hand a stubborn resistance to movement is described 
when the wind stops blowing or a rock stands against the waves 
(5.522 and 15.6r8). The basic picture has probably been sung many 
times before, and therefore the poet needs only to focus on the 
element which matches his narrative. The noise of groups can be 
set forth in the simile (2.209, 2,394, and r4.394). Confusion and 
distress are made visual in the wave that casts seaweed along the 
beach, and terror is shown by the sailors who scarcely survive in a 
sea storm (9.4 and I5.624). Joy and relief fill the hearts of exhausted 
rowers when fair winds finally blow just as the Trojans are bolstered 
by Hector and Paris (7.4). 

When a wind simile describes a single \varrior, it emphasizes 
the force of his attack. Hector returns to battle after Agamemnon's 
wounding like a wind storm (I1.297 and I1.305). Nestor describes 
his youthful ability in battle as like a whirlwind (I1.747). When 
Nestor is confused by the rout of the Greeks, he is like a rolling 
sea before the storm breaks (I4.I6), a simile which may have 
occurred to the poet by analogy to scenes \vhere the whole army is 
confused or terrified (9-4 and I5.624). 

There are similes which contain a reference to wind and yet 
cannot be considered wind similes. Ares is a darkness which arises 
after heat when a wind begins to blow (5.864). Surely the poet is 
thinking of Ares as that darkness, and the wind is a natural part 
of the developed picture. This could well have been a short simile: 
like a black darkness, but the poet chose to carry his description 
further with other elements which usually and quite naturally 
accompany such a darkness. Similar is 4.275. 

There are also similes where the wind sheds mist over a mountain 
peak or scatters chaff (3.ro and 5-499), and in both cases a troop 
of warriors is raising a cloud of dust. The simile does appear with 
the mention of a group; however, because the dust cloud is in the 
narrative, I am inclined to think that the visual image in the 
narrative suggested the subject for the simile. The same is true of 
23.366. One can compare I3.334 where the dust cloud is not in the 
narrative but is one clement in a developed picture of gusty winds. 
When an object, movement, or sound in the narrative reminds the 
poet of a simile S1lbject, the tradition plays a smaller role since 
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more immediate features of the narrative dominate the singer's 
thoughts. There is a whole class of similes related to their contexts 
in this way which will be discussed later. 7 

Comparisons to wind and sea often occur when the poet describes 
groups of warriors. As he develops the simile, he is able to vary the 
components of the picture to characterize the noise or the move
ment or the specific emotions of this group. The uses of this family 
for the single warrior, however, seem restricted; they describe only 
the forceful attack of the fighter. Perhaps because the lion similes 
had been at hand for so long, they were the most adequate and, 
therefore, customary means of presenting the warrior's varied 
movements and moods, while wind similes are the most fully 
developed set of similes for describing the army as a whole. 

Since general scenes of the army provide one of the traditional 
locations for placing a simile, it is understandable that wind similes 
often appear in this position. The theme of general scenes of the 
army should suggest not only the placement but also the subject 
matter of the simile. A brief scanning of the chart in the Appendix 
will support this expectation (for example, 2.144, 147, 209, 394, 
5-499,5.522, 7.63, and many others). Yet this coincidence of place
ment and subject is not consistent, since the choice of the placement 
and the choice of the subject matter were two distinct choices. 
There are several similes describing the activities of the army 
whose subjects are lions or fire. These subjects belong to their own 
simile families appearing in defined contexts. When the poet found 
himself singing about the army and decided that the simile-which 
was one of his standard alternate methods of continuing his song
was the appropriate next step, he then made a second decision 
concerning subject matter which was utterly independent of the 
first decision on placement. As he had been guided by his inherited 
tradition in deciding what the normal ways of continuing his 
narrative were, so also he was often guided by the tradition in 
choosing subject matter. If he wanted to talk about the movement 
of the army (its retreat, advance, or steadfastness), its specific 
emotions (confusion or relief), or the din of battle, he would often 
use a wind simile. If he wanted to say that the army was confronting 
one warrior and giving way before him, he would choose a simile 
ahout a lion or a tire. If he were telling his audience that the army's 

7 Infra, p. HI ff. 

Suppl. to Mnemosyne XX\TIIl 5 
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fighting was fierce and furious, he would again use a simile of a fire. 
It is important to note that the poet did have two separate choices 
to make, placement and subject. Throughout the various simile 
families there are further examples which demonstrate the need 
for two separate choices on the part of the oral poet, even though 
the two choices may often have been made simultaneously. In 
these passages there are several sets of alternatives for each choice 
but no ascertainable conjunction of anyone alternative placement 
with anyone alternative subject. 

The traditional connection of wind similes to specific contexts 
is evident in tvvo sets of lines following a simile and joining it back 
to the narrative: 

we; E~iJ(t~C:TO OU[J.(le; EV( (j"r~6C:(j"(Hv ' AZiJ(~wV 

&e; L\iJ(VG(Q~ Tp0)iJ(e; [J.£vov z[J.7tc:oov O'J~S CP£~OV70 
(9.8 and I5.629) 

(5.527 and I5.622) 

Each time a wind simile is joined to the narrative with identical 
words. In the first set of lines the Greeks are confused and distressed, 
while in the second, the Greeks stand against the Trojans. Each 
context, identical in words but located too far apart to be a conscious 
reminiscence, individually suggested a wind simile to the poet. S 

3. FIRE SIMILES 

Of the four or five large families of similes, those depicting fire 
and fiery bodies--stars, moon, sun, and lightning-occur frequently 
in both poems. Earthly fire is never directly joined in one simile 
with the fire of a star or a lightning bolt where one is an alternative 
for the other; there is no simile beginning, "as a star or a forest 
fire ... " Achilles' armor gleams like shining Hyperioll, the sun, 
while the armor of the marching Greek forces blazes like a fire on a 
mountain peak (19.398 and 2-455). That similar narrative moments 
can suggest to the poet both fire and stars images, though, indicates 
that such similes were interchangeable in the poet's mind. 'Vhen a 
helmet or shield gleamed, ready comparisons to fire or a star were 
at hanel. 

There is a reasonable limitation on interchanging fire and star 

" Because of the oral poet's customary repetition of the same words in 
similar situations, I would dis;1gree with ]achmann's criticism of 5.527. He 
feels that 5.527 is interpolated from 15.622; G. ] aehmann, DcI' Ifomerische 
Scliiffs/lCI/n1og und die Ilias (hhln llncl Opladen 1<)58), p. 285 fl. 
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similes. The destructive might of a forest fire can exemplify the 
rage of the warrior, while a star is a distant fire which does not 
destroy but rather shines night after night in its cold beauty. 
Star similes would be senseless comparisons for the warrior in his 
bloody sweep across the battlefield, but in all other cases these 
two subjects are interchangeable. 

Fire similes occur in three basic contexts-gleaming objects, 
warriors in battle, and anger. The examples of shining armor 
-helmets, shields, spears, breast plates-run throughout the Iliad, 
but other items have a fiery gleam as well. The palace of Alcinous 
is built of bronze walls with golden doors and silver doorposts; 
gold and silver dogs guard the doors. The whole palace shines like 
the sun or the moon (Od. 7.84). Menelaus' palace at Sparta possesses 
the same glow (Od. 4.45). Four robes shine like stars-Hecuba's 
peplos and Helen's, Odysseus' cloak, and Penelope's shroud for 
Laertes (6.295, Od. 15.108, Od. 19.234, and Oel. 24.148). Similar is 
Hera's veil (14.185). The chain of Eurymachus is gold and amber 
--bright as the sun-and the spot on a horse's head is round and 
white like the moon (Od. 18.296 and 23.455). 

Second, warriors in battle are compared to fire. Hector makes the 
connection most directly when he says that he will fight Achilles 
even if Achilles' hands are as fire and his fury as iron (20.371). 
Such images, ranging from short phrases to developed similes of 
fire, whirling wind, and flaming forests, are restricted to the pre
dominant heroes. Agamemnon and Achilles burn across the field 
of battle during their aristeiai (II.I55; Achilles, 20-490, 2I.12, 
and often). Idomeneus in his momentary burst of glory and Hector 
as the general of the Trojan army both fight like flames (13.33°; 
Hector, II.62, 15.605, and often). Similes of destructive fire seem 
most apt when applied to the triumphant warrior in his uncon
querable might. They describe the general appearance of the 
warrior on the battlefield (i.e., "his rage was like a fire ... " or 
"his might was like a fire ... ") or the continuing battle success of 
the warrior (i.e., "he followed after them like a fire" or "he led them 
like a fire"). 

\Vhole armies are likened to fires most often when they are 
moving into battle. After the Catalogue of Ships the land is swept 
with fire as the Greeks march forth (2.780). They follow after 
Hector and join hat tle like c1estrnctive fires (13.39, 14.]96, and 
I7·737)· 
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Finally, the inner fire of anger glares in the eyes. Agamemnon's 
eyes are like blazing fire when he upbraids Calchas for his tactless 
but true advice (1.104). Antinous with fire in his eyes chafes under 
Telemachus' newly-won independence (Od. 4.66z). Achilles glares 
as he sees the arms of Hephaestus, and again as he prepares for 
battle (19.17 and 366). By analogy Achilles says that anger swell~ 
in the hearts of men like smoke (18.lIO). 

If a simile family and its usual context were well known to the 
audience and were firm parts of the previous tradition, it was 
possible for the poet to extend the comparison to new contexts. 
An example is the simile describing Odysseus on the beach. Pre
viously Odysseus was described in a lion simile from the warrior 
world (Od. 4.335). On the beach he is like a fire; but this is not 
the bright and violent blaze which levels the forest, and Odysseus 
is not the rampaging warrior who terrifies the enemy. He is an 
exhausted homeless wanderer; and as he sleeps, he is that small 
seed of fire which can only glow to reveal its weakened power. The 
destructive potential is there but ebbs for the moment (Od. 5.488). 

Once Astyanax is "like a fair star" (6.401). The comparison 
is unique in the Homeric corpus. It seems to be a mark of quality. 9 

Nestor is astounded at the beautiful horses of Rhesus and calls 
them rays of the sun (10.547). The cloaks, jewels, and palaces 
which gleam like celestial bodies are all very fine. This simile is a 
common comparison and could have easily come to the poet while 
composing as a means of directing attention to Hector's son in this 
tender scene. 

Not all fire similes fall neatly into these three categories. For 
example, the groans of Agamemnon which come as often as Zeus' 
lightning have long defied commentators (10.5). Yet with few 
exceptions the similes whose subject matter is fire, stars, s11n, 
moon, and lightning appear in ttl('se three basic situations. 

4. GODS AND GODDESSES 

In the Homeric poems men are compared to gods in conjunction 
with two basic themes: warriors preparing to attack or attacking 
and characters entering or reentering the narrative. \Vhen a warrior 
is preparing to do battle, he often strides forth like a god. The most 

" Cf. Snell, p. 196 if. 
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impressive is Agamemnon as the leader of the Greeks when they 
ha\'e drawn up into ranks for the Catalogue of Ships. He is com
pared to Zeus, Ares, and Poseidon (2.478). Ajax, when he readies 
himself to fight Hector, and Achilles reentering the war and later 
approaching his single combat with Hector are both likened to 
An's (7.208, 20-46, and 22.132). Probably because of the extensive 
war narrative Ares is the gael most often paired with men. In the 
poem \\ithin the poem Demodocus sings the tale of the Troj an 
War, and in it Odysseus enters the house of Deiphobns like Ares 

(Od.8·518). 
When one warrior attacks, he is often said to be like a god. 

Patroclus attacks twice and Achilles leaps at the Trojans-both 
like gods (16.705, 16.786, and 21.227). 

The closest analogue in the Odyssey to the warrior who goes to 
battle is the character who reenters the narratiYe to undertake a 
new and significant task. Telemachus is godlike twice. When he 
goes to the council to confront the suitors and plan for his trip, he 
is described by a simile (Od. 2.5). At the end of his stay in Pylos he 
comes forth from the bath-again godlike-to journey to Sparta 
(Oc1. 3.468). Each time Telemachus reenters the narrative to 
g\lid(~ the action. \Vhen Menelaus prepares to tell Telemachus of 
his wandering trip home, he is compared to a god (Od. 4.310). 
The Odyssey can come even closer to the entrance of a warrior 
into a major scene. The appearance of Nausicaa on the beach is a 
peaceful introduction. She has heen sent to the river to meet 
Odysseus and implemellt his return to Ithaca, her task in the poem. 
As she prepares to fulfil this role, she is like Artemis (Oc1. 6.1()Z). 
\Vhell Penelope comes from her chambC'r to meet her disguised 
husband, she enters decisively into the chain of events leading to 
the recognition and vengeance of Odyssens. She appears as Artemis 
or Aphrodite (Od. 19.54). 

Finally, there is a group of minor characters who make their 
first entrance or their reentrance into the narrative with a simile 
comparing them to a god. Cassandra, who enters the Iliad only 
briefly in its final lines, is like Aphrodite (24.699). In the Odyssey 
Helen and Alcinous are compared to gods on their first appearance 
(Od. 4.122 and Od. 6.309), and Nausicaa is like a goddess when she 
i" first mentioned (Od. 6.16). Briseis, when she is finally returned 
to the:\iyrmidol1 camp, is like Aphrodite or a goddess (19.282 and 
19.286 ). Through this device the poet calls attention to a minor 
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character who will have a small part in the narrative. In the 
Iliad Helen needs no such introduction since it is her war. In the 
Odyssey she is a minor character. At her first entrance the poet 
characterizes her with a simile and a description of her silver basket. 

A simile traditionally occurs at the entrance of a character into 
the narrative, and quite often, but not always, the subject of the 
simile in this place is a god or goddess (Iliad I3; Odyssey 16) .10 This 
frequent coincidence of traditional placement and repeated subject 
suggests that the use of the subject of gods in these similes was as 
traditional as wind similes are in describing the movements of the 
army. The choice of the particular god depends strictly on the 
narrative. \Varriors have similes with Ares as the main character; 
Achilles is once joined with the sun god Hyperion, though this 
simile describes his shining bronze armor and probably has more 
affinity to the group of fire similes. Women are either like Artemis 
or Aphrodite. The general words "immortal" or "god" can describe 
both men and women who are not involved in war. 

These, then, are the two themes which suggest similes of gods to 
the poet: when a warrior attacked the enemy and when a character 
entered the narrative. 

5. TREE SIMILES 

In the Iliad and the Odyssey there are fourteen similes of trees, 
three of these concerning young saplings, and in every case they are 
used in contexts describing a hero. As trees either stand solidly or 
are cut down, so also there are warriors who remain unmoving or 
who fall dead on the battlefield. Leonteus and Polypoetes, who 
stand unflinching before the wall, are like two firm oak trees 
(I2.I32). Alcathous, who is enchanted by Poseidon and remains 
fixed, unable to flee or dodge the spear of Idomeneus, is compared 
to a tree (I3.437). Simoesius, Crethus, Orsilochus, Imbrius, Asius, 
and Sarpedon drop like chopped trees (4.482, 5.560, I3.I78, I3.389, 
and I6.482). When Hector falls wounded by Ajax, he is likened to 
an uprooted oak. Because his presence is so decisive for the Trojan 
success and because it is a violation of divine command on this day 
of Hector's glory, a special fear is generated by his wounding.n This 

10 Supra, p. 38 ff. 
11 Cf. 11.192. 
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fear is suggesteu ill the simile: the oak hit by a lightning baH-a 
scene which strikes terror into all men (I4-4I4). Finally Achilles is 
described as a sapling and a tree in the orchard (I8·56, 57, 437, and 
438). Achilles' death does not occur in the Iliad, though it is immi
nent. Thetis knows that he will never return to Phthia, that he is 
the young tree which \yill not escape destruction. The description of 
the slaying of Euphorbus provides the fullest picture: a man 
nurtures an olive shoot which is suddenly plucked from the earth by 
a storm wind (I7.53). The use of the simile in the case of Achilles is 
hased Oil analogy to similes describing the young warrior who dies. 
Similarly Eumaeus tells a gloomy tale of Telemachus who grew like 
a tree, but who is now awaited by the suitors in ambush (Gd. 
1.'1--175)·12 

There are two contexts which can be followed by a tree simile: a 
warrior who dies or a man who stanus inflexible and unmoving in 
battle. By association with the warrior who dies, the tree simile 
developed into a description of young men about to die. 

6. VV OLF SIMILES 

There are four wolf similes, all of which occur in the Iliad sincc 
there is seldom a suitable context for such similes in the Odyssey. 
They describe groups of men in battle fury. In four of the scenes 
the men are engaged in battle. Trojan and Greek rush on one another 
like wolves; latcr the Greeks attack with a vvolflikc fury (4.47I, 
II.72 and I6.352). In one scene in which the :Myrmidons arm for 
battle their eagerness is like that of ravening, insatiable wolves 
(I6.I56). In such sccnes of groups inspired with desire for battle and 
rushing against the cnemy, wolf similes can bc used. 

7. DEEl{ SnIILES 

There are four passages with deer similes and each characterizes a 
frightened, dazed, and cringing group of men. Agamemnon upbraids 
the cowards in the Greek army by calling them fawns, and Poseidon 

12 At Ody. 6. r6z Odysseus compares .(\ausicaa to a p;1lm tree (previously 
he called her a (J±f,()~ at 157). Though not in its formal structure like the tree 
similes, the passage is too much like them to bc left unmentioned. The closest 
parallel context is the warrior who dies voung. but it must bc admitted that 
this comparison docs not seem to fit the contextual categories citccl for the 
tree similes. 
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compares the previous fear of the Trojans to the panic of deer 
(4-24:) and 13.101). When Achilles tak:es twelve young Trojans for 
Patroclus' pyre, they are bewildered like fawns, and the Trojans 
hwl(lle in their city in the same way (2I.29 and 22.1). Fawns, a 
symbol of timid fragility, appear in scenes of hunting and preying, 
scenes which are well suited to a war context where man stalks man 
and earns glory only by killing. But there is also one example of 
fawns who merely exhaust themselves scampering over a plain 
(4.243); this simile has no direct connection to hunt scenes. It is 
surprising that there are no such deer similes in the Odyssey since 
they do not seem to require a war context. In any case the four pas
sages in the Iliad occur consistently in scenes of frightened groups. 

8. STELE SIMILES 

Two similes are of stele. Perhaps these are not enough to prove 
that a certain type of context suggested a set subject, and yet they 
both illustrate exactly the same idea. What is lacking in numbers is 
gained in consistency. Poseidon casts a spell over Alcathous' eyes; 
and while he is unable to move, Idomeneus slays him. His immobility 
is compared to that of a stele (13.437). The horses of Aeacus refuse 
to enter battle or to return to the ships no matter how often Autome
don beats them. They, like Alcathous, stand as stationary as a stone 
slab (17-434). Complete lack of motion is thus twice compared to 
a stele. 

C). DIVEl{ SlTlilLES 

Simiks of divers occur three times in scenes of men falling--once 
from a ship (ad. 12-413), once from a battlement (12.385), and once 
from a chariot (16.742). This is a small group but so consistent that 
it is almost surely a traditional category. 

10. HUNTING SIMILES 

A hunter and his hounds are the main actors in some similes. In 
the group of lion similes hunters and their dogs were mentioned, but 
there the lion who confronted them was the most prominent actor 
who remaine{l throughout the family as he confrontNl various 
opponents. Of a different sort are similes where dogs and hunters 
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are the actors throughout, and they confront a senes of cha.nging 
opponents. Because stalking and killing are the subjects, war 
contexts alone contain such similes. In four cases a hunting dog 
chases and attacks his prey, while in the narrative a hero is attacking 
either a specific opponent or the enemy army. Diomedes and Ody
sseus pursue Dolon like hounds after a hare or deer, and Antilochus 
springs on Melanippus as a clog jumps on a fawn (10.360 and I5.579). 
Hector follows the groups of Achaeans similar to a dog after a boar 
or lion (8.338).13 He encourages the Trojans against the Achaeans 
like hunting clogs (1I.292). The similes II.4I4 and I2.4I could be 
hunting scenes or lion similes since both existed in the tradition, 
and Homer could easily have combined them. They are here treated 
as lion similes because they are placed in contexts paralleled by the 
other similes of that group. 

II. SIMILES OF CHILDI{EN 

Perhaps the most famous comparison to a child occurs in Achilles' 
question to Patroclus: 

I" See introduction to this chapter. The oral poet and his audience pictured 
the whole scene of a simile when it was first mentioned and then could elraw 
connections and relationships which seem like leaps to the critic raised on 
written poetry. Thus when sheep were mentioned both performer and listener 
knew that the shepherd was there to be used if desired. Thus, 8.338, in spite 
of the opening reference to the dog, ITlight be classified as a lion simile since 
both a lion and a boar appear in it. If it were a lion simile, it would not fit the 
previously discussed contexts for such a simile. However, when Homer is 
making close connections between simile and narrative, he is usually careful 
to match numbers in the lion similes. If one hero is to be described by a simile, 
the simile contains one lion, while if two or three heroes or two a'rmies are 
acting, the simile contains a number of lions. There are even lion similes with 
dual forms (5.554, IO.297, and q.l(}8). Such care in numbers can be a 
criterion for determining the purpose of the poet. In this simile the poet is 
concentrating on Hector's pursuit of the enemy. He takes the very natural 
simile of the hunt and adds to it something from the traditional subject 
matter of the simile world, a lion or boar. That the pursuit is foremost in 
his mind is revealed by the connection of Hector-one warrior-to one dog 
and the lack of connection between the lion or boar-one beast-and the 
plural Achaeans. CL the inequality of numbers at 11.291 if. and I7.722 ff. On 
the other hanel, the simile 15.271 is composed of a scene from the hunting 
similes and one from the lion similes. Because the hunting section does not 
give eqnill nnmb(~rs (stag or goat ,~ Trojan ilrmy), HOllle~ is concentrating 
on thp lioll; consequently, I have included this simile amung the lion family. 
CL 5.161,13.471, and Od. 22.402. -
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\Vhy then are you crying, Patroclus, like some little girl who 
running alongside her mother demands to be picked up, clings 
to her dress and holds her back as she hurries along, and tearfully 
looks up at her until she is picked up? 

(I6·7- IO) 

Several times ill Homer a warnor is said to be like a child. One 
leader from Asia Minor came to Troy decked in gold like a girl, but 
he was foolish since the gold could not save his life (2.872). Aeneas 
advances to fight Idomeneus, who does not flee or grow panicky 
but stands firm. If he had been shaken, he would have been like 
a pampered boy (I3-470). There are seven such similes in Homer, 
and in each case a character is doing something which is odd, inept, 
or unbefitting the person. Sometimes the comparison is a rebuke. 
Ollysseus and Nestor both ridicule the Greeks for their eagerness to 
return home, both calling them foolish children (2.289 and 2.337). 
\Vhen Eteoneus asks Menelaus if he should invite Telemachus for the 
evening, TlIenelaus upbraids him for such a nonsensical question by 
saying that he talks like a child (Ocl. 4.32). When Achilles is strug
gling with the river Scamandar, he rebukes Zeus and Thetis for leading 
him to such an ignoble end since Zeus had promised so much more 
glorious a death. Now Achilles thinks that he will drown like a 
swineherd boy who is swept away by a river (2I.282). 

Two times a simile of child and mother is used to indicate a 
warrior's relation to his protector, each time of a notable but some
\\"hat secondary warrior. Athena shields Menelaus from Pandarus' 
arrow as a mother brushes a flyaway from her child (4.I30). Tencer 
hides safely behind Ajax like a child protected by its mother 
(8.271 ) . 

In one passage the simile describes the ease with which Apollo 
pushes dO\yn the Achaean wall: like a boy scattering sand castles 
on the beach (15.362). The visual connection-scattering a dirt 
structure-may have suggested such a subject to the poet. \Vith this 
exception the similes of children are used consistently in two 
na rra tive situations: to describe a character who is acting strangely 
or foolishly and to illustrate the protection given by a strong ally. 

I2. SWARMS OF INSECTS 

Wasps, bees, and flies are the subjects of five similes. They are all 
used with groups of lesser warriors, usually with a whole troop, 
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though in one case, with two men. When the Greeks gather for the 
assembly, they resemble swarms of bees and later swarms of flies 
(2.87 and 2.469). In the Patrocleia the battle centers for a while over 
the fallen Sarpedon around whom men gather so thickly that they 
are like flies around a milk pail (16.641)14 Two similes of wasps 
emphasize the warlike spirit which drives the warriors. The Myrmi
dons stream from the ships like 'wasps (16.259), while Polypoetes 
and Leonteus are as fierce as wasps or bees that guard their homes 
and young (12.167). 

All the insect similes are used in contexts of groups of warriors. 
Sometimes the simile focuses on the mere number of men; at other 
times on their waspish spirit. 

13. FISH SI:'vllLES 

The whole scene of fishing, an occupation well known to the 
Greek people, is the basis of a group of similes. As in the case of the 
lion similes there are a number of actors involved in a brief story 
which ends in death for the pursued. The fisherman or a predatory 
fish is the killer; the fish caught are the killed. Patroclus drags a 
man from his chariot like a fisherman and Scylla draws up six of 
Odysseus' men in similar fashion (16-406 and Od. 12.251). Achilles 
chases the terrified Trojan youths as a gluttonous dolphin scatters 
smaller fish (21.22). The slain suitors lying in the court and the men 
of Odysseus speared by the Laestrygonians are like caught fish 
(Od. 22.384 and Od. 10.124). Sarpedon warns Hector not to allow 
the Trojans to be taken like fish in a net (5.487). 

In these cases the fish similes occur in two basic narrative 
situations: men killed or going to be killed and a warrior or enemy 
killing. In one passage at 23.692 Euryalus leaps like a fish in shallow 
water when he is hit, a simile which docs not fit the pattern. In this 
case the motion in the narrative is reflected in the simile and is 
probably the reason for choosing it. 

, 14 In line 16.641 the antecedcnt of the pronominal subjcct is vague. 
1 hough it could bc the two warriors previously mcntioncd at 630-637, a 
general subject, any man, brcaks the thought from Aeneas and Mcrioncs at 
638. Consequently: the similc 8t 16.641 seems to refer to the crowd of 
Greeks and Trojat~s. 
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14. I<.IVER SIMILES 

There are SIX similes of rivers, all of them in the Iliad. Homer 
pictures rushing, swelling, violent rivers rather than more lyrical, 
placid streams. Such images are suited to war with its active and 
vigorous panorama and its struggles of powerful men. The Odyssey 
contains few suitable occasions for these similes. 

For the most part river similes fall at two places in the narrative. 
Three times the heroic warrior is likened to a river. Diomedes 
rushes across the plain like the flow of a winter torrent. Hector is a 
foaming river which causes a man to halt in dismay, and Ajax is 
compared to a flood which washes away oak and pine trees in its 
course (5.87, 5.597,15 and 11.492).16 Twice fighting armies are 
compared to rivers. 'Vhen the battle is joined after Pandarus has 
broken the truce, the armies meet with the noise of two racing 
ri\Ters merging in a valley (4.452). The Ajaxes stand similar to a 
wooded ridge to break the force of the Trojans who stream about 
them (17.747). 

\Vhen Hector turns his chariot away from the Greek ships under 
Patroclus' victorious attack, the poet sings of the roar of many 
rivers swollen with rain which sweep across a plain destroying 
farmlands (16.384). The point of comparison given by the poet is 
noise. In the rest of Homer there is no direct parallel with a simile 
in the context of a rumbling chariot, and it does not fit into either 
group of parallel usages for river similes. Probably this simile is 

15 This simile is not directly joined to Hector; its point of connection is 
I liomecles who halts just as a man would halt who sees a river before him in 
full spate. However lines 590-606 describe the forceful attack of Hector anel 
the Trojans; Homer is merely reforming the traditional scene by mentioning 
a perfectly usual country character in order to attach his simile to a descrip
tion of the triumphant hero; d. Frankel. p. 7 f. 

16 Preceding the simile describing Ajax there is a concise list of five 
killings which testify to the magnitude of his sweep across the battlefield. 
Such exaggeration is appropriate in its place because Ajax represents the 
Greek victory of which Hector is unaware and to which he will immediately 
turn his attention. Similar is the technique in Book 5, where there is a list of 
killings by the various Greek heroes before Diomedcs, the greatest hero of the 
moment, rushes across the field in a deadly sweep. This is a splendid introduc
tion for the section of battle which the Greeks are to win and in which 
Diomedcs will be the first extended example of the heroic warrior in action. 
These river similes cast the h('ro in an exaggerated heroic role which is 
underlined by the preceding killings. Hector in Book 5 is aided by Ares and 
Enyo (5.592 ft.). 
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related to the simile which describes the two armies joined in battle 
but which also stresses the noise of their conflict (4.452). There are 
other similes which were suggested to the poet by a resemblance of 
sOllnd which will be considered later. 17 

I5. Bmn SIMILES 

There are a considerable number of bird similes in the Homeric 
corpus, but they are not used with the consistency which has 
characterized previous simile groups. There do, however, seem to be 
two basic positions for these similes, that is, two narrative situations 
where the poet would feel an inclination to use a bird simile. 

Gods and goddesses may appear to men or remain invisible. 
When gods assume a visible disguise, they have seemingly un
limitecl choice. The elusive Proteus is a master of such mutations; 
Athena is a meteor and a rainbow. Often they masquerade as men, 
but they can also be bircls. Such appearances occur often as similes, 
but ill many cases the line between simile and narrative is quite 
thin. \Vhen Athena-l\Ientes leaves the megaron of Telemachus, she 
flies upward like a bird, and thus T elemachus realizes that she is a 
gocldess (Od. 1.320). When Athena-l\Ientor departs from Tele
machus and Nestor in Pylos, she is like a sea eagle and all the men 
are amazed (Od. 3.372 ).1 8 In these two cases there is a remembrance 
of the bird as an epiphany of the god, a religious tradition which is 
as old as Middle Minoan art objects.1 9 Statues of birds alighting on 
shrines or birds sitting on the heads or shoulders of gods are early 
epiphanies of the deity. These have been found in Crete at Knossos 
and Hagia Triada and at Mycenae in the shaft graves. The two 
divine transformations in thc Odyssl'Y and sCVf'ral similes seem to 
[('call this carlit'r religiolls lwlit'f. 

17 Infra, p. HI ff. 
, 18 In fact, this passage is probably not a simile but rather a true trans-
10rmatioJ1. d'jJ6fLevo~h usually introduces the transformation of a god into 
a specific character. The previous example (Or!. 1.320) mayor may not be a 
true simile. In form it is a simile, but it is closely connected to the action of 
the narrative. Bibliography on this problem is cited by Coffey, p. 120, n. 29. 

'" This discussion is based on information and plates in M. 1'. ~ilsson, 
Cescltichte der griechischen Religion (3rel eel.; Munich 1967), I, pp. 290-2<)2. 
Cf. the treatment of Vvebster 40 if. and the cautionary statements of G. E. 
iVlylonas, NlycP1zac ({l1d l/zr lYlycrnuf'u1z Agl' (Princeton H/66) , pp. I39, I4S 
and 170 . 
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There are fourteen passages in which a bird simile describes a god. 
The gods are varied-Athena, Poseidon, Apollo, Sleep, Thetis, 
Hermes, and Leucothca-as are the varieties of birds. There is no 
one bird representing one god, which also accords with the early 
divine epiphany. It was only necessary to represent the presence of 
the god with the general shape of a bird. Specific birds were not 
attached to individual gods until later. The connection of bird to 
god in the similes is, therefore, very old; it was a part of the oral 
poet's inheritance from the Mycenaean-Minoan world. \Vhen he 
sang of gods, similes of birds were at hand and easily adaptable to 
the actions of divine figures. 

Birds, especially birds of prey, also appear in similes which 
accompany attacking warriors. \Vhen the warrior is charging against 
a group of the enemy, the bird-eagle, falcon, or vulture-is driving 
smaller birds or animals. Automedon rushes on the Trojans like a 
vulture after geese; Patroclus attacks the Lycians like a falcon 
scattering daws and starlings (17-460 and 16.582). Odysseus swoops 
on the relatives of the suitors like an eagle (Od. 24.538). Possibly 
developed from this usage is Achilles' simile of the starving mother 
bird which illustrates his loyal, but unrewarded, service to Aga
memnon (9.323). 

Groups of fighting men are also compared to birds. Odysseus and 
his men attack the suitors like vultures (Od. 22.302). The Greeks 
are as numerous as flocks of birds and the Trojans sound like birds, 
when both sides are marching to an encounter (2.459 and 3.2). 

Outside of these two fairly consistent patterns of usage, the bird 
similes occlIr ill cleven other contexts which seem unrelated. They 
are: 

2.764-the horses of Eumelus are as swift as birds 
I7.674-lVIenelaus looks about like an eagle 
2I.252-Achillcs darts back like an eagle 
Od. 7.J6-the boats of Phacacians are as swift as birds 
Od. II.6os-the noise of the dead rises about Heracles like 

terrified birds 
Od. I2AI8-the companions of Odysseus float in the waves 

like sea-crows 
Od. L-1-.308-the same 
Oct IS.479--the Phoenicia.n woman falls into the ship's hold 

like a sea gull 
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ad. 16.216-0dysseus and Telemachos weep like birds 
ad. 2I.4II-the twang of Odysseus' bow is like a swallow's song 
Od. 22.468-the women hold their heads to be hung like thrushes 

or doves. 

There is insufficient evidence to prove that these similes of birds 
are in their contexts because they were normally sung in such places. 
In fact, one might reasonably speculate that the number of women 
who fall into ships' holds in the epic cycle is fairly small. Probably 
these examples show contexts where the poet chose to sing a simile 
and then picked a bird simile because of a parallel of sound, motion, 
or posture. When Odysseus and Telemachus weep like birds robbed 
of their young, the sound suggested is vivid; at the same time this 
simile focuses on the unnatural destruction of the home which is so 
basic a theme in the Odyssey. The bird similes are in the poet's 
mind. Though often they are used to describe gods or attacking 
warriors, the poet can draw on them whenever they suit a situation, 
('specially when the situation has no traditional similes of its own. 

16. FARM ANIMAL SIMILES 

Of the large families of similes there are two basic animal groups: 
wild beasts engaged in continual search for means of survival and 
domesticated farm animals. The former are represented by lions, 
jackals, leopards, and boars; the latter, by horses, cows, mules, and 
sheep. In general the two groups represent the life of the wild as 
opposed to the calm, if toilsome, life of protected peace with man
kind. There are many more similes of wild animals; but, of course, 
the life of the wild is a more natural accompaniment to the battle
field than life on the farm. 

Comparisons to farm animals almost always depict either heroes 
or armies. Agamemnon is at various places in the poems like a bull 
when he leads the Greek forces and an ox when he is slaughtered 
(2.480, ad. 4.535, and ad. 1I.4II). These similes can emphasize 
different aspects of a scene. The helplessness of a dying warrior 
is portrayed by the similes of bulls bound and dragged, one brought 
from the mountains and the other pulled around the altar of Posei
don (13.571 and 20.403). The concern for the fallen Patroclus is 
well expressed in the simile of Menelaus as a mother cow over her 
calf (17.4). Odysseus' anger is well described by a comparison to a 
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growling bitch (Od. 20.14). The freshness of a warrior going to fight 
is three times portrayed by a horse simile: Paris, Hector, and Achil
les all run easily and eagerly into battle (6.506, I5.263, and 22.22). 

Heroes who work as a team can be described by a team of animals, 
as when the Ajaxes coordinate their efforts like a yoked pair of 
oxen (I3.703) or when Menelaus and Meriones carry the body of 
Patroclus like a team of mules (I7.742). Similes of farm animals can 
also be sung in scenes of groups. Thus the comrades of Odysseus are 
compared to hounds, puppies, and calves (Od. 9.289, Od. 10.2I6, 

and Od. 10.4IO), and the Trojan army is likened to bleating sheep 
(4-433 and I3-492). The Phaeacian ship which carries Odysseus to 
Ithaca starts with the drive of four yoked stallions (Oct 13.8I), 

a comparison which is probably visual; as the ship heaves forward 
into the sea, so the four horses jump forth. But leaving this one 
exception aside, this group of farm animal similes occurs in two 
contexts, individual characters or groups of people 'vvho are promi
nent for the moment. 

This is to say that such similes can occur in almost any context, 
peace or war, modifying men. They are not firmly tied to one or two 
confined usages like the tree or stele similes, and they have a far 
greater and more flexible range than the lion similes. It may be 
that this group of images was newer to the tradition and that poets 
were using it in and adpating it to many contexts. This ,,"ould be 
similar to Parry's conclusion that the more fixed, unchanging 
epithets were old and firmly entrenched in the tradition, while 
newer epithets were being shifted and developed by the game of 
analogy.20 In the flexibility of this group of similes there may be 
an indication of tlw continnal adaptation and renewal of the oral 
(liction. 

I7. FRAGMENTS OF EVIDENCE FOR TIfE TRADITION 

There are small groups of similar subjects which are not used 
with total consistency in describing anyone context. Yet because 
there are a number of such groups, it is tempting to see a series 
of traditional families centered on these subjects even thongh 
context does not seem to define their employment with any 
rigidity. There an~ six snow simill~s, two of which arc used to 

20 Parry, p. 221 if. 
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illustrate flying missiles (12.156 and 12.278). The others accompany 
the words of Odysseus, the descent of Iris, the gleam of Myrmidon 
helmets, and the weeping of Penelope (3.222, 15.170, 19.357, and 
Od. 19.205). Three times mountain similes emphasize hugeness 
(Od. 3.290, Od. 10.II3, and Od. 11.243). In other places they 
describe Hector in battle and the Cyclops (13.754 and Od. 9.191). 
Ajax' shield is like a tower three times (7.219, 11.485, and 17.128). 
A man falls like a tower (4-462). Leaves, sand, and flowers in various 
combinations are used to represent an infinite or unimaginable 
number of men (2-468, 2.800, and Od. 9.51). 

None of these groups of similes is used consistently enough to 
establish a system of basic traditional contexts known to the poet. 
That they are not more numerous may be mere chance, or it may be 
that there was really no consistent or frequent usage of them at all 
in oral singing. However, if the previous classifications have validity 
and isolate organized systems of simile families used in repeated 
contexts, then it is probable that the meager evidence here presented 
points to traditional simile families which are only slightly represent
ed in the two epics that survive. 

18. SIMILES FROM OUTSIDE THE TRADITION 

In the fifteen examples of simile families discussed in this chapter 
there is evidence that the poet from his long experience knew set 
subjects to sing in various contexts, that there was a strong tradition 
guiding this choice. Yet some similes cannot be easily accommodated 
to such an explanation. At times the poet's reasons for singing 
certain similes which do not seem a part of the tradition may be 
discovered, but many will remain mysterious. There are a number of 
similes which are ,~ery closely tied to the narrative, so closely that 
the reason for the choice of subject is evident to even the casual 
reader. 

First the poet can draw the simile from the surrounding narrative. 
Ares flies up from the battlefield crying as loudly as nine or ten 
thousand warriors (5.860); Poseidon's \\'ar cry is the same (14-148); 
the Trojans pull back as far as a spear is cast in war (16.589). These 
battlefield subjects are taken from the war scene in which the simile 
appears. 

A simile which repeats exactly a physical motion made in the 
narrative is used often enough to be regarded as a rule of composi
tion. For example: 

SllPPI. to Mncmosyne XXVIII 6 
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8.306-a dead man bows his head in the way a poppy bows 
its head 

11.147-a head rolls on the battlefield as a round stone rolls 
14.413-Hector hit by a rock spins around as a top spins 
15.679-Ajax jumps from ship to ship in the way a fancy rider 

jumps from horse to horse 
20-495-Achilles' horses tread bodies as bulls tread grain on a 

threshing floor. 

In these similes there is an exact repetition of an action which a 
character performs in the narrative. 

Likewise the poet can repeat in a detached simile scene an object 
taken from the narrative. The cloud of dust kicked up by the 
Trojan army as it marches to battle is likened to a thick mist (3.10). 
The general clash raises such a cloud of dust that the warriors' 
armor grows white as piles of chaff grow white (5.499). In the gusty 
sea storm of the Odyssey the wind of the narrative is the wind of the 
simile (Od. 5.328). In this case the poet had used a wind simile, a 
subject with a traditional context, to illustrate a storm in the narra
tive which is fully in accord with the practice of a poet steeped in 
the oral tradition-whether he sang or wrote. The stock of subjects 
was in his memory. Though he often chose a subject familiar to him 
in a fixed context, he had many subjects in mind from which to 
choose the one which fit his narrative by recalling the motion or 
object in the story. Critics may charge him with lack of imagination, 
especially when he presents similar characters and objects in simile 
and narrative; but once the poet's process of selection and his 
dependence upon a tradition is understood, such critics must 
appreciate his unwillingness to resort to such obvious parallels too 
often. Analogous to these similes are those bound tightly to the 
story by a parallel of sound. The Scamander bellows like a bull, and 
the Cyclops' eye hisses like hot iron thrown into water (21.237 and 
Od. 9.391). There are many aural similes, some taken from the 
tradition and some not. 21 

The frequent similes of measurement which suggest a fairly 
specific distance are often common scenes of every-day farm or 
athletic life. Two examples will exemplify the type: Odysseus runs 
as close behind Ajax Oileus as a woman holds a weaving rod to her 

21 T'\oted by Hampe, p. 15 f. and Coffey, p. 123 f. 
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breast (23.760), and Dolan runs as far past Odysseus and Diomedes 
as mules go when plowing a furrow (ro·35 r ). 

CONCLUSION: TRADITION AND SUBJECT MATTER 

Through the process of grouping the similes by subject matter 
and then comparing the contexts in which certain subjects charac
teristically appear, the colorful variety of the simile world is wrapped 
into small and immensely useful packages. Such small units were in 
the poet's mind, gleaned from the decades or centuries in which the 
epic style was developed and refined. The basic group "lion" 
contained a limited group of the lion's activities in combination 
with his various friends and foes; but even if the number of actions 
is small, each act could be developed in different ways and giYen 
different emphases. From his years of experience in listening to 
other poets and fitting similes into his tale, the poet had grown 
accustomed to joining certain subjects with fixed contexts. By a 
process which must have been close to trial and error generations of 
oral poets came to know that some subjects were suited to certain 
moments in the narrative and could be adapted easily to fit all 
situations in this particular scene. For example, the lion similes in 
their diversity are suited to most of the actions of men on the 
battlefield, and at the same time they vividly depict the varied 
emotions of characters in such actions. 

Such a collection of simile subjects confined to special contexts 
seems from its extent and relative consistency to be deeply imbedded 
in the heritage of the oral poet. However, while the antiquity of 
some elements of this system is evident in the bird and in the lion 
similes, the development and emphasis of the simile was the task 
of the individual poet. The infrequency of exactly repeated similes 
and the balances and correspondences between simile and narrative 
point to a more individual style in extending the simile. At the very 
least the basic subject was the legacy of the tradition. 

Consequently in this study it has been essential and proper to 
neglect the details of the fully developed simile. It seems that the 
poet thought formally in terms of "lion similes" regardless of the 
extending details in each simile concerning the individual situation 
of each lion. He chose his broad subject on the basis of the general 
context reserving the consideration of precise balances between 
simile and narratiYe as a later-and more independent-option. 

There are two points which are corollaries to this conclusion. 
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First, the point of comparison (V ergleich~tngsp~tnkt), so hallmved 
in the history of comment on the similes, does not seems to have 
been particularly important to the poet. He was concentrating 
more on choosing a subject which could be developed to fit his 
context. Second, Frankel's contention that the simile was conceived 
by the poet as a unit with its full cast of characters-sheep, shepherd, 
dogs, and wolves-seems fully justified. Context suggested a basic 
subject which could be developed to suit the immediate details of 
the narrative. But along with the subject came the full apparatus of 
that simile family to be used as the poet willed. 

It is also significant that many of the contexts describe a charac
ter who is attacking or about to attack, entering the narrative or 
about to enter the narrative, in general, a man who is doing some
thing or about to do it. These contexts are seen as the same by the 
poet in choosing his simile subjects. As Homer sang of the Myrmi
dons arming in Iliad r6, he knew that they were about to attack, 
and he described them in a simile which is commonly used of men 
who are actually attacking. The poet always anticipated the future 
direction of his tale and could be expected to motivate the actions of 
his characters. The warrior who was attacking or who was about to 
attack seemed the same to him as he looked ahead in his story. 

These are broad statements made on evidence which is far from 
the uniformity of the traditional epithets. For similes the evidence is 
not as great, is limited to certain contexts, and is far less dominated 
by the rigorous metrical demands which determine the shape and 
position of the formulae. In spite of these obstacles there are two 
qualities which are indispensable in defining, even in a vague way, 
the tradition: numerous repetitions and consistent usage. 'Where 
there are a large number of similes on a particular subject, they do 
fall with surprising consistency at places in the narrative where the 
action is repeated. 

Inconsistency takes on a new meaning in this theory. It is a ,vord 
of despair. A simile so designated may be without parallel in the 
two poems, but it could be amply paralleled in lost works, or it may 
be an inno'/ation or unique usage. Since this is the case, it is far 
safer to proceed making use of subjects which are paralleled enough 
times in equivalent contexts in the Iliad and the Odyssey to establish 
them as traditional families. Let us freely admit that \vith flawed 
evidence a modera critic can discover only a percentage of the 
tradi tion. 
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Because the greatest number of scenes in the Homeric poems 
occur on the battlefield, warriors and armies offer the most numerous 
opportunities for similes. Consequently, further statements drawn 
from this analysis of subject matter are based only on the similes 
which accompany war scenes. The necessity of restricting conclusions 
to such scenes becomes clear when a few comparisons are made 
between the similes in battle scenes and those in peaceful episodes. 
In the fighting on the first three days (Book 4-422 through Book 8) 
,end in the fighting on the next day (Books II through 17) the sub
jects of most similes seeIn to be chosen in accord with the method 
which IJas been presented in this chapter. In the fighting on the 
first days only fourteen per cent of the similes (6 out of 44) do not 
fit this theory; 011 tho next day nineteen per cent do not fit exactly 

(J,lt of 155). Since these figures are based on a system which 
can be only partially restored, snch percentages show an impressin~ 
cOllsistcllcV in the choice of subject matter. 

And yet in the books which do not describe the actions of warriors 
the percentages of disagreement are significantly higher. In Book I 

fifty per cent (2 out of 4) of the similes do not have a slcbject which 
can be p<,ralleled in a similar situation. Book 9 contains se,-cnty-five 
per cent unparalleled usag\~ (3 out of 4). In Book 23, which describes 
men stri\-ing with one another but not on the battlefield, eighty-two 
per cent of the similes do not fit the theory (9 out of II); in Book 24, 
fifty per cent (3 out of 6). Such startling percentages do not neces
s:1rily mean that the theory here proposed is vvrong, but rather 
indicate that there are not enough parallel situations to unwarlike 
contexts to establish a traditional subject matter with any certainty. 

Even when the few books which contain a large percentage of 
disagreement are included, the theory set forth in this chapter 
accounts for seventy-four per cent of the similes in the Iliad (253 
out of 343). In this percentage are included only similes whose 
subjects are suggested several times by a repeated context. Those 
similes whose subject was chosen because there was a close tie in 
sul)ject, action, or event with the surrounding narrative have not 
bc,en counted within this seventy-four per cent; such similes 
probably depend more upon an impromptu connection made in 
each individual case than upon an established tradition. 

The similes from traditional families are repeated often enough 
to reveal the range of contexts in which such a subject was used. 
The following chart groups the contexts in which a simile occurs 
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under the subject matter of the simile. Because some subjects 
modify exclusively either a single hero or else a group of warriors, 
there are separate entries for singular and plural in each context. 
The numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of similes in each 
category found in the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

Chart One 

Contexts grmtped by the S11bject Matter of the Similes 

Lion 

Wind 

Fire 

God 

Tree 

Wolf 
Deer 
Stele 
Diver 
Hunt 
Children 

Insects 

Fish 
River 
Bird 

Domestic 
Animal 

Singubr ! Plural 

Fighting warrior (42) 
More specifically: 

Physical appearance 
(2) 

Emotions of warrior: 
joy (I) 
stubbornness (3) 
warlike spirit (5) 

Attack (4) 
Confusion (I) 

Gleaming (24) 
Fighting warrior (14) 

Anger (5) 
Attack (10) 
Enter narrative (25) 
Dead or wounded (I I) 
Motionless (I) 

Motionless (I) 
Falling man (3) 
Pursuit and attack (3) 
Unwarlike (ra) 
Protection (2) 

Kill (3) 
Destructive sweep (3) 
God (I2) 
Attack (6) 
Many contexts singular and 
plural; for example: 
Enter battle (3) 
Dead warrior (4) 

Fighting warriors (10) 

Movement of a group (14) 
Noise of a group (6) 
Emotion: Relief (I) 

Confusion and 
distress (2) 

Gleaming (2) 
Fighting warriors (9) 

More specifically: 
Noise (4) 

Dead (1) 
Motionless (I) 
Attack (4) 
Fear and cowardice (4) 
Motionless (1) 

Pursuit and attack (2) 
Unwarlike (2) 

Number (3) 
Ferocity (2) 
Dead (3) 
Fighting army (2) 
Gods (2) 
Attack (5) 

Enter battle (2) 
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This chart provides an analysis of the poems as they stand, but 
Homer probably would not have been able to produce such a chart 
since it is doubtful that he was ever asked, "In what contexts do you 
sing a lion simile?" The more probable question, which he must 
have asked himself as he composed, was, "What kind of simile will 
best suit the scene of the fighting warrior? " To answer such a 
question Chart One would have to be reversed; the various subjects 
available to the poet would have to be listed under the contexts in 
which they usually occur. The first chart is useful for modern 
critics as an analysis of the finished poem; the second chart shows, 
albeit vaguely, the traditional connections between subject and 
context which were in the poet's mind. 

Chart Two 

Subject iVI atter Grouped by Simile Contexts 

Fighting Warrior 
Attack 

Entering Battle or 
Narrative 

Dead or Wounded 
Kill 
Physical appearance 

of Warrior 
JVJovement 
N[ otionless 
Destructive Sweep 
Pursuit and Attack 
Gleaming 
Un warlike 
Protection 
God 
Noise 
Number 
Ferocitv 
Emoti;n: 

Joy in Battle 
Stubbornness 
Warlike Spirit 
Confusion 
Anger 
Relief 
Fear 

Singular 

Lion-Fire 
Lion-Bird-God

(Wind) 22 

God-Animal 

Tree-Animal 
Fish 
Lion 

Tree-Stele 
River 
Hunt 
Fire 
Children 
Children 
Fire-Bird 

Lion 
Lion 
Lion 
Wind 
Fire 

Plural 

Lion-Fire-River 
Lion-WoIf-Bird 

Animal 

Fish 

Wind 
Wind-Tree-Stele 

Hunt 
Fire 
Children 

Bird 
Wind-Fire 
Insect 
Insect 

Wind 

Wind 
Deer 

22 Cf. the similar subjects listed for this context by Coffey, p. lIS f. and 
nn. 23-25. Fire is listed as a fifth subject, but at 13.53 and 20.423 the heroes 
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The organized tradition suggested in this chart is consistent with 
Parry's conclusions in 'which he identifies simplicity and extension 
as the marks of a traditional system. 23 Simplicity is the lack of 
overlapping forms for one specific position; the similes \vhich 
correspond (i.e., the lion family, the wind family, etc.) have more or 
less defined contexts in which they appear. Probably the most 
difficult line to draw lies between the fighting warrior and 
the attacking vvarrior. There is some confusion between these 
two contexts, as might be expected; however similes listed as 
depicting only the attack of a warrior do not describe the more 
general picture of the fighting warrior. \Vith minor exceptions there 
is surprisingly little overlapping of uses. Extension is demonstrated 
by the wide-ipread, restricted, and consistent usage of each simile 
family throughout both the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

\Vhether Homer himself was a singer or not, the pressure imposed 
by impromptu composition was definitely a force in shaping the 
tradition which Homer inherited and which appears throughout the 
Homeric poems. The tradition which underlies the similes is not as 
neat as the system of traditional epithets; however, in his desire to 
keep the poem mO'.'ing the singer shunned a simile that might not 
be easily adapted to the narrative or one which simply could not be 
developed properly in such a situation. Signs of strain or gross 
inappropriateness 'would ruin the whole effect of the simile. Because 
an oral singer could not think out these balances fully beforehand, 
but rather had to take a subject and develop it as he sang, he custom
arily resorted to a set subject or subjects 'which had previously 
served him well in similar situations. The compelling forces which 
created the tradition were ease and familiarity. The poet could 
think of only so much while composing. If the subject matter were 
more or less given to him by the tradition, he could devote his 
attention to shaping the elements of the expanded simile. 

Another aspect of the traditional diction which is pointed out by 
Parry is the growth and development of the oral diction. 24 Even 
though the poet's language is based on a tradition, it is not static or 

are merely described as fighting warriors. In Book 13 Poseidon is talking 
about the general success of Hector. In Book 20 Hector meets Achilles and 
then both exchange speeches; when one of them (Achilles) does attack, the 
simile subject is, as expected, a god. 

23 Parry esp., pp. 7-R. 
24 Parry, pp. R5-89 and 221-227. 
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frozen, but by various means, most notably by the game of analogy, 
the tradition is continually fed with new combinations. The diverse 
applications of the similes of domestic farm animals may show an 
emerging or fluid element which has not become firmly attached to 
any aile specific situation, since these similes are used to describe 
many clifferent facets of the narrati\'e. Either there are not enough 
examples to allow the construction of a meaningful system of 
contexts or these similes were not yet prescribed in their usage. 
Such freedom is also e,-iclent in the bird similes which appear in 
repeated situations, but are also used \vith flexibility in scenes 
which \Y'ere probably unique in the epic world. 

There are two tests which can be applied to verify these conclu
siems: first, a listing of alternate subjects used in the senne context 
\\-henen:T such alternates can be found; and second, an examination 
of the simile subjects in an extended section of narrative. 

I. Oll the basis of Chart T\\'o we can see that lion similes and fire 
similes are the alternate ways of describing the general picture of 
the fighting warrior. In the discussion of both families it was 
pointed out how often each subject occurred in this context; a 
listing of examples was at that point adequate proof for the existence 
atd the limited usage of each individual subject group. 

There is further evidence that a particular context suggested 
two or three subjects as alternatives. Compare three passages: 

(Ajax advances against the Trojans) 
tOu(Js') as O~rl 7!p0!-Lxx.wv aut ~:XKc;).~O~ &AX~~,) 

(I-lector fights Ovef the body of Patrocllls) 
"E,,'Cwp ";s n P~&fJ.OW T;;(Y.-C<;, CflAoyt sL~s),oc; &),;{:~v 

(Iclomeneus begins to fight the Trojans) 
Ol i)' (DC; 'Ii)ofLsvy;CX '~i)O'l CflAoyt s'CXSAO'l &"X~'I 

(17. 281 ) 

(18.154) 

In each case the poet describes a fighting warrior, each time in 
different words. Twice the context suggests an image of fire, but 
ollce, of a boar. The change is small in these metrically equivalent 
units, and there seems no reason to choose one in such a context to 
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the exclusion of the other. Chart Two was constructed on the 
assumption that Chart One could be reversed to indicate alternate 
subjects which the poet would consider as he sang, an assumption 
substantiated by this small example. Seldom can such precise 
parallels be found, but there are a few and these give validity to 
the system of alternatives represented on the second chart. 

A second set of parallel verses will illustrate the difference between 
the various contexts: 

(Sarpedon goes to attack the wall) 
~'Yi p' ~[J.ev the;, 't"e A€WV opeo+t"po<poe;" !:Ie;, 't"' emaeu-Yje;, 

(Diomedes and Odysseus go to spy on the Trojans) 
~&.v p' ~[J.ev the;, 't"e A€ov't"e auw a~a: VUX't"1X [J.eAIXLVlXv 

(I2.299) 

(IO.297) 

(Telemachus goes to the assembly and Menelaus begins to tell 
the story of his trip home) 
~'Yi a' ~[J.ev ex 61XArX.[J.ow 6e:iJ) eVIXA£YxWe;, &v't"Yjv 

(Od. 2.5 and Od. 4.3IO) 

In all four examples the poet begins the line with a formulaic 
phrase: ~'Yi/~&v p' fa' 'l[J.e:v. In the first two passages Homer describes 
warriors prepared to fight entering a hostile situation; lions are 
suitable subjects. But when a character is entering a situation 
where he will playa dominant role, Homer chooses a god to be the 
subject of the simile. This is in accord with Chart Two, in which we 
see that lions are customarily used to describe warriors while gods 
describe men entering the narrative. The introductory phrase 
remains the same, but context determines the subject. 

Homer's sensitivity to context is clear when he describes the 
beaten and briny Odysseus who is about to enter the gentle world 
of the princess N ausicaa: 

(.l.- <>, ~ " ~ , " ,~ , 6 I t-"Yj 0 ~[J.e:v we;, 't"e lI.ewv ope:m't"po<poe;" IXII.X~ 7te7to~ we;, 

And he went like a lion raised in the mountain trusting in his 
strength 

(Od.6.I30 ) 

The introductory phrase is familiar. The warrior is likened to a 
lion-but to a lion who has been pounded by rain and blown by the 
wind. Odysseus, who comes to Phaeacia as a warrior against the 
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forces which have tried to block his return home, does not fit into 
the peaceful group of Nausicaa and her companions. 25 Homer 
appropriately uses a simile of a lion rather than a god to describe 
the entrance of this hero. 

There are other examples of alternatives in scenes which are 
closely parallel: 13.39 and 14.394 ff. where wind or fire are 
alternate descriptions of the noise of a group; 13.437, where a stele 
or a tree describes a man who cannot move; II.I55 and II.I72 
where fire and lion similes accompany Agamemnon's slaughter of 
the Trojans. 

All these passages represent a small amount of evidence for the 
traditional employment of alternate categories of simile subjects. 
The reason that the number of passages is so small is that all have 
verbal parallels tying the contexts closely together. Many more 
examples could be found if such a limitation were not imposed; 
the point is strengthened by including only contexts which are 
both parallel in subject and also sung in identical words. 

Of equal interest are passages where there are violations of the 
theory presented on Chart Two. At 15.605 Homer describes the 
rage of Hector: 

[.LIX[V270 (3' 0)t; Ih' "Ap'l]t; l:YXE(J7tIXAOt; ~ OAOOV 7tUP 

And he raged as when spear-shaking Ares or a destructive fire ... 

Nowhere else do fire and god similes appear as alternatives to des
cribe the fighting warrior. In fact, similes of gods customarily 
depict the \'larrior who is attacking. In larger perspective Hector is 
attacking throughout Book IS; but in the immediately surrounding 
passage his battle rage is specifically described without mention of 
his actions. It is such a small step for the poet to break away from 
the immediate context and to view the whole progress of Hector in 
Book IS as an attacking warrior that it would be hard to imagine 
that an oral poet would scrupulously avoid such a larger view. The 
discovery of such an inconsistency does not vitiate the conclusions 
of Chart Two but rather humanizes them. Rigorous application of 
patterns reveals much about the poet when he follovvs the tradition 
closely in a limited passage, but such an analysis will inevitably 
fail when concerns of the larger narrative exert their influence. 

25 Cf. \Vhitman, p. !IS f. 
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Similar is the series II.747, 22.139, and 15.579. In the first two 
passages wind and bird similes describe the attack of the warrior, 
but at 15.579 a hunting scene illustrates the same context. 

In those few passages where close verbal parallels can be found 
there is strong evidence that Homer conceived of the subjects as 
they are listed by context on Chart Two. It also seems that he saw 
the same two or three alternate subjects for several contexts. 

2. The first half of Book 2 of the Iliad (1-483) contains a sufficient 
number of similes to examine the choice of subject in an extended 
section of narrative. \Vhen AgamenUlon calls the army together to 
hear his plan, a large group must be portrayed. By the time this 
gathering has ended and the men have scattered to their tents to 
prepare themseh'es for the coming mnster, five similes have 
characterized them. Twice the poet describes the noise v,hich such 
a mob makes. According to Chart Two there are two predominant 
subjects by which Homer represents the noise of a group of vvarriors 
in a simile: \vind or fire. In both similes in Book 2 he chooses wind 
(2.209 and394). This subject is probably more suited to the situation 
because the poet wishes to dcscril)(~ the deep reverberant roar of a 
crowd which is not engaged ill destruction. Twice in this book the 
poet presents the motion of this huge body of men through similes. 
Mass motion is described by only one subject, '\Vind. Both times the 
simile is wind stirring the sea or a cornfield (2.144 and 147). Once 
the mob streams forward to the meeting in numbers as great as the 
countless swarms of bees which spread across the fields in spring
time (2.87). The size of 2_ group is several times indicated by insect 
similes. Three aspects of a group of warriors are described in this 
section of Book Two: noise, movement, and number, and in each 
case the choice of the subject is in accord with the pra.ctice of the 
poet as deri\'ed from the Iliad and the Odyssey. 

Immediately following this section a massing of men for the 
catalogue of ships is described by four similes. Two similes-leaves 
and flowers,26 and insects-present the number of warriors (2.469 
and 468). The gleam from their shields is like a fire, the poet's only 
simile to picture brightness (2.455). And the image of flocks of birds 
shows the army moving to battle (2.459). All these similes are 
consistent with the conclusions presented on Chart Two. 

26 There is some indication that leaves ane! flowers are usee! consistently in 
similes which describe infinite numbers; supra, p. 81. 
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There are similes which have had to be excluded from this discus
sion. The evidence to organize these similes into significant catego
ries is so slight that one plays with conjecture in attempting to make 
them fit a theory. Though they do not disprove the ideas which 
have been stated here, they offer no substantiation either. Concern
ing those similes which do fall into large families it seems that the 
poet because of the demands of oral composition often resorted to a 
familiar and, consequently, safer method of using the same subject 
in similar scenes. 

There remains the question of the connection between the choice 
of placement and the choice of subject matter vvhich seem to be two 
individual choices made on the basis of different factors. The com
bination of these two choices in the finished performance reflects a 
system which appears complex and varied because of its many 
possible combinations and mutations, but in fact, the traditional 
connections are quite small in number and completely manageable 
by an oral poet. An understanding of this poetic process depends on 
separating the major themes of composition from the specific 
details which form the context of the simile. Such definition is not 
neat, and often one is reduced to drawing a very thin line; yet this 
is a useful distinction which will aid in explaining the double 
choice of the poet: essentially he made each choice by looking at his 
story in different ways. 

The theme is a broad outline of an action in terms of which the 
poet regularly builds his narrative. 27 It is not attached to any 
particular name or type character, rather it is a general unit within 
which the poet organizes the details of his story; e.g., the theme of the 
councilor the aristeia of the single warrior. The headings listed in 
the first part of Chapter Two are examples of this type of broader 
theme: the actions of a divine being, the journey of a god, the 
entrance or the withdrawal of a hero. 

Context is a particular version of the theme. It is attached to a 
specific character and must be sung or be imbedded in formulaic 
phrases in order to exist; A. B. Lord describes the existence of the 
theme in this way: 

27 See the discussions of theme in oral verse by A. B. Lord, "Composition 
by Theme in Homer and Southslavic Epos, " TAPhA 82 (1951), pp. 71-80 and 
his chapter entitled "The Theme" in The Singer of Tales (Cambridge 1960), 
pp.68-98. 
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The theme in oral poetry exists at one and the same time in 
and for itself and for the whole song. This can be said both for 
the theme in general and also for any individual singer's forms 
of it. His task is to adapt and adjust it to the particular song that 
he is re-creating. It does not have a single "pure" form either 
for the individual singer or for the tradition as a whole. Its form 
is ever changing in the singer's mind, because the theme is in 
reality protean; in the singer's mind it has many shapes, all the 
forms in which he has ever sung it, although his latest rendering 
of it ,,,ill naturally be freshest in his mind. It is not a static 
entity, but a living, changing, adaptable artistic creation. 28 

It is clear that the relation between context and theme is intimate. 
Yet the simile cannot be hopelessly divorced in fact, spirit, and tone 
from the detailed description in the surrounding context, since it is 
to the more specific rendering of the theme that the oral poet looks 
in choosing an appropriate subject for his simile. 

For example, the warrior enters battle; this is a theme which is 
amply exemplified in the Homeric poems as a traditional location 
for a simile. The immediate context, however, explains whether he 
enters fighting, refulgent in his armor, inspiring his troops, attacking 
another warrior, or in some other way. If the singer introduces a 
warrior who is rushing to battle, he might use a simile of a lion. If he 
is gleaming in his armor, then the poet could employ a fire simile. 
If he is driving the army of the enemy before him and creating utter 
havoc in a destructive sweep across the battlefield, then the poet 
might choose a river simile. All three of these alternatives accom
pany the successive entrances of Diomedes in Book 5 (5.5., 87, and 
I36). The theme of the entrance of the warrior offers the simile as 
an alternative means of telling the story, but it is the immediate 
context which determines the subject matter of each simile. Compare 
also the variation of subject matter in the series of similes discussed 
above: I2.299, IO.297, Od. 2.5, Od-4-3IO, and Od. 6.I30.29 

Behind this system of choices and connections lies the great mass 
of the oral epic tradition as it had developed in Greece, and to 
separate the poet from his tradition is impossible. In a real sense 
Homer was the tradition. Generations of poets had sung songs and 

28 Lord, The Singer oj Tales (supra, n. 27), p. 94. 
29 Supra, p. 90. 
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by trying new types of phrasing and devices of story-telling had 
developed various ways of presenting a unified tale. Homer listened 
to singers who had taken various techniques from the tradition and 
had made these techniques a standard part of their repertoire; then, 
as he grew to be a singer and gained confidence, he picked those 
phrases, formulae, connections, and narrative techniques which 
suited his particular desires and capabilities.30 In examining the 
"tradition" underlying the similes, we are inevitably dealing with 
those elements of the tradition which Homer had selected as 
appropriate to himself. While a modern critic cannot hope to deli
neate Homer's idiosyncratic stylistic features, it is impossible that 
his surviving narratives do· not represent much that is central to 
the earlier tradition. Homer and his tradition are one or at least 
inextricably and harmoniously united in one man. Homer did not 
surrender as a slave to a domineering mistress when he became an 
oral poet; rather he embraced, embodied, developed, and carried 
on the tradition. This tradition can be seen throughout the Iliad and 
the Odyssey-but with special clarity in the placement and the 
subject matter of the similes.3 ! 

30 See Lord, The Singer of Tales (supra, n. 27), Chapter Two on "Singers; 
Performance and Training". 

31 A classification of individual similes in accordance with this chapter is 
given in Column Tv;o on the table in the Appendix. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE ORAL COMPOSER: 
THE EXTENDED SIMILE 

Studies of oral poetry often stress the hold of the tradition on the 
poet so strongly that there seems limited opportunity for flexibility, 
and yet it is clear to anyone who has studied oral verse, ancient or 
modern, that oral improvisation requires continual adaptation. The 
poet must always think of the effect of the passage which he is 
singing on the development of his song. He is constantly making 
adjustments in traditional phrases, lines, and scenes in the hope of 
singing a better story. It comes as no surprise that the Homeric 
simile in its extension is subject to the same type of adaptation. 
Even if the Homeric poems are not pure oral verse, they show how 
a poet who knew the demands and techniques of oral verse-making 
approached the extension of individual similes. 

Once the oral poet began to sing a certain topic in his simile, he 
could proceed in various ways. He could curtail the simile very 
quickly mentioning only the subject and an adjective or a brief 
phrase. A man falling from a wall is like a diver (I2.385); Odysseus 
straddling a plank on the sea is like a man riding a race horse 
(Od. 5.37I). Because Nastes came to the war dressed in gold 
trusting that this would protect him, he is a warrior foolishly 
decorated like a girl (2.872). Hecuba presented to Athena the largest 
and finest robe which shone like a star (6.295). Such short compari
sons are useful in illustrating the visual motion of the narrative or 
lending immediate value to a character or an object, but they do not 
provide much coloring or variation to the surrounding passage. 

When the poet sang a longer simile, he was acutely aware of the 
poetic effectiveness of the two or three line simile in coloring his 
narrative by comparing or contrasting it with other objects or 
actions. In discussing such a subtle quality it is not easy to be objec
tive. A modern critic must admit that it is often impossible to 
perceive the effect intended by an ancient poet. The similes of 
snowflakes exemplify the perils of subjective judgment: 

Just as thick-flying flakes of snow drift down on a winter day 
when Zeus the counselor brings on a snowstorm revealing his 
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arrmvs, and calming the winds he sends down continuing drifts 
of snow until he has covered the peaks of the high mountains and 
the jutting rocks and the clovered fields and the prospering work 
of men, and the snow falls along the harbors and beaches of the 
grey sea but the waves washing on the beach keep it off-all is 
covered when the snow of Zeus falls heavily upon it. 

(12.278-86) 

This passage seems an image of peaceful calm showing the ever
repeated working of Nature with no abruptness or hardship to 
disturb the calm of a winter's day, and the other snowflake similes 
describe equally placid scenes. And yet other acts of Zeus in nature 
portend evil for men as at the beginning of the Doloneia the lightning 
of Zeus suggests evils for men-rain, hail, snow or war (10.5). Even 
when Zeus stretches a rainbow across the heavens (in modern times 
a sign of good), men fear war or winter, 

... chill winter, which stops men from their works on earth and 
afflicts their flocks. 

(17.549-50 ) 

This might well be the attitude of the Homeric audience toward 
snow. Suddenly the fine picture of peace and permanence is tinged 
with fear and suffering. In ascertaining the tone which the poet tried 
to convey in his similes a modern critic is necessarily at times unsure. 
Even though such admission will render any proof less precise and 
will limit the number of similes which can be discussed with any 
certainty, it is reasonable to handle only those similes in which 
the tone is clearly indicated by the poet. 

Such a limitation \"ill often require omission of the short compa
risons, because where there is no clause or descriptive phrase 
accompanying the noun, it is impossible to talk about the color or 
tone which the poet had in mind. Hector spinning like a top, a spear 
point bending like lead, or a man falling like a tower may have 
provided some suggestive atmosphere, but this is beyond the grasp 
of today's reader (14-413, 11.237, and 4.462). However there are 
images which have an established value, such as short comparisons 
of lions and boars which are taken as much from brutal and blood
thirsty nature as are the longer descriptions. The poet was aware of 
and exploited such tonal qualities in singing the similes. 

Supp!. to Mnemosync XXVIII 7 
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1. THE SIMILES OF THE Iliad 

1. Preparing Jar New Action 

Individual similes can set the tone for a scene. Perhaps the finest 
example precedes the embassy when the Trojans sit by their camp 
fires joyfully contemplating the victory which is almost within their 
grasp: 

Just as when the stars in heaven shine clearly around the gleam
ing moon when the air is still, and all the peaks and jutting 
rocks and glens stand out sharply, and from heaven bright air 
pours down, and all the stars are seen, and the shepherd is glad 
in his heart, so many fires blazed ... 

(8.555-560 ) 

While the Greeks are striken with panic, terror, and grief: 

Just as two winds stir up the sea filled with fish, the north wind 
and the west wind, which blow from Thrace, rising suddenly, 
and a black wave rises into a crest and scatters much seaweed 
along the coast, so was the heart torn in the breasts of the 
Achaeans. 

(9.4-8) 

The despair of the Greeks becomes all the more intense by contrast 
to the Trojans' joy and the similes are for the most part responsible 
for conveying the feelings of each side. Only in such a state of 
despair are the sorrow of Agamemnon and the urgency of the 
embassy fully intelligible. By such contrasts the similes create 
atmosphere and emphasize in brief scope the motivation for a 
scene. The actual causes of the Greeks' unhappiness are told in 
Book 8; the factual narrative makes the feelings summarized in 
the similes believable. 

More common is the sense of foreboding which accompanies the 
start of a battle or a risky undertaking.1 There are two basic images 

1 The simile is not the only method of coloring a scene with apprehension. 
For example, with their knowledge of destiny the gods can act directly. 
\Vhen Zeus sends an omen-an cagle clutching a snake-to Troy, the snake 
is in desperate straits but escapes. Polydamas interprets this sign clearly 
though Hector disavows all belief in birds (12.200 ff.). Zeus ponders the 
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used in these similes: stars and storms. The half -simile of the 
meteor when Athena plunges to the earth to break the truce sheds 
anxiety over the field. 

Like a star which the son of devious Cronos has sent to be a 
portent to sailors or to the far-flung armies of men, a bright star 
shooting many sparks, in such a way did Pallas Athena dart to 
the earth and leapt into their midst. Wonder seized those who 
were watching, both the Trojans, tamers of horses, and the 
strong-greaved Achaeans. And a man would say looking at his 
neighbor: "Again there will be evil war or terrible strife or else 
Zeus, who is war's watchman among men, will bring friendship 
to both sides. 

Fear and doubt are not contained within the simile, but men do 
show an attitude of watchfulness toward such an omen. Something 
is going to happen. Though a wise man could interpret such a sign, 
most men must wait apprehensively to see the direction of future 
events. The simile and the reaction to the comet give a sense of 
foreboding. Even though the audience has heard Zeus order Athena 
to make the Trojans violate the truce, such a simile puts the audi
ence on guard that something is imminent; someone is going to be 
wounded or war is going to begin. It is notable that in such a 
passage the method by which the action will commence is never 
made clear. If Athena, like other messengers had merely repeated 
the words of Zeus, there would be no reason to introduce a feeling 
of apprehension. However, in scenes where war is near or a signifi
cant battle is imminent, a feeling of anxiety is dramatically effective. 
When the crucial battle after the futile embassy and the Doloneia 
begins, the armor which Agamemnon wears is decorated with three 

timing of Patroclus' death (r6.644 ff.). Direct action of men can also be 
significant. Achilles knowing Patroclus' abilities has told his comrade to 
give relief but not to go further. At 16.686 Patroclus goes further: 

. .. if he had only regarded the word of the son of Peleus, he would 
have fled the evil fate of black death. 

Such passages, however, distract the audience from the course of events even 
though there may be an appropriate pause in the narrative for such an 
insertion. A simile is probably more effective; it does not require such a 
pause, it allo\\'s the narrative to proceed from the same point, and it can 
more directly communicate emotion. 
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serpents like rainbows which Zeus has set in the heavens as a 
portent for men; Hector darts amid the Trojans like a threatening 
star; and his armor shines like the lightning of Zeus (11.27,62, and 
66). As Achilles runs to meet Hector before the gates of Troy, his 
armor gleams like the star which is the brightest in heaven, but 
which also is a sign of evil for men (22.26). 

Such similes also contain descriptions of the coming storm. As 
the Ajaxes arm, they are as fearsome as the dark cloud which causes 
the shepherd to seek shelter (4.275).2 The lightning of Zeus which is 
twice mentioned at the opening of the Doloneia threatens to bring 
rain, hail, blizzard, or war (10.5 and 154). When Nestor sees the 
desperate situation of the Greeks, he vacillates like the sea which 
rolls uncertainly before the storm comes (14.16). In the midst of the 
battle over Patroclus' body Athena comes like a rainbow which 
Zeus sets as a portent of war or storm (17.547). In each passage new 
action is beginning and the outcome is unknown. It is the mark of 
a good storyteller to convey the mood of his story as well as the 
facts, and because the simile is not tightly involved with events 
previous or foreshadowed, it speaks more immediately to the heart 
than to the intellect and is thus a powerful device for creating 
atmosphere.3 

2. War and Peace 

Homer's nature similes are for the most part drawn from one of 
two worlds. The one world is idyllic. Nature willingly pours forth its 
abundance under sunny skies; creatures of nature live with one 
another in harmony and accord; men rej oice; even animals are 
lighthearted. The occupants and objects of this world perform their 
functions in the ordered manner in which they have and will for 
ages. Waterfalls rush thundering into deep basins; shepherds 
delight in nature as they watch their flocks, as children lie safely 

2 \V. Moog, "Natm'gliechnisse und Naturschildenmgen bei Homer," 
Zeitschrift /iir angewandte Psychologie 6 (I912) 123-IJ3 on p. I34, speaks of 
such similes: "In ihnen sieht der Mensch CIaS unheilvolle \Vil'ken elementarer 
Gewaltcn, er fiirchtet illr i{ommen, er ahnt das Losbrechen des Sturms, und 
er £rent sich liber ihr V erschwinden." 

3 G. E. Duckworth, Foreshadowing and .Suspense in the EPics of Homer, 
Apollonius, and Vergil (Princeton 1933), pp. I4-I5 and "Proanaphonesis in 
the Scholia to Homer," AJP 52 (193I), pp. 320-338 suggests that similes do 
lllore than awake fear and doubt in the audience; they foreshadow coming 
events. 
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asleep III their mothers' arms. Waves break endlessly against 
enduring rocks, and stars shining brightly move across the clear 
clark sky. In the streets women squabble o\'er trivialities; in homes 
they weave, while pots bubble over wood fires. In the fields men 
tend their flocks, plough their fields, and reap their harvests; on the 
hillside woodcutters chop trees; at the farmsteads men thresh wheat 
and gather their beans and peas. There is a quiet humor in this world. 
A gardner tries to irrigate his plants and is outrun by the stream. 
A donkey proudly ignores puny boys beating at his ribs until he has 
eaten his fill In short this is a \vorld of peace and permanence. It is 
opposed to a world of sudden and threatening events-a world 
where powers are loose which force one to be on his guard. In this 
violent \\orlcl anim::tls are driven by hunger to prey on other beasts, 
and shepherds are ever alert for a swift attack. Vultures scoop up 
smaller animals in vicious dives. Lions stalk and are in turn hunted. 
'Yolves' jowls are black with the clotted blood of a stag. Storms 
strafe the e"rth breaking forests, thre::ttening to sink ships, swelling 
rivers to destructive levels. Fires level forests and lightning bolts 
leave smoking ruins. Men fight in vast wars or murder fellow 
citizens. If there is joy, it is the bloody joy of a lion chancing on the 
care::tss of a stag. The emotions are fear, stunned horror, and 
restiveness. Both worlds show views of nature, and both views are 
true to n::tture, but for a poet the atmosphere \,-,hieh each creates 
offers a vast potential. 

Homer shows his consciousness of these two \,.-orlds when he 
develops a traditional subject in varied ways: 

Just as \vhen the gleam of a burning fire appears to sailors 
across the water-a fire \vhich burns high in the mountains in a 
lonely farmyard, but the winds carry them across the teeming 
sea away from their friends, even though they are unwilling 
to go ... 

(19.375-78) 

Just as when a consuming fire descends on a dense forest, and 
the wind whirling it about carries it in all directions, and the 
bushes struck by the force of the fire fall uprooted ... 

(II.155-57) 

These two similes both tell of something destroyed by fire since 
fire cannot exist without fuel. But the second emphasizes the 
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destruction of a forest while the first shows a fire seen from afar as it 
symbolizes the comforts of home. If there is any hardship or pain in 
the first simile, it is with the sailors. The blaze they see is a peaceful 
flame which stays on the mainland where they would like to be. 
The basic subject of both similes is the same; the poet has taken one 
fire from scenes of peaceful nature and the other, from scenes of 
destructive nature. Similes comparing the army to birds also show 
this technique. When the Greeks arc forming for the Catalogue they 
are like birds which swarm joyfully over the meadows; but, when 
they march toward the Trojan army, they resemble the cranes who 
bring bloodshed and destruction to Pigmy men (2.459 and 3.2). 
Often the poet describes the waves breaking on the shore or being 
whipped up on the open sea in the Ilormal course of nature. But 
twice such a storm threatens to sink a ship and causes fear to the 
sailors (I5.38I and 624). In some similes a shepherd rejoices (8.555 
and I30492). Most of the time the atmosphere of the simile is not so 
clearly stated, but the poet's extension of a simile indicates 'Ivhich 
of the tvvo ways of seeing nature he wants his audience to view at 
that moment. 

The simile can ne\Ter be more than a background against \vhich 
the narrative is played, and in the Homeric poems there seem to be 
two types of background, physical and poetic. Physical background 
is the stage setting which the poet gives to each scene. The descrip
tion can be very traditional; for example, the shore of the loud
roaring sea where Chryses prays to Apollo. This setting is a short 
formulaic phrase,4 and yet it serves to dramatize the isolation of 
this man who has been driven away from the camp of the Greeks 
without his daughter. Physical background can be merely two or 
three items from a familiar scene. Though there is no detailed 
description of the plain on which so much of the battle takes place, 
surely no reader can be unaware of it. From time to time the poet 
mentions rises in the land, the tomb of Ilus, and trees. 5 But there 

4 2.209, 6.347, 9.182, 13.798, 23.59. 
5 I'he physical description of the battlefield is simple. Homer keeps the 

general area in mind and adheres to the plan in his scattered short references 
to the battlefield. There are two tombs of fairly large size-Aesyetes and 
Ilus (2.793; ro-41S, 12.166 and 371, 24.349). The tomb of Aesyetes is a 
watch post for the Trojans while the Tomb of Ilus seems to be far away from 
the city and relatively near the Greek ships; Hector calls a conference there 
when the Trojans fill the field up to the wall (ro.415). There is also a rise on 
the plain far from Troy (10.160 and II.56) which may be near the tomb of 
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were also bodies of slain warriors and heaps of discarded weapons 
ever present to the actual participants. Even in scenes where two 
characters predominate, crowds of men and the bustle of battle 
surround them. Such a backdrop is appropriate for men who contin
ually fight to kill and to gain glory. There is also physical scenery 
which is described in great detail like the cave of Calypso which 
sets the mood of that magical island and the neat palace of Alcinous 
which shows the accomplishments and ability of this courtly king. 
The material objects which surround a character and form the 
physical background can effectively suggest the atmosphere of a 
scene. 

Poetic background is the combination of fact and impression 
about a character or a place. In the DoZoneia warriors leave both 
camps for spying missions. This is pure fact. But the Greeks send 
forth two of their most distinguished heroes while the Trojans 
choose a far lesser man. That might and wit are going to battle with, 
and \vill eventually vanquish, cowardice and greed is never said by 
Homer directly; but such an interpretation arises from the sum of 
impressions which Homer has given in describing the characters. 
~Tany elements can contribute to this poetic background: the poet's 
descriptions of the character, the character's words, his actions, his 
ancestry, the foretelling of his future, or the way in which other 
men receive his deeds. The simile because of its potential for 
creating atmosphere in a scene can assist in suggesting these 
. . 
lIupreSSlOilS. 

}fost often similes will agree in tone with the surrounding narra
tiYe. \Vhcn there is peace or at least no actual hand-to-hand 
combat, Homer generally uses peaceful similes. Agamemnon opens 

:\Iyrine (2.814). Two trees designate location. The fig tree is toward the city 
but not too near; the oak tree is at the Scaean gates. These locations are 
neatly summarized as Agamemnon chases the Trojans away from the ships: 

The Trojans raced by the tomb of ancient llus, son of Dardanus, through 
the middle ground of the plain by the fig tree, as they rushed toward 
the city. Agamemnon crying after them followed them close and his 
invincible hands were spotted 'with the bloody filth. But when they 
came to the Sceaean gate and the oak tree, there they took a stand ... 

(II.166 fL) 

Anclromache aclvises Hector to fortify this spot, and the city will be safe, but 
the strategic nature of this point is not mentioned again. There is another 
tree at 5.693. Finally the best indications of corpses are 8.489 if. and 10.199. 
The battlefield seems a consistently clrawn backdrop for war. 
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the night conference weeping like a spring that drips dark water; 
Patroclus is described in the same way when he returns to the peace
ful enclave around the tents of Achilles (9.14 and 16.3). He is also 
like a little girl (16.7). When men arm for battle or are about to 
enter the actual area of fighting, they are characterized by a 
peaceful simile to make the change to active combat all the more 
striking. Both Hector and Paris return to battle like proud and 
exultant stallions. The two are a relieving wind to tired oarsmen 
(15.z63, 6.506, and 7.4). In Book z when the Greeks are going to and 
from the conference which Agamemnon has called and even when 
they are arming, similes of peace describe them. It is when they 
begin to move to battle that the first simile of destruction in nature 
occurs (z.87, 144, 147, zag, z8g, 337, 394, 455, 459, 468, 469, 474, 
480, and 800; warlike-z.780 and 781).6 This viarlike tone is carried 
through to the first two similes of Book 3 (3.2 and 10). When 
Achilles arms for the battle, he takes his shield; the shield shines 
like a fire in the mountains seen by sailors on the sea (19.375). 

\Vhen a character has been in action all along but enters the narra
tive spotlight after a long absence, the same technique is evident. 
Polypoetes and Leonteus have presumably been active in the battle 
since dawn,7 but they have a scene of their own in which they will 
fight like wild boars and fierce wasps (IZ.146 and 167). But before 
they begin to fight, they are like two tall oaks which day after day 

6 The peaceful simile of flowers and grains of sand by which Iris describes 
the hordes of approaching Greeks seems to deny this statement (2.800). 
However there is a larger narrative function in which this simile is involved. 
The men are put in battle order before the listener during the Catalogue, and 
then they immediately begin to move to battle. They move forward like the 
fire that sweeps the land and are as heavy as the lightning of Zeus strafing 
the earth. But now the action must be retarded. The Greeks are on their 
way, but the Trojans must organize in similar fashion. Zeus sends Iris to 
prepare the Trojans which guarantees that they will not be unprepared for 
the attack, thus removing excitement at the thought of surprise attack and 
slowing the pace of the narrative. Iris' disguise is fully described. If there 
were need for rush, it would not have been mentioned or it would have been 
more briefly described. For example, Athena speaks directly to Diomedes 
when he must escape quickly (10.507 ff.); Iris does not pause for a disguise 
when she tells Hector to stay out of battle until Agamemnon is wounded 
(1I.195 if.). In Book 2 the description of Iris-Polites slows the action. The 
simile of peace aids in diverting the listeners' attention from the anticipated 
battle. The similes of war in Book 3 show both armies on the march (3.2 and 
10). 

7 They are mentioned in the catalogue of ships at 2.740 ff. At 6.29 Poly
poetes kills Astyalus. 
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stand up under the wind and the rain (I2.I32). When the action 
changes from the battlefield to the wall of Troy for the Teichoscopia, 
the similes also shift. On the battlefield war similes are prevalent; 
on the wall with the elders and Helen, peace is the keynote (3·I5I, 
I96, and I97). The most extended picture of peac~ is .shown in.the 
funeral games for Patroclus; after the stormy arzsteta of AchIlles 
the Greek camp returns to calm as Achilles fulfills his promise to the 
gentle Patroclus. There is no simile in this book which does not 
describe a peaceful scene. 

Calm, concordant nature accompanies scenes in which fighting 
plays no part; conversely, war scenes have warlike similes for their 
background. Since Book II is an almost unmitigated story of war 
from the arming and entrance of Agamemnon to the wounding of 
Eurypylos, by far the majority of the descriptions of warriors in this 
book contain similes of destructive nature. There are special reasons 
explaining similes that are taken from nature at peace. For example, 
at II.269 Agamemnon is stopped from fighting by the pains from 
his earlier wound; this warrior, who has been like a rampaging lion 
or a ruinous forest fire (II.II3, I72, and I55), is now appropriately 
described by a simile of a woman in childbirth. Throughout the 
Iliad when characters who may be at peace talk about their past 
experiences on the battlefield, the image of nature at war is the apt 
comparison. Achilles tells the emissaries that he used to carryall 
his spoil to Agamemnon who would keep the greater share and 
distribute only a small portion to his generals: : 

As a mother bird brings back mouthfuls of food to her un
fledged young ones whenever she finds it, but she herself suffers, 
so also I have lain awake many nights ... 

The ease with which the poet moves between similes of peace and 
war is evident when Apollo heals Hector (I5.262-280). At one minute 
Hector is racing toward battle like a prideful and playful stallion, 
then two lines later he is a lion. He has almost immediate effect on 
the battle situation; the Greeks draw back in fear. To make this 
transition all the more swift the simile precedes the action which it 
illustrates: Hector is a lion who frightens hunters; just in that way 
did Hector frighten the Greeks, an effective piece of ~tory telling 
which demonstrates the sensitivity of the poet to poetic background. 
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For battle, only a picture of harsh, realistic nature will satisfy. 
Agamemnon's aristeia contains perhaps the most severe descriptions 
of the pitiless natural world. 8 However, as soon as his wound 
disables him, pain-like the pain of a woman in labor-strikes him, 
and he is led from the plain. This sensitivity is further evident in 
Book 3. Two places are contrasted-the city of Troy and the area of 
the proposed individual combat. One is the place of war; the other, 
the resting place for old men, the secure haven for families, a cham
ber for Helen to weave her tapestry of battle scenes which are outside 
and so distant, and a bedroom where Paris can make love. The simi
les emphasize this contrast. When the narrative focuses on the 
field, there are pictures of murderous birds descending on Pygmy 
men, mists which aid the robber and blind the shepherd, a desperate
ly hungry lion who stops to eat from a fallen stag even though the 
hunters are racing after him, and a man whose cheeks pale with 
fear as he jumps back from a snake (3.2, IO, 23, and 33). But on the 
wall the old men are like cicadas who sing through the forest. To 
them even the plain looks peaceful; Odysseus is like a fleecy ram 
among his flock and Priam remembers his words drifting like 
winter snows (3.I5I, I96, I97, and 222). The narrative alternates 
between the town of Troy and the battlefield until the very end of 
the book. At the end of the book when the two locales are contrasted, 
the simile helps in setting the tone of the battlefield: 

Thus he spoke and led the way to the bed, and his wife followed 
after him. These two then slept upon the corded bed, but the 
son of Atreus wandered through the crowds of men like a wild 
beast . .. 

Homer was the poet of proportion and modulation. He composed 
scenes in direct and seemingly uncomplex ways but always with a 
sense for emphasizing the proper item to the proper extent. As he 
developed each simile, he was aware of the tone and the atmosphere 
which it created, and when appropriate, he made this tone corres
pond to the narrative in which the simile was imbedded. 9 

8 Cf. I I.II3. 155. and 172. 
9 Similar technique is evident in the series of similes at the end of Book 17. 

The Greeks carry off Patroc1us. The Trojans charge like hunting dogs after a 
boar. Fighting grows about them like a fire which destroys a city. Menelaus 
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3. Peace in War 

Since most similes follow the traditional practice and harmonize 
with their contexts, those which contrast must have been all the more 
effective. However, a good craftsman elicits all possible power from 
his tools; the potential which the simile of peaceful nature had in 
describing a peaceful scene intensified even more powerfully by 
contrast the violence of a war scene. The aim remains good story 
telling and such a goal needs no further justification or apology. 

While a warrior is fighting in an aristeia, after a critical action has 
been successfully completed, or when the fighting moves to a new 
area and becomes more intense, there is often a pause in the action 
preceding ,t new event.10 Very commonly during this pause the poet 
pulls his audience away from the immediacy of individual combat to 
sec the scene of the battlefield as a whole-where the armies are 
and \1110 has the upper hand at the moment. Then the poet focuses 
on action in a new area with new heroes and neVi situations. 
B'xause such scenes are designed to break the action, any similes 
\Ihich appe;lf in them are similes of peace. Such similes divert the 
audience from the details of the battle and allow the poet to make 
a fresh shrt in his scene of war. The focus of the fighting in Book 12 
is 'ell\: Gred: viall. First Sarpedon, at the instigation of Zeus, assaults 
and almost takes the '-.YaH. Hut before the wall is finally breached, 
there is a scene of eClual battle (12.413-438) in which t',\'o similes 
of p(~acc occur. The Greeks and the Lycians fight across the battle
ments like two men quarreling O\"er the boundary marker in a field: 
the 'yar i.'i balanced just as a woman holds a balance weighing her 
wool (12-421 and 433). This passage falls between hvo scenes of 
warfare. Then the battle is described as equal until finally Hector 
picks up a stone and dashes down the gates. Told without the 
middle scene the facts of the story would be no different, but the 
action would have been repetitive. The intervening passage allows 
the pQ(~t to have two heroes attack the wall with no loss of glory 

and 'IIeriones take away the body like a team of mules pullincr a ship timber. 
The Ajaxes hold back the enemy as a ridge holds back a de~tructive flood. 
Aeneas ancl Hector chase the Greeks who scatter like small bircls before a 
falcon (I7.722-761). The only simile clrawn from nature at peace-the 
mllies-is applied to the heroes who are unable to fight because they are 
carrying the body (I7.742). 

10 Cf. U. Holscher, Untersuchungen zur Form dey Odyssee (Berlin I939). 
PP·40 -4I. 
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to either. Each has his own tactic; instead of one movement against 
the wall there are two equal thrusts. One succeeds and one fails, 
but Sarpedon is not eclipsed by Hector's success. And Homer can 
allow the Greeks to defend their wall stubbornly by presenting the 
battle as baL,nced which makes the scene more realistic even though 
the battle efforts of the Greeks arc being here ultimately frustrated 
by Zeus. 

There is also a pause in the action in Book 15 when the poet looks 
a\vay to the tent of Eurypyills and starts Patroclus back toward 
the camp of Achilles. \Var is strained like a carpenter's line (15.410). 

Before the scene the Trojans have just spilled over the wall; after 
the scene the battle moves toward the ships with a definite break 
between the two sections of the battle. The simile of peace in a war 
situation makes the pause more emphatic. At 17.366 ff. there is a 
long interval in a long battle. Before the pause the subject is the 
fight to save the body of Patroc1us; after the pause e\"ents begin to 
turn toward Achilles. Automedon driving the horses of Achilles has a 
small burst of glory after which A jax suggests that Achilles beinformed 
of Patroclus' death. The second part of the book leads to Book 18. 

m the pause the battle is balanced as both strive to pull the corpse 
toward themselves; similarly men stretch a bull's hide by pulling it 
on all sides (17.389). During the aristeia of Patroclus a major stop 
occurs (r6.632 ff.). Before the pause Patroclus had been a relieving 
force for the Greeks; after it he disobej"s Achilles' injunction and 
presses toward the city. The fighting sounds like the noise of wood
cutters and the warriors gather around the body of Sarpedon like 
flies around a milk pail (16.633 and 641). A moment of peace in a 
scene of war, a battle in which both sides are made equal-from 
such a beginning the narratiYe begins a new direction with new 
themes. ll 

A troublesome passage is 13.455-495 which marks a pause in the 
action while the Trojans under Aeneas and the Greeks under 
Idomeneus gather about the body of Alcathous. Idomeneus is not 
like a petted boy but a bristling boar (I3.470 and 471). Then as 

11 Although not in a general scene, the simile at 17-4 is in the pause 
following the aristeia of l'atroclus. "'iction stops for an exchange of speeches 
between the victorious Hector and the dying Patroclus and then begins again 
in the battle over his body. The description of Menelaus as a cow over her 
young marks the break before the battle enlarges to a greater number of 
heroes. 
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Aeneas gathers his companions, he is a shepherd rejoicing in his 
obedient flock (13.492). Two of the images in this passage are 
peaceful; but in the case of Idomeneus peace is depicted in the short 
simile while the hunted boar is presented at length. Homer may 
simply be concerned with the consistent characterization of Ido
meneus, and because this pause takes place within a brief aisteia, 
he did not want to diminish the stature of his hero. The action is 
slO\\ed in preparation for a new situation, and peace aids the 
retarding and detachment, but Idomeneus must remain the warrior 
whose spirit stays at the high pitch appropriate to such an aristeia. 
In a longer aristeia with a warrior who was better known there \yould 
be time for variation. 

With this exception the simile is extended into a scene of nature 
at peace \vhenever it occurs in a general passage where the poet's 
attention shifts from the immediate details of the battlefield. The 
pause in the narrative, which is the formal device for changing 
scenes, is often employed without a simile. When the simile is 
present, it only reinforces what is being done in other ways through 
the normal devices of the narrative, but in many cases the simile 
also strenghthens the effect of the pause. 
Peaceful similes precede an aristeia. By playing down a man's 

warlike features during the early activity when other warriors are 
fighting, the poet prepares to show the hero's strength in combat 
through contrast. When this main figure finally begins his aristeia 
and is the only man on the scene, then the similes of war begin as 
though the first section were merely preparation for what is now to 
begin. Before Idomeneus is singled out in Book 13, there is a general 
scene of clashing armies which come together like winds which blow 
swiftly and raise a cloud of dust (13.334). As a prelude to Agamem
non's single eminence men are likened to reapers; the battle does 1lot 
change until the hour when the woodcutter stops for lunch (1I.67 
and 85). Pro bably the introduction to the aristeia of Diomedes is the 
longest and most complex, excepting of course that of the principal 
character Achilles. The Greek troops go to battle rank after rank as 
the sea, wave after wave, rolls up onto the beach. The Trojans clamor 
with the squealing of ewes waiting to be milked. The two armies 
meet with the noise of two falling rivers which pour together into a 
deep gorge. A man is killed; he falls like a poplar which a craftsman 
has cut to be the wheel rim on a beautiful chariot (4.422, 433, 452, 
and 482). Finally when Diomedes himself appears, his armor 
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shines brightly like an autumn star which has just been dipped in 
the ocean (5.5).12 

When Achilles arms, the long simile is a peaceful blaze in a 
mountain clearing (19.375), though the joy of arming for war is 
even more explicit: 

The gleam rose up to the heavens and all the earth about them 
was laughing with light shining off the bronze ... 

A possible exception to this use of peaceful similes occurs as the 
Myrmidons arm before the aristeia of Patroclus and are likened to 
wolves and wasps, both warlike creatures (16.156 and 259). Patro
clus himself, however, is described by peaceful similes until he has 
actually entered the battle. This departure from common practice 
may be justified on the basis of good storytelling. Throughout the 
last part of Book 15 the aim has been to throw fire on the ships. The 
audience knows that the first flame on a ship will be the sign for the 
re-entrance of Achilles, who in Book 16 waits for the first view of 
smoke from the ships. As soon as it comes, the army springs into 
action. This is not an army which has been fighting day after day 
but a group of men who have waited to fight and threatened to 
leave when denied the chance. To describe them arming and march
ing to battle with images of peace would be inappropriate. They arm 
quickly and eagerly in the spirit of wolves and wasps. Patroclus, 
who will have plenty of time to show his skill, is led to battle in the 
usual way. Only when he begins to fight, do similes of destructive 
nature describe him. 

The peaceful simile which contradicts its setting also shows the 
inability of a warrior, either permanent or temporary. In Book 8 the 
power of Zeus is made distressingly clear to the Greeks as threatens 
the other gods, casts thunderbolts to stop Greek advances, and 
thunders as the Greeks waver in their thoughts of advance or 
retreat. In short, the resistance of the Greeks is futile, and they are 

12 In both the introductions of Agamemnon's and Diomedes' aristeiai 
there is a short simile of wolves (4.471 and 1I.72). Although the similes are 
short, it is difficult to see any tone in them other than hostility and destruc
tion. On the other hand they are not developed as wolf similes can be to show 
extreme hostility (ef. r6.156 and 352), and they are formulaic-in fact 
repeated. Since the longer and consequently stressed similes in both passages 
emphasize peace, I feel that the interpretation here presented is justified. 
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for the moment unable to succeed. Their inability is marked by 
similes of peace describing Greeks who want to be warlike. Teucer, 
the bowman, hides behind Ajax to steady himself for his shots; he 
is like a child hiding behind its mother (8.271). He kills one man 
who bows his head like a poppy overburdened with its own fruit and 
the spring rains (8.306). In the eleventh book Zeus makes very clear 
that the Trojans will carry the day from the time when Agamemnon 
withdraws from battle. The rest of this book is a series of Greek 
woundings; again the words of Zeus have made it clear that all 
resistance is vain. Does this not explain why Ajax fighting like a 
wild beast and like a lion also retreats like a stubborn ass (II.546, 
548, and 558) ?13 Because of the terms which Achilles sets for his 
return to the battle, the plan of Zeus must include the burning of the 
ships. Once Zeus awakens from the sleep into which he was deceit
fully enticed by Hera, the plan proceeds on its inexorable path, and 
the Greeks are helpless. As the Trojans come close to throwing fire 
on the ships, the Greeks are characterized as a rock by the sea 
which has endured the ages' endless succession of waves (15.618). 
Opposed to them Hector is like a fire, like a wave which threatens 
to sink a ship and drown the frightened sailors, and like a lion 
attacking cattle (15.623, 624, and 630). At the end of the book 
Ajax is hopping from ship to ship like a man who dances on horses; 
Hector is a bloodthirsty eagle preying on small birds (15.679 and 
690). In similes the victors are warlike; the losers, peaceful. 

Finally, as a simile of peace can mark an unwarlike act, it can also 
point up an act which is not to be credited to the warrior involved. 
The poet has made clear that Zeus has planned the defeat of the 
Greeks. Thus when Hector picks up a stone to hurl at the Greek 

13 If the interpretation in Chapter 2, n. 32 is correct, there is an appropriate
ness to the ass simile here. Previously in Book II Greek heroes have been 
compared to heroic beasts: Odysseus and Diomedes to boars (324), Dio
medes to a lion (383), Odysseus to an embattled boar (414), and Ajax 
to a lion (474). Lines 544-574 are a summary scene which presents the last 
view we shall have of the general battle for 300 lines. Following this scene 
Eurypylus is wounded; later he will lend weight to .Nestor's arguments by 
raising Patroc1us' compassion for his fellow Greeks. The rest of the book is 
i\estor's attempt to persuade Achilles to save the Greeks. The valiant Ajax 
fighting like a wild beast and like a lion (546 and 548), but incapable of 
holding his ground and retreating stubbornly like a mule (558), is a symbol 
of Greek despair. The plan of Zeus presses against the Greeks, and Zeus 
himself is compelling Ajax to retreat (544). The simile of the unwarlike 
mule further indicates the Greeks' helplessness. 
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wall, the poet, while admitting that the rock is huge, also says that 
Zeus made it light for Hector, who is merely the agent for Zeus' plan 
at the moment. The Trojans, who want to break through the wall, 
did not have a chance without the helping hand of Zeus all through 
this episode. The simile of peace at this point emphasizes the depen
dency of Hector (12.451). The situation and the subjects of the 
similes are far different when Hector is healed by Apollo but runs 
to battle to fight on his own. In the former scene Zeus' hand is 
directly present aiding the characters ""hile the latter, Apollo merely 
enables and encourages Hector to do his best.14 Similarly Athena 
contrives the breaking of the truce. She swats the arrow to one side 
like a mother shooing a flyaway from her child; the blood from the 
scrape runs down Menelaus' legs like red dye staining ivory, peaceful 
comparisons that emphasize the hand of the goddess in the action 
which is not being presented as true warfare (4.130 and 141 ).15 

Seldom does Homer ask his audience to accept a palpable fake. 
Warlike similes in these scenes would put them on a par with 
serious struggles, which they are not, and Homer says so. 

There are then three repeated uses of the simile of peace placed 
in a context of war: 

1. To further divert the attention of the audience from the details 
of a particular battle before a new action begins 

2. To stress the peaceful moments before battle begins and, thereby, 
to emphasize the warlike qualities of the narrative once battle 
has been joined 

14 The hand of Zeus dominates the battle in book 12. The wall will not 
hold the Trojans back (3). Zeus whips the Greeks (37 if.). Zeus plans to 
give Hector glory, not Asius (173 f.). Zeus sends a blinding dust storm 
against the Greeks (252 ff.). Zeus rouses Sa rpedon; if he had not, the wall 
would not have been taken (290 if.). Zeus protects Sarpedon as he rips 
away bits of battlement (402 f.). The battle is evened out until Zeus gives 
Hector his glory, and he, as the first Trojan, penetrates the wall (437 ff.). 
\Vhen this task is done, Zeus can look away (13.1 ff.). The warriors are given 
and denied glory at the whim of Zeus. \Vhen Hector breaks down the doors, 
he is in himself strong and able, but Zeus is responsible for his success. The 
scholion at 12.450 explains the rejection of this line by Zenodotus, Aristo
phanes, and Aristarchus as unsuitable because it diminishes Hector's power. 
I feel that the power of Zeus in the battle is sufiiciently demonstrated to 
tolerate this line. If my interpretation of the simile at 451 is correct, the 
line is most appropriate. Cf. the use of wind similes discussed in the following 
section. 

15 Another example is at 15.362; Apollo pushes over the Greek wall as 
easily as a child scatters sand on the beach. 
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3. To comment on the abilities of a warrior or the restrictions 
placed upon him. 

4. Series of Similes 

Although oral poets usually concentrate on the scene which they 
are singing, there are several examples of a conscious paralleling of 
narrative motifs through a series of similes. When the Trojans are 
fighting to break the Greek wall, Zeus sends a wind from Mount Ida 
which blows dust into the eyes of the Greeks and aids the Trojans. 
Aid from Zeus in the form of wind is also suggested in the similes. 
Zeus is in full control of the battle in Book 12. 

The Argives broken by the whip of Zeus and crowded together 
were held by the hollow ships in fear of Hector, a strong man 
who had caused their panic; but he, as before, fought on like a 
whirlwind. 

Leonteus and Polypoetes are like two oaks that stand against the 
wind and the rain when they resist Asios' attack (12.132). Stones 
fly through the air during the battle from both sides while the 
winds are momentarily asleep (12.278). Finally the Trojans attack 
the wall like a black whirlwind (12.375). The image of the wind, 
which represents the Trojans, coupled with the actual wind in the 
narrative keeps the reader aware that Zeus is controlling the battle 
and that the Trojans must eventually take the wall, that the Greek 
defense is futile. 

There is another sequence of similes showing the might of Hector 
when he is pushing the Greeks back toward the ships. First the 
Greek lines are firm like rocks which stand fixed against wind and 
wave. Hector attacks, and this time the wind and wave beat against 
a ship, and the hearts of the sailors shudder with fear. When 
Hector attacks again, he is a lion, and the Greeks are cattle guarded 
by an ineffectual herdsman (15.615-638). The progress from firmness 
to flight is told more in the similes than it is in the narrative. The 
Trojan becomes a stronger opponent as the Greeks weaken. 

In the aristeia of Patroclus there is a sequence from clear weather 
to storm which follows the development of the action. When 
Patroclus puts out the fire on the ship offering relief to the Greeks, 
it is as though Zeus had moved a cloud and let the heavens be seen 

Suppl. to Mnemosyne XXVIII 8 
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clearly (16.297). The Trojans retreat from the ships driven by 
Patroclus as when a cloud moves over the sky; as Hector flees over 
the ditch to avoid Patroclus, his horses sound like rivers which rush 
to the plain swollen by the violent storm of Zeus (16.364 and 384). 

5. The Aristeia afAchilles 

Lsually the connection from simile to simile is in the continuity 
of tone rather than subject: groups of images of destructive nature 
in passages about war, groups of images of tranquil nature in unwar
like scenes. This is true only to a limited extent in the culmination 
of the Iliad, the aristeia of Achilles. Since this final section is the 
goal toward which action throughout the Iliad has been directed, 
the poet seems to have lavished special care here in all poetic 
features including the simile. 

Book 18 is a book of decision; Achilles now yearns to enter the 
battle, a decision reflected in the changes in the narrative elements. 
Thetis appears in the begimjng of the book as the consoling, troubled 
mother; at the end she helps her son toward war by bringing him 
new armor. Achilles, who has no armor at the beginning of the book, 
is fully prepared when the book closes. The sun sets, the sign that 
Hector's day of glory has come to an end, that a different type of 
day will dawn. The movement of the book in its various details is 
from peace to war. The similes accompany the build up of anger. 
At first Achilles is called a sapling or a tree on the slope of an orchard 
(18.56 and 57), an appropriately peaceful image since he promises 
his mother that he will remain out of the battle until she brings him 
new armor (134 ff. and 188 ff.). Hera, however, sends Iris to spur 
him into the fight over Patroclus (170 ff.). As he goes to appear on 
the wall, he makes his first minor entrance into battle. Athena gives 
him temporary armor by flinging her aegis around his shoulders and 
placing fire above his head. To accompany the rebirth of his warlike 
spirit the fire from his head shines like the gleam of signal fires 
within a besieged city, and his voice is that of a trumpet when a 
town is being attacked (207 and 219). Then, vvhen he weeps over the 
corpse of Patroclus, his anger rises like that of a lion deprived of his 
cubs (318), a subject so often applied to warriors in battle. As he 
sits \vith the body, he gathers the fury which will take him to success 
on the battlefield. Such a gradual rise of anger does not prelude the 
other aristeiai in the Iliad. Usually preparations for battle are 
described with similes of peace until the warrior actually enters 
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battle and this will be true of Achilles when his final preparation 
for battle begins. But Book 18 contains a new topic-the movement 
from peace to war inside the soul, and it is this movement which is 
followed by similes which are consistent with the developing 
atmosphere of the book. 

Thetis also joins in the movement from peace to war. She plays 
three roles in Book 18 symbolizing her change from inactive mother 
to active helper. She is sitting with the Nereids when she hears the 
groans of her son. After a lament they all come to the camp where 
Thetis tries to console Achilles and tells him his fate if he kills 
Hector. Up to this point Thetis tries to discourage her son from 
fighting. Then she goes to the forge of Hephaestus sending the 
~ ereids back to the cave in the sea. The departure of her companions 
in the lament is a visual way of indicating an inner change: she has 
cast off her mourning and now becomes a supporter of the war 
which her son will wage. Finally she appears carrying the armor 
as the harbinger of war. The similes follow this change. Before she 
returns with the new armor, she describes her son in peaceful 
similes in the cave of the old man and in the house of Hephaestus; 
she sees him as a sapling and a tree in an orchard (56,57, 437 and 
438). However, when she comes to the camp with the new arms, the 
simile is no longer peace; she is a bird of prey (616).16 

The nineteenth book is the story of reconciliation and arming in 
which fire is the key image in the similes. When Achilles sees the 
weapons, his eyes gleam with fire (17). Athena infuses him with 
divine energy for the day's work corning like a bird of prey (350). 
As his men arm, his eyes shine with fire, his shield shines like the 
moon or a fire on a mountain seen from the sea, his helmet gleams 
like a star, and he goes to battle like brilliant Hyperion (366, 374, 
375, 381, and 398). In Book 18 the similes accompanied the rise of 

16 Thetis plays three successive roles in book eighteen symbolic of her 
change from inactive mother to active helper-peace to war. First, she is 
sitting with the Nereids when she hears the groans of her son; they all 
lament (r8.35 ff.). Thetis and the Nereids come to the camp. Thetis tries to 
console Achilles and tells him his fate if he kills Hector. Second, she goes to 
the forge of Hephaestus but sends the Nereids back to the cave in the sea. 
\Vhen the Nereids leave her, she has cast off her mourning (a psychological 
change made visual in the departure of her mourning companions) and 
becomes a supporter of the war which her son will wage. Finally, she appears 
carrying the armor as the direct agent of battle; Achilles has said that he will 
not enter war until she brings the armor. 
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anger, but now since the hero is about to enter battle, the extended 
simile is a peaceful one (375),17 

In the next three books, which describe the course of the fighting 
until the death of Hector, three types of tonal theme are mixed in 
the similes: fire, destruction, and peace. Fire, which is used through
out the Iliad as a description of a warrior, becomes almost uniquely 
the image of Achilles by the end of the Iliad. ls It is more than an 
image. Fire burns around his head when he appears on the wall, and 
Hephaestus sears the river Scamander 'vvith his fire. Fire grows with 
the anger of Achilles in Book 18 and shines from his weapons in 
Book 19. His hands are flame, and he rages like a fire in a deep 
forest (20.371 and 490). When he chases the Trojans into the river, 
he is like a fire which drives locusts (21.12). He appears to Priam 
like a star which brings fever to men, and his arms are bright like 
fire or the sun as he approaches Hector (22.26 and 134). 

Second, images of nature at war form part of the background as is 
appropriate for any aristeia. Achilles threatens Aeneas like an 
enraged lion and later a ruinous forest fire (20.164 and 490). Like 
a ravenous dolphin after smaller fish he attacks the Trojans whom 
he has driven into the river, and he leaps away from the pursuing 
river like a black eagle, the hunter bird (21.22 and 252). While 
Hector awaits Achilles like an angered snake (22.93), Achilles 
chases him as a falcon chases a dove or a dog chases a deer (22.139 
and 189). Hector rushes on Achilles the wayan eagle rushes on a 
lamb (22.308). 

These two types of similes would be expected in an aristeia, but 
Homer surprisingly describes the fighting of Achilles with many 
images of peace. Achilles kills Hippodamas who bellows like a 
sacrificial bull at the altar while Poseidon rej oices in the sacrifice 
(20-403). As bulls tread down barley on a threshing floor, so do 
Achilles' horses trample over the dead bodies and the axle is 

17 Supra, p. 103 ff. 
18 Whitman discusses the extent of the fire imagery in his chapter 7, 

"Fire and Other Elements." It is significant that Patroclus never has a fire 
simile applied to him. He is Achilles' substitute and has limitations set upon 
him by Achilles. He cannot carry the large spear of Peleus (16.140 ff.). His 
chariot is drawn by two immortal horses and one mortal, Pedasus (16.152 ff.). 
Fire does not illuminate the heroic fighting of Patroclus. He himself receives 
no similes as he arms. These poetic impediments are gone when Achilles 
enters the fighting; d. J. I. Armstrong, "The Arming Motif in the Iliad," 
AJP 79 (1958), pp. 337-354· 
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snrillkled \vith blood (20-495). The riYer threatens to overwhelm 
.\chilles just as a man guiding a stream for irrigation is outdistanced 
by the fast flowing water, and he may die like a swineherd boy who 
is' swept away by the river (2I.257 and 282).19 Achilles runs lightly 
toward the city of Troy like a race horse, and in his pursuit of 
Hector the two are like two horses which race around a turning 
point (22.22 and 162). Finally the similes of fire and those of peace 
are joined to describe the spear point which will kill Hector: 

Just as one star which goes among the others in the darkness of 
the night, the Evening Star, \vhich stands as the most beautiful 
star in the heavens, such was gleam from the sharp spear which 
Achilles was shaking ... 

(22.317-20 ) 

These similes of peace are particularly important because they 
Ztre unusual in a scene of \Yar. If they \vere the only indication of an 
undercurrent of peace opposing the narrative of \\'ar, there would 
probably be no point in stressing them. Ho\Yever the physical 
background is also not that of other aristeiai. \Vhen other men fight, 
the poet through general scenes of the armies or the constant 
presence of comrades makes his audience aware that the \varrior is 
always in the midst of the battlefield; and yet Achilles fights alone. 
He meets his opponents alone and so completely dominates the 
action that the other heroes and the rest of the army are scarcely 
mentioned. Achilles is not always in the midst of the conventional 
battlefield. In Book 21 he fights at the river Scamander: 

But when they came to the crossing place of the fair flowing 
ri\'er, the swirling Xanthus, whose father was the immortal 
Zeus ... 

Half of the men were crowded into the deep stream with its 
silver whirls ... 

But the god-born Achilles left his spear there on the bank 
leaning against the tamarisks ... 

(2I.1-2; 7-8; 17-18) 

19 There are two similes of peace in this section-one for Hephaestus and 
one for Scamander (21.346 and 362). These may contribute to the peaceful 
Similes describing the battle throughout the aristeia but also may describe 
the presence of the gods' hands in a battle. Ct supra, p. T TO ft 
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This is scarcely the background against which other heroes have 
fought. The chase around the city of Troy has also a different 
setting: 

They ran by the watching place and the wind-blown fig tree 
ever away from the wall along the wagon track, and they came 
to the fair-flowing spings. There the two source springs of the 
whirling Scamander spout up. The one runs with hot water and 
from it steam rises as though from a burning fire; but the other 
even in summer runs water like hail or cold snow or ice that 
forms from water. There beside these are the magnificent stone 
washing basins where the wives of the Trojans and their fair 
daughters washed their clothes clean in peace time before the 
sons of the Achaeans came. 

(22.I45-56) 

Once again this is a background appropriate for peacetime activity, 
not for the slaughter of Hector. Beauty and peace form the physical 
background and color the actions of the characters in this section of 
the narrative. 

The shield of Achilles in Book I8 is both physical and poetic 
background. It is physical background simply by being a material 
possession of a warrior. But it is poetic background because it is 
decorated with so many images which are similar to the other images 
which are present throughout the aristeia of Achilles. Peace and war 
are both represented. One city is at peace; marriages, festivals, and 
justice are its activities. Ploughmen drink honey-sweet wine as they 
turn their ploughs; while reapers bind sheaves, girls and young men 
whistle and sing as they gather grapes. Cattle are driven to pasture, 
and sheep feed in fields. Dancers whirl in the theater. But the other 
city is under seige and men wait in ambush; the goddesses Strife, 
Confusion, and Death go along the battlelines. A bull is attacked 
by two lions while the herdsmen set dogs against them. In the 
center of the shield are the heavens dotted with constellations; 
around the rim is the endless river Ocean. The shield is not a simile, 
and yet many of its subjects are the same as those in the similes:a 
city at war, ploughmen, reapers, lions attacking herds, and flocks of 
sheep. The shield is a picture of the ordered daily life of mankind; 
it is a summary of the universe in motion-both peace and war, life 
and death, justice and treachery. This shield with its cluster of 
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images stands at the beginning of Achilles' aristeia. Homer describes 
separately the detailed pictures embossed upon it; but when 
Achilles picks it up, he sees only the red glow of fire (I9.374 ff.).20 
In many ways-in the isolated fighting of Achilles, the inappro
priateness of the scenery in which he fights, the detail on the shield 
which he bears to battle, and in many of the similes-the aristeia of 
Achilles differs from the other aristeiai of the Iliad. 

In Book 23 when peace is restored to the Greek camp, the similes 
are all of peace. In Book 24 though Achilles is externally calm, his 
anger is unabated and dies slowly. Warlike similes describe his 
anger; he is a lion, and Iris goes to Thetis like a weight attached to a 
fish hook which brings death to fishes (24-4I, 572, and 80). 

But why is there such a contrast between the acts of the hero and 
the \yay in \'vhich they are presented? It is a poetic way of represent
ing the strange behavior of Achilles. He stands out from all the 
other \van-iors of the Iliad because he is playing the role of the 
\'engeful vvarrior with uncharacteristic strictness. Though previous
ly Achilles had taken men like Lycaon alive and sold them for 
ransom, now he will not even acknowledge the suppliant Trojan 
at his knees. Hector asks him to honor his body at least when he is 
dead, and Achilles not only refuses but so dishonors the corpse that 
the gods are distressed. To show the inversion of nature, gods fight 
gods in severe battle-although no harm can come to them-and, 
against all experience, fire extinguishes water as Scamander 
retreats before Hephaestus. 

At the end of the poem Achilles regains the humanity which must 
be a part of every heroic warrior. Diomedes can talk to Glaucus and 
enn exchange gifts in the midst of war; Ajax and Hector can fight 
like mortal enemies, but when the single combat is over, they 
exchange compliments and gifts. Such actions do not detract from 
the honor of a warrior, but show these men are aware of the bonds of 
humanity which unite them. To praise excellence in an enemy is no 
vice, but this Achilles will not do. To him for the moment all 
Trojans are enemies who are to be destroved and desecrated after 
death, a vain doctrine, and Achilles finds n"o satisfaction in maltrea
ting the body of Hector. Only the humanity of Priam shakes Achilles' 
anger and pride; Priam, though a king, pays homage to the excellen
ce of his son's slayer by kneeling before him . 

• 20 For a discussion of the use of the shield see vVhitman, pp. 205-206 and 
h. Eemhardt, Die llias und Ihr Dichter (Gottingcn 1961), pp. 401 -4 1 1. 
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The disparity between the heroic code as exemplified by true 
warriors and the gruesome semblance of it practiced by Achilles is 
shown in his actions and the reactions of the gods. Achilles' sleepless
ness, weeping, and solitary wandering are symptoms of the empti
ness left by Patroclus' death. Dishonoring Hector's lifeless body 
offers no relief and only outrages the gods, as when Apollo points up 
Achilles' inhumanity by saying that other men suffer personal loss 
and forget; the Moirai have put an enduring spirit in all men but 
Achilles (24-46 ff.). This disparity is reinforced by the similes and 
the physical setting, both of which create a thoroughly contrasting 
tone to that of a true heroic aristeia. 

The similes are small in scope, but as the poet extended them 
from the basic subject, he could develop each one to emphasize or 
contradict his story. If there was a contradiction, the singer was 
probably commenting on some element in the narrative. The similes 
in the aristeia of Achilles, though a purely secondary method by 
which the poet could indicate his feelings, effectively underline the 
basic themes of the great battle, the disillusionment, and the rebirth 
of human sensitivity in Achilles. The aristeia of Achilles combines 
many of the uses of the simile which are seen scattered throughout 
the rest of the narrative. This story of a great warrior finding inner 
peace is the culmination of the Iliad and reveals both in the building 
of the larger tale and in the extension of the similes the hand of a 
practiced and sensitive poet. 

II. THE SnnLES OF THE Odyssey 

The simile is not as vital a poetic technique in the Odyssey as it is 
in the Iliad, therefore any comment is based on a smaller amount of 
significant evidence and leads to conclusions which are often 
conjectural. There are hvo explanations for the lack of firm evidence 
in the Odyssey. First, a modern critic requires many extended 
similes with adequate parallels, both of vvhich the Odyssey lacks, 
the number of similes being only about one-third that of the Iliad. 
Because the plots of the two poems are so different, the number of 
parallel instances which can be taken from the Iliad and applied 
to the Odyssey is slight. Second, sixty percent of the similes in the 
Odyssey are short, and for the most part it is impossible to ascertain 
the intent of the poet in singing a short simile. Waves as big as 
mountains or mountain-sized people do not lend any ascertainable 
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atmospheric touch to the narrative but they merely express size 
(3.290 , 9.I90, 10. II3, and II.243).21 Similes of the sun and the moon 
are not drawn out but indicate the brightness of a palace or cloak 
(4-45, 7. 84, I8.296, I9· 234, and 24· I 48). Without these two sources 
of evidence a vie\\! of the similes in the Odyssey which approaches 
our understanding of the similes in the Iliad is impossible. 

There are, however, no similes in the Odyssey which are used so 
differently from their counterparts in the Iliad that the hand of an
other poet or the marks of another tradition can be clearly proved. 
The plot of the Odyssey differs so radically from that of the Iliad 
that seeming discrepancies can often be explained by reference to 
the basic stories. The Odyssey is focused on one man who meets 
many different creatures in many different settings; the Iliad is 
about many different men who meet each other in the same place 
for the same type of activity, war. If one of the functions of the 
simile is to provide variation and interest, there simply is less need 
for similes in the Odyssey because of the constantly shifting setting 
anel the varied, wondrous characters who fill the scenes. Yet those 
similes which do occur in the Odyssey seem to be placed, given 
subject.;, and extended in the same WZLy as the similes in the Iliad. 
Subjugated to the story and the narrative demands of indi,oidual 
scpnes, the similes in the Odyssey are sung with due regard for their 
traditional qualities anel with fnll feeling for the tone which they 
lend to the narratiYt:. 

The Odyssey contains similes of peace and of war, both of which 
are used to the same effect as they were in the Iliad. For example, 
the yOl1ilg princess, who comes with her companions to wash her 
fine clothes, meets Odysseus, the unclad solitary stranger cast from 
the sea. The maid is compared to Artemis running jubilantly on the 
mountain slopes with her companions while Odysseus is a hungry, 
\\~eather-worn lion who yearns for food (6.I02 and I30). As Odysseus 
gains admittance into the roval household the simile shows the 
change in him; his hair is lik~ hyacinth, and Athena sheds grace 
upon him as a craftsman overlays silver with gold (6.23I and 232). 
Later when Odysseus takes his vengeance on the suitors, the alterna
tion between peaceful and destructiye views of nature is similar to 
the treatment of aristeiai in the Iliad. As Odysseus' anger swells, he 
snarls like a bitch standing over her pups when she senses danger 

21 In this section all references are to the Odyssey. 
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(20.14). When the warrior is actually in the process of preparing for 
battle-the fetching and stringing of the bow-the similes become 
peaceful; the battle is about to begin, but for the moment there is 
peace. As Penelope opens the doors of the storeroom, they bellow 
like a bull grazing in the meadow. Odysseus strings the weapon of 
revenge as though it were a lyre; when he plucks the string, it sings 
like a swallow (21.48, 21.406 and 4II). Then follows a series of 
individual encounters. Odysseus and his loyalists attack like vultures 
which slay defenseless birds (22.302). V/hen Odysseus surveys the 
fallen suitors, he sees them as a heap of fish who lie dying on a sandy 
beach; he sits amid them like a blood-covered lion (22.384 and 402). 
The women holding their heads ready for the noose are like thrushes 
or doves which have fallen into a trap (22.468). How-ever, \vhen the 
fighting is over, Odysseus is once again beautified with hyacinth 
hair and a golden grace; Penelope is as happy as men who finally 
reach land after their ship has been sunk (23.158, 159, and 233). 

A simile of peace in a warlike setting marks the inability of 
warriors in the Odyssey's battle book, Book 22, where two such 
similes are placed together (22.299 and 302). The suitors are driven 
like cattle while Odysseus and his men are compared to yultures. 

Perhaps the most noticeable departure from the Iliad is the use 
of a continuing theme in the similes. \Vhenever a certain subject 
arises, it attracts the sarne type of simile. \Vhen the murder of 
Agamemnon is mentioned, the simile is of a slain animal: twice of an 
ox at the stall and once of swine slain for a banquet (4.535 and 
ILl-II; 11.413). In the Iliad from Book 18 through 22 fire similes 
are always applied to Achilles; but fire is a common simile describing 
several warriors in the Iliad. In the Odyssey there are certain simile 
subjects which run throughout the poem as secondary themes. The 
lion \vas a traditional image for the warrior; yet similes of lions 
accompany the lonely Odysseus and the delicate Penelope. Odysseus 
is the man who might fight continually to win his way home and 
even in his own palace must fight for his rights; in his battle from a 
homeless, lonely existence to full recognition and acceptance by his 
family he is often compared to a lion. This comparison arises, too, 
when people talk about the revenge which Odysseus will exact from 
the suitors. Menelaus tells Telemachus that his father will unleash a 
cruel doom just as a lion devours two fawns, a statement Telema
chus reports word for word (4.335 and 17.126). When Odysseus 
emerges from the bush in Phaeacia, he is like a lion (6.130). Penelo-
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pe, a subtle resister of the suitors and a partisan of Odysseus, fears 
like a lion who is being fenced in by men (4.791). Finally Odysseus 
after he has slain the suitors is: 

spattered with blood and filth like a lion who departs after 
feeding on an ox in the countryside-his chest and his ja\\'s on 
either side are bloody and he is a terrible sight to see 

From the start of the poem this revenge is foreshadowed in the 
thoughts and actions of Odysseus and Penelope. Part of the fore
shado\ving is represented in the lion similes sung throughout the 
poem at the mention of their names and recalled at the moment of 
triumph.22 

A thematic group of similes of family relationship crowd about 
Telemachus, Odysseus, and Penelope. vVhen Telemachus speaks, 
the images of the father-son relationship seem to spring to his lips. 
He tells Athena-~Ientes that she is as kind to him as a father is to a 
son, and he reminds the townspeople that Odysseus was a fatherly 
king to them (I.308 and 2-47). Eumaeus greets Telemachus as a 
father greets his only son (16.17). He tells Penelope that he was 
welcomed b.y "0J est or as enthusiastically as a son is welcomed by his 
father (Ii. III). Odysseus is also depicted by family similes. Mentor 
and Athena say that he ruled as gently as a father (2.234 and 5.12). 
On reaching land he rejoices as children rejoice when they learn 
that their father \vill recoyer from an illness (5.394). \Vhen Demodo
cus sings o£ the fall of Troy, Odysseus weeps like a woman who sees 
her husband cut down before the gates of his city (8.523). Odysseus 
and Telemachus meet in the swineherd's hut and wail like birds 
bereft of their young (16.216). As Penelope tells of her yacillation 
before the suitors, she is like Aedon who laments the death of her 
son (19.518). Similes of family life and loye surround these three 
characters who are struggling to return to their peaceful existence
an existence \\'hich they enjoyed before the family was shattered by 

. 22 The only other lion simile describes the Cyclops devouring two men, an 
Image that shows the roughness and bestiality of this savage. He is a lion 
wlllle the Greeks are puppies (9.289 and 2( 2). 

Odysseus and Penelope are each compared to lions one-sixth of the time 
that they are accompanied by a simile (Odysseus: 4 out of 25; Penelope: lout 
of 6). 
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the Trojan War and which will only be regained \vhen the lord of 
the house once again walks as master in his halls. 23 

These hvo motifs are developed in similes over the whole length 
of the poem. Because the Iliad is not a poem which tells a story as 
continuously as the Odyssey, it offers no examples of such an 
extended theme. The Odyssey is a different story lending itself to a 
different style; the similes aid the poet in telling this type of conti
nuing story more vividly.24 

Tr2.dition seems to have suggested the placement and the subject 
of the indi\'idual simile, while the poet exerted his own sense of the 
story in continuing each simile beyond the basic subject. In several 
repeated situations the poet chose to develop his subject in similar 
ways and thus offered proof that he \\Cas fully conscious of augmen
ting his own telling of the tale in extending his simile. Each simile 
could be extended six or seven lines or cut off after a short half-line 
phrase; thus lion similes are sometimes very long, often medium, 
and sometimes short. The creation of proper atmosphere seems to 
have been an important goal for the oral poet. His task was to keep 
the story moving while gi\-ing each element the proper stress since, 
in essence, he \\'as striving to make the story easier to understand 
and more interesting. The extension of the simile \vas not dictated 
by the details of the surrounding story or the narrative demands of 
the situation within the simile; rather the decision to stop or to 
continue was made by the poet as he sang each simile and attempted 
to achien a certain effect in developing its particular details. If 
the simile did not balance the narrative in all its elements-or 
perhaps in almost none-no harm \vas done as long as the dramatic 
illusion of the poem was maintained. Critics have tried often to 
explain the connection between the groans of Agamenon and the 
lightning of Zeus (10.5). In oral poetry no precise balance is needed; 
establishing a mood of anticipation is reason enough for the simile. 
If the simile continued in its own development further than the 
narrati','e situation and thus created a confused and unfulfilled 
foreshadowing of coming events, the poet was not disturbed. He and 

2:) These similes are used a significant number of times. One-quarter of 
Odysseus' similes refer to the family (6 out of 25); Telemachus has one-half 
family similes (4 out of 8); Penelope, one-sixth (lout of 6). 

24 Cf. \Vhitman, Chapter 12, "The Odyssey and Change" and M. van der 
Valk, "The Formulaic Character of Homeric Poetry and the Relation between 
the Iliad ane! the Odyssey," L' A ntiquite Classique 35 (1966), pp. 5-70. 
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his audience were aware that the simile did not have to match 
detail with detail. The ravenous wolves are stuffed with their prey, 
vvhile the Myrmidons have not set foot on the battlefield (16.155 
ff.), but there is no difficulty here for an oral poet or for his audience. 
The extended simile is a kind of independent poem which lends a 
tone to the whole of the narrative in which it is imbedded even 
though it may not offer much information about that scene. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE ORAL C01fPOSITION OF THE SIMILES 

The preceding three chapters have described the inception and 
development of the individual simile from a mixture of the inherited 
oral tradition and the poet's own sense of good narration. There 
are certain implications in such a theory which may seem hard to 
accept, especially those regarding the independent and autonomous 
nature of the simile. It is natural and easy to assume that a pervasive 
complementary relationship between each simile and its narrative 
has been created by the unifying touch of the poet, and such an 
assumption may be perceptive and yaluable in regard to a written 
masterpiece like the Aeneid. It is, however, largely inapplicable to 
an oral poem. l 

In several basic aspects the relation between simile and narrative 
in Homeric poetry is slight: 

I. The Placement of the Simile: The same type of narrative 
may have a long simile or a short one or no simile at all or even 
two similes; the simile in conception is a separate unit which can 
be added or subtracted easily from a scene. 

2. Point of Cmnparison: Some similes have an obvious con
nection to the narrative while others still defy commentators, 
and, in addition, there are those in which the point of comparison 
shifts while the poet is singing the simile. 2 The precision of 
balance between one object in the narrative and one in the 
simile is of secondary concern. Of major importance to the poet 
is the presence or absence of the simile; its connection to its 
passage is a formal concern and occupies the poet only briefly. 

3. Extension of the Simile: The simile is a very small atmos
pheric or tonal unit. It reinforces the direction and subtleties of 
the narrative; but it does not tell the story and can disagree 

1 For discllssions of \~ari()us relationships between simile and narrative see: 
Frankel. jJassim; K. lliezler, "Das homerische Gleichnis und del' Anfang der 
Philosophic", Die Antil!e I2 (I936), pp. 253-27I; \Vebstcl', pp. 223-239; 
\V. Schadewalclt, "Die homerische Glcichniswelt und die IZretisch-l\1ykcni
,;chc Kunst" in Von Homers TYeZt une! Wer!! (4th ed.; Stuttgart 1965), p. 
I49 H. 

2 Frankel, p. 6 f. 
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with the details of the surrounding narrative. The length of the 
extension is determined by the poet's wishes in coloring each 
scene; which is to say that the length of the simile is controlled by 
the poetic needs of the total passage and the amount of extension 
required to create a simile of unambiguous tone. 

These three conclusions, which have been derived from an examina
tion of individual similes and their settings, imply that the oral 
tradition's regulatory force is based more upon suggestion than 
dictation. When the poet chose to usc a certain type of simile, his 
thinking about placement and subject matter was conditioned by 
the surrounding narrative and his remembrance of previous per
formances. The narrative did not require that the poet follow one 
and only one recommendation of the tradition; he chose between 
se,"eral alternate suggestions. Similarly, when the poet extended 
his simile, he could always have attempted to devise a series of 
details which closely paralleled the narratiYe, but he seems to have 
sought to match only the tone of the simile with the surrounding 
narrati\"e. The oral tradition cannot and does not, of itself, compel 
the poet to choose unwillingly the length, the subject, the location, 
or the tone of his simile. The poet remains free to develop each 
simile as he ·wishes. 

Thus the poet is as free in formulating the individual simile as he 
is in singing any scene in the narrative. It is, therefore, to be 
expected that the types of materials available to him in terms of 
words, phrases, and longer blocks of lines should enable him to 
compose each simile as a unit independent from the narrative. 
Only if he is adequately supplied with such materials will the inter
pretation of the similes offered in this study be consistent with our 
knowledge of oral verse-making. Consequently it is important to 
determine the kinds of formulaic or linguistic units in which the 
oral poet composed. There are two topics for examination which aid 
in isolating the irreducible units of oral composition found in the 
similes: 

I. The repeated similes 
2. Jlethods of extending the simile 

1. HOMER'S REPEATED SIMILES 

The repeated similes in the Iliad and the Odyssey are important 
eyiclence which must be fitted into any theory concerning our 
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understanding of the oral poet or the composition of the poems. 
One theory explains that similes are consciously repeated by a 
master poet who dominated the construction of the whole Iliad or 
the whole Odyssey.3 In this theory such similes become small bits of 
evidence for a strongly unitarian point of view. Alternatively, 
one of the pair of repeated similes is criticised as a pale reflection or 
mindless copy of the other-which then, of course, becomes vigorous 
and forthright, well-set and suited to the surrounding narrative.4 

From such disagreement it is, at the very least, clear that one's 
interpretation of repeated similes must somehow be consistent with 
one's conception of the composition of the poems.5 

There are numerous repeated similes in the Iliad and the Odyssey. 
In fact, it seems inevitable for an oral poet to repeat short similes 
coming at the close of the line and filling a conventional space. 
For example, the following repeated simile-phrases fall between 
the Bucolic diaeresis and the end of the line: 

_vv_~ Times Used 

~G'l'e ~e~po[ 3 
~G'l'e ~e~p6~ 

~,j't'e x(X1t'v6~ 2 

~G'l'e fL1)~1J~ 2 
~G'l'e fL1)~1J 

~G'l'e XOUp1J 2 

~G'l'e 1\"Upyo~ 3 
~G'l'e 'l'C£UpO~ 2 
~UX'l't emxw~ 2 

81Jpt eo~xw~ 2 

ilp~~8e~ &~ 2 
ilpv~8c£~ &~ 

7)eAW~ &~ 3 
~eAwv &~ 

aC£[fLo~~ !O'o~ 8 
~p~e'( !O'o~ 3 
~p~e'( !O'o~ 

Ac£[Ac£m !O'o~ 3 
Ac£[Ac£m rO'o~ 

3 For example, C. M. Bowra, Tradition and Design in the Iliad (Oxford 
1930), p. 92, A. Shewan, "Suspected Flaws in Homeric Similes" in Homeric 
Essays (Oxford 1935), pp. 217-228, and Webster p. 235 ff. 

4 For example, H. Diintzer, Homerische Abhandlungen (Leipzig 1872), 
pp. 499-506; V. Inama, "Le Similitudini nell' Iliade e nell' Odissea," RFIC 5 

5 Text of footnote 5 on page 129. 
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The choice between several of these metrically equivalent phrases 
depends on the context: Ajax attracts the phrase "like a tower." 
However there seems little reason on the basis of immediate context 
to choose "like a wild beast" over "like a whirlwind"; there are 
enough examples of warriors attacking like various wild animals 
-lions or boars-that there appears no reason for the poet to neglect 
the phrase "e'fJP~ ~o~xwc;" when speaking of Nestor's attack at 
II. 747. 6 It is clear that there are metrical considerations which 
would suggest this list of similes to the poet often enough for him to 
repeat them. The instances of the wild beast and whirlwind similes 
imply that several simile units may have been interchangeable 
provided that their subjects did not drastically disagree with the 
surrounding narrative and were sanctioned as alternates by the oral 
tradition; timid fawns and savage animals are essentially so different 
that they are probably not alternatives for anyone context. 

More interesting are the eight repeated longer similes ranging from 
two lines to eight lines; each pair is contained exclusively in only one 
of the poems so that there is no necessary connection between 
the Iliad and the Odyssey. The eight repeated longer similes are: 

1. 5.782= 7.256: The men around Diomedes stand like lions or 
boars; the single battle of Ajax and Hector is described in the 
same words 

2. 5.860= 14.148: Ares and Poseidon on separate occasions shout 
like nine or ten thousand warriors 

3· 6.506= 15.263: Paris and Hector both go to battle like a stallion 
4· 11.548= 17.657: Ajax and Menelaus each retreat from battle 

like a hungering lion 
5· 13.389= 16-482: Asius and Sarpedon both fanlike oaks 
6. Od. 4.335= Od. 17.126: Telemachus repeats the words of 

Menelaus including the simile of the mother doe 
7· Od. 6.232= Od. 23.159: Odysseus steps from his bath in Ithaca 

and also in Phaeacia covered with grace like a valuable object 
of silver oyerlaid with gold. 

(I877), pp. 277-375, esp. 359-6I; and H. Mancuso, "De Similitudinibus 
Homericis Capita Selecta. Particula I: Certamen Leonis et Asini," RFIC 43 
(I9 I 5), pp. 56-66. 
, 5 The challenge is clearly stated by Leaf on I5.263-68: "How a single 
Homer' could have thus repeated his own best passages, careless of their 

appropriateness, it is for the defenders of the unity of the Iliad to say." 
6 For example, 5.I6I, II.I29; I1.3 24, 17.28 1. 

Suppl. to Mnemosyne XXVIII 9 
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And perhaps the best known example is 9.14 vvhich is repeated word 
for \",ord at 16.3: 

... shedding tears like a fountain of black water which pours 
its dark stream down a steep rock. 

One critic with strong unitarian leanings comments: "Perhaps the 
most beautiful and clearly significant repetition of a motif in the 
whole Iliad is the one of the 'dark-watered spring' which occurs at 
the beginning of both IX and XVI".7 Zenodotus-with a more 
analytic outlook-athetizes the first appearance of the lines in 
Book 9 probably because they are copies. Clearly this discrepancy 
in treating this one repeated simile is closely related to each critic's 
understanding of the poem's composition. 

Excision of one of the pair of similes is always a possibility;8 there 
are, however, two other theories which might explain the phenome
non of the repeated similes. One theory would explain the second 
simile as a conscious reminiscence of the first. Another theory 
maintains that each pair may be a simile unit held in the mind 
which happened to be used twice. 9 

7 'Whitman, p. 279. Cf. Webster, p. 236. 
8 However, excision as a critical tool must be judiciously used. Cf. the 

approach of B. Fenik, Typical Battle Scenes in the Iliad (Wiesbaden 1968) to 
repeated patterns and lines; esp. p. 45: "Repetition, by itself, is not sufficient 
proof of consciously planned effect, or for maintaining that one part is older 
than another, or that two different poets were at work. Other, and stronger 
evidence is needed for anv of these conclusions." 

9 It might be objected that Homer was not purely an oral poet depending 
on his memory but could take advantage in some way of the art of writing; 
d. A. Lesky, "Homeros", HE Suppl. II (1968), 703-709. It would be 
possible in this case for Homer to have composed a simile, found it to his 
liking, recalled it and used it again. Such repetition would not necessarily 
involve reminiscence of the previous setting of the simile; see Lesky in DLZ 
56 (1935) 1291. Yet on the assumption that the similes arose out of oral 
rather than written practice and that their nature is better explained by 
initial examination under conditions of oral composition, a modern critic 
should not automatically jump to the introduction of writing to explain the 
repeated similes. These similes offer strong indication that they were employ
ed in a way consistent with our knowledge of oral poetic practice. It is most 
valuable for a discussion of the essential oral nature of these repeated similes 
to treat them as parallel to other repeated scenes, such as eating and arming 
scenes, where repetition is not to be explained on the basis of written reuse 
but on the basis of a very strong tradition. If it is assumed that we possess 
two occurrences out of four, five, or a potential one hundred repetitions, then 
the simile is as good as being part of a remembered pool, written or not. In 
this case my arguments for a collection of reusable similes would apply. 
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I h,l'(e cited above one critic who feels that the simile of the 
dark-watered fountain at the beginning of Book r6 is a reminiscence 
of the same simile in Book 9. Numerous parallels between the two 
books suggest that his interpretation of the repeated simile is not 
unreasonable. The situation of the Greeks at the end of Book IS is 
again cle"perate-cven more desperate than in Book 9. Achilles' 
emotions haye deepened. X mv there \vill be another appeal to Achilles, 
but this time a more effective kind of appeal. Achilles in his mYl1 

\\'ords will refer to the hollow offer made by Agamemnon in Book 9, 
but in Book 16 he will yield on one point by sending Patroc1ns out to 
aid the Greeks. There is eH;ry reason to think that Homer wanted his 
audience to remember the parallel scene and appe~d in Book 9 as 
they heard the plea of Patroclus. The later simile which echoes the 
e:ulier, may sL,ggest to the audience that a scene is coming which will 
have important parallels to earlier scenes, as well as significant 
differences. III the same way it has been suggested that the simile of 
Odysseus stepping from the bath in Ithaca at Od. 23.159 is meant to 
rl'c~il11he earlier simile when he came from the bath in Phaeacia at 
Oc1. 6.232. In Phaea.cia he \Vas beginning his return to civilized life; 
ill Itllaca he had regained his family, his home, and his throne.10 

Ther,~ may even be good cause to remember the earlier simile of 
Paris racing jo~'fully to battle like a stallion at the point when 
Hector is cured and races to battle with the identical description 
(6.506= 15.263). The acts and the abilities of these two men on 
behalf of Troy are clearly contrasted throughout the Iliad.H In 
these three sets of repeated longer similes there may be reason to 
assert thc,t the poet has repeated the second simile to remind the 
audience of the first singing of the simile. 

An(l yet no critic has claimed that the second simile of the 
hungering lion, y,hich accompanies the retreat of .:vlenelaus, is 
meant to reGell the earlier retreat of Ajax (17.657=11.548). These 
t\\'O similes are about the same: clist.Tilce apart in the narrative as 
the t\\'O similes of the fountain of black water. \Vhy is one a clear 

Lee suggests on p. 26 that these similes were repeated because there was no 
tradition upon which poets could dray; in creating them; since the simile was a 
late creation, poets turned to pre-existing material "in default of traditional 
formulas". Such a ,'iew ignores the subtlety with which the simile of the 
hungering lion is placed in its setting. In addition, this argument is weakened 
by the overwhelming number of unrepeated similes. 

10 \Yebster, p. 23 6. 
11 Cf. Bowra op. cit, (supra, n, 3) p. <)2, 
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reminiscence while the other is not? The same question could be 
asked of the similes at 5.860 and I4.I48: Poseidon shouts like nine 
or ten thousand warriors to encourage the Greeks in Book I4; 
Ares shouts in the same way when he is wounded at the end of Book 
5. Euen though Idomeneus kills Asius who falls like an oak, there 
are no critics who have seen a reminiscence when Sarpedon falls in 
exactly the same way under the attack of Patroclus (I3.389= 
I6-482). Brave men stand around Diomedes like lions or boars; in 
the same \yords the single battle of Ajax and Hector is described. 
Where is the conscious reminiscence here (5.782=7.256)? 

The final repeated simile occurs at Od. 4.335 and Od. I7.I26 in a 
speech which is repeated word for word. The repetition is quite 
extensive, and it seems that the simile is merely a part of the whole 
repeated speech. Since too many messengers repeat messages word 
for word to call this a subtle reminiscence, it is obviously a simple 
report of an earlier speech, simile and all. This pair of similes can 
safely be disregarded in a discussion which focuses on similes 
repeated for no reason other than to echo a previous passage. 

However in the case of the other seven long repeated similes 
there are three sets of parallel scenes where the narrative itself 
suggests that Homer is evoking recollection of a previous passage. 
In each of these sections there is a repeated simile, but even without 
the simile these passages might be called consciously reminiscent, or 
they \yould at least invite comparison because of the parallel to a 
previous situation. Since in the remaining four sets there is no 
parallel in the narrative, either there must be further evidence found 
to insist that those particular three similes are consciously repeated, 
or else there is need to look for other interpretations which will 
explain all seven sets of similes consistently. 

Perhaps the most instructive of the repeated similes is 11.548= 
17.657 where the simile is almost repeated, but the introductory 
two lines are varied: 

And even as a t,nnlY lion is driven from the cattle yard by dogs 
and country folk ... 

He went his \yay as a lion from the cattle yard where he has 
tired himself harassing dogs and men ... 

(I7·657-8) 
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\\"ho do not allow him to seize the fattest of the herd, watching 
through the night, but lusting for flesh he drives on, yet accom
plishes nothing. Many spears fly against him from brave hands, 
and burning torches which he flees eyen though he is eager. At 
dawn he goes away disappointed. 

(11.550-555 and 17.659-664) 

The picture of the lion in the last six lines of both similes is the 
Sitme word for word. He is a hungering beast who is stopped from 
snatching food; he waits the whole night through and then goes 
away still hungry. 'What is different in the two similes is the initial 
situation. In the simile from Book II the lion has been attacking the 
cattle pen all night and with the coming of dawn is finally driven 
Clway. In the simile in Book 17 the lion has exhausted himself by 
making attempts throughout the night and departs because the 
men haye outlasted him. The first lion has been momentarily fought 
off, departs still bold and \'igorous, and most probably will return 
to continue harassing the shepherds. The second lion has had no 
more success and departs exhausted because the farmers have so 
stoutly defended their holdings. The first lion mnst be driven away 
enll with the arri',:al of dawn; the second lion admits defeat. The 
major difference in phrasing at the beginning of each simile is the 
\"erb and the change of the lion from object in the first simile to 
subject in the second. The rest of the cast of characters in this small 
story remains the same, men and dogs. In Book II, where the men 
and dogs pursue the lion, the verb is SCJaEUOV'C'O; in Book I7 when the 
lion gro\yS tired of provoking the men and dogs, the verb is x&[J-'{)O"~ 
\'.hich makes these two lions seem to be different animals even 
though most of the description is the same. 

The change in the opening of the similes is dictated by the situa
tion in the narrati\"e. III Book II Ajax has been successful even 
though manv of the Greek leaders have been wounded and have had 
to be taken back to camp. Ajax is still fighting with all the strength 
he cccm muster, but there is a stronger force working against him. 
The text states that Zeus turned Ajax to flight; in spite of this 
pressnrc upon him Ajax gcLye way slowly and stubbornly (544). 
He ga','c \\'ay like the lion who retreilts unwillingly and is fought off 
\Iith ciifficulty. In Book 17, however, Ajax asks Menelaus to 
withclra\': to find Antilochus. Since Menchtus is ,Yorried lest the 
body of Patroclus be taken while he is gone, he is careful to give 
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special urging to Meriones and to the tvvo Ajaxes. Then he withdraws 
reluctantly like the lion who gives away after he has been over
powered and leaves without the prize he hungered for. 

It is clear that Homer has endeavored to make each lion suit the 
narrative in which he appears. The simile from Book II v'lould not 
fit in Book 17 because the first two lines do not parallel the basic 
outline of the situation there, and the same is true of placing the 
simile from Book 17 into Book II. And yet only two out of eight 
lines were altered to suit the particular passage, \vhile the other six 
lines were repeated word for word and were very specifically not 
adapted to their location. 

The fact that the same simile can be used with so little change in 
two quite different scenes is significant. The poet seems to have had 
a block of lines about the hungering lion independent of any 
particular context. Similarly the basic arming scene and the basic 
scene of preparation of a meal were carried in the poet's mind 
'without regard to a specific narrative context. All of these scenes 
could be altered to suit the needs of the immediate narrative, as 
could any of the other sets of repeated similes, long or short. In the 
case of the short similes there may have been some metrical necessity 
which dictated their use, but they were as much units held in the 
poet's mind as were the long similes \yhich are repeated.l2 

Such a conclusion does not imply that the similes in the Homeric 
text are direct descendants from lItiycenaean ancestors or survivals 
from a far distant era. G. P. Shipp has listed the features of the 
similes which are linguistically late and has, thereby, shown that the 
simile as it appears in the preserved text is relatively late in composi
tion.13 Webster states that some similes, like those of lions or boars, 
are quite old, and Shipp concurs that at the very least the short 
comparisons are the older form from which the more elaborate 

12 This statement goes against the judgement of Shewan 0/). cit. (supra, 
n. 3) p. 220: "It is very difficult ... to accept the explanation from imitation 
or borrowing, whether from a predecessor or a common stock. 

To sllstain such a theory, it would be necessary for its advocates to prove, 
beyond doubt, that in such cases the recurring simile is in one of its occurren
ces unsuitable to the context and borrowed. This can seldom, if ever, be 
shown. But till that is done, we are entitled to accept the duplicated image as 
original in both cases." Such a conclusion seems to advance our understanding 
very slightly and to ignore the implications of the simile of the hungering 
lion. 

13 Shipp, pp. 3-222 . 
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simile evolvedJ4 The comparison as a mode of expression, the 
limited number of simile families, and the repeated connection 
between one specific narrative feature and the same simile subject 
-all these could be very ancient without affecting the particular 
formulation of the simile as it exists in the Homeric text. ]. B. 
Hainsworth and A. Hoekstra are convinced that the traditional 
diction underwent perceptible change and that the survivals from 
earlier centuries would quite naturally disappear or be replaced by 
more contemporary phrasing; Hoekstra adds that the oral language 
changed at a greater rate at the very end of the tradition than it had 
for the preceding centuriesJ5 Both scholars can maintain such a view 
about the oral diction without insisting that the old stories and the 
archaeological survivals would necessarily be required to disappear 
at the same time. The linguistic formulation of a fact or an idea does 
not ~tffect the ancientness of that fact or idea. I suspect that the 
lion comparison as a form of expression is quite old and that there 
\,'ere extended lion similes in Greek hexameter verse long before 
Homer's composition of the Iliad and the Odyssey. The extended 
simile as a means of storytelling is so frequent in occurrence, so 
patterned in usage, and so deeply embedded in the fabric of the 
poems that it is almost impossible to think of it as the discovery of 
anyone man. The simile as a means of expression is at least as old 
as the Gilgamish epic and other ancient Ncar Eastern texts. In 
these examples the simile is usually of the short, embryonic type. 
Only Homer regularly uses the extended simile. In addition, the 
phrasing of the lion simile and of most of the other similes seems 
rclatiYely recent, perhaps vvithin one hundred years of the composi
tion of the Iliad and the Odyssey. Homer, as a young poet, might 
have heard the bard ,,,ho formulated the simile of the dark-watered 
fountain and might haye carried it in his mind. Then this simile, 
although relatively late in its phrasing, \vould still be one of a large 
collection of anonymous similes which could be called traditional 
because of the long history of the simile as a form of expression. 
Perhaps Homer even comnosed the simile of the dark-watered 
fOllntain himself in his you~h, remembered it, and used it several 
times in his recitations. In this case it would also be part of a large 

14 Shipp, p. z08 if. and 'Webster, p. zZ3 it 
15 J. B. Hainsworth, "The Homeric Formula and the Problem of its 

Transmission," BICS 9 (196z), pp. 57-68 and A. Hoekstra, Homeric Modifica
tzons of Formulaic Prototypes (Amsterdam 1965). 
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collection of independent, though no longer anonymous, similes. 
The method of expression would still be traditional in that young 
Homer built his simile in imitation of a familiar form, but the 
particular simile would show the influence of recent linguistic 
developments because, in fact, it was composed by the poet himself. 

I t should be noted that Shipp in his study of the language of the 
similes is seeking late, but not necessarily post-Homeric, forms; 
he is not trying to analyze the amalgam of linguistic strata which 
are present in the language of anyone simile.16 His method is 
proper for his purpose, since if similes uniformly contain a large 
number of late forms, then it is reasonable to assume that most of 
them were composed in their particular formulation late in the 
development of the oral tradition. It would, hmvever, be a distortion 
of Shipp's conclusions to state that all similes contain only late 
forms; similes are composed of words borro\vecl from diverse ages 
and dialects. For example, in the simile of the hungering lion Shipp 
notes only three linguistic particularities: zYP'~(J(JO'l"EC;, ZPc("[~Ul'l and 
&ypo~(hC(t. The remaining words are either earlier words or do not 
bear a linguistic imprint which would permit any precise dating. 
In addition, the line 1I.549= 15.272 leads an independent enough 
existence in the poet's repertoire that it can be transferred from one 
context to another in spite of the fact that one of these linguistically 
late features is included in this line. It is, thus, a line that is marked 
as late but still is c"rried as an improvisational unit in the poet's 
mind. 

The same amalgam of old and new can be found in an.y of the 
repeated similes. Consistency in analyzing components of oral 
poetry demands that the repeated similes be treated as units which 
were as traditional and as autonomous, but also as adaptable, as the 
basic arming and banquet scenes.17 

16 Cf. the cautionary comments of P. Chantraine in his review of Shipp in 
Revue de Phil(jlogie 29 (1955), p. 72 f. Also G. S. Kirk, The Songs of Homer 
(Cambridge I962), p. 20I ff. 

J 7 As an example of the mixing of old and new in arming scenes, d. the 
armings of Patroclus at 16.130 if. and of Achilles at 19.367 n. Both are built 
on the basis of a tradition'll framework; the structure of each of these scenes 
has been analyzed by \Y. ,\rend, Die Typischen Scenen bei Homer (Berlin 
I933), pp. 92-97 and Table 6 and]. 1. Armstrong, "The Arming Motif in the 
lliaci," AJP 79 (195R), pp. 337-54. lnto this framework are set lines 16·14 I -

144 oc= I9.388-39I. These lines concerning the Pelian ash spear are not part 
of the traditional scene, yet are basic to the arming scenes in their contexts, 
and are-as might be expected-cited in Shipp as containing a sign of 
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Such a theory about the repeated similes has important implica
tions for the composition of passages containing such similes, and 
perhaps for the passages surrounding other similes as well. Any 
critical comment on the organic unity of simile and narrative in these 
passages is based upon the happy matching of two entities which 
probably were separated in the traditional heritage of the poet. It 
would seem more likely for a simile to have some rough edges and 
not to fit too easily into its setting. The poet did not in a mood of 
detached meditation create a unity of simile and narrative in which 
each component complemented the other and from which one ele
ment could not be removed without destroying the whole. ls Rather, 
as he sang, he could fit the simile, as a unit unto itself, into a passage 
of coherent narrative in the hope that the two elements would 
blend; but there \vas no guarantee.19 Chances were against that type 
of perfect match between simile and narrative which has been so 
well illustrated by V. Poschl in regard to the similes of Vergi1. 20 

The poet did not, however, abdicate his proper concern with the 
artistic effect of the \vhole passage. It is evident how well the poet 

linguistic lateness (pp. 35 and 92 n. 2). It is significant that even lines marked 
as being late compositions are made up of smaller units paralleled elsewhere 
in the Iliad, none of which are noted by Shipp as containing any sign of 
linguistic lateness (with 16.I4I compare 5.746, 8.390, 16.802, 2.231, 15.S69 
and 23.668; with 16.143 compare 21.162 and 4.219). Thus, arming scenes 
show a relatively late formation in several words, were probably carried in 
the poet's mind as units to judge from their repetition, and betray a much 
older tradition in their standard format and formulaic phrasing. In this 
combination of old and new they are parallel to the similes. 

18 This statement may seem to contradict the words of Frankel, p. lOS: 
"Aber dass die Gleichnisse grundsatzlich eine von der Erzahlung ganz freie, 
sclbstandige Ausmalung des einmal angegebenen Motivs boten, ist falsch." 
However I do not believe that Frankel is working at cross purposes to the 
conclusions of this study. He is analysing the numerous connections which 
were made by the poet to his simile scenes while admitting that there are 
always details which would not fit; I am concentrating more on those ele
ments of the similes which did not fit while agreeing that there are a surprising 
number of effective connections. It seems reasonable that the poet could 
have chosen one of his simile blocks to sing and, when finished, realized 
consciously or unconsciously that the action could now be picked up at a 
pomt further advanced than it was at the beginning of the simile. 

I. Frankel, p. 6 points to a looser connection between simile and narrative 
when he notes that there are similes which have a double point of comparison, 
e.g., 13.492, 15.624, S.87. The basic insignificance of the point of comparison 
IS revealed when the poet can change it quite easily in the course of his 
song. 

, 20 .For example, the careful analysis of the simile of Diana, p. IIS ff. in 
\'. Poschl, Die Dichtkunst Virgils (2nd ed.; Darmstadt 1964). 
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has formed his material to fit the narrative in the two repeated lion 
similes. As a second example, the excellence of the galloping horse 
as a comparison to the proudly running Paris at the end of Book 6 
has been noted by diverse critics; as a corollary this same simile at 
I5.263 is not acknowledged to be as well suited to its surrounding 
passage, though it is by no means inapt. 21 In recognizing the 
standardized quality of similes there is no slight intended to the 
poetic effectiveness with which the poet employed his traditional 
material. The bricks of a well-built house wall are as homely out of 
context as those from a rough foundation; it is the placement of 
each brick in proper relation to those around it 'Ivhich creates a 
'well-laid wall. 

These comments on the repeated similes need not apply to all 
similes. Speculations on oral composition would be much easier if it 
could be assumed that Homer always created in a uniform way, but 
there is no binding constraint which forced the poet either to choose 
a simile from his previous experience or to formulate each simile 
anew. Because Homer customarily used repeated lines and patterns 
when a warrior armed or ate or participated in many of the usual 
activities of warriors, it may be reasonable to assume that there are 
more independent simile units in the text than existing evidence 
'will prove. 22 If other similes \vere drawn from a pre-existing collec
tion within the poet's mind, then there is support for the harsh 
criticism of Gilbert ?vIurrav: 

Every simile is fine, vivid, and lifelike; but a good many of them 
are not apposite to the case for which they are used, and all have 
the same readv-made air. 23 

Many different critics have found difficulties in joiniag particular 
similes to the narrative. The conclusions of this study of repeated 
similes imply that ill-matched similes or, in fact, misfits could be 
at times expected, though they probably \yould not be regarded as 
misfits by the poet who, whenever he drew upon a store of tradition
al simile subjects alld scenes, was trying to achieve only a basic 
match to his narrative. Since he gave little attention to pairing each 
detail of such a simile to some fact in the surrounding story, it is 

21 Leaf, on 6.505 and 15.263-68; and C.R Beye, The Iliad, the Odyssey, 
and the Epic Tradition (Xcw York I966), p. 27 f. . 

22 Cf. the various scenes analyzed by Arend op. cit. (supra, n. I7). 
23 Murray, p. 245. 
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impressive that he so often achieved an effective balance in tone and 
in individual details. 

These conclusions are supported by the repeated simile of the 
hungering lion. In Book II Ajax does depart from men who are 
throwing spears at him, but there is no particular prize for which 
he has been striving nor have his opponents been fighting him so 
long that they could be described as watching their treasure the 
whole night through. In Book 17 Menelaus does depart from a 
prize which is specific and the fight has been going on over this one 
prize long enough that the mention of men who have been guarding 
throughout the night has point. Menelaus, however, does not leave 
immediately as the lion does, but he remains for a four line speech to 
the Ajaxes and :Meriones before he withdraws. Each simile contains 
some details v,hich do not suit the location in which it occurs. But no 
critic has said that the simile itself is un forceful or lacks color. In 
both cases a \V'arrior withdraws from battle reluctantly; as Homer 
thought oyer his collection of similes, the image of the hungering 
lion came to mind as a subject well suited to the narrative situation. 
He sang the basic unit, much as he had sung arming and eating 
scenes. The parallels were obvious and appropriate, even though 
some details did not match the surrounding scene. 24 

Such a theory concerning repeated similes implies that there was 
little reminiscence by these similes. The repeated simile was merely 
another repeated unit. Just as there is no particular reminiscence-or 
even recollection-involved when Odysseus has three meals in one 
night, so also in repeating simile units there is no reminiscence. The 
poet had chosen the same lines twice in similar situations. In fact, 
each set of repeated similes does occur in contexts which are enough 
alike to suggest the same description. 

The poet who composed in this way is familiar from other studies 
of oral poetry. He was a poet who composed in terms of units: 
half-lines, whole lines, and blocks of lines, a store of ready-made 
phrases and passages from which he could always draw. He tried 
to adapt his units of composition when he could, though his prime 
goal was to keep the story moving forward. Sometimes he came to 
contexts where he customarily sang a simile. Seven times in the 

• 2 •• Cf. Bowra op. cit. (supra n. 3), p. II9: "The epic poet learned some 
sImIles as he learned other stock-lines, and, if these were less appropriate in 
some places than in others, that was because for the moment he relied more 
on his training than on his judgement." 
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Iliad and in the Odyssey he chose the same simile unit for a parallel 
context; though on one of these occasions he had to adapt the 
opening a little, essentially it remained the same simile. While it is 
impossible to identify which similes were taken with little or no alter
ation from the pool of traditional oral units, the examination of the 
repeated similes demonstrates that the poet did draw upon such a 
source at the very least seven times. 25 It is of the utmost importance 
to realize that there is evidence for the existence of this collection 
of similes because such a supply enabled the poet to sing a simile as 
easily as he sang any other type scene. 

II. :\1ETHODS OF EXTENDING THE SIMILE 

The second major question in analyzing the oral nature of the 
similes concerns the methods of extending the simile. It is evident 
that there arc common features in long and short similes. 26 Many of 
the short similes seem to be independent formulaic units which fill a 
standard metrical space in the line. The simile which is contructed 
from a single unit of such a nature seems more a building block 
whose internal components are fixed because of the demands of the 
hexameter line than an indiyidnal creation grafted ne3.tly into that 
particuhir spot in the narntive. It is possible to demonstrate, in 
addition, that the majority of longer similes were composed by 
e';tencling the basic simile unit through the addition of separate 
lines and half -lines which are not orgimically related to each other 
or to the simile as a whole, the extended simile being as much a 
product of oral composition as the narrati\'c. 

Because the poet thought in terms of the basic simile subject, it is 
reasonable to assume that the short simile was the essential simile 
form. There \':as ahyays a part-line simile availab1e from many of the 
traditional simile families \yhich would fit easily into the metrical 
cola of the line. 27 A brief summary of the possibilities for introducing 

25 Cf. the similar explanation of repeated typical scenes by Fenik op. cit. 
(supra, n. 8), p. 47: " ... the source of the typical scenes is not to be found 
in a particular poem, but in the general technique of oral composition." 

26 Cf. Webster, pp. 223 if. and 235. 
27 .Much of the discussion of the colom8tric structure and the placement of 

the caesurae in the hexameter line will be based on the studies of O':;-':eill and 
Porter: E. G. O'Xeill, Jr., "The Localization of Metrical \1I,'ord-Types in the 
Greek Hexameter," YCS 8 (1942), pp. 103-178 and H. K. Porter, "The 
Early Greel, Hexameter," YCS 12 (1951), pp. I,63. I will refer to these 
articles by the author's names. 
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a short lion simile within the traditional caesurae of the hexameter 
line ,yill illustrate the wide flexibility possessed by the poet: 

Nominative: iJJa"o; Ae -6)'1 Ae -6)'1 &~ 

&(1 -'t'e Ae- 6)'1 Ae -6)'1 iJJr;, 

&~ 8' e~e I,,(e; "0; Ae -6)'1 

iJJr;, ,,(r;, "0; Ae -6)'1 

Accusative: Ae -0'1- 6' iJJr;, 

iJJr;, "0; Ae -0'1"0: 

Dual: o({t) 
, 

'1"6) yo; Ae- 0'1 -"0; 
WG "0; Ae - 0'1 -"0; 

_ v v - vv - v v - v v - v v - -
A Al B2 Bl C1 

I 2 3 4 l 5 6 

Some of these basic units appear alone, but each is extended into 
a longer simile. It is instructi\'e to see the many different ways in 
which the phrase "like a lion" or "like two lions" can be adapted to 
fit into a line; in effect, with a little variation in surrounding ,vords 
the poet can sing the simile "like a lion" in any of the hexameter 
line's four cola. 28 The \vords which are added or subtracted in each 
individual occurrence are merely methods of adapting the basic 
formula to suit \'arious metrical configurations. 

" There are two entries on this chart which appear to be outside the 
normal colollletric structure: ),swv wC; ending at 12 and w~ TtC; TS AS(.)V emling 
at 7. There are two examples of )/owv WC; ending the line (11.129 anel 20.164) 
even though Porter's Table Va shows that Isfslfl or 5 is one of the least 
common metrical patterns in the fourth colon. There is further indication 
that this phrase is difficult to introduce neatly into the line: the same two 
words precede each occurrence ("lVC(VTtoV iv;o ASC,)V wc;"). The second 
phrase (0~ TtC; TEO Mwv is always filled out bv a preposition (s 5) which makes 
~hlS pattern the second most prevalent in this position according to Porter's 
fable IVa. ),swv WC; remains a difficult phrase to reconcile with colometric 
structure; the rest of the examples seem to fit neatly within the standard 
cola of the line and thus prividc wide opportunity for a poet to insert the 
phrase "like a lion". 
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Whenever the poet felt that the shorter simile was inadequate for 
the effect he desired, he could extend it. An example of this type of 
extension is seen in a comparison of the following passages: 

70U~ e~~ye eupoc~e ~ee~n6~oc~ ~G~e ve~pou~, 
a~O'e a' on[O'O'w xe~poc~ eU~fL~'t'o~mv tfLiim 

These he led out of the water bewildered like fawns and he 
bound their hands behind them with well-cut thongs ... 

(21. 2 9-30 ) 

&~ ot fLEV )WStZ o(O''';'u T.e<pu~6~e~ ~G~e ve~pot 
,~ -, I' " " , ~'.1. (aP(') ocns\jJuxov,,;,o nwv ~ ocxeov~o ~e O~'j'ocv 

Throughout the town these men, who had fled like fawns, 
dried off their sweat and drank and quenched their thirst ... 

ou~ ~~voc~ oco fLSe~EV~OC~ tao~ O'~uyepou nOAEfLow, 
~ou~ fLOCAOC ve~xdeO'xs XOAw,,;,o~mv enEeO'O'~v' 
'" Apye~o~ L6fLwpo~, eAenze~, ou vu O'E~eO'ee; 

,,;,[<pe' OU~(,)~ ~O'~~'!e ,,;,ee'YjT.6~e~ ·r.G~e ve~po[, 
oct '!' end oov ~XOCfLOV nOAEo~ nea[ow eEOUO'OC~, 
EO'~iiO", oua' &plY. ~[~ O'<p~ fLe~O:. cppeO't y[yve~oc~ &.AX~. 
&~ 'JfLe~~ ~O'~Yj,,;,e ~eeYjn6~e~, ~UaE fLocXeO'ee. 
1i fLEve~e Tp(;)Cf.~ O'xeaov eAeEfLev, ~veoc '!e v~e~ 
dpuoc~' eunpufLvo~, 7:0A~~~ ht e,vt eOCAOCO'O'~~, 
il<ppoc ta~~' oct x' ufLfL~v tm:EpO'X71 xe~poc Kpov[wv ; 

(22.1-2) 

Any he might see holding back from the hateful fighting he 
would reproach with angry words: "You Argives, puny bowmen, 
disgraces, have you no shame? Why do you stand here bewilder
ed like fawns, who when they have exhausted themselves 
racing over a great plain, stand still and there is no strength 
left in their hearts? In such a way you stand there bewildered 
and do not fight. Are you waiting for the Trojans to come close 
up to the shore of the grey sea, where the well-built ships lie 
protected, so that you may see if Zeus will hold his hand over 
you ?" 

In each case the poet is singing about men who are afraid, and there 
is only one simile subject which is used in such scenes, deer. 29 In all 

29 See Chart 2, supra, p. 87. 
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three passages the poet has chosen a simile describing deer which 
fills out the line beginning at the Bucolic diaeresis. There is only one 
other simile of deer at 13. lor which does not use this position in the 
line or, in fact, the word 'ls~poL In the similes from Books 21 and 
4 the poet seems to have begun the formula at the third trochee 
with the addition of the word ";'s8YJ1,o";'sC;/IZt;, but this construction is 
deceptive. The word Ts8Y(rr:OTSr:,/W:, with this precise metrical 
configuration occurs four times in the Iliad and the Odyssey.3o In 
each case it falls exactly at this position in the line: according to 
Porter's analysis, between the B1 caesura and the C1 caesura 
occupying five morae. In addition Porter points out that a single 
word of this configuration at this point in the line occurs more often 
than any other series of syllables broken by ~various kinds of caesurae 
(Table IVA). O'Neill's study demonstrates that words of the type 
s-l-s-s occur more than ninety-five per cent of the time at this 
position in the line (Table II). Thus both essays offer evidence that 
the word Ts8'()'i,OTSC;/W:; vvould tend to be placed in this position 
regardless of the phrase following the Bucolic diaeresis; in fact, the 
word ";'S8Yi7rOTSC)IZC; is used in the third colon of the line independently 
of the deer simile in lines 4.246 and Od. 24. 392. The short simile 
'~ihs vs~po(!ouc; seems a unit which is independent of the word 
7s8'~'d"7SC;/IZC;, although certainly the two units can be combined 
wheneyer the poet wishes. 

This analysis shows the technique of building lines in miniature: 
the poet strings together 'Nards and phrases standing independently 
in other passages to make a "new" scene. He does not compose as 
much in individual 'Nords as he does in formuliac units of language, 
often of standard length, most of which tend to fill the traditional 
cola of the line. One way of introducing the word vs~po[/ouc; into a 
line was to wait until the last colon and then sing the phrase ·~;jTS 
'12~?o(l(j'~c;· Since this word began at the Bucolic diaeresis there were 
numerous -,vorcls \vhich could be placed before it like 'rsO'fj7rO'rSC;/IZC; or 
7:S'.p\)~Q7SC; (22.1) or many of the other words which occur in the 
third colon. But the choice of this word was a separate decision on 
the part of the composing poet; the irreducible formulaic element is 
the short simile which fills the fourth colon. 

It is worth spending time on this example because it is in the 
smaller samples of the oral style that the evidence is the clearest, 

30 4.243, 4. 246, 21.29, and Od. 24.392. 
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since when one turns to the longer phrases and whole lines, very 
often he finds that there are not enough parallels to separate 
formulaic blocks with any confidence. The greatest problem is the 
variation possible within anyone formula. In the above passages the 
shift from "sfJ-I)TeO,s<; to -;sfJ'IJ'TCO"c(<; is easy to see. vVhen two or three 
words are involved, each of which can shift its ending, the formula 
becomes harder to identify. \Vhen, in addition, the phrase is one 
which is not as firmly localized in the third colon as TSfJ'lJTeOTS<;/C(<;, 

then the difficulties in distinguishing exactly what part of the line 
is formulaic mount rapidly.31 In treating the structure of the longer 
similes it is important to bear these problems in mind since because 
of them, conclusions cannot be as precise as desired, and often one 
must be content with identifying tendencies rather than establishing 
patterns. Nevertheless, there is enough evidence to arrive at a 
general understanding of the poet's method in constructing his 
similes. 

The difficulties in defining structural units become immediately 
apparent in examining the extension of the basic deer simile at 
4.2 44: 

(5 C; ) 

I.O~("'/O' STeel 
(H ) 

o 0 v-This phrase fills the line through 

Porter's Al caesura. It is a phrase that is paralleled ample times and 
seems to be an independent formul3,ic unit as, for example, 1.57, 
3.4, I5·363, and others. 

2. S;,wlLov-This verb occupies the second colon completing the 
line up to the B2 caesura. There is no type of parallel use which 
·would establish this as a formula since the greater tendency is for 
words of this configuration to end at position 5 than at position 7 
in the Iliad, though not in the Odyssey, according to O'Neill's 
Table Seven.32 }Iost probably there is not enough information to 

:)1 On the whole question of defining the formula see J. B. Hainsworth op. 
cit. (supra, n. I5). "Structure and Content in Epic Formulae: The Question of 
the Unique Expression," CQ I4 (I964), pp. I55-164, and The Flexibility of the 
Homeric Formula (Oxford I968), ]. A. Russo, "A Closer Look at Homeric 
Formulas," TAPhA C)4 (1963), pp. 235-247 and "The Structural Formula in 
Homeric Verse," YCS 20 (I966), pp. 2I9-240, vVilliam VV. Minton, "The 
Fallacy of the Structural Formula," T APhA 96 (I965), pp. 24I-253, and 
Michael N. :;-.;-agler, Formula and J1I[ otif in the Homeric Epics: Prolegomena to 
an Aesthetics of Oral Poetry (Diss. Berkeley, I966). 

32 Cf. also J. A. Russo op. cit. "The Structural Formula ... " (supra, n. 3 I ). 
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establish anything formulaic about the poet's choice of this word or 
its nositioll. It seems to be present in the line independently of the 
wo;ds before and after it. 

3. "at-soc; "EO[O~O BsoucrlX~-The phrase Teat-soc; "EO[OW extends 
one syllable further than Porter's C2 caesura in ending at 9 1/2; 

howe\'er this is not unheard of in Porter's system, and the phrase 
(loes comply with his comments on the inner dynamics of the line by 
avoiding the caesura at 7 1/2.33 Though there is a close parallel to 
the whole phrase at 23.52I: Teot-soc; 7tEO[OW Bsonoc;, this is the only 
lXlfallel passage which groups the two units together. Teat-soc; TeEO[OW 

is used three times in this metrical position in the Homeric poems, 
and once at position I2 (4.244, 23-475, 23·52I; 5.597). Because it is 
associ,lted with the participle 6COUcrlXc/OCOVTOC; only twice and 
because this participle occurs elsewhere at the end of the line 
preceded by other words, two separate units are probably involved. 

4. t cr7 iX cr' -This and other forms of the verb rcrrlJiJ-~ occur 
frequently at the very beginning of the sentence. The verb in this 
form fills the line up to the A2 caesura, one of the more common 
places in the line for a word which is a spondee according to Table 
Six in O':\cill's study. Following this word in its appearances in the 
Iliad there is a new beginning in the form of a relati':e clause or 
another indeperrclent clause though no formulaic usage is invoked 
either preceding this \yord in the previous line or following it. It 
does fill one of the st;:mdard cola. There seems every indication, 
then, that this '\'ord is a unit in itself and is not tied to any traditio
nal phraseology when ~lsed in this simile. 

5· 0621' {pIX 7[:; (J"qc-This is one of those phrases which is hard 
to trace i,C; lwiilg formulaic. 0,)8' i'; fixed, bnt the ot 11cr t.\'O com
ponc:lts en: be \'aricd in so man" ,,·ays that it is difficult to cite 
exaeL F:ralk:s. 'fhe cl()".~ operate in accorchnce ,vith the 
trctditional cli','is;on" of the line clo;,ing out the colon which ends 
a t the B2 cacsnrcL 

LiEs iiI the line up to tlH~ C1 C:12sura. 

1n the\ppenJix 01 Common Structural Formula (LB. 4) he lists verbs of the 
,ha pc s s I ~ds COrtl1noll occurrences before the B caesura. 

, 33 C. S. Eirk jJ,jints out the y/eakness of Port,:;r's C2 caesura in "Studies in 
~Ull1e Technical Aspects o£ Humeric Style: The Structure of the Homeric 
Hexameter," yeS 20 (1<}66), pp. 73-I04~ 

SUjJ])J. to ~[llcncosYlle XXVIII TO 
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9.434, 14.264, and 18.463. It is a small unit unto itself in that it 
seems to determine neither what goes before it nor what follows. 

7. Y[YVHIXL &Ax:~-This phrase occurs twice, here and at 15.490. 
Throughout the poems the word &AX~ occurs almost always as the 
last word of the line, according to O'Neill's Table Six, the favored 
position for words which are spondees. Many different sorts of 
words fall before &AX'~ in this position. Y[YVE-rIXL is a dactyl and 
falls in this line where a dactyl is expected (d. O'Neill's Table 
Eight). Since both words seem to lead a separate existence, each 
obeying its own laws, there appears to be no formula here. 

This analysis of a somewhat disappointing passage demonstrates 
the problems inherent in studying the structure of the simile. First, 
it is quite difficult and often impossible to determine clearly what is 
a formulaic unit (one key word or idea determining the choice of 
other words), a metrical preference (metrical configuration influen
cing the placement of the word), or an individual choice (the poet's 
joining of two words which might well have been separated). 
IXt -r' hed O\)V is most probably a formulaic unit which could be 
repeated in this position by the poet almost without thinking. 
[LE-rtX <pPEcr[ seems to fall in its place in the line because of metrical 
habit; or, stating the same phenomenon negatively, the phrase 
[LE-rtX <pPEcr[ occurs often with many different kinds of words surroun
ding it, but it occurs at no other place in the line. 7tOAEOC; 7tE~[OLO 

6eoucrIXL seems to be a combination which was made by the poet 
from groups of words which are identifiable from their usage in 
other passages as independent units; the joining of the two units is 
a choice by the poet which seems determined by no formulaic or 
traditional custom. 

Second, it is significant that the simile seems to be as much a 
product of the oral tradition as any other part of the Homeric 
poems.34 The words are by no means unusual since most have paral
lels in both narrative and simile sections of the poems and often 

34 That simile and narrative are equally representative of the oral tradition 
is only to be expected from the nature of oral recitation and the limitations 
which the audience places upon the poet. Cf. C. S. Lewis, A Preface to Paradise 
Lost (Oxford, 1942), p. 20: "A line which gives the listener pause is a disaster 
in oral poetry because it makes him lose the next line. And even if he does not 
lose the next, the rare and ebullient line is not worth making. In the sweep of 
recitation no individual line is going to count for very much." 
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have even been used in similar positions regardless of context. If 
it is accepted that O'Neill and Porter have successfully delineated 
the basic structure of the hexameter line, then it seems that the 
phrasing of this simile conforms very closely to the units which they 
have established on the basis of a narrative passage. The two studies 
demonstrate that the hexameter line tends to fall into four fairly 
standard cola in both oral and written verse; but only in oral verse 
\\'ould the words which fill these cola be repeated so formulaically. 
~ othing in the phrasing or construction of the individual lines of 
this simile suggests a composition other than oraps 

Finally, it seems that the study of the formulae which make up the 
individual line is prob2.bly less important than an understanding of 
the grammatical structure of the total simile, once it is granted that 
the similes are a product of oral composition.3s The difficulties in 
defining the basic formulae in the similes are so great and the results 
so imprecise that it is impractical here to delve into the language of 
the similes beyond an admission that each phrase and individual 
line is deeply rooted in the language of oral composition. 

The work of Porter and O'Neill defines the types of phrasing 
characteristic of dactylic verse and can be meaningfully applied 
to the limited sample of formulaic or repeated simile language 
which we possess. Parry's technique of formulaic analysis, however, 
requires more repetitions of precise wording in similar positions 
than the extant body of simile material can provide. 

What can be determined about the formulaic quality of the 
simile's language has been established in another study and is 
borne out fully in the analysis of the deer simile. 37 It now remains to 

35 Compare the analysis of the formulaic nature of the simile at 20.164 by 
.-\. B. Lord, "Homer as Oral Poet," HSCP 72 (1967) 1-46 on p. 28. In this 
whole study is concerned with methods of identifying oral verse. The analysis 
oj this simile demonstrates the density of formulae in an oral style. 
. 36 This statement is supported by A. B. Lord's analysis of the growth and 
mterest of the poet in The Singer of Tales (Cambridge 1960), p. 36: "There is 
some Justification for saying indeed that the particular formula itself is 
Important to the singer only up to the time when it has planted in his mind 
Its b~slc mold. \Vhen this point is reached, the singer depends less and less on 
learnmg formulas and more and more on the process of substituting other 
"-ords m the formula patterns." 

37 ]. C. Hogan, The Oral Nature of the Homeric Simile (Diss. Cornell, 1966). 
It was surprising to me to find this dissertation with the same title as mine 
shortl~' after I had finished my degree; while Hogan's general conclusions 
are the same, his method of argumentation differs. He focuses on the internal 
structure of the simile to prove the oral quality of its composition. He 
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examine the broader gramma tical structure of the lines which extend 
the part-line simile. 

Twice the basic short simile '};UTr:: vr::~po(!ouc; is sufficient for the 
poet's purpose, but on one occasion the poet chose to extend this 
basic simile. He began the extended line with a relative pronoun, 
the verb of which followed in the next line. To fill out the first line 
of extension he inserted a clause introduced by ETCd; in the second 
line he added a clause beginning with ()uat. It is clear from the 
repeated adjective 7S0·~d.)7SC;/(J.C; at 21.29 that the added relative 
clause and the ~Uat clause are not yital to the meaning of the simile. 
As far as the meani::lg of the passage is concerned, the longer deer 
simile could be placed in Book 21 and no one would find the 
ideas unintelligible: 

And when his hands had grown tired of killing, he chose twelve 
young men out of the riY('c' as expiation for the dead Patroc1uS, 
the son of Menoctius. ThC's(c he led out of the water like bewilder
ed fawns ... 

\\ho, when tlH~y haw: exh~wsted thcmsdve, racing over a great 
plain, stand still and there is l1()-;trC'ugth kft in their hearts. 

(21.26-2 9 4. 2 44-45) 

T11e poet does not bl~come inyoh·,~d in complicated s;lbordiaation 
\dthin a simiIc; the clauses are added one by O,l(-; so that the poet 

end of anyone clanse \vithout ',-j tally affecting 
the 

It seems th8.t poet decided to e:dend the simile by CD 1lsidering 
the needs oJ (';cell individual cC'nte=~t. ill Book 4 the poet an 

agaLi 
co\vards: 

of Agarni;mnol1 i:l which the gene~'al states 
thz~t the Argiyes holding back from battle are 

"HCL\'(' :,,'OU EO shame? \,Vh)' arc yo,', standing th,;[c? You 

(lcfines the extent to \1 ,jell formulae can be' £ocmcl in the similes and the 
rclaticn 01 these fornlU~~l,~~ to the narrati~, c sections of the Iliad and the 
Odyssey. :He 2i.;o sh·)\':; in detail the additive and autonomous nature of the 
l:nits tnT \\"hi'..::h lX1Slc:: sin~-ilc is extended. 1-lis conchls1ons -fit \,I,~rv ,vell with 
lnine as is e\'l(jent in rOllS {luf)tation: 'iTllC paratactic style is a)~reecl to be 
chaI"act~~ri~_)tic , aTid \VC have sce-ll 1";1 nell evidence 01 this style in 

ulae tend to be cUT~l~ngei"l <:1.l1T)ositionallv, but 
\\'11ich "'xe ha,,:e no CX:Jct pz~ra11el are- ~rganized by the 

"arne t,rinciple. EVen in '~ases of two awl three li1:e enjambment, \\hich are 
significantly iew, the inner elements are likelv to be appositional expansions 
of the motif ratlwr than particular expressions of a complex '\\hole." (p. I94)· 
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:nc not fighting. Are you waiting to see if some god will protect 
I.'OU?" In such a series of questions the simile illustrates graphically 
the feelings of cO\\ardice 'which are being emphasized in the direct 
questions with a switch to the feminine gender in line 244 which is 
a part of the insult that would not be com'eyed by the simple short 
sj~lile. The extending lines in this simile make the taunts of the 
commander all the more biting. vVhen such a point is, however, 
relatin'ly minor in terms of the central idea of narr~~tive or does not 
need extra emphasis, as in books 21 and 22, then the poet is content 
\I:ith a short simile. In both passages with short deer similes the 
simile aids the })oet in expressing the psychological state of the men, 
but there is no need for the poet to stress these scenes. The men led 
away to be sacrificed to Patroclus are sufficiently insignificant 
lwi!lgs in the scope of the \yhole poem that they probably do not 
merit ". lengthy simile. At 22.1 there is a general view of the two 
armies bdm'c the narrative turns to the two protagonists, Hector 
and Achilles. This would be the wrong place to overemphasize the 
t\\'o armies which \"ill immediately fall into the bad::ground. 

All the oral features of the deer simile-the choice of words, the 
formulaic phrasing, the adherence to the dynamics of the hexameter 
lin(~, and the additive nature of the illdiyidual extending members
can be paralleled in various passages within the narrative. Thus 
this simile is certainly a product of oral composition. One swallow 
lE,s yet to make a summer, and this single simile is inadequate as a 
foundation for sweeping conclusions concerning the composition 
of all similes. HO'vvever, the close analysis of this one simile makes 
("'iclent the terms of broader investigation. To present an analysis 
of all similes in such detail is impossible; more profitable is an 
examination of various types of similes illustrating in special ways 
the general application of the points which I have made about this 
one simile. 

Of primary interest again are the repeated similes, which seem to 
be units that could be used at will. Thev were not built clause on 
cbnse as the poet sang, but were chosen a's a block with some change 
aUO\\'ecl within the simile. Even though they ',vere carried in the 
mind as autonomous units by the poet of the Iliad and the Odj'ssey, 
they still bear unmistakable marks of their oral origin. The simile of 
the hungering lion at 11.548 (which almost equals 17.657) is again 
a useful example because of the variation in the initial lines : 
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." , , ." , '" 
SGGSUIJ('JTO XUVSC; TS X:IJ(~ IJ(VSPSC; lJ(ypO'WTIJ(~, 

Or'TE (J.tV auz s;tWCH ~owv Ex. TI'~C(p s/,saOca 
"avvux.o~ zyp-~GGOVTSC;' (, oE zps~wv ZpIJ(T[~W'1 
Lf}UZt, &,)),' au 'Tt 7t'p~crcrSt· 8CX/-LESC; yxp .xXOV7SC; 

a'l'-;-[ov atGGouGC ElpIJ(Gs,a(.)v ad) x.s~pwv, 
xcx~6[.LS')Gd '":"s OS'7Ct.£, -r&c; 7S '""C"PSL s(n:nJtL8'JOC; TCZp· 

-rowEls'! 0' a1tovoGcp(V E~-~ 7S7'-~07l Elu[LijJ. 
l':,c; A'~0'.c; -:0-:' (Y.7tO T pwwv TS-:l-fJ[LSVOC; -~-:O? 

~~ 0' tE'IIJ(, 0lC; T[C; 7S AEW'I a"o fLSGGIJ(UAOW, 
t)c; '!' S7tSL &p xc: x&y.YJ(j~ xuvccc; 7' rl'JOpCXC; --r' spse[~(Uv, 

oZ 't'E [L~'I O')Z d(;)m ~O(;)'I Zz ,,~lJ(p Sf,EGth, ... 

(11.548-556) 

Here is an analysis of these lines broken down into grammatical 
units: 

IL548-0bject. Prepositional 
phrase. 

11.549-Verb. Subject 

11.550 (I7.659)-Relative clause. 

17.657-Subject. Prepositional 
phrase 

17.658-Relative. Subordinate 
clause introduced by 
z"d. Participial phrase. 

11.551 (I7.66o)-Participle. Clause introduced by ot Participle. 
11.552 (I7.66I)-Verb of U clause. Clause introduced by aAM. 

Clause introduced by yxp. 
11.553 (I7.662)-Vcrb of yap clause, Prepositional phrase. 
11.554 (I7.663)-Subject added to abo\'l~ p_p clause. Relatiye 

clause. Participle. 
11.555 (I7.664)-Clause introduced by oi:. 

There are a number of important features to note in the construction 
of this simile. First, it is composed in terms of thc individual line. 
There are only t\\-O places where the repeated portion of the simile 
must run O'-er into the next line, 551 and 552, and in these t'NO lines 
the enjambm(;nt is necessary because a clause has been begun which 
lacks a verb. 'fhat simile could be stopped at the end of the other 
lines and joined to the narratiyc by a line like 556 is one indication 
of the looseness of structure. 
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Closely related is the method by which the poet extends the simile. 
I t is not in form a series of lines each of ,yhich ends with a period. 
There is enjambment, some necessary and some not. The basic 
tools of unperiodic enj ambment are the free verbal idea (dependent 
clause, participal phrase, or genitive absolute), the adjectival idea, 
the adverbial idea, and the coordinate clause.3s These types of 
extension avoid complicated subordination. There are numerous 
subordinating conjunctions in the epic language, but they are only 
infrequently used to build a more complex sentence. The only 
grammatically complex connection in the lion simile is contained 
in the word y&p which introduces a clause giving the reason for the 
failure of the lion.a9 

In effect, this simile is built from part-line units, each bound by 
strong thematic affinity but by weak grammatical ties to the 
preceding unit. The pressures of adhering to the hexameter line 
while creating sentences longer than the single line compel the oral 
poet to rely on a proven traditional language. The method of com
posing in this language, namely stringing small units together to 
express full thoughts, is inherently bound to an intransigence in 
regard to subordination. These two qualities of Homeric verse, the 
adherence to the traditional units of diction and the dominance of 
the hexameter line, reinforce each other, and both are natural 
enemies of complexity in grammatical structure. 40 

A further indication of the lack of organic unity within each simile 
is evident at line I7.658. There the poet introduces a single subordi-

3< :\I. PaH\', "The Distinctive Character 01 Enjambement in Homeric 
\'erse," TAPhA 60 (I929), pp. 200-220, esp. 206-7. Cf. M. \V. Edwards, 
"Some Features of Homeric Craftsmanship." TAPhA 97 (1966), pp. 1I5-179 

39 Cf. Parry op. cit. (supra, n. 38), p. 215: " ... Homer was ever pushed on 
to use unperioelic enjambement. Oral yersemaking by its speed must be 
chiefly carried on in an adding style. The Singer has not time for the nice 
balances and contrasts of unhurried thought: he must order his words in 
such a way that they kaye him much freedom to encl the sentence or draw it 
out as the story and the needs of the yerse demand." 

·'0 This was noted by Notopoulos, "Parataxis in Homer: A Ne,,v Approach 
to Homeric Literary Criticism," T APhA 80 (1940)' Pl'. 1-23, in regard to 
parataxis throughout the Homeric poems: "The imperious domination of 
the immediate verse and episode shapes in large measure the para tactic 
stvie as well as content of the oral epic ... The poet thus tends to become 
episodic in his mentality because of his H;rbal technique." (p. IS) 
. 11115 artIcle, basic to any study of parataxis in oral poetry. is a constant aiel 
111 analysing the structure of the similes. 
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nate clause with two introductory subordinating words. Here IS 

:\Ir. Leaf's comment: 

The Epic poet, always intolerant of long subordinate clauses, 
seems to use his two relatives at the beginning to indicate the 
general drift of his sentence and then does not attempt to 
follow out the details. Here oc; is the necessary copula introducing 
the working out of the simile, and bed proclaims that the clause 
headed by it is preliminary and does not contain the real 
comparison. I-laving thus announced its subordinate character, 
the clause can proceed in its ... development as though it has 
begun ... \vithout any parade of relatives. 

Leaf and Chantraine point to parallel confusion at 8.229 ff., 18.55 f. 
and 24.42 f.41 Such examples demonstrate how insignificant sub
ordinating \yords are to the oral poet. H<c is, in fact, working with 
a series of language units, each of which adds to the length of the 
simile, and thereby, further defines the tone of the small story 
which he is telling. The individual particulars of the scene are sung 
for the most part as though they were an uncol1l1'xted series of 
incidents, and it is up to the listener to organize these items into a 
coherent, organic image. 

Paratactic structure is apparent in all the repeated similes. Since 
these similes had been used often enough to stick in the poet's mind, 
it might be expected that they would show signs of attempts to 
organize and polish thei;- somewhat loose structural form. However, 
these similes, which belong to some of the most common simile 
families, tend to retain their loose, additive structure in spite of 
continued usage. 

The majority of similes in the Homeric corpus are similar in their 
structure to the deer and lioa similes which have just been discussed. 
Instead of multiplying examples of the same type, it is more profit
able to examine those similes which are for two reasons exceptional: 
either they demonstrate examples of the additive technique which 
are different from the normal type of extension as seen above, or 
they are rare passages where the rules of Greek grammar are 
strained or broken bec<lt,se of the paratactic method of composition. 
These two topics 'will be discussed together because both phenomena 

41 Chantraine II, p. 361 f. 
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can often be well illustrated on the basis of a single simile. These few 
similes. which show the unusual results or the extreme consequences 
of oral composition. offer sound evidence ofthe poet's willing accept
ance of the advantages, but also of the dangers, of additive con
struction. 

There is one further technique of extending the simile which is 
quite common, the list which can consist of individual physical 
objects or seyeral clauses. The clearest example is 14.394: 

()jr;"S 8a).&crcrr,c; ZU~~ '7ocrov ~o,:zC(w ';:01"t ZEpaO'J, 
7:()\l7(~OS') Op'J;)(LS')OV T:')()~Yl Bapseu &ASyS~V?i' 
oJ),:"z ':1"lJPot; 7/)(JC;O~ ys -;to'"C't ~,?61-Lo; cy¥~Oop,S'JO~O 

O\JPSC)~ s'J ~'~a(Jf!C;' o,'.-s ,:,' t)?s,":,Q y:cust-Lsv UJ\Y'jv' 

(/~7' ~~'JS~OC; 'T6(Jc)o'J ys 7rspt 0p lJatv lJ·~~x6[J.o~(H 

':-;7!\JS~, oC; 1"S !-lclALG,",;c( /-Lsya [3.psp .. s":'c':t XClAF:r:(/,.[vUJv 

O(HTfJ apt/.. T P(0W'J xed 'AZi.l.L(~)'J S7t)~S70 Cr,)(0'rr; ... 

The two sides came together with a great war cry . .Not so loud 
does the sea wave echo on thc shorc as it is driven from the open 
sea by the fierce blasts of the north \yind, nor so loud is the 
roaring of a burning fire in the rayines of a mountain when it 
rises to burn the forest, nor so loudly does the wind shriek 
through the tall oaks when it roars angrily, not so loud as the 
eriE'S of the Trojans and Achaeans ... 

This long simile-like section is really three fairly short similes, each 
complete in itself. Each individu:cl simile is composed in an additiye 
style: the first cxtendcd by a participial phrase; the second by a 
prepositional phrase. Z'tTld a:, ,cdditional clause; and the third, by a 
nrb carried on~r horn the lXE'ceding line which is then followed by 
a rE'latiyc clause. It is clear that the pact could han stopped at the 
end of ea,ch of these similes, sung a connecting line (e.g., 400), and 
continued on with the narrative. Most probably the series of similes 
is intended to emphasizc the "mighty din" with which the armies 
ran together and the "terrible shouts" that accompany their 
fighting (393 and 401) ; a single simile was not considered sufficient. 
A poet who was \vriting \\ould have elaborated upon the basic 
subject in one long simile, but an oral poet, \vho thought in terms of 
added units, would feel it natural to extend his simile by the addition 
of clauses of any kind as long as they reinforced the main theme of 
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his narratiye~in this case, as long as they continued the idea of the 
horrendous noise of battle. 'Vind and fire are two traditional subjects 
for expressing the noise of groups, and rather thall choosing either 
one of these two images to develop, the poet decided that he would 
use both. 42 In fact, he used one of them hyice. 

There arc also numerous examples of similes extended by listing 
individual objects which offer an alternati ,>e. For example: 

we, TZ AEW'J sl.ap7l [Lzya).,(:) sd G(~[LIXT~ Y.l'>pGIXC;, 
SUp!0V ~ sj,Clt.pOV x,zpaov ~ &yp~O') alyiJ.. 
7tZ~v&W~J .43 

he rejoiced as does a lion coming upon a large carcass, finding 
either a horned stag or a wild goat ill his hunger ... 

just as dogs and country men have chased either a horned 
stag or a wild goat ... 

(I5·27I -72) 

In each case a direct object is needed; the poet extends his simile 
by giying his listeners a choice that interestingly does not seem 
especially significant since the narratiYe situation does not specifi
cally require one of these two alternatives nor does the further 
development of either simile. The repetition of the phrase in the 
later simile renders the substance of the choice all the more question
able. Most probably this is a metrically suitable pair of animals to 
be nsed as prey in a hunting scene. The poet is not primarily concern
ed about the true representation of nature but wants to build his 
line by making his simile longer since the simile becomes, thereby, 
more noticeable and more effective. The list~whether in whole 
similes or clauses or in smaller part-line items~is the archetypal 
unsuborclinated, autonomous, paratactic unit. Further examples 

>'2 See Chart 2, supra, p. 87. 
43 See C. J. Ruijgh, Autour de "te Lpique" (Amsterdam I97I), p. S89 for 

a discussion of the unusual way in which this simile is joined to the surround
ing narrative. 
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lmcy be found at 2.459, 10.5,44 10.360, 13.389=16-482, 15.605, 
15.690,16.589,17.547,17.742,22.134,22.308, and Od. I1.413. 

The simile at 16.384 illustrates the use of parataxis in the develop
ment of a long simile. This simile is extended for nine lines and could 
be stopped at the end of any of eight of these lines since only the second 
line runs over into the third for its subject. The method of extension 
im'olves prepositional phrases, relative clauses, and independent 
clauses introduced by 1lE:. What is most notable in this simile is the 
looseness in the devclopmen t of the though t as the narra ti ve wi thin the 
simile moves further and further from the initial subject. I t seems that 
the poet could extend his simile line by line adhering to a miniature 
story or scene provided that the simile was short enough; but when he 
\\"8,S called upon to extend the simile beyond a few lines, the para
tactic structure began to dominate and the unconnected nature of 
the poet's thinking became more and more evident. In the first 
four lines of this long simile there is subonlination: the earth is 
hard pressed by a whirlwind when Zeus sends rain when he is angered 
at men. Trw subordination is not as complete as it would be in a 
\\'l'i tt en but the two "when's" do bind the three clauses 
together ;,s being simultaneous. From this point on the subordination 
becomes 100';e[. He is angered at men who give croo;~ed judgments 
-Hot heC([,!"" they give crooked judgments. Line 389 reads: "and the 
rinTs of l :le;e a:'c filled \'.'ith rushing floods." "The rivers of these" 
is ,lJ[ odd phrase in itself; howe\'er in the sentence it is so abrupt: 
tk~t there is some questio;l about its antecedent. Leaf states: 

r;0)'i r;1.n~t mean 'the rivers of these Hlen,' a strange expression, 
hut It::ss harsh t:lan the alternative which regards r;c7JV as referring 
h a collective sense to GIl(')? above, 'these floods.' 

Leaf entertains the possibility of an interpolator; in ','Ie,\, of the 
demands of oral composition it is more likPly that this phrase has 
its antecedent in the general subject of the prc\ious lines, the men. 
The poet added a line in a perfectly traditional and admittedly 

,14 The lack of logical connectives awl subordination seems to have bothered 
Led, among others, in regard to this simile: (on Io,8) "The simile runs on as 
thuugh 'the mighty mouth of war' were a natural phenomenon, differing 
about as much from a snow·stonn as a snow-storm from a hail-storm." He 
then tries to see smne logic in this list: "The idea may be that if the lightning 
15 uot accompanied by (1) rain, (2) hail, or (3) snmy, it must be 2 portent of 
war, This seems to place a high importance on 'summer-lightning.' But it is 
hopeless to criticise such an incompetent piece of expression." 
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paratactic way: "7WV 8~ TE." He knew what connection he wanted 
his audience to dra,\', and he, therefore, extended the simile one 
more line using the type of demonstrative article which he had often 
used before. Such a style m1-}' bother those who read the text 
searching for the tightness of a literary style, but to an oral poet 
this technique is sanctioned by centuries of use. 45 

The rest of the clcmses in this simile are added loosely with little 
attempt at subordinatio'l. There is one participle, "p~O'JIJCI.~," which 
requires a subject from the preceding chuse, but this is a very 
mir,imal connection. \Vith the exception of this one participle each 
clause in the second half of this simile stands by itself, not depending 
on any reference to surrounding clauses for understanding. In the 
course of the simile there is a development from some slight subordi
nettioH to a total abandonment of the attempt. 

A similar dissipating of connective's is evident at I2.278; snow
Heeke'S fall when Zeus decides to send snow to the earth. The remain
der of the simile is a list of places on which the snow falls and one 
where it does not. The last five lines are joined by "zCJ.('s" with a 
slight connection in the fj;nlline. 46 Further examples are 20.164 and 
Od. 10.I09. 

At 3.2 tIllcre is an a(h~)tation of the paxatactic style: 

:1.S'J :.(IJ:J:YYY; ",:,' 8'J07:YJ ~' tatJ.v, O?'J~f)sc; ,~r0C;, 

"f]U7S :-:S? ~().,C(yy·~ ysp&\iCJ') ICS)\S~ QUp:{'')0th ~~j6, 
c.:t ,,:' S7TS~ 00') ZZ~\-L6)V'X 91)yo'l Z(l.t 0'{)sas')cl.'7o',J 6f.Lppo~) 

The Trojans came on with shouting and crying like birds, 
just as when the cries of cranes rise up to the heavens when 
they U" before the winter ... 

45 Both G. \V. ?-Jitzsch and Leaf find weakness in the structure of this 
simile. :0:itzsch, Heitrage zuy Geschichte dey Epischen Poesie der Griechen 
(Leipzig 1862), p. 342, is troubled by the 'rWV in line 389 which he feels refers 
to the waters in 385; he would excise the inten'ening lines 386-388. Leaf (on 
16. 387-88) iinds many reasons for the spuriousness of the two lines 387-88; 
among his reasons one shows the kind of criticism which is not prepared to 
accept a loose, additive structure: the couplet" ... entirely spoils the balance 
of the simile by laying weight on a point which is far removed from the 
required picture." 

46 E. H. Frieclliinder, Reitrage Zl:r Kenntnis der homerischen Gleichnisse 
(Berlin 1870), II, p. 24 f. felt the grmving looseness of this simile. He thought 
that the effect of the simile had been accomplished by line 280; if line 2 87 
followed immediatel\', there would be a close connection between simile and 
narrative-especially in the parallel structure of line 278 and 287. The 
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The poet first chooses, as a short simile to fill out the line from the 
Bucolic diaeresis, a phrase which is repeated in the accusative case 
one other time at 2.764 in the same position. There it is a short 
simile while here the simile is extended but not by adding another 
clause \\'ithin the simile structure. l(ather the simile is begun again. 
In form this pass"ge (oEtains two similes repeated one after the 
other, both all the subject of birds either of which could be remonxl 
and leave the sense of the lines intact. However the poet wanted a 
lO:lg simile in this place, and since neither grammatical subordin;>,
tion nor verbal economy are dominant concerns, the poet cLose 
from among the ayailable phrases and then strung these phrases 
logether to make a long simile. In an oral presentation the audience 
probably did not listen closely enough to be bothered by the double 
introduction; they ,,';ould be more impressed by the length of the 
tOLll simik- on the birds. The proper pnnctation at the beginning of 
this simile in a written style would probably be a dash. In an oral 
sty;P, hem en,r, the simile can be built from additive units which are 
not only loosely cunllccted but in ibis case, even repetitive. 47 A 
further (~xz,rnple occurs at I1.546 ar~d 5-l8. 

Related TO the ,;imih: \\'hich is double in form is the simile \1:11ich is 
h !orm but cioEi;le ill content. Homer or a later interpolator 

h<ls beell accrcse(l of coafhting t'.'o'O similes at IO.259 in the Sil11ilc of 
t1:\~ \\';1~)pS \yho h:'v"·,~e beeil it-rLt~~ted chilLft:ll and \V~lU I11ay 

zLtLlck a trin'elll'r, since there Se,2n1S little COIl1h:ction betweccl the 
Ch1~drl'~1 alhl t[h~ tr;JY·l~ner.48 In the ~;i!-nile itself Ih:-~ 

ruerely \\Takcnccl the point of the sllnile. 
U .'\ (! ab"3iri this i'-i nut \Ylit~E'll \yith <1n eye to paTatact-jc conrp()sition. 

ii l~l1ij!Jl ('~ec ~cLo\ C, not;_' 43) p. SS4 feel:j that th(; -~)oet (:-~litc r::Jxtn-al1y 
ic,~',(, ,t to ctdcl a (onclpcl.in.~· ph:-0.se joinin,; the sinlile back l!J the naJ.:TatiVE' 
bll.~lu:-)e he h,id i1":.tlicc1.tcd the connection at 3.2. 'This idea JS quiLe in 
].;;e,·,lir:g \yith ti"d_' rnanner (Jf C0111po::-;ition C01111110n to lllost sirnLic;-;. 
Tile unu~uai lv·,yo jux.i-a:x)sccl :~j:;li]cs Incclifyir~g the sar;'1e nalr~l.ti\·c 

iJ1C p:-)ci's C01}Z\l"l~ln. 
:t~a"::nT,-; 01 L:I:~ sin1ile has ~-cceiyt;'.-l n"1Hch (~ttentiGr~. I ... Friec1-

i<e~_'c:_l:..;iun.c:l i:1 Ilias 1111d ():/vs~'(J," L:_ (rt)49), 
ri~· ~77-5<J; on S8() f. anJ. C. \\-. ~'-.iLzsch, ""'{i(~::enpo(~sie, pp. I4I T6:j ~-{.;ln(yVC 
lh:..' Dcginning uf the sinlile artfi lca\,~(~ the tr~::.\:eller sectiull as the tnlc h('art 
()f the, s11l1ilc. Frankel, p. 72 ~n(ll;. j"l1chnlann, 1);:1" llOinerisclLC 
'Und dle liles (l.~~{jln 11llct ()p19den J9j2)), p. 32<) if. c:.llso sec t\\VO '-;11nilE'~~ 
alth()uSh ~hl--' f)F)CCSS ()[ cOlnbi:!.latl()Tl is (llCIcre::'lt in each nLl1"l'S \ 

~ dC'ft.:l1.)c pI t11~_> of the Silrlilc s(;e J. T_i.-. J':akrlc1i~, "L'~LS \Ye:;;}-)engleiclinis 
In"l 16 der T1;.':fS," J-iei'liZCS SS (196u), F. 250-253 \yith a Zusatz by S. (~. }~apso-
1l1CI1()S. 
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connection between the two sections is slight ;49 at line 263 there is a 
new clause joined to the previous line by a ot. Such connections are 
common, but this one happens to be especially noticeable because 
two diverse times and sets of characters are combined in the simile. 50 

Admittedly there is nothing inconsistent about the description. 
\Vhen this simile is j ndged in terms of a written style, it seems 
chaotic; though in comparison with other similes, it is not unusual 
in terms of structure or organization of material. 

""-ho then imposes unity on the scattered elements of the simile? 
The answer is the Z'cllcLicnce. The poet selects a subject which has 
certain obj('cts customarily joined to it, and then sings about several 
of these cbjects in themselves, seldom joining the various particu
lars together into an orderly picture. ~lany of the similes do describe 
occurrences and sights which are eternally familiar and are, there
fore, a common experience shared by both poet and audience. This 
common experience provides a natural ordering of the individual 
items or events of the simile into a sensible relationship; but that 
ordering is not accomplished by the grammar of the poet, but 
rather by the recollected experience of the members of the audience. 51 

There is no internal demand decreeing the development~either in 
direction or in lcngth~of the individual simile. The simile of the 
wasps contains an example of a participial phrase which extends 
the simile a half-line but merely repeats information from the 
preceding line: 

cztrr[;{cx of.: Gi':rr,X3GcrL'J so~z6"rs~ E~SZEOV':"O 

S~'JOa~o~t:;, oue; 1:'l.~OSC; sp~o~cx(vw(nv cOO'J'1"SC;, 

Cl.Lsl %SP70!J.EOV'":"S~, 6a<7) Sin obd' SZ0V'7:ac, ... 

·19 Chantraine II 355 comments on the looseness of the grammatical consis
tency within this simile but admits that paratactic structure is constant in 
the similes. 

50 Cf. B. E. Perry, "The Early Greek Capacity for Viewing Things Separate
ly," TAPhA 68 (1(137), pp. 403-427, concerning the Homeric simile: "It is a 
familiar fact that the poet is not always contcnt to illustratc just the particu
lar point for which the comparison is made; often, through concentration 
upon the image before him, he aclds details that have nothing to do with the 
narrative and which do not belong logically in the comparison." (p. 414)· 

51 Xutopoulos op. cit. (supra, n. 40), p. 21 in speaking of the relation of the 
indiviclual performance to the traditional epic story defines a similar coopera
tive r(lle for the ~mclience: "The poet selects his material amI the unity of 
the larger whole mil}' be in the minds of the audienre, as Eassett has so 
skilfully shown ... The oral recitation thus becomes a selection of parts 
whosc whole is the inexpressecl context of the traclitional material." 
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immediately they poured forth like wasps which live by the 
side of the road which children are in the habit of angering, 
ahvays teasing them as they live by the side of the road ... 

(I6.259-z6I ) 

Basic economy would dictate the omission of either the adjective 
dvoo[o~e; or the phrase at the end of 26I; but economy is not the 
main concern of the oral poet. 52 He can introduce any kind of line or 
any kind of inform a tion which he feels is sui table to the tone he is trying 
to evoke. Thus call a line irrelevant or inconsistent is impossible, 
provided that the line in question is minimally suitable to the poet's 
imagined picture. The loose structure of the simile both in individual 
lines and in blocks of lines prods the audience into structuring the 
story by ordering, subordinating, and, in this case, conflating the 
elements of the simile scene while the poet keeps his focus moving 
from item to item.53 This sharing of the responsiblity for communica
tion is not unique to the simile since all paratactic structures make 
this demand on their audiences. 54 

The pressures of oral composition have even exacted their toll on 
the most basic rules of grammar. At 8.306 there is a clause with no 
verb: 

fL~ZWV 0' we; ETepwm:: xocp"f) ~OCAe:V, ~ -r' &'11. X~7t<{l, 
XlXp7t<{l ~p~eOfLev''l vo-r[Ylcr[ -re: dIXP~V?icr~v, 

&c; ETepwcr' ~~t\)cre: xocp"f) 7t~A"f)X~ ~lXpuv6ev 

And he bowed his head to one side like a poppy which in a 
garden weighted down with fruit and spring rain; thus he 
bowed to one side ... 

52 As ~otopoulos op. cit. (supra, n. 40), p. 20 has said: " ... the audience's 
interest is the poet's interest, and it may be stated as a cardinal principle 
in oral literature that the interest of the audience rather than concern for 
the structure of his material is the object of the poet." 

53 Cf. S. E. Bassett, The Poetry of Homer (Berkeley 1938), p. 128: "The 
best efforts of the poet may fail if the listener does not contribute his share in 
the telling of the tale." 

54 Cf. ]. A. Notopoulos, "Studies in Early Greek Oral Poetry," HSCP 68 
(1964), pp. 1-77: "The seeming discreteness of the elements of the structure 
of the TV orks and Days does not make the poem inorganic from the point of 
VICW of the Boeotian farmer whose life and problems enter into it. The loose 
parataxis of the poem must not have bothered Hesiod's audience as much as 
It does the scholar. Hesiod could make jumps and abrupt transitions with an 
auchcnce that held in its mind the necessary knowledge of interconnection." 
(p·SIL). 
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It is easy to borrow a verb for the relative clause from the preceding 
clause or merely to insert the verb cc;,,[.55 However there are enough 
parallels to the relative clause which begins at the Bucolic diaeresis 
and which is followed by the verb at the beginning of the next line 
that there is an applicable model for the structure of this simile; for 
example: 

(}r,poc; clxo-JulX'r:s:; :/..Pc(7SPO(PpO')OC;, ()~ '7Z xC{G' ~JA''l'J 

!:px.-rrr(X~ O~' OPEC;?~' 

;-~Ciaov 8e 7POX.O;-; '~~itOC; &cp[a,.C'ct'r!X 1" oc; IPrX CX.VC/.,Y..1;::/. 

SA/.:r.mv TCEO[OW ••• 

(10. 184-5) 

(23.5 1 7-8) 

Line 8.307, however, does nut begin with a verb but is continued by 
a participle, which is also a traditional vvay of adding a line. Con
sidering the method of composition, grammatical consistency 
cannot always be foremo::,t in the poet's mind, and in fact, he does 
very well to be as grammatically correct as he is. The technique of 
building with small units--ne\,,' clause:;, participles, appositional 
adjectives and nouns, and rdative claUses-helps the poet to move in 
such small units that thew is limited opportunity to forget vital 
elements. Yet in this simile the poet begem with O:le type of clause 
'which vvas a customary Ivay of cnding a line and thcn continued with 
another type of clans(~ ",;,ich '.,,'as eq u:,l1 y hmili~lr at the beginning 
of a line. He simply ""tS thinking in the ;tarrow terms of the individ
ual mc~nbers of his simile ami not in tc;-nH of the grammar or even 
the Sf'nse of the passage. 56 In a ;vritten stde this simile could not be 
plmctuated, though in an oral II IS understandable. 57 

5.') Cf. I. .. eaf on 8.306. 
C>6\i"Copoulos op. cit. (supra, 11. 40), p, 15: " ... the oral poet is both 

phy~icHlly anclmentally bound tu the moment. the immediate verse, and his 
intiILClte relation \\'ith thr: aullience .. ' neither the poet nor his audience can 
cli"Tf'Tt their atten<::iDl1 for any per1()cl of t1nH~ to the \\'hole; they cannot pause 
to and relate FaIts to the hole; the 1,,\Thole only' exists as 
an 'l.yhich both the lJ':Jet and hj~ aLl~~;(~n.:.::e share as a c~)ntcxt 
for the in}j11~~diatc Lcctunic 

~)'i F. =\1. Conlhel1ack, ATtistry." COl!1iJarative 
Litci'ailfl'e Xl (1959), PI), H)3-2U3; on p. 208 he is discus~ing the critical 
limitations on the interpreter of oral verse: "For all that anv critic of Homer 
can now show, the occas-ional highlv a~)propriate wm-J may, like the occasional 
highly inappropriate one, he purely coincidental--part of the law of averages, 
if you like, in the use of the formulary style." 
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This simile is no exception since long similes with no verb are also 
found at 16-406 and Od. 11.4I 3. 

Finally, it should be noted that there is a tighter structure in 
many of the similes of the Odyssey than in those of the Iliad where 
often the verb will be two lines away from its subject. A recent 
study has noted that the most integrated set of lines in a simile 
occurs at Od. 4.335 (which is repeated at Od. 17.126).58 Though, to 
be sure, there are examples of these longer and more complex units 
in the Iliad, such similes are more common in the Odyssey. There is 
no implication, however, that the Odyssey represents a written 
style while the Iliad is the product of an earlier stage when poetry 
was sung. Both were composed orally, but the composition of the 
Odyssey is to this extent more subtle and sophisticated, though 
needless to say, there are also similes \vhich are strictly additive, 
uncomplicated, and unsubordinated in the Odyssey. 

Corroboration of the general additive quality of extending lines 
can be found in the recent study by C. J. Ruijgh, A uilmr de "te 
Epique" in which he identifies a usage of the particle TI:: which 
implies a closer connection behveen two clauses than coordination. 
He calls this function "disgressif-permanent". The use of ";'1:: (relative, 
temporal, or coordinate) signifies that the clause is not essential 
to the understanding of the independent statement and is thus 
digressive. At the same time, the subordinate clause generally 
provides information which is always true of the independent 
statement and thus expresses a connection which can be regarded 
as permanent. The subordinate clause then provides information 
which does not have to be said, and it can thus be regarded as 
digressive rather than essential to the immediate context. 59 

III. CONCLUSION: THE LANGUAGE OF THE SIMILES 

As one critic of Homer phrased his comments on the poem: 

Oft of one wide expanse had I been told 
That deep-brow'd Homer ruled as his demesne; 
Yet did I never breathe its pure serene 

Till I heard Chapman speak out loud and bold: 
Then felt I like some watcher of the skies 

\\Then a ne\v planet s\vims into his ken ... 

~8 Hogan op. cit. (supra, n. 37), p. 156. 
,9 Euijgh (see above, note 43). 

Suppl. to ~[ncl11osync XXVIII IT 
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Against such a statement the remarks made in this chapter may 
souDd like literary slander. 

Homer repeated whole similes, continually borrowed phrases 
from here and there to make obvious pastiches, was a master at 
the creation of the run-on sentence, and often broke the basic rules 
of grammar. Yet the poet who composed in this way has been 
regarded by the most demanding grammarians and scrupulously 
literal critics as the father of \Vestern letters and the model of the 
epic. The evidence presented in this chapter is clear indication that 
Homer, as great a as he \vas, composed even the smallest and 
most self-cont;jn(:d images in terms of half-lines, whole lines, and 
blocks of lilles. Such cl teclllliquc inevitably leads to a style which is 
far different from a later written And therefore what would 
be regarded as clumsy and a\vkwarcl in a written epic must often be 
excused as a mark of oral composition.60 

Many critics have been willing to admit that the narrative is the 
product of oral composition but doubt the oral composition of the 
similes. Lingering suspicions have existed that such short and yet 
effecti'v~e images must be the spontaneous creation of an individual 
poet aT~d must have reflected the world around him, even though the 
narrati';,e was built from type scenes and formulaic phrases inherited 
from a long line of oral singers. The evidence cited in this study 
shmvs that similes seem to have had an ancestry which is also based 
in the oral tradition. Similes were taken from the poet's memory 
harking back to the inherited diction of the oral tradition rather 
than created from the poet's eye glancing on a memorable landscape. 
If th,;n the similes were the products of an oral singer and were 
comrosed in terms of the traditional units-large and small- which 
ha',-e been illustn,tcd, there is solid support in the language and 
structure of Homeric verse for the statements concerning the place
ment, subject matter and extension ~lYhich have been previously 
made. 

60 The additive approach to composition is especially significant when one 
must contend with a book like D. J. ~. Lee's The Similes of the Iliad and the 
Odyssey Compared. Much of his argument is derived from a subjective 
judgment on those lines which are organically related to their passages and 
those -which are obvious additions. 1£ it can be agreed that the oral style of 
the Homeric poems encourages an additive method of composition with less 
than complete care for matching details, then there is little proof of lateness 
or spuriousness in calling attention to lines which seem to a reader of the 
twentieth century to be added or irrelevant. 
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It has been demonstrated that the poet reached certain junctures 
in the narrative where he customarily thought of singing a simile.61 

Examination of the language of the similes suggests that the simile 
is an independent entity entering the narrative either at the 
beginning of the line or else beginning at one of the traditional 
caeSUfLC of the lille. Such positioning facilitates the insertion of the 
"cancLcrcl mdric::l configurations of the simile unit at several points 
in each line; thus the poet has no need to create each simile individu
ally for its place. In addition, since each simile \vas so independent 
of the narrati\-e, the poet did not need to prepare for the simile. 
\VheJl he came to the crucial juncture, he was only required to 
decide \yheC,er he wOll:~l continue with a simile or \vit11 one or the 
other alternatives suggested by the tradition. There w(mId be little 
point in examining the clause directly before Hit: simile for signs of 
;m impending simile because the lines preceding this juncture 
pc"witted a choice which was quite free among two or three alterna
tiyl's. Pwbably an oriel poet himself could not haye told his audience 
\',],dhl'r he \\oul(l a simile udil he was at the crucial spot, an 
iliClic,tion of hO\\- strongly independent the simile was in conception, 
ill 1'r;[ctice, and in form from the narrative. Finally, the additive 
~tructnre of ead: simile shmys that it was not of major significance 
to the poet whether he sang a long or short simile to satisfy the 
simile snggestion given to him by the tradition. Some similes are so 
short that a moment's inattentiveness from the auelience would 
remove them z,nd their effect from the poem. It may even be that 
;Ll) oral Foet would choose the alternative of the simile in such cases 
to finish out his line smoothly; a short simile will usually fill out a 
{'oion \\-itilout complicating the story. The choice was to sing a 
similc: or not; in the former case, the length of the extension could 
lw dcterrninc'(; "0; the poet wor::ed with the subject, felt the needs of 
th,,' story, cUld a watchful e\-,~ on the tolcraace of his audience. 
,\t the be'binning of ciny mw Ii,,; -t~l" roet \vas called upon to answer 
ollly one question: was there to be a simile or not? Subject and 
('\:tcnsion coulcl all be settled iml.:pelldently of that question. 

Concerning the subject rll:i.t'cer of the simile~; the poet see-,ns most 
ofte'n to haye tbought in terms of a simple subject \,-ith no real 
notion of precise· Inhnce between simile ztncl na:Tative. 62 The choice 

fH :ec Supra, Chapter 2. 

(02 Sec supra) Chapter 3. 
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of the basic subject was limited to a traditional list of formulaic or, 
at least, independent metrical units which the poet willingly 
embraced in order to turn his thoughts to other matters. The short 
similes, which stand by themselves or may be extended into longer 
similes, demonstrate the poet's manner of choosing the basic 
subject first and then considering its extension. A certain artificial 
quality or en:n serious incongruity can only be expected when the 
poet took the subject suggested by a traditional scene each time 
even though the details of each particular story may have changed. 
Incongruities are especially noticeable when the poet chose the 
same simile twice-as in the simile of the hungering lion-even 
though the story, the motivation, and the characters are quite 
different. And yet in the majority of cases similes sit well enough in 
their location and such a judgment is probably the limit of the poet's 
concern, since he wants his story to move forward easily with no 
exceptionally jarring passages. Perfection in comparisons in the 
sense one finds this quality in the similes of Vergil is nearly im
possible for the oral poet. When he suhmits to the dictates of the 
tradition and its formulaic language, he has conceded this point. His 
aim when singing within the tradition is to diminish incongruity and 
roughness while admitting that neither can be totally abolished. 

Finally, it has been shown that the poet extended each simile by 
looking more to the tone of the whole passage than to the details of 
the narrative which he was trying to complemenL63 Often when the 
simile goes further than the narrative or falls short or simply is 
irrelevant, the poet is not idly w,mdering, he is trying to deepen the 
effectiveness of the whole scene by lending a tone or atmosphere 
which will complement the narrative scene. Some similes were 
recalled by the poet from his experience and had, therefore, been 
tested in their effect, ,>vhile undoubtedly some similes were impro
yised as the poet sang. The additive structure of each simile \'lauld 
allow an oral poet to create freeJy as he sang, all the while watching 
his audience to see when the effect had been achieved; thus he would 
ne,-er have committed himself to a long, involved simile \vithout 
expressly willing it. The paratactic structure of the simile allmved 
the poet to concentrate fully on the tone of the simile without 
distracting himself for the complexitit~s of subordination and also 

63 See supra, Chapter 4-
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permitted him to stop the development of an idea which did not 
seem to be effective and turn easily to another approach. 

None of these statements seems particularly new when applied to 
the narrative. My aim has been to point out features of traditional 
oral diction which are uniform throughout the similes and which 
may even explain some of the odd features of grammar and structure 
in several similes. Considering the press of time, the compulsion of 
a binding form like the hexameter, and the insatiate demands of an 
audience, it is almost impossible to think of a bard composing both 
simile and narrative in any other way. The advantage of conforming 
to the traditional oral method of composition is that it permits 
impromptu singing in units which are unsubordinated one to the 
other and which are not dominated by any organic, unifying 
conception with requirements of rigid parallels and precise exclu
sions. And yet in his adherence to the oral diction there is a greater 
freedom for the development of two concerns which are quite vital 
to Homer: the effective presentation of the individual scene-both 
fact and feeling, and the communication to other men of the theme 
of the larger story. The artistry and the significance which men of 
yarious ages have found in the Iliad and the Odyssey are ample 
justification for a creative poet's submission to the diction of 
traditional epic. The prison unto which Homer doomed himself no 
prison was. And it is tempting to speculate about an epic poet who 
might have decided to escape the oral diction by creating anew a 
tale for an audience attuned to traditional songs. This is a man who 
yery probably would feel "the weight of too much liberty." 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE HOMERIC SIMILE AND THE 
ORAL TRADITION 

1. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ART AND POETRY 

One of the continuing complaints of Homerists is the lack of 
contemporary evidence independent of the Homeric poems on which 
to test their conclusions. Comparative study of the epic in later 
Greek manifestations, in Roman transformations, and in the oral 
verse of other literatures is ;m ultimate expedient embraced with no 
real joy. There is no adequate substitute for the enforced breadth of 
view proyided by independent contemporary eyidence, especially 
when one's eyes are directed narrowly at a single work of art. 
Conclusions about Homeric artistry reached solely on the basis of 
the Homeric text represent the best efforts of critics and undoubted
ly approach true descriptions of the poet and his poem though such 
conclusions lack the critical sharpness and certitude possible in 
studying another age, closer in time, whose literary and social 
conventions are \vell known and whose history and thought patterns 
are familiar. 

In spite of this innate weakness in Homeric studies, there is one 
possibility for independent testimony which has, at times, been 
invoked: the Homeric audience. Although there is no way in which 
any single individual of that group can be questioned concerning his 
response to the poems, there remains the possibility of probing the 
attitudes of the group by examining other creative works produced 
in the period from late ~,>Iycenaean times to the early Archaic age. 
Visual art works-pottery, stelae, sarcophagi-are preserved from 
this long period in adequate quantity to permit at least superficial 
examination of the taste of the people and the aims of their artists. 

Such an inquiry is intended to conclude and summarize the 
detailed analysis of the Homeric simile. 'While conclusions to long 
studies are often presented with great pride and cOllviction, this 
brief study of the relationship between the similes and art, is 
presented \yith only marginal confidence. These interpretations of 
indiyidual art works carry little weight of their own since they are, 
in the real sense of the words, deriyed and, therefore, highly depen-
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dent observations. In the course of gathering information on the 
similes, I have noted that there are certain customary comparisons 
in the similes which have their analogues in the work of visual and 
plastic artists. It is possible, and perhaps no more than possible, 
that there is a similar intent on the part of the poet, who sang the 
simile, and on the part of the puinter or sculptor, who created the 
art work. 

There have been numerous attempts to relate the art of visual 
artists to the Homeric poems. Connections have been found at at 
least four different levels: 

I. Close rCi)I-esentations of specific objects or events 
2. Illustrations of general practices and customs 
3. Reflections of cultural traditions 
4. Panlllels of artistic technique and style. 

On the first level are discoveries of an almost direct relationship 
between a physical object and an object described in the poems. 1 

The parallel between the so-called Nestor's cup and the description 
of the much larger and more ornate vessel in Iliad II is close, but not 
precise. 2 The explanation of the boar's tusks fonnd in ::\1 yccnaean 
tombs is probably the most helpful direct parallel between archaeo
logy and the Homeric poems. Parallels to individual scenes may be 
similarly sought, and R. Hampe has discovered a picture of a 
ship\'.Teck which seems to be based on the Odyssey.3 The drawing 
of snch parallels does not involve the creative power of the poet 
nor the poetic usc of the object, belt simply indicates the existence 
of an object or event which is similar to that in the text. 

On the second leyel there are studil".s of practices and customs 
kr,O\Yll frorn paintt·cl scenes and interpretzetions of remains which 
par:cllel passages in the Homeric poems. For example, there is a 
great difference in battle tactics bet\\"':::en the man who carries one 
long thrusting spear and the warrior who carries two smaller 

l ~'\11l0ng recent works, H. L. Lorimer, Homer and the 1\1J onuments (London 
1()50) ane! the chapters on material culture by c\. J. B. \Vace, H. P. \Vace, and 
I. H. Stubbings in A. J. B. \Yace and F. H. Stubbings, A Companion to 
flomer (London T9(2 ). 

_ 2 Sec A. Furumark, "~estor's Cup and the ::\lycenaean Dove Goblet", 
Lu;l1oS 44 (1946), pp. 41-53 for a discussion of the lack of connection between 
tlw cnp in the poem and the cup from the Shaft Grave . 

• J Hampe, p. 26 ff. Cf. K. Friis Johansen, The Iliad in Early Greek Art 
(Copenhagcn 19(7); he cites scenes taken from the Iliad in dating the spread-
111'::; awareness of the Iliad story. 
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throwing spears. This is not simply a question of how many spears 
the man picked up; it is a comment on the type of fighting this 
warrior expected, the relative age or newness of this method of 
warfare, and the armor which would be complementary to such a 
conception of battle. 4 Information on such subjects comes largely 
from physical remains and art works of various periods. \;Vhen the 
text stresses that the shield of Ajax is like a tower, this is sufficient 
evidence for one critic to maintain: 

Though in two of his more spectacular appearances (as champion 
against Hector and as the protector of Teukros) we shall find 
Aias as a wielder of the round shield, behind this figure we can 
discern another, older and more shadowy, who is still so domi
nated by the ancient tradition that alone of the first-class 
heroes he never wears a corslet. In Homer's hands indeed he 
becomes a creature of flesh and blood, as solid a creation as any 
of the secondary characters; but his footing in heroic society is 
precarious ... The great Aias seems to be some legendary figure 
of the remote past, the type of the perfect 'warrior as he was in 
the days when the body-shield held sway.5 

In these first two types of inquiry the parallels cere of interest 
mainly to later criTics; they are of slight importance to the oral poet 
and of even less concern to his audience. If the Homeric audience 
recollected the object or a similar object as they were listening to the 
singer, they would probably have nodded in silent recognition but 
would not have let this recollection distract them from the course of 
the story. The experience of listening to oral verse would have 
approximated graduate study if the audience had been expected to 
interrupt their concentration on the story in order to ponder the 
mixture of ages which seems to have formed the conglomerate 
figure of Ajax. 6 The concern in these studies is primarily archaeolo-

4 See G. S. Kirk, "Objective Dating Criteria in Homer," in Language and 
Background of Homer (Camb,ielge I964), pp. I74-190 for cautionary advice 
on elating various objects in Homer. 

5 Lorimer op. cit. (supra, n. 1), pp. r8I-2. 
6 J. A. Xotopoulos, "Parataxis in I-lomer: A Xew Approach to Homeric 

Literary Criticism," TAI'hA go (1949), pp. I-23 discusses the necessary 
concentration of the poet and his audience on the development of the 
immediate story: "neither the poet nor his audience can divert their attention 
for any period of time to the whole; they cannot pause to analyze, compare, 
and relate parts to the whole" (IS). 
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gical, and the points made have more relevance to the history and 
to the art of early Greece than they do to the composition or the 
artistry of the poems. 

The third type of connection made between visual and verbal 
art concerns the similes more directly. There are critics who have 
related the style of description in the similes to the painting style of 
either Minoan-Mycenaean art or to the painters of the late Geometric 
period. F. Winter finds that Homer and Mycenaean artists clearly 
observed the individual characteristics of nature, while early 
Archaic art shows a marked tendency to use simile subjects as 
decoration with little concern for the effecti,'eness of the individual 
scene. In the later period there is a tendency toward the use of 
repeated type scenes as opposed to the more vigorous Mycenaean 
treatment of individual scenes. each of which is told for its own 
sake. 7 Opposed to him is W. Schadewaldt who finds the spirit of the 
Homeric simile utterly divorced from Minoan-Mycenaean art. 
Cretan art is unrealistic in that the characters are more decorative 
in their nature than narrative; each character in a Cretan painting 
fills his space on the wall without really entering into the scene 
which is being portrayed. In his similes Homer, on the other hand, 
is interested in the essence of the object which is being portrayed. 
He combines the surface appearance with the essence to produce a 
small narrative scene in which characters play their appropriate 
roles. 8 Schadewaldt's conclusions are carried further by R. Hampe, 
who feels that the art of the Geometric period provides the closest 
parallel in aims and techniques to the similes. These scholars 
attempt to define the aesthetic principles which control the repre
sentation of the same scene in words and in paint or in inlay. 

This third type of study differs from the previous two examples 
because there is some attempt to see the attitude of the poet toward 
his material from nature. enderlying these studies is the belief that 
the proper interpretation of the artist's perception and presentation 
of nature \vill lead to further knowledge about the poet or poets of 
the epic poems. Once again, however, there is little interest in the 

. 7 F. \\,inter, "Parallelerscheinungen in der griechischen Dichtkunst und 
bllcleuden Kunst," in Gercke-J\:orclen, Einleitung in die Altertumswissenschaft 
(Leipzig and Berlin 1<)10) II, p. 161 if. 

8 \V. Schadewaldt, "Die Homerische Gleichniswelt und die Kretisch
:'IIykenische Kunst," in Von Homers Welt und Werh (4th ed.; Stuttgart I965), 
pp. 130 - 1 54. 
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audience. If there is a consideration of tradition, it is the tradition 
which the poet carried within himself and upon which he drev\' in 
forming the cxact words of his simile scenes. 

Finally, there are a few attcmpts at locating the connection 
betwecn visual art and poetry in the shared thoughts of poet, 
paintcr, and audience. C. H. \Vhitman has recently illustrated the 
parallel bctween the composition of the Homeric pocms and the 
rhythmical, balanced placemcilt of similar designs on Geometric 
vases. He has analyscd the principles of composition which appear 
in art objects of the period when Homer composed, and he has found 
these same principles operatiYe in the structure of the Homeric 
poems. The common concern of both visual and literary artists is the 
approval of those who view thc painting and of those who hear the 
epic. Consequently, the conncction between these 1\'170 types of art 
lies 'Nherc, in thc final analysis, it inevitably must: in the minds of 
the artists and of thc audience for which they were composing. This 
type of study explains little about the actrcal visible objects or their 
history; yet with thc ~id of these objects the critic hopes to define 
the structure of the poem, to cstablish the poet's intcnt in creating 
his epic, and to perceive, eycn vaguely, the audience's reactions in 
hearing the poem. Scholars of later generations can perceptively 
analyze Homeric composition, bat they can never come close 
enough to the instinctive and immediate undcrstanding possessed 
by a contemporary audience to participate in the full pleasure of the 
story '\yell told. Similarly it is possible to analyze intellcctually the 
principles Yihich underlie the creation of the Geometric amphora, 
but one would have to be born surrounded by the traditions and 
spirit of ancient Grecce to rccapture the instantaneous and un
conscious feelings stirrcd by the achievement of excellcnce in terms 
of the living, artistic canon. The comparison of the two media, 
however, allm,'s a modern critic to approach one step closer to an 
understanding of the contemporary audience. 9 

In this listing of four varied approaches to art through verse and 
Vfcrse through art, the main concern of each type of criticism stands 

9 Cf. Snell, p. 7 where he compares the way a modern child and an early 
Greek artist draw a man. He then draws a conclusion about the earlv Greeks 
by comparing their art and their speech: "Thus the early Greeks ~ did not, 
either in their language or in the visual arts, grasp the body as a unit." See 
also J. L. JHyres, "The Last Book of the Iliad," JHS 52 (1932), pp. 264-296 
and "Homeric Art," BSA 45 (1950), pp. 229-260, and \Vebster, pp. 187-207 
259'265. 
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out clearly. Each of these approaches, in the order listed, becomes 
increasingly more significant for the study of oral poetry as each 
considers people who are more directly involved in the creation and 
presentation of the poem. The first type of study, which points 
ant parallels to physical objects, is of interest to the archaeologist 
and the historian, who are not particularly pertinent when one's 
aim is literary. The second and third types of investigation, which 
identify customs and cultural traditions similar to physical remains, 
concentrate (n the background of the poet and the visual artist. 
\'et it is only in research which seeks :1rtistic principles common to 
the age that the most important contributors to the oral style are 
considered in the fulness to which they are so amply entitled: the 
Homeric 8ndiencc. The oral poet may have continually renewed 
the tradition, b~lt it was his audience which pronounced such 
n':],;wal successicl1 or misguided, and which controlled by its 
acceptance f!,c' rate of change and the amount of freedom which the 
oral poet could enjoy. There is an insufficiently understood inter
mingling of t\m strong forces when one speaks of the oral tradition: 
poet m:r! ;l';ciience, ;mcl only the last type of study takes into 
account the rclationshi!) bctwec;l pod and audience which truly 
cletermiLcs the direction of the tradition. Such inquiry is necessarily 
illcldinite h its results and difficult because of the intricacy of 
illtcrpretac:ion, sinCe' a;1\' depth in understanding may, in fact, be 
ultimatch' impossible onc(~ the oral pocts, their audiences, and their 
milieu h,l',-'" from tJv~ earth. And yet in the minds of 
hoth ajlc1 ,:.udicnce can the connection b'cLl'ecn words ,)Jld 
obj('cts IT (;x"lored.l 0 

These are \\-ords of almost inevitable frustn:tion. There are few 
\\',tYS to leal-" the thoughts and the desires of the Homeric audie;;ce 
except through mutt; physical remains, The Ihad and the Odyssey 
constitute a'l oyerwhelming percentage of the" extant "yords and 
thought of this early period, and there is little independent testimo-
11\', Perh;,_ps in following the method used by C. H. \Vhitman it will 
he possible to see some of the traditional features of the simile in 
\-islLll C).rt, because snch a compa:ison of poetry and art provides a 
technique for mo:-,' closeb defining the expectations of the audience 

10 Homerists desperate)" need the tVrJe of stud" which has been done bv 
U \Yl - ,J , 'J J 

. l1telock, The Audience of BeowuZf (Oxford 1951); e,-iclence, however, of 
the kmcl that \\ as available for her study which has long since perished for 
the years \\'hen Homer composed_ 
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for whom both painter and poet were creating. If the physical 
remains of a society can cast light upon the words of a poet, then it 
should also be true that the poets of the oral tradition can provide 
words for the voiceless monuments of painters and sculptors. 
Further, when various craftsmen from scattered locations and 
different periods seem to be working on the same principles, then 
there is an opportunity to focus from several directions on the 
aesthetic principles of the times, which is to say, the aesthetic 
principles of the people. Such an approach will not allow a critic to 
distinguish subtle changes of attitude and shifts of view, but it will 
illustrate in general terms the ways of thinking which produced the 
characteristic features of the epics and the distinctiye qualities of 
the visual art. 

It has been demonstrated previously that there \vere certain 
narrative contexts which suggested a very limited number of 
subjects for similes to the poet.ll The chart on page 86 lists all 
such contexts; two of these are: 

Lion (Boar) in contexts of a fighting warrior 
Hunting scenes in contexts of pursuit and attack. 

There are many other 11mTative contexts listed, but the two scenes 
of fighting warrior(s) and pursuit and attack are the ones most 
comrr..ollly represented in visual art. The chart was then reversed to 
indicate the connections between simill~ and narrative as they 
existed in the minds of the Homeric poet and his audience: 

Contexts of a fighting warrior will oftea contain a simile of a 
lion (boar) 

Contexts of pursuit and attack \\-ill often contain a simile of a 
hunting scene. 

This connection of lion \yith fighting warrior was not prescribed in a 
handbook for oral poets, nor was it a rigid rule which every oral 
poet was compelled to follow at the risk of being drummed out of his 
profession. The compulsion to employ the lion simile arose from the 
P;lst success of tbis subject in cOnYeyillg the mood and in parallelling 
the situation of most basic appearances of the fighting warrior. 
Such a connection ,yould not have remained in the traditional 
diction as firmly as it did unless it had been highly useful in a 

11 Sec supra, Chapter 3. 
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\~ariety of situations. The frequency of these two simile subjects in 
customary scenes is ample indication of the poet's dependence on 
such a tradition. But it is also evidence that the pairing of lions and 
boars \yith a fighting warrior was equally familiar to the Homeric 
audience. The early Greeks, reared on the oral tradition for genera
tions, would feel nothing strange or wondrous in the words: "He 
fought like a lion ... " or "He chased him just as a dog chases a 
deer ... " In further corroboration of this familiarity there is eviden
ce that the painters of various periods were also aware of this 
traditional connection and drew on it in creating their ,,'orks. 

In order to illustrate the premise that artists chose subject 
matter in the same way as oral poets, a special type of art VI/ark is 
required. Either there must be an obvious type of iconograph:y 
which allows the significance of the simile-like scene to be grasped 
easily, or else the art object must be composed of two or more 
distinct panels, one of which must illustrate a narrative scene from 
the \"orld of men while the other presents a scene containing 
creatures from the world of simile (in this case lions, boars, hunters, 
and their prey). The simile scene should, then, parallel the action in 
the narrative panel. Such an arrangement is rare in Greek art since 
more often Greek artists attempted to cover the available surface 
with one unified composition rather than split the field and. thus, 
be forced to create a unity from the two pictures.12 There are, 
however, several examples of art objects which do reveal a desire to 
unify subjects of various picture panels and which also reyeal a 
feeling for the same connections which can be observed in matching 
simile subject and narratiYe context.l3 Three basic styles offer evi
elt'nce: 

12 This is a broad statement made for presenting clearly the type of art 
w()rk required in this study. I must acknowledge that there are important 
exceptIOns m Rhodian ware Proto-Corinthian Corinthian and Geometric 
p()tterv. ' " 

13 Hampe, pp. 33-4 offers an example of this kind of connection in com
mentmg on the decoration of a vase: "Sowohl auf tier vVagenfahrt im Haupt
fnes als auch auf der Fuchshatz clarunter, bilden die Flillmotive, so belanglos 
SIC als solche erscheinen, ein wesentliches Element cler Bildwirkung. Sie 
lwlfen, die Vorstellung von Geschwinciigkeit, Bewegung und Erregung zu 
stelgern, crzeugen mit den Figl1ren zusammen einen unaufloslichen Gesamt
c!ndrl1ck. \Yir konnten verwanc1te Symptome auch bei den homerischen 
C:IClchlllssen feststellen. Es Iieft uber solchen Dildern das, was man flir die 
(,lclchnisse mit "Stimmung" oder "Stimml1ngsgehalt" auszudrLicken sl1chte, 
\: 0!1l1t et\\as Hichtiges gekennzeichnet war, wenn man dabei nicht an 
StlIn1l111ng im romantischen Sinne denkt." 
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1. Mycenaean Art and Its Precursors 
2. Proto-Attic Pottery 
3. Clazomenian Sarcophagi 

1. 1");1 yceanean Art and its Precursors 

The evidence from Mycenaean and earlier art bearing directly on 
the connection between simile and narrative is understandably 
slight given the great distance in time from the composition of the 
Homeric poems and the inevitable changes in the oral tradition. The 
most pertinent art objects which have a symbolic meaning are the 
various figures of lions, but statements on such objects run the risk 
of going beyond the evidence. There are, of course, inlayed figures 
of lions and hunters on dagger blades ;14 these could represent the 
might of the warrior who wields the ,veapon, though such an 
interpretation is not necessarily certain. More clearly metaphorical 
is the Lion Gate of Mycenae which is so rich in symbolic meaning. 
It is evident to any visitor to the magnificent site that this sculpture 
is intended to say much about the power and prestige of the Myce
naean king.I5 Though it \vould be excessive to try to give a precise 
meaning to each feature of the sculptural composition, the two 
heraldic lions most probably represent the warrior aspect of the 
king of Mycenae. Such a comparison as 11.172 ff. comes easily to 
mind: 

some were being driven through the middle of the plain like 
cattle which a lion has scattered coming in the darkness of the 
night, and to one alone appears sheer death-first seizing her 
neck he breaks it and then laps up the blood and all the entrails, 
so did mighty Agamemnon, son of Atreus follow after them ... 

(11.172-77) 

In support of this interpretation A. W. Persson has listed parallels 
from Egyptian and Near Eastern art which may show the origin of 
the comparison of ruler and victorious warrior to a lion. His citations 
reach back as far as the 18th Dynasty (1580 B.C.). For example, the 
Pharaoh Thotmes II is presented on a scarabaeus as a lion standing 
over a fallen enem.y with the inscription: "The lion, The conqueror, 
a wildly glaring lion, when he sees the enemy who crosses his path." 

14 Represented in Marinatos and Hirmer, Crete and l'dycenae (London 
1960), plates XXXV-XXXVII. 

15 Cf. G. E. Mylonas, Nlycenae and the Mycenaean Age (Princeton 1966), 
pp. 173-76. 
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The Pharoah besieges a city: "like a lion who lies in wait." Persson 
also cites the Lion Gate at Boghazkoi, which may, however, have 
an apotropaic function, and the comparisons to lions from Genesis 

49.9 and Dmrteronomy 33. 22 .16 

Similar in intent is the scene on a stele found by Schliemann and 
numbered 1427 in the inventory of the National I,Iuseum at 
~-\thensY The sculpture is badly damaged, but certain features can 
be clearly ideoltified. In the picture panel there are two separate 
scenes which seem to be unrehlted. The bottom of the composition 
shows a lion chasing a deer. Above these two animal figures is a 
single man driving a chariot. He holds the reins in his left hand and 
a short object, perhaps a whip, in his right. He seems decidedly 
unarmed. The chariot is being driven over an odd-shaped mound 
which has been interpreted in various ways; it might be an opposing 
\\'arrior now fallen under his figure-of -eight shield or a representatiml 
of a rod:'T landscape. The scene of a warrior crushing his enemies 
would be fitting decoration for a gra\'e marker; G. Mylonas, however, 
feds that the dri'/er-\\'llo is not a \yarrior since he is unarmed-is 
engaged in a dl3.riot nee which is a part of the funeral games for 
the dead nobleman. IS ?\eithcr interpretation, however, explains the 
animals below. If, indeed, there is a unity to the picture, then it 
s('ems that the sCllptor was using the same type of parallel which 
is d(Telopecl in the similes :19 the charioteer is like the lion \vho 
chases a weaker animal, in this case, a deer: 

J nst as a lion easily tears apart the gentle young of a fleet deer 
snatching them in his strong teeth when he has entered their lair 
and taken their tender life from them-and the mother even if 
she hc11'pcns to be close by cannot aid them because a terrible 
trembling strikes her and s\viftly she runs through the thick 
brush and the forest sweating in her panic before the charge of 
the mighty beast, so also W:lS no one of the Trojans able to keep 
ck,tth away from the tl'lO but they fled before the Greeks. 

(1I.II3-Z1 ) 

. l~. c\. \Y .. Persson, "Legende und J\Iythos in ihrem VerhaJtnis zu Bild und 
C1C'lchnls lin yorgeschichtlichen Griechenland," DRAGMA (Lund I939), 
p. 37() fJ. 

:: l'ich:rerl in 2\Iarinatos-Hirmer Of). cit. (supra, n. 14), Figure I46 . 
G. L. :\Iylonas, "The Figured Mycenaean Stelai" AJA 55 (I95 I ), 

PJl· 13+-147. ~, 

19 Sec note on page 176 . 
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This stele is so poorly preserved that there is little hope of identi
fying convincingly the strange object beneath the horse. If it is not 
the figure of a slain opponent, perhaps it is landscape and the picture 
merely represents the confident chieftain driving his chariot through 
his domain. This is an apt scene for a tombstone, and the compli
ment would be reinforced by the commentary provided in the 
parallel scene of the lion chasing the deer. 

In all these examples from Near Eastern, Egyptian, and Myce
naean art, the lion is joined with the warrior or the nobleman, an 
analogy which is well established in art and in literature. The 
persistence of this same comparison with its luxuriant development 
in the poetry of Homer is probably rooted in the earlier connection 
which would have entered the Greek oral tradition far before the 
Iliad and the Odyssey were composed in their present forms. 

A similar kind of pairing might be traced in the conjunction of 
birds with divinities. It has already been pointed out that in two 
cases it is difficult to distinguish the simile of a bird describing a 
divinity from a transformation. 20 At Od. 3.372 Athena leaves 
Telemachus, Nestor, and the assembled citizens of Pylos: 

Thus the gleaming-eyed Athena spoke and went away in the 
likeness of a sea-eagle. Wonder seized all the Achaeans, and the 
old man was amazed when he saw it. 

There is similar ambiguity at Od. 1.320. In the Homeric poems 
there are thirteen occasions upon which a god or goddess is com
pared to a bird. 

M. Nilsson comments on the representations of birds in conjunc
tion with divinities and shrine models in Minoan art and also on 
related objects found at Mycenae. Birds appear on sarcophagi with 
religious scenes, on religious statues, and on temple or shrine 
models. 21 There is a strong Minoan influence in such works, especially 
since they do not occur with any frequency after the LH I period. 
G. Mylonas is dubious of the significance to the Mycenaeans of birds 
on top of human figures or alighting on shrines, but he is willing 
to consider the acceptance of this Minoan custom by the Myce
naeans: 

19 \Vcbster, p. 224. Cf. A. Y\". Persson, New Tombs at Dendra Near Midea 
(Lund 1942), p. 189. 

20 See supra, p. 77. 
21 ]1;1. P. Nilsson, Geschichte der g1'iechischen Religion (3rd cd.; Munich 1967), 

I, pp. 290-92 and plates 10 and II. See also Webster, p. 224. 
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... it is not clear whether or not they adopted the device of the 
bird symbolizing the epiphany of a goddess. After LH I the 
only example of the divine epiphany is to be found on the 
sealing from the Rhyton Well of Mycenae; but even that 
example, dating from LH II times, could be considered an 
importation. However, the legends and the association of birds 
with Olympian deities, such as Athena, may indicate the 
adoption of the Minoan concept of divine epiphany by the 
M ycenaeans. 22 

These two examples of lion-warrior and bird-divinity connections 
which appeared in the art and literature of the Near East, Egypt, 
Crete and Mycenaean Greece may show the origins of the later 
expanded similes. If this is true, then the folk tradition which 
united certain similes with limited contexts is very ancient and, 
plThaps, ultimately pre-Greek. 

2. Proto-Attic Pottery 

The second area of early Greek art offering two major picture 
panels is proto-Attic pottery of which perhaps the clearest example 
is the Nessos Vase in the Metropolitan Museum (Plate I). This 
amphora has a very tall neck with a picture frieze on it and also 
one on the body of the vase. There are decorations on the lip of the 
\·3.se, on the handles, at the shoulders and several bands below the 
main panel, but the two principal surfaces for decoration are the 
body and the neck. The main panel shows Heracles fighting N essos; 
the panel on the neck contains a panther or lion attacking a deer. 
Though panthers are not a common topic in the similes, a panther 
does appear in a context where it is equated to a lion or a boar 
(I7·20 f.), and the one extended simile of the panther puts him in 
the type of hunting scene which most often would have contained 
" lion or a boar: 

Just as a panther comes out of a deep thicket to face a hunter 
and does not fear nor flee when she hears the barking of the dogs 
-e\'en if a man wounds her or strikes her first, still pierced with 
t1~e spear she does not cease from her fury until she has attacked 
lum or is killed ... 

22 ;',lylOIl<1S nt>. cit. (supra, 11. IS). p. I70 . 

:-;111'1'1. to .\fllt"tl10SYllC XXVllI 

(21.573-78) 

12 
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If the artist of the Nessos Vase were trying to create a unit in at 
least these two panels, then he is probably drawing upon his viewers' 
knowleuge of the oral tradition by presenting Heracles subduing 
N essos as similar to the wild animal who subdues the deer. 

A second example is a vase from Denmark (CVA Danemark 2, 

PI. 73, 4a and b). There are three major panels on this vase; on the 
body there is a scene of warfare on ship and on shore with several 
killings, while immediately above this scene there is a frieze of four 
dogs chasing a highly nervous rabbit. There is just such a simile 
at 10.360: 

as when two sharp-toothed dogs, skilled in hunting, chase 
ceaselessly after a young deer or hare through the woods, and 
he runs crying before them ... 

(10.360-62 ) 

The panel on the neck of the vase represents a man with a sword 
holding two horses; his connection to the scenes on the body is 
problematical. He could be the squire holding the horses while his 
warrior-master is repulsing invaders from the sea; but he could 
fill so many other roles that satisfactory interpretation is difficult. 
More important is the immediate juxtaposition of the battle scene 
and the simile scene. 

One further example comes from Berlin (CV A, Deutschland 2, 

PI. 43 and 44). There are four major decorative friezes on this vase: 
on the neck, on the shoulder, and two on the body. The neck band 
shows individual combat; the shoulder, one warrior fighting from a 
horse and one from a chariot; the first panel on the body shows 
several scenes of individual combat; the second band presents six 
lions. This bottom frieze states in a comparative pictorial way the 
same spirit as the three upper decorative bands, a connection that 
would be especially apparent to viewers raised on the oral tradition. 

Several other examples can be listed: 

1. CVA, National Museum Athens 2, PI. I (Grece): a frieze at 
the shoulder of the vase with two lions and three stags while the 
major frieze shows a warrior in a chariot next to a woman and child. 
Beneath this band there is a procession of six bulls. The connection 
between the warrior and the lions tracking the stags is amply 
paralleled from the similes; the bull panel may reflect the prominen
ce of the warrior in tllc same way that thl~ simile at 2.lj.80 adds 
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stature to Agamemnon; but then this subject appears in so many 
different contexts in the Homeric poems that it is doubtful that a 
tradition had been developed which would give added significance 
to the mere representation of a bull. More revealing is the juxtaposi
tion of the warrior and the lion. 

2. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (#1935.18): an early Oriental
izing vase with four bands: 1. Chariots, 2. Hounds pursuing a rabbit, 
3. Chariots, 4. Hounds pursuing a fox. 

3. British Museum (#1927-4-II-1): a tall amphora with two 
panels representing warriors with spears and swords. A frieze 
between the two picture panels contain five dogs chasing one rabbit. 

4. LomTe (CA 3468) Attic Sub-geometric: there are five picture 
panels: 1. (top of vase) single men in two horse chariot; 2. (bottom 
of neck) standing armed men, equipped with upright spears; 3. 
(bo(ly) men in two-horse chariots and men with shields and spears; 
4. (immediately beneath body panel) lions or wolves walking in file; 
5· (immediately beneath #4) running horses or dogs. At the very 
least the two friezes of armed warriors juxtaposed with the lions or 
woln's make a unified statement; perhaps the running animal 
rOlltriimtcs its share, especially if these animals are hunting dogs. 

3· Cla:()mcnian Sarcophagi 

The third art form which may show significant relation to the 
oral tradition as revealed in the choice of simile subjects is the more 
or less standard form of the Clazomenian sarcophagus cover; 
l'xamplcs arc all elated approximately to the 6th century.23 The 
form is demonstrated clearly by an example in the Metropolitan 
:'II \lSl'\lm (Plate 2). The decorated surface consists of a rectangular 
~ranw tapering toward the bottom. The rectangular area left vacant 
III thl' cent('r was at times covered by a gabel-shaped roof.24 At the 
~l)\lr corners of this opening there is a protruding small rectangular 
I!lS(·t which is treated as part of the surface to be decorated. The 
Ion" sides f thO 1 '" . b' . a IS sarcop lagus arc pamted WIth an mterlocked 
sl.mal and palmette motif. At the top and bottom of these side 
P,]('c('s there are square spaces set aside for separate picture panels. 
Ll'lH'ath the bottom s(luares and above the top squares there is a 

2" 1< . .\1. CO( 1, '", . 
" F I>' ' )', (,lUI, Pamtl'd Pottery (Loll(lol1 H)OO), pp. 1 3~-9, 

" tlllll ill1l'l'"' 1,/' 1 I' . .• , ,111111 ;,I'ICII1I1fllgll'r(,l'lrrlrrn (Munich I<jl3), r, p. 106. 
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narrow band with geometric or figured decoration. Across the top 
and the bottom of the cover there are unbroken picture panels 
running the full width of the sarcophagus. Though within this basic 
pattern there are variations, the standard form of the Clazomenian 
sarcophagus is preserved remarkably 'vvell in most of the remaining 
examples. 

Particularly pertinent to the intent of the artist is the conscious 
striving for symmetry throughout the composition with the notable 
exception of the large picture panels at the top and the bottom. 
On the sarcophagus from the Metropolitan Museum the decorative 
elements on the side pieces are almost perfectly symmetrical. At the 
top there are balancing panels containing two heraldic sphinxes 
facing one another surrounded by two lions. Although the painting 
has been severely damaged, the attempt at symmetry is evident in 
such SIn aU details as the curl of the tails on the outer two sphinxes. The 
sphinx on the far right has a neatly curling tail vvhich stands out in 
sharp profile against the plain background. The sphinx on the far 
left carries its tail a little more low slung although in the same neat 
curl. The problem is one of spacing because the composition on the 
right is more crowded toward the inside of the sarcophagus while 
that on the left is more compressed toward the outer edge. However 
there is no correction made for the differences in spacing. If one 
sphinx had a handsome tail in an s-curve, then his counterpart must 
have the same, the desire for symmetry taking precedence over 
clarity of composition. The same point could be made in reference to 
the s-curve tails of the two innermost sphinxes, since this area of 
the picture seems clear on the left but confused on the right. 

Continuing down the side panels there are facing centaurs with 
palm branches. There is a break with the idea of symmetry in this 
small composition; the palm branches on the left are exhaustively 
decorated with leaves, while those on the right are denuded. 
Beneath the centaur is a column of interlocked double spirals with 
palmcttes to either side. There are more spirals on the left than on 
the right, but this is not evident to the casual observer and the 
effect is one of symmetry. Then follow two facing sirens; identical 
decorative elements fill the surrounding space in the square. 
Beneath the birds is a series of small squares each filled with an 
abstract design. These are not in perfect symmetry although there 
are two basic designs which are alternated. Such a listing of the 
c1ccorati\T elements reveals the depth of int('r('st in balance and 



svmmetry which is characteristic of the design of most Clazol1lcllian 

sarcophagi. 
The only two panels which arc not symmetrical are the large top 

and bottom panels. Such panels offer anot her possibility for i1111si ra
ting graphically the same connections which exist in the Hom(~ric 
:-;imile. In the example from the :vIetropolitan Museum there is a 
battle scene in the top panel. Because the painting is so damaged it 
is difficult to ascertain the details, but there is a partial symmetry 
ill the composition. Thc picture is flanked by two chariots each 
with two riders; there are two round shields, one dark and one light 
which balance each othn toward the middle of the picture. But 
there are also clear unsymmetrical elements especially in the center 
section of the painting. 

The bottom panel cOl1sisi:5 of a boar surrounded by openrnouthed 
lions. There is really Hot much attempt at balance ill this panel with 
the exception of the heraldic position of the lions. Admittedly there 
is no pH'cise source for this scene in the existing similes, but there is, 
1!00\'cyer, a close parallel: 

As \\hen a lion 0\T1"w11c1ms a tireh~ss boar ill combat whell the 
t \\() fight wit.h high hearts on the peaks of a mountain over a 
small spring and both wish to drink-the lion overcomes the 
boar as he pants hard, thus did Hector take life from the vali.ant 
son of l'IIenoetius ... 

(I Ci.823 -28) 

TI)(' choice of SUell ;t silllile for ;t war context is a parallpl COllstruc
tion to the scene of the i \\0 lions attacking the 1)oar as a balance to 
t hl' picture of battle in the top panel. The attempt to achieve 
halance ill most of the other details of the sarcophagns co\'er 
pron:s the artist's interest in symmelI y aml gives a unity to the 
total composition. If thi.s 'were the sarcophagus of a warrior chieftain, 
not 01111' would there be ornament of adequate elaboration for a mall 
of such rank, but the art I\"ould convey a fi tting epitaph in traditional 
symbols: he fought like it lion or a boar and perhaps (consideriEg the 
i0.1l('n man OYer whom the battle has gathered) he even fell ill battle 
hghting like a lion or a boar. 

, .\ second example of this type of balance is a sarcophagus from 
L Pfllhl, J!({lrl'ei 71l1d £cz"clmllJlg del' Griccht'iI, PI. Lj.I. Then: arc a 
fe\\ unsymmetrical ddails in the design: fur example, the direction 
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of tll(' lw;u1s of t1](' g(\ato~ at the lower corners or the design of the de
cor<Llive hn;d above the goats. The upper picture panel is, however, 
almvot totally symmetrical: two warriors leave their chariots and 
r11:;1: ~Lt each other while their charioteers drive away from the 
c()nflict. At the bottom a lion approaches a grazing deer. Though 
there is one other animal on the far left, so little of the paint remains 
that it is unidentifiable. This is all appropriate simile subject to 
accompany the scene of a warrior doing battle. The message of the 
traditional symbols is clear; the warrior who lies in this tomb fought 
like the lion-or else he could, of course, have fallen like the un
suspecting deer. 

One further example \vhich may contain a Homeric subject is in 
the Pergamon Museum (3I45). In the top panel two characters 
threaten a third. Some scholars 1nve seen Odysseus and Diomedes 
threatening Dolon although there is much guesswork in such an 
interpretation. 25 The corresponding bottom panel contains a lion and 
a panther surrounding a steer; though no simile ill the Doloneia 
c()rresponds exactly, the Greek warriors there are called lions 
(10.207). ?vlore probably the painter and the poet both drew upon a 
tradition of common connections. The pairing of warriors with lions 
or panthers is amply precedentecl in the Homeric corpus. 

There are some further examples which need not be discussed in 
snch detail: 

1. Louvre (eA 1(24): in the top panel there are three individual 
battle scencs. T\\<o open-mouthed liolls attack a grazing cow in the 
balancing panel at the bottom. The design on the sides is symme
trical including two matching panels of a pair of ,,<arriors killing one 
other warrior. There scems to be a unity in the composition of this 
sarcophagus cover. 

2. Pergamon Museum (# 3348) : ill the top panel Helen is attacked 
by Menelaus and Odysseus, vvhile in the bottom panel an open
mouthecllion and a panther surround a grazing goat. The design on 
the sides is symmetrical. 

3. Pergamon ::\Iuseum (113347): in the top panel two men are 
lighting over a fallen warrior; on either side is a chariot with a dog 
beside. In the bottom panel there is a goat surrounded by a lion 
and a panther. This example is interesting because the bottom 
panel has the same subject as #3348, which demonstrates that 

25 Pfubl up. cit. (supra, 11. Lj.), p. ill'). 



then: J:-; soJlle COlltilluity of themes at least in the minds of the 

painters. 
4. Pl'rgamon Museum (#4824): In the top panel are two warriors 

each leading his horse and dog placed about a wing'2cl Ath'~lla 

\\-ith helmd anel shield. In the bottom panel thcTe are a lion illlel 

a p:mther. ()nce again it is interesting to notl~ the presence of the lion 
imd tltl' pallther although the goat is not there. It m2,), be significant 
that there is ]lO battle in actual progress in the top panel whereas 
the pre\'iously cited examples show the fighting either on the yerge 
of beginning or well underway. This sarcophagus may be making a 
statement of the battle ability of the buried warrior: whenever he 
fO\lght he was as brave as a lion or a panther and had the favour of 
A tlll'lla, ])11 t he does not happen to be fighting in the top picture and, 
therefore, there is no weaker animal being attacked in the bottom 
panel. 

I II stich art works from various periods and scat tercel locatiolls 
tlll'lT is evidence that visual artists, poets, and audiences of both 
\1lecii,l consciously or unconsciously made similar associations when 
sl'eking an explanatory parallel to a specific narrative scene. 
Admittedly there is only a small amount of pertinent evidence 
llpon \\hich to base firm statements about the oral tradition. There 
arc mallY unanswered questions; for example: 

I. Is this small list exhaustive? Are there llO furlher ('x;lmplcs 
ill\lslrating the connection between simile ancllnrrativl'? 

2. Are there illustrations of simile scenes parallel to picture panels 
\\hich demonstrate lack of unity? 

". Is there any reason to think that the tedmi(lUe of p<tralldillg 
t\\O scenes \\as wiele-spread? Or is there independent evidence 
thilt any single creati\'e artist worked in this way? 

TII('~c an: all good questions, and yet to ask them is t.o misllnderstand 
the collection of evidence offered in this discussion. 

In om age; of buzzing archaeological activity when new fmds are 
continually appearing, it is hard to feel confidence in any general 
statpl1wnt. Too 111\1ch that is contradictorv can be c1iscm'ered in a 
brief till1f', as wrikrs on the Bronzc Age ~lrc continually lcarning. 



1 han' discussed in all nineteen examples of a particular point. This 
point is literary, ;md it is in literature that whatever proof can be 
found exists. It -would be dangerous to estimate even what percen
tug" of the art of their particular period is comprised by the few 
pi('ces of E'Yiclence herein cited, and I would be surprised to find 
t1:at ill each case more than a minor percentage of the existing art 
supported Hlt: precise connection of narrative and simile subject. 
1\Ty intent is to note seHeral occasions when the artist thought like 
his literary colleague. 

It is readily admitted that there was no constraint as binding as 
meter which drove the artist to resort to traditional motifs or even 
to create a unity that can be perceived today. Conviction in these 
interpretations can only arise from viewing the individual work of 
each artist as a conscious effort to make a statement in his own 
medium; some artists may, at varied times and in different cities, 
have dra\\ n on the folk traditions known by many men to express 
their thoughts. Ultimately, of course, each work of art must be 
judged in itself; in its composition, in its subject, and in its effect. 

That some pertinent works of art have come from the later part 
of the sixth century and from varied locations should not militate 
against the comparison of their evidence with that of an epic of the 
eight century B. C. First there is evidence in the existence of the 
mysterious Homeridae that there was some sort of continuation of 
t he Homeric poems. Second, the stories of Lycurgus and Peisistratus 
show that there was considerable authority in the Homeric poems 
in various parts of the Greek world down to the beginning of the 
fifth century. Plato's rhapsode Ion is further testimony to the 
eagerness of people for the familiar old words. }Iost decisively, it 
was the living quality of the Homeric tradition in the hearts of men 
which compelled Plato to fight so strenuously against poetry's 
widely corrupting effect in his new state. There is then ample 
evidence that the Homeric songs lived on in continuing vigor among 
the people of the Greek world into the 5th century and beyond. 

But the most important reason for continuing this study of the 
Homeric similes far beyond the actual composition of the Iliad and 
the Odyssey is the n;lture of the topic. Neither the epic poems nor 
the specific art \\'orks are the actual objects of discussion since this 
study is directed tmrard the tradition which underlies both poetry 
and vis11al art. Such a tradition cannot be elated precisely because it 
is carried on for an indeterminate length of time by an amorphous 
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lll:lSS of people, commonly referred to as the "audience" in Homeric 
criticism or the "vievier" in art criticism. Audience and viewer are 
really the same man at any particular point. 

And it is this group, the "audience", to whom the poet so cliligent-
1\' catered. The glimpses of Phemius and Demodocus and, in addi
t'ion, om first-hand knowledge of Yugoslav bards reveal that the 
:lim of oral poets is communication with and entertainment of their 
audiences. There is little room in such societies for the individualistic 
poet \\ho expresses his O\vn feelings in a personal language with 
scant concern for his audience. The whole technique of oral poetry 
--the familiar story from legend, the type scenes, ringcomposition, 
fun'~hac1o\\'ing, retrospection, and many other features-were 
devices by which the poet ayoidedlosing his andicnce. 26 The vast 
majority of the formulae, both the simpler ones like the nOUll
\'pithet combinations and the more complex type-scenes with their 
\'ariations, were an aid not only to the poet who arranged them and 
altered them as he composed but also to his audience. They did not 
IHwl to listen to the subtleties of each phrase but could concentrate 
on th('. movement from block to block and could appreciate the 
lari;ltioll because of their intimate knowledge of the more traditional 
phrasing. The audience were the critics who had to be satisfied 
since they hired the poet and could dispense with him bruskly. 
lkcause of the importance of this audience's insistence on a good 
ston' told to a rdentless meier, there would have been little reward 
for illllO\'ation, and, in fact, there is much danger for a poet in 
l)('coming entangled in complications \vhich would prevent his 
audience from following the story. There is, then, in both audience 
and poet a natural tendency toward conservatism: toward the old 
l!'gcnds told in the old way. The audience was as much a supporter 
of the oral tradition as the various singers who practiced the art. 

Thi~ is a statement of extreme importance. The oral tradition is 
not only maintained by generation after generation of practicing 
poc,ts, but it is also continuously imposed by the audience. Such 
1ll11ltation may hamper the poet who wishes to create freely, but it 

, 26 For discussion uf these techniq ues and their effectiveness in guiding the 
d \)( lJ('llCC "C'e' (-' IC' D I 'tl F I' '- ' 
f ' ., I,~, uc (wor 1, ores /adow~n" and Suspense 2n the ~p~cs of 
1"IIIt'rlj) II' ./ T'" b "('I', ' - . () Omits, ({m,., ergzl (Prmceton I'J33); B. A, van Groningcll, 

J' - ll11cnb, Inorganiques clans la Composition de l'lliade ct de l'Odysst'e," 
11','111' de, Ftl,t 1 !l ,. ( ., ' ' 

. ' - t es omerlques,') r<)35), pp, 3-24; T. A, );otopoulos, "Contl111l1tv 
"nrl InierCCl1111>" "r' ,- . ' 

, - lX[on III J onwnc Orill Composition," TAPliA Ilz (J<)')l), 
Pl', !)I-IOr' and·\ B LIT!" " ,. -, "" un, Ie SlIZger of 1 ales (Cambmlge 1<)60), 
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is all indispensable aiel to the poet who will create within the tradi
tion. The vvhole technique of slight variation on a type scene 
depends on the audience's close knowledge of the standard form. 
The "Game of Analogy" is not a game played privately by the poet, 
because the audience raised on the oral tradition would also appre
ciate the virtuosity of tIlt' podP There is a total background of 
epic words, epic phrases, and epic stories and values which haye been 
built into the audience as they haw iuto the growing and maturing 
poet. As one critic puts it: 

"Both the audience amI the pod uf the oral literatures are 
bound to the past by inyisible complex tics which binel the 
audience, the oral poct, and the traditional material into an 
intimate trinity. The poet and the audience are intimately 
related to their traditional material by ties thai are not formally 
manifest iu the story". ~8 

One small part of this tra<litioll shared bdw(,l'll pod alld audience 
is seell ill the study of the traditional nature of the similes. Both poet 
and audience would haye been acquainted not only with the type of 
simile which the poet chose to sing at various moments in the narra
tive, but also with the alternate methods for continuing the story 
which the poet had passed over. Both would be accustomed to 
repeated simile subjects in certain narratin~ contexts and would 
appreciate the implicit comment when a subject was used in an 
unusual context; for example, there is a type of subsidiary statement 
of character being made when the poet compares the anxious 
Penelope to a lion (Oel. 4.791). These two choices-placement and 
subject matter-were made by the poet in accordance with the 
tradition quite often and, the audience was fully aware of the fact 
that the poet had so chosen. The poet could always develop the 
simile in whatever way seemed appropriate to him, and the audience 
would be more able to follow and appreciate such variation because 
of their intimate acquaintance with the tradition. In eloing so the 
individual members of the audience were drawing upon experiences 
ingrained from childhood. Poet and audience, each in his own way, 
participated in the combined creation of the oral song. 

27 Parry, pp. 221- 22 7. 
28 .l\otopoulos op. cit. (supra, 11. 26). p. 9'). 
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Folk tradition can cover a wide area. Even though this study has 
focused on the simile, which is a small component of heroic verse, 
the implications are extensive. A traditional art of any kind is based 
ill a broad understanding of folk culture, but this is especially true 
of the traditional art of story-telling which inevitably comments 
ujlon all facets of life, attitude, and value of a people. J. A. Noto
jloulos draws a modern parallel: 

... the traditional oral art is only natural and inevitable for an 
oral society whose life is traditional. The poet, his art, his 
audience, are part of it. A modern Greek villager lives, as we have 
seen, completely in a world of formulae, exhibited in his poetry, 
in his music, the patterns in a girl's weaving of her dowry, in the 
ikons, in all social, agricultural, and religions patterns of life ... 
The formula is both a linguistic and sociological phenomenon. 
It is imposed on the form of the ]Joem both from within the 
poci and from without by his audience. 29 

Ii is such a tradition which lies at the roots of the pairing teclllli
qlll's \\hich appear to be similar in oral art and visual art from 
:\[~n~n('an times down to the Archaic Age, though it is very difficult 
to find convincing independent evidence for many of the features of 
the epic. I{egarding the selection of simile subjects there are several 
art objects which show artists of various periods drawing on the 
knowledge of the folk tradition possessed by themselves and by their 
"iewers. That they did not do this consistently is unfortunate for the 
IIomerist but familiar to anyone \vho has attempted to define with 
any precision the connections between art and literature in the 
general cultural trends of a period. 

From the contributions of 1\"'0 further areas external to more 
direct studies of the Iliad and the Odyssey it is possible to formulate 
a more consistent and unified conception of the developing tradition 
which lies at the root of the Homeric simile: 

A. 5·jtudics of Language: G. P. Shipp in his book, The Language of 
If Olllcr, comes to the following conclusion: "The similes of the Iliad 
and the Odyssey are characterized by linguistic lateness. Late forms 

"" ]. A. Xotnpnulos, "Studies in Early Greek Oral Poetry,' 'HSCP 68 
gC)G4), pp. I-77 on page 53. See also his article "The Generic and Oral 

"mposlttol1 III Homer," TAPhA 81 (1950), pp. 28-36. 
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occur much more frequently in them than in the narrative, and ar
chaisms are hardly found. l\1ore than half the similes of any length 
include late forms, and no significant difference is observable between 
the similes of different parts of the poem". 30 

13. Studies of Oral Formulae: J. B. Hainsworth has written: 
"Supposing each bard replaced 20 % of his formulae in his lifetime, 
and if there are fifty years between master and pupil, then in the 
latter half of the eighth century only about 15 % of his formulae 
would reach back into the Mycenaean age" .31 

In support of this statement the study of A.Hoekstra offers 
evidence that the formulae ,vere being revamped at a more intense 
rate toward the period ,vhen the poems were sung.32 

Such arguments focusing on the language and phrasing of the 
poems in general and the similes in particular demonstrate a recent 
formulation of the individual additive lines and the individual 
features of each simile, though there is strong indication in art 
works that standard connections were made by artists from the 
lVlycenaean period down to the time of Homer. That artists widely 
spread throughout the Aegean world could draw upon this tradition 
is evidence that the tradition had spread quite broadly and deeply 
into the hearts and minds of the people of Greece. It seems that the 
phrasing of each simile may often be new, but the idea of the simile 
as a means of expression, its placement, its subject matter, and the 
connection of that subject matter to various scenes in the epic were 
quite old and had probably become traditional from centuries and 
centuries of oral story telling. 

The members of the audience remain the most important figures 
in any study of tradition both in the restrictions which they place 
upon the poet and in the advantage their special type of knowledge 
offers to the poet. In the fullest degree, it is their tradition. The poet 
shares it by birthright, but he does not own it. When he composed 
his similes, he was drawing upon a tradition formed by singers and 

:]0 Shipp, p. 208. 
31 .r. B. H,linsworth, "The Homeric Formula and the Problem of Its 

Transmission," nICS,) (1<)62), pp. 57-68 on page 66. 
:J2 A. Hoekstra, Homeric IVTodifications of Formulaic Prototypes (Amsterdam 

I(65). But see also the cautionary statements in reviews by \V. McLeod in 
Phoenix 20 (1966), pp. 332-40 and G.S. Kirk in Gnomon 38 (I966), pp. 737-40. 
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their audiences through countless generations. Most probably 
Homer himself and his contemporaries left their mark upon this 
continuing tradition, but that particular mark cannot be identified 
with any certainty. The weight and the influence of the oral tradi
tion was so massive that innovations or additions made by anyone 
poet-even an incandescently brilliant poet like Homer-were 
absorbed into the anonymity of the inherited poetic conglomerate. 
I t is this indissoluble blending of the new with the very old which 
underlies the composition of the similes, and it is this method of 
composition which allows us to speak of the oral nature of the 
Homeric simile. 

When the analysis of the similes has ended and all conclusions 
haye been drawn, even the most dedicated admirers of individual 
images must admit that these small pictures are but a minor part 
of the Homeric poet's consideration. What simile-even in its most 
intricate and sensitive development-could be an achievement 
equal to the portrayal of Achilles or Odysseus? What simile could 
have the emotional impact of the wondrous meeting of Priam and 
Achilles or the tender parting of Hector and Andromache? The 
simile is a well-defined, independent unit which can be admired for 
its many virtues, but it is the joining of simile and narrative which 
giycs reciprocal life to both elements. It is perhaps effective to say 
that a warrior is like a lion, or a fire, or a bird, or a tree; but if he is 
not initially like a warrior, then he is really nothing at all. The aim 
of the poet is to subject the traditional form of the simile to the 
narrative so thoroughly that the two form one poetic whole. If the 
simile is removed, the narrative is deprived of luster and the 
simile loses its majesty. To separate the two is impossible if the poet 
knows his craft well. As a friend of Prof. Bassett is reported to have 
~aicl, "To gather the similes apart from their setting is like abstract-
1!1g the plums from a pudding".33 

"'I S. E. Dassdt, "TIl(' T'unction of 1Il(' Homeric Simile" T A PhA 52 (1921 ) 
1), I .1!.. ' ~ , 
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A CLASSIFICATIO)J OF THE SIMILES BY 
LOCA TIOl\' AND SUBJECT lUATTEI<. 

Column One lists the context in which the simile is placed using 
the following abbreviations of section headings from Chapter 2 

where categories are discussed more full v : 

I. The Journeys of Gods---Journey 
2. Measurement-Measure 
3. Actions of Divine Beings, Spirits, andl\Ionsters-- (T llUSH;!.! 

4. Themes of Specific Emotions Psychological 
5. Variation of Standard Themes--Variation 
6. General Scenes of the Armies -Army 
7. Summary Scenes before Battle-Summary 
8. Entrance of the Hero-Entrance 
9. Withdrawal of the Hero-Withdrawal 

10. Anticipated Meetings-Meeting 
II. Joining of Two Scenes-Join 
12. Emphasis in Short Episodes-Emphasis 
13. Emphasis on Continuing Motifs-Event 
14. Similes in Speeches--Speech 

Column Two classifies the similes by snbject matter and the 
context in which the simile occurs using the following abbreviations 
from section heads in Chapter:) wlwrc these categories are discllssed 
more fully: 

1. Lion Similes-Lion 
2. Wind and Sea Similes-Wind 
3. Fire Similes-Fire 
4. Gods and Goddesses--God 
5. Tree Similes--Trce 
6. Wolf Similes-\Volf 
7. Deer Similes-Deer 
8. Stele Similes--Stcle 
9. Diver Similes-Diver 

ro. Hunting Simiks--Hullt 
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II. Similes of Children-Child 
12. Swarms of Insects-Insect 
13. Fish Similes-Fish 
14. River Similes-River 
15. Bird Similes-Bird 
r6. Farm Animal Similes-Animal 

Similes 

Iliad, Book I 

35(l 

Ihad, Book 2 

87 
144 
147 
209 
289 

337 

394 
455 
45<) i 

4()S 

4()() 

474 
470 
41)0 
754 
7°4 
780 

781 
;';00 

! 

~7:~ 

Column I 

Journey 
Psychological 
Variation 
Summan' 
Speech 
Journey 

Army 
Army 
Army 
Army 
Speech 
Army 
Speech 
Army 
Army 
Summary 
Summary 
Measure 
Summary 
Measure 
Summan' 
Measure 
Summary 
Summary 
Summary 

Measure 
Summary 
Summary 
Speech 
Measure 
Variation 

Fire 
G()(l 

Insect 
Wind 
Wind 
\Vincl 
Child 

Child 

Wind 
Fire 
Bird 

Flowers, 
etc. 
1 n~ects 

God 
Animal 

Bird 
Fire 
Fire 
Leaves, 
etc. 
Child 

Column II 

Anger 
Enter battle 

Number 
Movement 
Movement 
Noise 
Unwarlike 

Unwarlike 

Noise 
Gleam 
About to attack 

NllmhC'r 

Number 

Enter battle 

Fighting warriors 
Fighting warri, )1"" 

N um her 

I J 11\\,:1 rlike 

191 
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Similes 
I 

i Column I 

Iliad, Book 3 

2-3 
10 

23 

33 

222 
230 

449 

Summary 
Summary 
Psychological 
Meeting 
Psychological 
Meeting 
Speech 
Entrance 
Speech 
Variation 
Speech 
Speech 
Variation 
Entrance 

Iliad, Book 4 

75 
130 

141 

243 

253 

275 

277 
394 
422 
433 
452 
462 
47 I 

482 

Iliad, Book 5 

5 
87 
I36 
r6r 
299 
438 
459 

Journey 
Unusual 
Withdrawal 
Speech 
Army 
Summary 
Variation 
Summary 
Variation 
Measure 
Summary 
Summary 
Summary 
Army 
Variation 
Army 
Variation 

Entrance 
Entrance 
Entrance 
Variation 
Meeting 
Unusual 
Unusual 
Speech 

I Bird 

Lion 

Animal 

Snow 
God 

Fire 
Child 

Deer 

Lion 

God 
Wind 
Animal 
l~iver 

Tower 
Wolf 
Trel' 

Fire 
Hiver 
Lion 
Lion 
Lion 
God 
God 

Column II 

Enter battle 

Emotion: joy 

God 
Protection 

Fear 

\Varlike spirit 

Enter battle 
Movement 

Fighting army 

Attack 
Dead 

Gleam 
Sweep 
Fighting warrior 
Fighting warrior 
Fighting warrior 
Attack 
Attack 
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Similes I Column I Column II 

476 Speech Lion Fighting warrior 
Army 

487 Speech Fish Dead 

499 Army Wind 

522 Army Wind Lack of movement 
554 Variation Lion Fighting warriors 

560 Variation Tree Dead 
597 Unusual River Sweep 

Army 

770 Measure 
Journey 

778 Unusual Bird God 
782 Army Lion Fighting warriors 
860 Unusual 

Measure 
864 Journey 
884 Speech God Attack 

Unusual 
902 Unusual 

Measure 

Iliad, Book 6 

295 Measure Fire Gleam 
401 Entrance Fire Worth 
506 Entrance Animal Enter battle 
513 Entrance Fire Gleam 

Iliad, Book 7 

4 Entrance Wind Emotion: relief 
59 Unusual Bird God 
63 Army Wind Movement 
208 Entrance God Enter battle 
219 Entrance Tower 
235 Speech Child Un warlike 
256 Lion Fighting warriors 

Iliad, Book 8 

131 Army Animal 
271 Entrance Child Protection 
305 I Entrance God Enter narrative 
306 Variation 
338 Army Hunt Pursuit and attack 
555 Army Fire Gleam 
SUPI'I, to ~fncl1losync XXVIII I3 
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Similes I Column I 

Tliad, Book 9 

4 Psychological 
Army 
Psychologiml 
Speech 
Speedl 

Iliad, Book IO 

5 Psychologicll 
154 Variation 
103 Army 
297 Entrance 
351 Measure 
3()0 Meeting 
437 Speech 

Measure 
485 Army 
547 Speech 

Unuo;nal 

Tliad, Book II 

27 Entrance 
()O Summary 
()2 Summary 
()() SUlllmary 
()7 Army 

72 Army 
113 Vari~tion 
121) Variation 
147 
155 Ann\' 
172 Army 
237 
23() VariatioTl 
2{jt) Withdrawal 
2q2 Entralll'p 
2tJ5 Entrance 
2tJ7 Entrallt'!.' 
JUS A nIl\, 

32.1 Entrance 
.103 SPt't'c\t 
:l0() I Spt't'ell 
,1 14 .\nll\' 

47·~ Army 
EntranC(; 

i Wind 

, 

Bird 
Family 

Fire 
Animal 
Lion 
Animal 
Hunt 
Wind 

Lion 
Fire 

God 
Fire 
Fire 

Wulf 
Lion 
Lit)Jl 

Fire 
Lion 

Lion 

Hunt. 
C()d 
Wind 
WilId 
Lion 
Lion 
Child 
Lion 
JjtlTl 

Column II 

Emotion: confusion 

Gleam 

Fighting warriors 
Enter battle 
Pursuit and attack 
Movement 

Fighting warril)r 
Worth 

Enter battle 
Fighting warrior 
C It'am 

Attack 
Fighting warrior 
Fighting warrior 

Fighting warrior 
Fighting warrior 

Fighting \Varrinr 

Pursuit 
Enter battk 
Attack 
Attack 
Fighting warriors 
I"ightillg warrioro; 
U llwarlike 
Fighting warriur 
Fighting warrior 
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Similes Column I Column II 

485 Entrance Tower 

492 Army River Destructive sweep 

546 Join 
548 Join Lion Emotion: stubbornness 

558 Join Animal 

596 Army Fire Fighting warriors 
604 Entrance God Enter 
638 Entrance God Enter 

747 Speech Wind Attack 
Entrance 

Iliad, Book 12 

40 Army Wind Attack 
Entrance 

41 Army Lion Emotion: warlike spirit 
Entrance 

130 Entrance God Enter battle 
132 Entrance Trees Unmoving 
146 Entrance Lion Fighting warriors 
156 Army Snow 
I()7 Speech Insect Ferocity 

Army 
278 Army Snow 
293 Entrance Lion Fighting warrior 
299 Entrance Lion Fighting warrior 
375 Army Wind Movement 
385 Variation Diver Falling man 
421 Army 
433 Army 
451 Event 
463 Event 

Iliad, Rook 13 

39 1 Army Fire Fighting warriors? N . Olse 
Wind Movement ~ 

53 Speech Fire Fighting warrior 
62 Unusual Bird God 
101 Speech Deer Fear 

Army 
137 Army 
178 Variation Tree Dead 
198 Emphasis Lion Fighting warrior 
242 Entrance Fire Gleam 
2<)2 i Speech Child Unwarlike 
2<)8 ~ Entrance God Enter 

13* 
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Similes Column I Column II 

330 Entrance Fire Fighting warrior 
334 Army Wind Movement 
389 Variation Tree Dead 
437 Unusual Stele Unmoving 

Tree Unmoving 
470 Child Unwarlike 
471 Lion Fighting warrior 
492 Army Animal 
531 Bird Attack 
564 Unusual 
571 Variation Animal Dead warrior 
588 
654 Variation 
673 Army Fire Fighting warriors 
688 Army Fire Fighting warrior 
703 Army Animal 
754 Mountain 
795 Summary Wind Movell1rnt 
802 Summary God Entcr 

Iliad, Book 14 

16 Psychological Wind Emotion: confusion 
148 Unusual 
185 Unusual Fire Gleam 
290 Unusual Bird God 
386 Unusual Fire Gleam 
394 ( Army Wind Noise 

396 ~ Army Fire Noise 
398 Army Wind Noise 
413 Withdrawal 
414 Withdrawal Trrc WOllndc(1 warrior 
499 

Iliad, Book IS 

80 Journey 
170 Journey Snow 
237 Journey Bird God 
263 Entrance Animal Enter battle 
271 Army Lion Fighting warrior 
323 Army Lion Fighting warriors 
358 Measure 
362 Unusual Child 
381 Army Wind Movemrnt 
4IO Army 
579 Emphasis Hunt I'nr"llit and attack 
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Similes Column I Column II 

5~() Emphasis 

592 Army Lion Fighting warriors 
()OS Unusual God Fighting warrior 

Fire Fighting warrior 
(lIS Army Wind Unmoving 
()24 Army \Vind Emotion: confusion 
()30 Army Lion Fighting warrior 
()7() Join 
(J()O Join Bird Attack 

itiad, Book 16 

.\ Psychological 
Entrance 

7 Speech Child Un warlike 
l'sychological 

15() Summary \Vo]f Ahout to enter battle 
llJ2 Summary Family 

Variation 
212 Summary 
25lJ Army Insect Ferocity 

Summary 
297 Army 
352 Army Wolf Attack 
3()4 Army 
384 Meeting Eiver 
406 Fish Kill 
42S Meeting Bird Enter battle 
4S2 Meeting Tree Dead 

Variation 
4il7 Meeting Linn Fighting warrior 
5il2 Entrance Bird Attack 
58C) Measure 
633 Army 
G4 1 Army Insect Number 
705 Unusual God Attack 
742 Variation Diver Falling man 
752 Meeting Lion Fighting warrior 
75° :'vleeting Lion Fighting warrior 
765 Army Wind Movement 
7o() Arm\' God Attack 
023 l\Ieet"ing bon Fighting warriors 

Iliad, Book 17 

4 Entrance Animal 
20 SIH'('('iJ Lion Fighting warrior 
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Similes Column I Column II 

53 Variation Tree Dead 
61 Army Lion Fighting warrior 
88 Entrance Fire Fighting warrior & 

Gleam 
109 Withdrawal Lion Emotion: stubbornness 
Iz8 Entrance Tower 
133 Entrance Lion Fighting warrior 
z63 Summary Wind Noise 

Army 
Z81 Army Lion Fighting warrior 
366 Army Fire Fighting warriors 
389 Army 
434 Stele Unmoving 
460 Entrance Bird Attack 
5z0 Variation Animal 
54z Lion Physical appearance 
547 Journey 
657 Withdrawal Lion Emotion: stubbornness 
674 Withdrawal Bird 
7z5 Join Lion Fighting warrior 
737 Join Fire Fighting warriors 
74z Join Animal 
747 Join River Fighting army 
755 Join Bird Attack 

Iliad, Book 18 

I Army Fire Fighting warriors 
56 Speech Tree Dead 
57 Speech Tree Dead 
IIO Speech Fire Anger 
154 Join Fire Fighting warrior 
161 Join Lion Fighting warrior 
z07 Unusual Fire Gleam 
ZIg Unusual 
318 Psychological Lion Emotion: warlike spirit 
437 Speech Tree Dead 
438 Speech Tree Dead 
600 
616 Journey Bird God 

Iliad, Book 19 

17 Psychological Fire Anger 
z8z Entrance God Entrance 
z86 Entrance God Entrance 
350 Journey Bird Goel 
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Similes ! Column I Column II 

357 Army Snow 
366 Psychological Fire Anger 
374 Entrance Fire Gleam 
375 Entrance Fire Gleam 
381 Entrance Fire Gleam 
386 Entrance 
398 Entrance Fire Gleam 

God Enter battle 

Iliad, Book 20 

46 Entrance God Enter battle 
5I Unusual Wind 
I64 Meeting Lion Fighting warrior 
200 Speech Child Unwarlike 
244 Speech Child Unwarlike 
252 Speech 

Meeting 
371 Speech Fire Fighting warrior 
403 Variation Animal 
423 Meeting Fire Fighting warrior 
43I Speech Child Unwarlike 
447 Unusual God Attack 
490 Army Fire Fighting warrior 
493 Army God Attack 
495 Army Animal 

Iliad, Book 21 
12 Army Fire Fighting warrior 
18 Army God Attack 
22 Army Fish Kill 
29 Event Deer Fear 
227 Army God Attack 
237 Unusual Animal 
251 Measure 
252 Unusual Bird 
257 Unusual 
2il2 Speech Child Unwarlike 
346 Unusual Wind 
362 Unusual 
464 Speech Leaves, etc. 
493 Journey Bird God 

Unusual 
522 Army Fire Fighting warrior 
573 i Unusual 

I Entrance 
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Similes I Column I 

Iliad, Book 22 
I Army 
22 Meeting 
2() Meeting 
93 Meeting 
127 Speech 
132 Entrance 

Meeting 
134 Meeting 
139 Meeting 
150 

151 
162 Meeting 
I89 Meeting 
I99 Meeting 
262 Speech 

308 Meeting 
317 Meeting 

iliad, Book 23 
100 Unusual 
222 Event 
366 Army 
431 Measure 
455 Measure 
5I 7 Measure 
598 Psychological 
692 
712 

760 Measure 
845 Measure 

Iliad, Book 24 
41 I Speech 

Psychological 
80 Journey 
317 Measure 
480 Psychological 
572 
699 Entrance 

Odyssey, Book I 

308 I Speech 
320 I Journey 
371 Speech 

Deer 
Animal 
Fire 

God 

Fire 
Bird 
Fire 
Snow 
Animal 
Hunt 

Lion 
Wolf 
Bird 
Fire 

Wind 

Fire 
Animal 

Fish 

Lion 

Liun 
God 

Family 
Bird 
God 

Column II 

Fear 

Clcam 

Enter ba tile 

Gleam 
Attack 

Pursuit 

Attack 
Gleam 

Cleam 

ElllUlioll: warlikL~ spirit 

Emoti()ll: warlike spirit 
Euler 

God 
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Similes I Column I 

Odyssey, Book 2 

5 
47 
231 

Entrance 
Speech 
Speech 

Odyssey, Book 3 

Measure 
Journey 
Entrance 

Od.vsscy, Book 4 

32 i Speech 
45 
I22 Entrance 
310 Entrance 
335 Speech 
413 Unusual 
535 Event 
(JCJ2 Psychological 
7()1 Psychological 

Odyssey, lJuuk 5 
12 Speech 
51 Tourncv . . 
249 Measure 
281 
32R Unusual 
337 .J ourney 
353 Journey 
3(l8 Unusual 
371 Unusual 
JfH PsyclJological 
432 
4tl8 .J (Jill 

Odys",,),, Book () 
I () Entrance 
20 .I ourncV 
[()2 Meeting 
130 Meeting 
231 Unusual 
232 enusllal 
30 9 Entrance 

Column II 

God Enter 
Falllily 
Family 

Mountain 
Bird God 
God Ellter 

Child Ineptitude 
Fire Gleam 
God Enter 
God Enter 
Lion Fighting warrior 

Animal 
Fire Anger 
Lion 

Family 
Bird Cod 

Wind 
Bird Cod 
Binl Cud 
Wind 
Animal 
Family 

Fire Warrior 

Cod Enier 
Willd 
God Ellier 
Lion Warrior 
Hyacinth 

God Enter 

201 
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Similes ! Column I 

Odyssey, Book 7 

5 : Entrance 
36 Speech 

Measure 

I Variation 
Speech 
Entrance 

Odyssey, Book 8 

115 
124 
174 

Speech 
, Entrance 
I Summary 

:Measure 
! Speech 

Variation 
Unusual 
Entrance 
Psychological 

Odyssey, Book 9 

4 Speech 
51 Measure 
191 Unusual 
289 Unusual 
292 Unusual 
:)14 Unusual 
322 Measure 
384 Unusual 
391 Unusual 
473 Measure 

Odyssey, Book 10 

Il3 Measure 
Unusual 

I24 Unusual 
216 Unusual 

Speech 
30 4 Unusual 
410 Psycholot;ical 

Odyssey, Book II 

222 Unusual 
243 Measure 

368 Speech 

! 

Cod 
BinI 

l'ire 
Leave" 
God 

Cod 

God 
Animal 
God 

God 

God 
Leaves, etc. 
Mountain 

Lion 

Muuntain 

Fish 
Animal 

Animal 

Mountain 

Column II 

Enter 

Gleam 

Enter 

Enter 

Enter 

Enler 

Warriorlike 

Dead 
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Similes Column I Column II 

4II Event Animal 
413 Event Animal 
(lO5 Unusual Bird 
606 Unusual 

Odyssey, Book 12 

86 Measure 
Speech 

1tll Measure 
237 Unusual 
251 Unusual Fish Kill 
413 Unusual Diver Falling man 
4Itl Unusual Bird 
433 Unusual 

Odyssey, Book 13 

31 I Psychological 
I Animal 01 I 

I 

Odyssey, Book 14 

21 I Emphasis 
175 ! Speech Tree Dead 
308 ! Unusual Bird 
476 

Odyssey, Book 15 
108 Measure Fire Gleam 
152 Speech Family 
414 Entrance· God Enter 
479 Bird 

Odyssey, Book 16 
17 I Meeting I Family 
216 Meeting Bird 

Odyssey, Book 17 

37 Entrance God Enter 
III Speech Family 
126 Speech Lion Fighting warrior 
397 Speech Family 
463 
51tl Meeting 

Odyssey, Book 18 
27 ! Speech 
29 I Speech 
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Similes I Column I Column II 

193 I Unusual 

I Fire 
240 Speech 
296 Variation Gleam 

Odyssey, Book 19 

39 Speech Fire Gleam 
Unusual 

54 Entrance God Enter 
log Speech 
205 Psychological Snow 

Meeting 
2II Psychological 

Meeting 
233 Speech 

Emphasis 
234 Speech Fire Gleam 

Emphasis 
494 Speech 
518 Speech 

Psychological 
574 Speech 

Odyssey, Book 20 

14 I Psychological I Animal 
25 Psychological 

Odyssey, Book 21 

14 Entrance God Enter 
37 Entrance God Enter 
48 Event Animal 
406 Event 
4II Event Bird 

Odyssey, Book 22 

240 Unusual Bird God 
299 Army Animal 
302 Army Bird Attack 
384 Army Fish Dead 
402 Army Lion Physical appearance 
468 Bird 

Odyssey, Book 23 

(48 I Speech Lion Physical appearance) 
158 Unusual 

Meeting 
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Similes 
I 

Column I Column II 

159 Unusual 
Meeting 

163 Entrance 
Meeting 

God Enter 

1l)1 Speech 
Measure 

233 Psychological 
Meeting 

Odyssey, Book 24 

h Unusual 

148 Speech Fire Gleam 
Measure 

371 Unusual God 
538 Entrance Bird Attack 
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(h 1. 2.5: 40, ()l), flO, <)4 
U<1. 2-47: 123 

(hI. 2.234: 123 

0<1. 3.290: 21, ill, 12 I 

Od,3·37 2 : 77, l7 h 
Or!. 3 .4(,1l: "10, (Jq 

0<1. 4.32 : 74 
Od. 4.45: 67, 121 
Ud·4· 122 : 40, (it) 

Ud·4·310: 40 ,69, <)0, 94 
(Jd. +335: 52, 6S, 122, 

16 I 

(Jd. +41.): 25 
(J<1, 4.535: 50, 71), J L' 

U<I. '1·(J~2: 31 
(Jr!. 4-lJ(JI f.: 3() 

Od. ,\. (J()l : Ill' 

U<l·+71SI'f.: 30 

176 

()d. '1.7()!: .l T, (, 2, 12.\. I;j" 

(Jr!. S. I 2: 123 

(lcl. 5.44: 1 S 
Ud. 5A+ If.: 1'1 

Ud. 5.5T: 1:-) 

()d.j.5,)fl.: c(, 

(I<\. ,'j.3zll: Sz 
()d. 5·36S: 25 
utt. 5.371: 2('. 9i, 
()Ii.,').:\(I4: 2q.I!.\ 

uti, 5. +1 S : CIS 
, Id. 5 "l:-)S : ,11, 

Uti. (). l(): ()<j 

()<I. ('.2<>: 12 

ClcI. (). IO:;?; +~ 69 121 

2II 
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Od.6.130 : 
Ocl. 6.157: 
ad. 6.162: 
ad. 6.231: 
ad. 6.232: 

42,62,90,94,121,122 
71 n. 
71 n. 

Ocl. 6.309: 

121 
25,26,52,121, 129,131 
69 

Oel. 7.36: 
ad. 7.78: 
ad. 7.84: 

ad. 8.518: 
Ocl. 8.523: 

50 ,78 
18 n. 
67, 121 

69 
123 

ad. 9.51: 21, 81 
ad. 9.190: 121 
ad. 9.190 if.: 23 
ad. 9.191: 81 
ad. 9.289: 27,80, 123 n. 
Oc1. 9.292: 27, 121 n. 
ad. 9.314: 27 
Oc1. 9.322: 22 
Od. 9.384: 27 
Od. 9.391: 27, 82 

Od. IO.II3 : 22,27,8r, 121 
Od. 10. 124 : 27, 75 
Od.IO.2I6: 25, 80 
Ocl. 10.304 : 25 
ad. 10.410 : 80 

Oel. 11.243: 21,81,121 
ad. 11.411: 50,79, 122 
Ocl. 11.413: 50, 122, 15.5, 161 
Oc1. 11.605: 7S 

0<1. 12.251: 7.5 
Od. 12.413: 72 
Od. 12.418 : 26,78 
Oll. 12·433 : 26 

Ocl. 13.SI: So 

Oc1. 14.21: 4S 
Or1. 14. I 75: 7 1 

Od. 14 . .1°8 : 26, 7,e; 

Od,15· I06 : 
Od. 15,10]: 
Od, 1.5. 108 : 
Oel.I.5. I09: 
Oll. 15·479 : 

Oel.I6.I7: 
Od. 16.216: 

Od. I7.III: 
Oc1. 17. 126 : 

Oll. 18.193 : 
Oel. 18.296 : 

Ocl. 19·54: 
Od.19· 109: 
Ocl. 19.205: 
Ocl. 19,2II: 
Ocl. 19. 233 : 
Oe1. 1<).234 : 
Oel. 19.518: 

Ocl. 20.14: 
Od.20.2.5: 

Od.21. I 4: 
Oel. 21.37: 
0<1. 2I.48: 
Oe1. 21.406: 
Oc1. 21.411: 

Od. 22.240: 
Od. 22.299: 
Od. 22.302: 
Od.22·384: 

22 n. 
22 n. 
22,67 
22 n. 
78 

42, 123 
.10 , 4.1, 79, 12 3 

123 
.52, 122, 129, 

25, 26 
3 1 , 67, 121 

43,69 
156 
29, 43, 81 
43 
48 
48, 67, 121 
31,123 

29,80, 

3 1 

40 

40 

122 

49, 122 
49, 122 
49, 79, 122 

25 
26, 35, 122 
35, 78, 122 
36 , 75, 122 

132, 161 

Oel. 22.402: 
Oel. 22.468: 

36, 62, 73 n., 122, 123 
7Q, 122 

Oc1. 23.158: 122 
Od.23.1.59: 52,122, 129, 131 
Od, 23,233: 2f), 122 
Od.24,6: 27 

Oc1. 24.148: 
Od. 24.392: 
Ocl. 24,5.18: 

22, 67, 121 
143, 143 n. 
78 
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